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SETTING PRIORITIES FOR SCIENCE

THURSDA Y. SEPTEMBER 30, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, SUBCaMMIrEEE brst SCIENCE, RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY, AND 'THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTI-
CATIONS AND OVR.RSIGHT

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 9:35 a.m in room

2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.,
presiding.

Mr. BROWN. The subcornmittee will come to order.
In the absence of Chairman Walgren and Chairman Gore, who

shotkld be here before long, I will take the liberty of Opening the
hearings this morning because of the large number of distinguished
witnesses which we have. I think I should read Chairman Wal-
gren's opening statement to help set the scene for these hearings
this morning.

The hearing is being conducted jointlyly the Subcommittee on
Science, Research and Technology, which he is privileged to chair,
and the Subcommittee on Investigations ancrOversight, Chaired by
our distinguished colleague, Congressman Al Gore of Tennessee
We want to express to Mr. Gore our appreciation for suggesting the
focus on priorities at this particular time. Setting priorities for allo-
cating funding and other resources in the field of science is as we
are all aware one of the central issues of Federal science policy. It
is a subject which this subcommittee as well as the full' committee
has dealt with as a policy issue over the years.

In July 1980, the subcommittee held hearings chaired by Con-
gressman Brown, that is me, on long-range planning for science In
both 1980 and 1981 the full committee held hearings with the
American Nobel laureates to hear their views on what is needed to
maintain the strength of American science. And early this year

/Chairman Fuqua field a hearing on the science budget under
stress. At that hearing the present and past science advisers to the
President discussed with the committee their views of priorities for
American science. It is now evident that the science budget will
continue to be under stress. As a result; priorities for science will
continue to require careful attention in the Congress, in the ad-
ministration, and in the science, engineering, and industrial
community..

The shift from the conditions of significant annual growth in the
budget for science to a situation of level or almogt level funding
has it turn produced new problems and raised new questions. If re-
sources fur modest increases in science funding can be found, what

(I)

t.)
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arua or types of science shduld b., supported? Can funding for some
parts of su'llce V6 lnolt lire now being supported be reduced or
eliminated fium the budget" Equally important, w hat are the best
ways to arrive at such decisions.

In the Congress we are thoroughly familiar with the priority set-
ting through the political process w hich involves geographic claims,
lobbyists, and interest groups. We are much less familiar with
what I assume is thu somewhat more rational processes fur priority
setting fur science hich is now. employed in industry and in the
scientific agencies and by the st udents of economic, theory. We are
concerned with .the relative emphasis placed on basic research
versus applied research and development, and also with how activi-
ties such as science and technology education, technology transfer,
and science foreign policy, which are closely related to scientific re-
search and development, should be balanced against R&D itself in
the resource allocation process.

In this hearing we hope to learn much about' both the priorities
themseh es and the methods for their development. We are grateful
to all of our witnesses who have given of their time and experience
to'help us in this proC'ess of self-education.

Without (,bjection we will include a statement from the other co-.
chairman of these hearings, Mr. Gore of Tennessee. I believe we
also have an opening statement from the minority.

[The statement followsl

eft

f;



COMMITTEEON SCIENCE.ANO TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515

Opening Statement

HONORABLE ALBERT GORE, JR.
,

September 30, 1982

Since World War II, the United States has maintained

leadership in many fields of'science and technology,

especially blomediLs and computer technology. We take great

pride in these accomplishments which increase our wellbeing '

and enhance our culture. The,Federal Government has played a

keylrole in the advance of knowledge through longterm real

i ,
growth in funding for basic and applied research in all

scientific areas. In the past decade, accounting for
,

inflation, basic research funding increased by 2 percent,

applied research by 3 percent, and development research by 3

percent. Throughout the 1960s, the U.S. ratio of civilian

R&D to Gross National Product steadily increased, and after a

temporary decline.in the early 1970s, surpassed its 1960s

leVels, reaching an'estimated 1.66 in 1981.

'1

Today, economic conditions have caused many to question

the role'of the United States Government in the promotion.of

science and technology. The Reagan Administration has stated

that federal R&D levels (except defense) are contingent on

general economic conditions and fiscal constraint. Indeed,
. ,

last.year federal.funding for basic research dropped 2

. percent, accounting for inflation. Last year, the Director

of.the Office of Science and Technology Policy, Dr. Keyworth,

Pi
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told this Committee that in light of the current economic

situation, real growth in science cannot continue and that

cutbacks in science are not likely to harm the health of

American science. Furthermore. OSTP has informed the

Congress that R&D will be subject to more vigorous criteria

of excellence and pertinence. In that connect4 ion, we regret

that Dr. Keyworth is not present at this hearing to elaborate

on these views.

Other nations have incorporated science advancement as a

major component of their industrial policies. Industrialized
,

countries such as Japan & France are subsidizing research and

development for new products and services desired in expand-

ing world markets. Such increased international support for

science requires even greater U. S. scientific resource-

ful4gss and strategies for maintaining U. S. economic com-

- petitiveness. within this country. as well, increasing com-

petitiveness among the-states to attract high-technology in-

dustries has resulted in new state science and technology

programs for upgrading scientific ma power and encouraging

commercial usefulness of university research. Thus, the

states will play an increasing rol in the direction of

,------
science policy.

While we must strive for increased innovalion and

corporate productivity, the FederSl Government must continue

to play a vital role in developing nOn-commercial advances in

science which serve the greater public interest by protecting

our health, environment, and our national defense. Debate is

fast emerging regarding the role of "public interest" as a

component in the direction.of scientific and technological

research. The National Science Foundation's recent

ti,
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"Five-Year Outlook" emphasizes Ow stress which science is

currently suffering due to.the lack of public support for

science. We must establish linkages between science and the

public in dialogue regarding the role of science in the

United States.
..

Today's hearing will focus on issues vital to this

nation's future well-being:

1. How can the greater public interest be reflected in

federal R&D decision-making; both in the choices.

development and application of technology?

/`. How do we determine the-optimal funding level,of basic

research?

3. What are the proper roles of government and private

industry in funding applied research and development?

4. Should the United States target certain R&D for

international economic competitiveness?

5. What role should state and localities play in

determining the direction of scientific research?

We look forward to hearing the views of our distin-

guished witnesses who represent the views of Federal and

State Government officials, scientists. and economists.



Mr. BROWN Dar first panel was originally scheduled to include
an additional member, a representative from the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. Unfortunately, and I will assume that it is be-
cause of the press of last minute business before the Congress, the
scheduled witness was unable to appear, and we have been unable
to get a substitute, which we very much regret, since obviously the
OMB and the Executive Office of the President have a deep in-
volvement in this matter of priority setting. But we will struggle
along as best we can undpr the circumstances.

We had also invited the Director of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, Dr. George Keyworth, or his representative to
appear before us. We have instead a thoughtful and useful state-
ment for the record by Dr. Keyworth, and, without objection, it will
be inserted in the record at this point.

(The statement referred to followsd
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STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE A. KEYWORTH, II, SCIENCE ADVISOR TO
THE PRESIDENT, AND DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
POLICY, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEES
ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT, AND SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND
TCCHNOLOGY; COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY; HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
SEPTEMBER 30, 1982

I am pleased to have the opportunity to share with you my
views on priority s-tting for science and in science. Your
attention to this subject Trextremely txmay, not because
it is a new subject, but because it needs new attention.
When no limits are placed on resources, then resource
allocation is relatively painless and there may be less
urgency to set explicit priorities. But it is now time
for us to recognize that. there are limits to resources,
and though the task becomes harder, it also becomes more
necessary to define consciously and clearly how we set
priorities among-all the worth%hile goals competing for
finite resources.

I made the distinction earlier between priority setting
for science and priority setting in science. I define
tho former as the ranking of the pursuit of science as a
goal against other natidnal goals, and the latter as the
comparative evaluation of different scientific endeavours.

With regard to priority setting for science, this Administra-
tion recognizes the importance of maintaining a strong U.S.
scientific enterprise. However, this is not a goal separate
from and superior to those pf a healthy economic growth and
a secure national defense. They are highly interdependent.
N1.-.,t only does the economy determine how much R&D the nation
can pay for, it also influences what kind of R&D we do.

We strongly believe that the process for setting priorities
in science must be adjusted to recognize the reality of
limited reeources. Greater Selectivity must be exercised in
funding decisions, and the criteria for exercising such
selectivity are excellence apd pertinence to the national
goals of economic hoajth and-national security: The
scientific communtty must also assume more forcefully its
responsibilities for setting priorities in science. It must
give us the benefit of its thoughtful and critical judgment.

To encourage the scientific community's initiative, I have
asked the National Academy of Sciences, earlier this year,
to engade the community of American scientists in developing
a process that mill help us determine, jointly, the fields
of science.that are of the highest quality, most exciting and
wtth the greatest potential for future applications. 1 expect
the Academy to report on thotc progress in the near future.

We have solicited the scientific community's recommendations in
other ways as well, and have been receptive to them. As one
example, last fall, at my request, the Hign Energy Physics Advisory
Panel appointed by the Department of En, ,gy examined the question
"What would be necessary to maintain the leadership of thvbUnited
States ingh enrrgy physics?". Based upon their advice, the
President's Fiscal 1983 budget recommendation for the DOE high

,energy physics program reflected-the need to ensure optimal use
of existing facilities and the ability to meet future demands
for new experimental facilities.

I hope that the joint prxdrity setting process that has
begun will take on a strcinger 'momentum, and that the scienti-



fic community will continue actively to recommend not only
those areas for increased support, but also those that must
be reduced so that more productive efforts may receive the
deserved support.

This Administration has enunciated a clear science policy
that the scientific co.nmunity can use as guidance in
setting its ptiorities. Our sexence policy aims to define
clearly the appropriate role of the Federal government in
R&D so that the industrial and academic sectors may proceed
to fulfill their roles without the fear of undue government
intervention. It would get the government out of the
development and demonstration activities, except where the
government is a customer. It places priority for Federal
funding on those areas that the government does well, such
as basic research, and those where it should be the R&D
performer because the payoffs are not appropriable by private
sector parties.

The Federal government has the major responsibility for
making sure that our knowledge base is healthy and continues
to grow. As a technological nation, we depend vitally on
this base and on the strengths of the universities where
basic research is done and where new scientists and engineers
are trained. So, we will continue to support high quality
basic research. We will seek to mr-imize the return on the
Federal investment by focusing on those areas with potential
for eventual applications to our industrial wel1-1)eing and
nationa. security. We are concentrating much of the money
available for growth on those areas with the most promise,
those where there in bubbling intellectual excitement.
Again, high energy physics and astrophysics are examples
of such areas. The link to technological applications may
be stal tenuous here, but the fields are so rich in talent
and so full of promise that the adequate allocation of
resources is likely to pay off well. Another example,
with a stronger link to potential applications, is materials
reseerch. New methods de/eloped in recent years to do
materials engineering at the atomic level have opened
up vastly the potential of this field.

I don't think there is argument about the Federal responsi-
bility for national security--the assurance of a peaceful,
stable environment in which to pursue our lives. Unfortunately
our national defense has been taken for granted and allowed
to deteriorate over the years. While the Soviets were
upgrading their capabilities, we failed to adequately
exploit our own technological edge, which we have relied upon
traditionally for our military strength. So, this Administra-
tion has given top priority to rebuilding our defense capacity
and upgrading our R&D base for defense.

I have cited excellence and pertinence as two criteria for
priority setting. Excellence is wej,l understood--we will
emphasize excellence in the investigators, excellence in the

, subject matters, and excellence in the expected results.
pertinence may t.,e less ell understood, particularly as it
applies to basic research. To expn the criterion of
pertinence for out funding of basic research, I must point
,ut a paradox that we are facing. For at least the past
30 years, the United States hos done the world's best
basic research and we show no slackening of our lead today.
Yet; our lead in high technology Industries is being challenged.
Industrial competitiveness is a function of economic, regulatory

well as technological factors we have taken steps to
alleviate the regulatory burden. But we mUst also address a
fundamental x11 thit has developed in this country. This ill



is the persistent assumption that tho profit system and our
private secton are somehow incompatible with good scientific
research. Admittedly, the Federal iovernment, through two
decades of massive support for research with little attention
to its ultimate use, has contributed to this situation. To
chang/ it, we must now strengthen the connection between
basic,research and technological application. We must be
assured that basic research is used as much and.as.often as
possible. We must see a st4png interchange between.our basvc
researchers and industrial RLD centers. I at' not minimizing
the pure cultural value of pursuing good science, but' let
usgalso recognize that we justify substantial public support ,

for science--even in these times of budget austerity'and
reduced government interventionon its promisd for tomorrow's
well-being and prosperity.

The quNpon of research performed in universities versus
elsewhere has been raised. I sec three major R&D per-forming
grpups: the universities, the Federal laboratories and
industrial research centers. In my opinion, they play three
distinct roles:

-The Federal laboratories should be funded by the
government only for what I call long range applied
research. That is the research from which technological
developments will spring, but at a sufficiently distant
future that industry will not fund it. Federal labora-
tories should also perform research and development
activities appropriate only for Federal performance
fe.g. nuclear weapons. food and drug testing). Those
Feduril laboratories that arc endowed with large,
cl.icated facilities, such as the national labora-
t,ries,,of.the Department of Energy, should make them
Available to university and industrial researchers.

-nnlversitzes should continue to excel in their primary
role ,t edu,za,,ion, and should conduct basic research as
An ;sential adjunct to this educational role.

-Indjstrzal research centers should continue what they
mwch better than the Federal and university sectors:

applied research and product development.

AllIn? I dant to stless that even though their roles are
d1,01nct, these three sectors must work together. I have

0,0 White House qclence C,)uncil (WHSC) to review the
tIv t tt;e Federal laboratorirs and to recommend to
thel: apprnprtato r.sponsibilities and ways to strengthep

.hem. l am expect.ng the WHSC to report-their findings by
next April.

To Alummarizd the question of priority setting for science
and in science I will say that it is a joint responsibility
4 the Federal goveinment and the scientific community. The
hcientItIc Lommunity must provide its guidance and recommenda-
tions to the government, )ust as the government must formulate
a -lear hcience polycy that would establish the broad priorities
which the scientific community can follow to propose, evaluate

k And recommend programs and projects. This Administration's
policy has three key elements: maximize the payoff

for Federal Investment in basic research, improve the flow ,
,f.knowledge b(ftween the research, establishment and industry,
and strengthen the defense technology base. We look forward
now to working wi'th the scientific community to maintain and
Increase our scientific and technological strength.
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Our first panel will include Dr: James B. Wyngaarden, Director
tlw National Institutes of Health, Dr. Edith Martin, Deputy

Undcr Secretary of Defense fur Research and Advaned Technol-
ogy, .nd Dr. Donald Langenberg, Deputy Director of the National
&len :e Foundation, all uf whom hate a great deal to contribute to
the focus of these hearings. And so we welcome you, and I presume
you muy proceed in order in which I have indicated, and I welcome
our distinguished chairman IA ho will take over at this point.

Mr WALUREN Thank yuu very much, Mr. Brown. I apologize for
my ibsence, but ski.. are here to create a record that all of us can
S%urk with, and su I am glad you proceeded. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES B. WYNCAARDEN, DIRECTOR,
NATiONAL INSTITUTFN OF HEALTH, BETHESDA, MD.

Dr WY NGAARDEN. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommit-
h'es, I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the setting of prior-
ities in science. As Director uf the National Institutes of Health, I

ill focus tuda un une aspect of this important topic, namely, pri-
orities in biomedical research.

To be must responsive to the concerns of the subcommittees, I
will discuss three major areas of influence on priority setting at
NIII the uterall mission of NIH, scientific considerations, and
othei factors or influence, such as specific public mandates and'as-
signments as expressed by Congress and the administration.

The mission uf NIH is a broad one, but it can be stated simply:
"to uncut er nett knowledge that will lead to better health for ev-
ely one.- That public commitment to blomedical research has been
restated in ,triuus forms since 187 when the Hygienic Laboratory
was established at the Marine Hospital on Staten Island for re-
search on cholera and other infectious diseases. The mission was
leaffirnwd in 1930 w hen Congress passed the Ransdell Act, which
established a National Institute of Health.

Congress underscUred its faith in the value of health research in
1911 when tt consolidated and revised laws relating to the Public
lealth Service.
The broad incention uf Congress in section 301 was emphasized

in a House report on the PHS Act: .

Part X the title would i,onsulidate and restate the basit. ant horny of the Public
{lead St,r- Ale in OW whole held 1 rewart.h, so as tu grant, in clear and unnuMak-
,a4, broad authorio, Lail on imestigations through Is uwn perhonnel.
awl to 1111/1)Slatk dj li.04 I hl4 11.1% eStigatIon by ot hers. uf all problems tiearing On
the. phswai and mental health Of Our people

Confideiwe in tlw potential of health research, together with a
rnulttIjilliondolltr intestment, through the Congress, has built a
biomedical research capacity second to none. It is a source of na-
tional pride and international prestige.

NH I operates a large program of laboratory and clinical research
in its ow n facilities, but four-fifths of the expenditures of the
agency go to the support uf biomedical research conducted in uni-
tersities, itate laboratories. and elsewhere. The Federal Govern-
nwnt Lunt ributed nearl) (i0 percent of support from all sources for
health-i elated research and development in 1981. the NIH budget
accounts for about 70 percent of the total Federal investment.
Flom the beginning, the main NIII mechanism of research support
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has been individual project grants for studies proposed by non-Gov-
ernment scientists. About half of the NIH budget currently sup-
ports such investigator-initiated projects.

NIH programs ,express the national policy shaped by Congress
through the years: That policy encourages diversity and excellence
in health research, itrelies on the scientific community itself to
identify, through a competitive peer review process, the ideas and
investigators most worth of support. In this way, public funds in-
vested in biomedical research support the most creative ideas and
energie§ in the American health research community.

We also engage in a variety of research-related activities, such as
'clinical trials to test new medical technologies and drugs and de-
vices, community education and demonstrations, and development
of orphan drugs. Bill they all build upon new knowledge generated
thrmigh fundamental biomedical research.

The ultimate goal of biomedical reseafch is the, elimination of
disease and disability, the prevention of maladies before they strike
or cause damage. To prevent disease, we need to know the proc-
esshow the disease acts, and its target in the body. Sometimes we
are fortunate, as in the case of polio vaccine, where a confluence of
factors plus a determined public health effort removed almost over-
night a cloud that had hung over society for many years. That kind
of conquest of disease, however, is rare. Most often we slowly
amass evidence and carefully look to place each new piece of infor-
mation in a giant puzzle, in the process creating new opportunities

' that lead us in previously unforeseen directions.
Fundamental to decisionmaking on research priorities is the

availability of a critical mass of basic knowledge with which to
launch further inquiries. This point is well illustrated by a brief
review of events leading to the newly licensed vaccine to combat
hepatitis B virus, the cause of a debilitating liver disease.

Dr. Baruch S. Blumberg, a scientist studying human immune
mechanisms with support fro , had been pursuing such basic
studies for about 13 years w , in 1963, a substance in the blood
of an Australian aborigin aught his attention. For a time he
thought he had discovere an evolutionary marker in the blood of
a primitive people. Some years later, he recognized that this
marker Was a protein fragment left by a previous infection with
hepatitis B. This leap of insight opened up neW studies on the
structure of the virus and, eventually, led to the development of
the vaccine. This much-foreshortened account makes several points
concerning the critical importance of basic research.

First, one cannot predict where a basic discovery will have its
greatest impact. In this case, an immunologist contributed to infec-
tious disease control.

Second, there may be a long timelag between the initial research
and its clinical applkation: in this case almost 20 years.

Third, one cannot direct an application before the basic knowl-
edge is available. Had plaprxers decided in the mid-1950's to devel-
op a vaccine against hepatitis B. no one would have known where
to begin. As Dr. Blumberg said in his address in accepting the
NoWl Prize in 1976. "At the outset we had no set views on where
this path might lead * * *. I could not have planned the investiga-
tion at its beginning to find the cause of hepatitis B."
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A corollary to the investigator-initiated approach is the need to
assure a continuing supply of well-trained scientists to Carry out
the research needed tu meet national health goals. There isa close
and reciprocal relationship between the continucd productivity of
research and the availability and replenishment of qualified inves-
tigators.

All research planning, then, proceeds from what is known about
a health problem, life process, or disease area. Such a review leads
tu the identification of scientific opportunity, gaps, and needs, and
rapidly advancing areas of research. We also review potential in-
terventions ready for clinical testing and approaches or emphasis
required to advance the knImledge base further. Closely allied is a
consideration of the existpnce of adequate research vesources.
Modern biumedhal research demands sophisticated equipment and
instrumentation to maintain high quality of work. The aim is to
move along the continuum from basic research to treatment at the
bedside to ultimate prevention.

The selection of priority areas for clinical research depends on
assessments of:

The physical, emotional, societal, and economic costs of various
diseases.

The readiness of tht state of knowledge for application to disease
prevention or treatment.
..The potential impact of various research strategies on reducing

the burdens of disease.
That approach to investment in research has paid off in lives

J e d . in disabilities overcome, and in economic benefits. One eco-
nomic analysis uf the period 1900 to 1975, for example, estimated
sci% ings frum reduced morbidity and mortality at between $300 and
$-10 billion. Taking the conservative estimate, this indicates a
return of at least $10 for every dollar invested in health research.

In setting research prim ities, we also give major consideration to
concerns and w ishes of the public, expressed directly and through
congressional and executive branch actions. Authorizing legisla-
tion, mandates directives, and appropriations all influence our re-
search planning and the conduct of our programs. A few examples
of congressional-actions that set our course are. concern for provid-
ing grenter stipport to specific areas of research or studies; man-
dates tueallocate a proportion of resources to a particular disease
atea, ditections fur lung-range plans, changes in research training

proposals fur small business set-asides; and the estab-
lishment of new institutes ith specific charges, Er example, aging
and environmental health sciences.

Additionally, an important part of the planning process involves
the views of professional societies and voluntary health organiza-
tions. the biomedical research community, and the general public
These v iews are sought through a Variety of means, ranging from
structured activities such as National Advisory Councils, special
gluons oi task foices ur commissions to consider specific research
at eas or health problems, tu less structured interaction with repre-
sentatives of such groups as conditions warrant.

Within NIII there are comprehensive and highly organized proc-
esses fur setting priorities within each Bureau, Institute, and
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Division The pi iorities are eventually integrated within the Direc-
tor's office,as pat t of the annual budget request, to the Department

Three decades of vigorous public support of biomedical research
have now produced a knowledge base that offers unparalleled op-
portunity for capitalization by the public and private sectors of the
research community. Let me cite some examples:

The development of recombinant DNA technology gives us an ex-
citing tool with which to transfer hereditary units from one species
to another. It permits, for example, bacteria to become "factories"
that produce substance, of biological, agricultural, and medical im-
portance. This technique has already led to the synthetic produc-
tion of human insulin, somatostatin, and growth hormone. These
substances are nos being tested in NIH-sponsored clinical trialsrto
determine their effectiveness in treating insulin-dependent diabetes
and certain types of dwarfism. Recombinant DNA technology can
also yield large quantities of pure antigen which, in turn, may soon
be used in vaccines for immunization against infectious a.gents

In addition, large quantities of highly specific antibodieS can now
be produced in the laboratory fropi hybridomas produced by cell
fusion, This process results in monoclonal antibodies that can be
used with great precision in research on vaccines, diagnostic tests,
and treatments fur many diseases. Recently, for example, investiga-
tors used human lung cancer cells to prepare monoclonal anti-
bodres that can distinguish human tumor cells from normal cells
This technology might permit the detection of caneer at a very

-early stage Eventually, clinicians may be able to attach radioac-
tive or cheinutherapeu* agents to the antibodies and thereby kill
cancer cells vVithout harming surrounding tissue.

Remarkable progress has been made in understanding the
nnmune *stem. Scientists Have discovered genetic mechanisms
that control the immune response to such inv,aders as cancer cells,
transplanted organs, and environmental subskimces that cause al-
lergies. The genes that regulate these immune'i'esponses are called
the major histocompatibility complex (MHO. Further knowledge of
MIR in relation to many diseasesjuvenile-onset diabetes, certain
kinds of arthritis, Alzheimer's disease, Chronic hepatitis, myasth-
ema gravis, and othersmay lead to better strategies for resisting
them and tu better techniques fur organ and tissue transplantation.

AD especially fruitful and expanding area is research in neuro-
biology Investigators are finding many substances that have pro-
found el feels on the neuvous systemendogenous neurotransmit-
ters and neuruhui mones, as well as many externally applied phar-
maculogic agents. Such substances act at "receptor sites" in many
locations withip brain and nerve tissue. Some recently discovered
e_xamples are the body's natural painkillersthe endorphins and
ot her opiate-like substanceswhich may provide fuller understand-
ing of the mechanisms of brain function, the cause of substance
abuse or drug addiction, and the treatment of pain. Their discovery
has opened a whole new arena of research which may well lead to
the conquest, of illnesses of the mind and mood, such as depression,

,tlrat have long baffled medical science.
Iwo new research instrumentsthe PETT scanner (positron

emission nansaxial tomography 1 and the NMR scanner (nuclear
magnetic resonameiare generally' regarded as promising and ver-
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satile technologies that pruide noninvasive methods for the study
of organ structure, function, and metabolism in living subjects.
Like the CAT scanner tcomputer-assisted tomography), they prom-
ise to have a major impact on diagnostic medicine in the future.

These scientific advances form the base upon which we will build
important achievements and health benefits in the years ahead.
They will not come quickly or easily, but there is a momentum to
science that gives me confidence in the future. We are closing in, I
believe, but we st:!1 must understand the fundamental' processes
and mechanisms of heart disease, cancer, stroke, schizophrenia, ar-
thritis, diabetes, and other major diseases. We must set our prior-
ities in full awareness of the enormous toll of sucli disorders, their
complexity, and the state of knowledge and readiness for discovery
that I have outlined.

We recog'nize and strcngly believe that specific research prior-
Aies should be set most caePfully. We would do the progress of sci:
ence a disservice if we, as managers, were to become preoccupied
with short-term objectives. The power of science is generated by
the creative genius of the individual scientist or research group
working freely within broad general guidelines. We can best en-
courage creativity and assure quality by providing adequate re-
sources and prudent guidance.

Thank you' for' the opportunity to present these views on re-
search priority-setting in biomedical science. I will be pleased to
answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wyngaarden follows:)
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STATEMENT BY

JAMES B. WYNGAARDEN; M.D.
DIRECTOR

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Chairmen Gore and Walgren and Members of the Subcomittees:

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the setting of priorities in' .

science. As Director of the National Institutes of Health, I will focus todai

on one aspect of this important topic, namely, prioFities in biomedical

research.

To be,most responsive to the concerns of the Subcommittees, I will discuss

three major areas of influence on priority setting at NIH: the overall

mission of NIH, scientific considerations, and other factors of influence,

such as specific publiC mandates and assignments as expressed by Congress and

the Administration. The three areas interweave, but for purposes of

discuson, I,have separated them. Finally, I will briefly deScribe for you

the research opportunities noW before us.

Mission of NIH

The mission of NIH is a broad one, but it can be stated simply: "to uncover

new knowledge that.will lead to better health for everyone." That public

cormitment to biomedical research has been restated in various forms since

1887 when the Hygienic Laboratory was established at the Marine Hospital on

Staten Island "for research on cholera and other infectious diseases." The

mission was reaffirmed in 1930 when Congress passed the Ransdell Act, which

estabTished a National Institute of Health. At that time, the Act's author,
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Senator Joseph E. Ransdell, saw a broad6scope for tile new Agency, telling the

Senate:

"This institution should be an international cleiringhouse for
health. . . . A vast Imount of research work is awaiting the
attention of scientists in the field,of medicine and its application
for the alleviatiOn of suffering. . . . Progress in the future may
be expected to depend on the advancement of scientists, and that
Comntry will be most benefited whose citizens are encouraged to
engage in systematic research and aided in doing so."

'Congress underscored its faith in the value of health research in 1944 when it

consolidated and revised laws relating tp the Public Health Service. ,In

Section 301 of the PHS Act it gave a broad charter for "theconduct of

.biomedical research by directing the Surgeon General to:

,......

". . . conduct in the Service, and encourage, cooperatewith, and .

render assistance to other appropriate publicauthorities,
scientific institutions, and scientists in the conduct of, and
promote the coordination of, research, investigations, experiments,
demonstrations, and studies relating to the causei, diagnosis,

. treatment, control, and prevention of physical and mental diseases and
impairments of man.

The broad intention of Congress in Section 301 was emphasized in a House

report on that PHS Act, stating:

"Part A of this title would consolidate and restate the basic
authority of the Public Health Service in the whole field of
research, so as to grant, in clear and unmistakable terms, broad
authority to carry on investigations through its own personnel, and
to cooperate and assist in the investigation by others, of all
problems bearing on the physical and mental health of our people."

,

This expression of confidence in the potential of health research, together

with a multi-billion-dollar investment, built a biomedicar research capacity

second to none. It is a source of National pride and international

prestige. I should point out here that, while the Federal role is central and

r

1
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essentiSl, there is no Federal monopoly on health research. In speaking of

the Nation's research capacity ,. we include laboratories In publicly supported

and private col1 leges and universities, voluntary organizations and

fou'ndations, and the laboratories of business and industry.

Nrii operates a large program of laboratory and clinical research in its own

facilities, but four-fifths of the expenditures of the agency go to the

support of biomedical research -conducted.in universities, private

laboratories, and elsewhere. The Federal Government contributed nearly

60 percent of support (rpm all sources for health-related research and

it development in 1981, the NIN budget accounts for about 70 percent of the total

Federal investment. From the beginning, the ma'in NIN mechanism of research

Support has been individual project grants for studies proposed by non-

government cientists. About half of the NIH budget currently supports such

ifivestigator-initiated projects.

41H programs express the national policy shaped by Congress through the

jeers. That policy encourages diversity and excellence in health research; it

relies on the scientific community itself to identify, through a competitive

peer review process, the ideas and investigators most worthy of support. In

this way, Public funds invested in biomedical research support the most

creative ideas and energies in the American health research community--a

wealth of ideas whose range far exceeds those that could be generated by any

single corrinittee, board, council, or laboratory.

We also engage in a variety of research-related activities, such as clinical

1
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trials to test new medical technologies and drugs and devices, community

edaation and demonstrations, and development of orphan drugs. But they all

buiJd upon new knowledge generated through fundamental biomedical research.

Our mission does not Include programs of health services or delivery nor of

regulation, but of course, we collaborate with agencies and organizations with

such responsibilities, particularly in regard to future.research needs from

service and.regulatory perspectives.

Scientlfic Considerations in Priority Setting

It is useful to think of research as continuum stretching from

In+estigations into the mcyit fundame ta mysteries of nature to programs

designed to translate and then trankr new.knowledge to the practicing

physician.

Tile ultimate goal of biomedical research is the elimination of disease and

dis'abflity: the prevention of maladies before they strike or cause damage.

To prevent disease, we need to know the processhow the disease acts, and its

target in the body. Sometimes we are fortunate, as in the case of polio

vaccine, where a confluence of factors plus a determined public health effort

removed almost overnight a cloud that had hung over society for many years.

That kind of conquest of disease, however, is rare. Most often we slowly

amass evidence and carefully look to place each new piece of information in a

giant puzzle, in the process creating new opportunities that lead us in

previously unforeseen directions.
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The fundamental approach to discovery at NIN continues to be through support

of investigator-initiated basic research into the life processes. Biomedical

science is increasingly probing the cellular and molecular levels of

function. Through competing research projects, we tap the best minds and most

creative ideas, weigh them through peer review of substance and methodology,

and test them through challenge and open exchange of Information. Proposals

are further evaluated by advisory councils for program relevance. We believe

this approach will produce the 61timate answers, a belief based on the record

of the past. In order to maintain the momentum of discovery, we consider it

extremely Important to continue to place e high pridrity on the aadrd of new

and compefing research project 'grants.

Fundamental to Jecision-making on research priorities is the availability of a

critical mass of basic knowledge with ahich to launch further inquiries. This

point 1, well illustrated by a brief review of events leading to the'newly

licensed vaccine to combat hepatitis B virus, the cause of a debilitating

liver disease.

Dr. Baruch S. Blumberg, a scientist studying human genetics with support from

had been pursuing such basic studies for about 13 years when, in 1963, a

substance in the blood of an Australian aborigine caught his attention. For a

time he thought he had discovered an evolutionary marker in the blood of a

primity1(-e-Op1e. Some years later, he recognized that this marker was a

tein fragment left by a previous infection with hepatitis B. This leap of

nsight opened up many new studies on the structure of the virus and,
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eventually, led to the develooment- of the vaccine. This, much-foreshortened

account makes several Obints concerning the critical Importance of basic

research.

:irst, one cannot predict where a basic discovery will have its greatest-
__

impact. In tftis case, an immunologist contributed to infectious diseise
-

control.

. .

Second, there may be a long time lag between the initial research and its
_

nic41 appl)cation; ir; this case almost 21) years.

Th,rd, one cannot direct an application before the basic knowledge is
-u _

available. Had planners decided in the mid-1960s to develop a vaccine against.

hepatitis 3, no,one would have known where to begin. As Dr. Blumberg said'in

his address' in accepting the Nobel Prize in 1976: "it the outs:t we had no

set views on where this path might lead. . . . 1 could not have planned the

investigation at its beginning to find the cause.of hepatitis B." Where this

work lfl lead in the future is In oPen question, but it has Important

mplications--recent eeseach on the hepatitis B virus has suggested an

assoction vAth livpr. cancer, the most common form of cancer on a worldwide

basis.

A corollary to the investigator-Initiated approach is the need to assure a

'continuing supply of well-trained scientists to caery out the research needed

to mee't national health goals. There is a close and reciprocal relationship

between the continued productivity of research and the availability and

I ) 4
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replenishment of the supply of qualified investigators. There also exists a

special need to replenish the supply Of physician investigators and,

accordingly, we are making every effort to attract a sufficient number of

' investigators capable of conducting clinical research.

All research planning, then, proceeds from what is known about a health

problem, life process, or disease area. Such a review leads to the

identification of sdientific opportunity, gaps and needs, and rapidly

aduani.ing areas of research. We also review potential interventions ready for

cl;nical testing and approache> or emphases required to advance the knowledge

base further. Closely allied is a consideration of the existence of adequate

research resourres. Modern biomedical researci demands sophisticated

equipment and instrment on to maintain high quality of work. The aim is to

move along 'he ontinuum from biwc research to treatment at the bedside.

The selection of priority areas for clinical research depends on assetJments

of:

_The physical, eootional, societal, and economic Losts of various

diseases.

The readiness of the state of knowledge.for application to disease

prevention or treatment.

\'
..The Potential impact of Jarious research st-qtegies on reducing the

burdens of disease.
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1, would like to cite here three examples that, in varying ways, reflect these

assessments.

One example is the National High Blood Pressure Education Program of the

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, which is based on the knowledge

that hypertension is a major factor in stroke and heart disease. In this

program, public education on factors that contribute to hypertension is

conducted through cooperation with a wide range of public and private

organizations and institutions and w,th business and industry. This program,

and the findings of biomedical research, have contributed to a greater public

awareness of the importance of nutrition, exercise, non-smoking and other

Personal practice; in the reduction or prevention of high blood pressure.

Other diseases may receive high priority because they provide unique research

ortortunities despite their relatively low prevalence'or limited geographi.

distribution. These comparatively rare diseases may have well-defined

tetabolic or genetic characteristics that make it possible to study underlying

techanisms that also occur in more prevalent diseases but are masked by

complicatinn changes.

An interesting example is Huntington's disease, which is a genetic disorder of

low prevalence in the United States. However, the National Institute o;

Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke has given priority to a

study of this disorder in collaboration with scientists at a university in
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Margaibo, Venezuela. A population of 200 patients descended from a Spanish

sailor who arrived in the country,in 1860 is providing a Unique opportunity to

study an inherited disease with neurologic manifestations that are similar to

those in Parkinson's disease. This is a valuable approach because the

neurologic manifestations of the more.prevalent Parkinson's are less well

defined than those in Huntington's disease.

Finally, pursuit of fundamental answers in biomedicine not only leads,to new

ways o alleviate or control disease and disability, but also 'to cutting the

costs of health care. An example is the practice of treating kidney disease

by kidney dialysis and transplaaation, great achievements of biomedical

iresearch that have restored and prolonged many lives. But this approach is

costly and can only compensate for the damage already caused.by disease

processes we do ngt fully understand. Therapy of this kind has been termed

"halfway technology" by Dr. Lewis Thomas. Consequently, one of the highest

priorities of the National 1ristitute Of Arthristies, Diabetes, and Digestive

and Kidney Diseases is to'support research into the major diseases that lead

ta,irreversible renal failure so that we can prevent or arrest them.

The Nation's approach to investment in research has paid off in lives saved,

in disabilities oVel:come, and in economic benefits. One economic analysis of

the period 1900 to 1975, for example, estimated savings from reduced morbidity

and mortality:at between MO and $480 billion. Taking the conservative

estimate, this indicates a return of at least $IO for every dollar invested)n

health research. (Mushkin. S.j., 1979, "Biomedical Research: Costs and

Benefits," Cambridge, Mass., Ballinger, P. 412.)

r.
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Other Considerations in Priority Setting

In setting research priorities, we also give major consideration to the

concerns and wishes of the public, expressed directly and tl.rough

Congressional and Executive Branch actions. Authorizing legislation,

mandates, directives, and appropriations all influence our research planning

and the conduct of our programs. A few examples of Congressional actions that

set our course are: concern for providing greater support to specific areas

of research or studies; mandates to allocate a proportion of resources to a

particular disease area; directions for long-range Plans; changes in research

training legislation; proposals for small business set-asides; and the

establishment of new Institutes with specific charges.

Addiiona''y, 3ri Important part of the planning process involves the views of

professional societies and voluntary health organizations, the biomedical

research community, and the general public. These views are sought through a

variety of means, ranging from structured activities such as National Advisory

Councils, special groups or task forces or commissions to consider specific

'research areas or health problems, to less structured interaction with

representatives of such groups as conditions warrant.

within NIH there are comprehensive and highly organized processes for setting

priorities 4ithin each Bureau, Institute and Division. The priorities are

eventualiy Integrated within the Director's office as part of the annual

budget process.
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Research OpoortunA es in the 1980's

Three decades of iigorous public support of biomedical research have now

produced a knowledge base that offers unparalle)ed opportunity for

capitalization by the public and private sectors of the research community.

Let me cite some examples:

The development of recombinant DNA technology jives us an exciting tool with

which to transfer hereditary units from one spec.cs to another. It permits,

for example, bacteria to become "factories" that-produce substances of

,tiological, agricultural, and medical importance. This technique has already

'ed to the synthetic production of human insulin, somatostatin, and growth

hormone. These substances are now being tested in NIH-sponsored clinical

trials to determine their effectiveness in treating insulin-dependent diabetes

and certain types of dwarfism. Recombinant DNA technology can also yield

large quantities of pure antigen Mhich, in turn, may soon be used in vaccines

foi immunization against infectious agents.

In addition, large quantities of highly specific antibodies can now be

produced in the labcratory from hybridomas produced by cell fusion. This

process results in monoclonal antibodies that can be used with great precision

in research on vaccines, diagnostic tests, and treatments for many di,eases.

Recently, for example, irvestigators used humap lung cancer cells to prepare

monoclonal antibodles that can distinguish human tumor cells from normal

cells. This technology might permit the detection of cancer at a very early

,

J
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stage. Eventually, clinicians may be able to attach radioactive or

chemotherapeutic agents to the antibodies and thereby kill cancer cells

without harming surrounding tissue.

Remarkable progress has been made in understanding the immune system.

Scientists have discovered genetic mechanisms that control the immune response

to such invaders as cancer cells, transplanted organs, and environmental

substances that cause allergies. The genes that regulate these immune

responses are called the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Further

knowledge of MHC in relation to many diseases--juvenile-onset diabetes,

certain kinds of arthritis, Alzheimer's disease, chronic hepatitis, myasthenia

gravis, and others--may lead to better strategies, for resisting them and to

better techniques for organ and tissue transplantation.

An especially fruitful and expanding area is research in neurobiology.

Investigators are finding many substances that have profound effects on the

nervous systemendogenous neurotransmitters'and neurohormones, as well as

many externally applied pharmacologic agents. Such substances act at

"receptor sites" In many locations within brain and nerve tissue. some

recently discovered examples are the body's natural painkillers--the

endorphins and other opiate-like substanceswhich mayprovide fuller

understanding of the mechanisms of brain function, the cause of substance

abuse or drug addiction, and the treatment of pain. Their discovery has

opened a whole new arena of research which may well lead to the conquest of

illnesses of the mind and mood, such as depression, that have long baffled

medical science.

3 '
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Two new research instrumentsthe PETT Scanner (Positron Emission Transaxial

Tomography) and the NMR Scanner (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)--are generally

regarded as promising and versatile technologies that provide noninvasive

methods for the study of organ structure, function, and metabolism in living.

subjects. Like the CAT Scanner (Computer-Assisted Tomography), theY,promise

to have a major impact on diagnostic medicine in the future. WI

1

These scientific advances form the base upon which we will build important

achievements and health benefits in the years ahead. They will not come

quickly or easily, but there is a momentum to science that gives me confidence

in the future. We are closing in, I believe, but we still must understand the

fundamental vocesses and mechanisms of heart disease, cancer, stroke,

schizophrenia,: arthritis, diabetes, and other major diseases. We must set our

priorities In full awareness of the enormous toll of such disorders, their

complexity, and the state of knowledge and readiness for discovery that I have

outlined.

Conclusion

We recognize and strongfy believe that specific research priorities should be

set most carefully. We would do the progress of science a disservice if we,

as managers. were to become preoccupied with short-term objectives. The power

of science is generated by the creative genius of the individual scientist or

research group. We can best encourage creativity and assure quality by

providing adequate resourps and prudent guidance.

Thank you for tne opportunity to present these views on research priority-

setting in biomedical science. I will be pleased to answer any questions you

may have.

-fpw-9/28/82
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Wyngaarden.
Next, Dr. Edith Martin, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for

Research and Advanced Technology for the Department of Defense,
Welcome to the committee. Your written testimony will be made a
part of the record automatically. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDITH W. MARTIN. DEPUTY UNDER SECRE-
TARY DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND ADVANCED TECHNOL-
OGY. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Dr. MARTIN. It is a pleasure to be here to testify before the sub-

committees of the House Committee on Science and Technology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Good morning. It is a pleasure to be here to testify before these
subcommittees of the House Committee on Science and Technology.

In preparing my remarks, I have limited the subject to science
and technology issues that demonstrate the high national priority
of the Department of Defense science and technology program.
Even with this narrowing of the topic, we are still faced with a
very complex subject that is difficult to cover in this brief testimo-
ny.

I plan to discuss several subjects with you today. Specifically, I
will address the need to place a high priority on thEe DOD science
and technology program, the structure of our science and technol-
ogy program, program formulation, and highlights of the research
program.

II. THE NEED TO PLACE A HIGH PRIORITY ON THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

, Many years ago the United States made the decision not to at-
tempt to match our potential adversaries, mainly the Soviet Union
and the Warsaw Pact, on a person-for-person, tank-for-tank basis.
Instead we decided to depend on our superior technology to give us
the needed military advantage. As a result, the Department of De-
fense is intensely involved with technology development, and it is
essential that our science and technology program be energetic,
well funded, and responsive to defense needs.

-

To put things into perspective, let me take a few minutes to de-
scribe our science and technology program. Its objectives and goals
are to. Offset Soviet numerical superiority; Keep ahead of growing
Soviet technical threat; Improve reliability ahd maintainability;
Improve productivity of the industrial base; and Enhance return on
i nvestment.

By way of motivation, let us note that the Soviets in the last
decade have gone from an RDT&E program that is roughly compa-
rable to ours to one that is about twice as large. The Soviets have
more scientists and engineers and they are training more than we
are, 300,000 last year versus 60,000 in the United States. From the
mid-1960's, as was noted in the opening remarks, to the mid-1970's,
our technology base program was level funded. With inflation
taken into account, our research purchasing power decreased to
about half. In 1976 a policy of real growth was instituted, and since
then we have regained only about 30 percent of that lost ground.
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We seek to continue real growth until we are convinced we have
an adequate technology base. .

In summary, we recognize our technological superiority is being
challenged as never before, and we intend to Pursue growth in the
Department of Defense science and technology program to meet
that challenge.

Let us examine the structure of the defense program. The DOD
science and technology program includes basic research, whiai is
6.1, exploratory development, which is 6.2, and advanced technol-
ogy developments, which is 6.3A. The S&T program is vertically or-
ganized. In many cases a concept enters the system at the research
or 6.1 level where fundamental investigations into the nature of
basic physical processes are conducted. In evaluating basic research
opportunities we emphasize the potential for eVentual military
payoff. However, a key feature in our scientific process is always
the scientific merit of the proposed research.

Successful completion of a basic research program frequently
leads to exploratory development, and this is applied research.
These efforts are directed toward the solution of specific military
problems. They, by our definition, fall short of advanced technology
demonstrations and major development projects.

Advanced technology developments, which is 6.3A, normally
follow exploratory development. They are brass board demonstra-
tions. Operational systems are notaccomplished in the,S&T pro-
gram.

In short, the tech-base program is organized to stimulate high-
quality research and development projects that support our nation-
al defense needs.

Our request for 1983 is $4.3 billion, or approximately 2 percent of
the DOD budget. The DOD science and technology program ac-
counts for about 18 percent of the DOD research, development,
test, and evaluation (RDT&E) program. And sirinlarly, our basic re-
search program represents about 3 percent of the RDT&E program

Next I would like to discuss program formulation. The procedure
by which we select programs bears on the central theme of these
hearings. The overall Department of Defense process is covered in
our planning, programing, and budget system or PPBS. This
system provides for top-down guidance to the services and the de-
fense agencies. The context is set in a document called the Defense
Guidance. The services and defense agencies in turn formulate pro-
grams to meet the objectives in the guidance.

Initial efforts are reviewed by the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense during the program objective memorandum cycle, and a
second review is accomplished during the budget cycle. The process
Is overseen by the Defense Resources Board, which considers many
mission areas, only one of which is the DOD science and technology
program.

Within the S&T program we are concerned with optimizing in-
vestment to insure maximum return on investment in terms of in-
creased military capabilities. Change may be gradual or a step
function. Evolutionary programs that are important include aero-
dynamics, propulsion, meteorology, training, and medical research
and development unique to the military environment. Programs
that could lead to revolutionary advances are given particular at-

17-16,8 0 - 0 1 - 1
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tention. These include, Very high speed integrated circuits, chemi-
cal defemw technology, directed energy technology, precision
guided munitions, advanced materials, and ADA' high-order lan-
guage/environment.

Programs under consideration for future emphAsis are. Microe-
lectronics, including fail safe, fault tolerant electronics, advanced
poftware techniques and supercomputers, machine intelligence and
robotics, and space based radars, infrared arrays and high power
microwaves.

Based on threat information and scenarios that help forecast the
nature of future conflicts, the services either develop research ob-
jectives or technical objectives which define the areas or types of
research and development needed. The servic ;s, after considering
efThrts in the private sector and coordination with each other and
selected Government agencies, in establishing program priorities.
After final research and development allocations have been madev.,
by a top-down process, the services formulate specific programs. ,
These planned programs are then reviewed from bottom to top and
ultimately presented to the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

The review of every effort, about 20,000 in total, is inconsistent
ith uur management philosophy. Therefore we limit review to the

following. The relevancy of the work, the support of definEd thrust
areas, the support of joint or triservice efforts, the timing of major
military systems and programs; and conformance with Defense
Guidance. We constantly strive to imprOve our decisionmaking and
management processes. I have just recently established a triservice
task force to study our current policies and procedures for guiding
and reviewing the science and technology'program.

Last, I would like to present a few highlights of the basic re-
search program. DOD has supported basic research for decades be-
ginning with the establishment of the Office of Naval Research in
1916, with the Army Research Office in 1951, and the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research in 1952. These organizations support
long-term, high-risk, high-payoff research in fields that relate to
the DOD mission. Key objectives of our research program are to
reduce the chance uf lung-term technological surprise and to quick-
ly exploit important breakthroughs. In 1983 our 6.1 budget will be
abuut $800 million. Approximately 45 percent, 20 percent, and 35
percent respectively of DOD research is done in academia, private
firms, and our in-house DOD laboratories.

Improved coordination of DOD research programs has been
achieved through the efforts of the Defense Committee on Re-
search, (DCORI. DCOR membeis represent the three services, and
DARPA and is chaired by the Director for Research and Technical
Information in my office.

An important new initiative is the DOD university research in-
st." umentatiou pm ogram. We are well aware that obsolete equip-
ment is hampering DOD university research. Thus in 1983 we are
planning tu stait a university research instrumentation program at

rate of ::;30 million per year for a 3-year period. Proposals will be
judged un the basis uf the defense related research to be done with
the equipment. Our efforts will not cure a longstanding national
deficiency, but it is at least a start.
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Another important initiative addresses current and projected
technical talent shortfalls. This is the service fellowship program.
In fiscal year 1983 the services will be supporting more than 100
fellows in defense-related disciplines. The Air Force, Army, and
Navy rellowships are targeted to the specific areas outlined in my
testimony. Stipends of $12,000 to the individual plus $8,000 to the
university are intended to attract the best U.S. students into areas
of interest to DOD. ^1The last research program I will comment on is our small busi-
ness program. Under the defense small business advanced technol-
ogy program the DOD announced 100 phase I awards to small busi-
nesses in December 1981. These awards were at a level of approxi-
mately $50,000 each. They were issued for a 6-month period to sup-
port preliminary research and development. As required by Public
Law 97-219, we are planning the defense small business innovative
development program, and are coordinating with the Small Busi-
ness Administration to insure that our future small business activi-
ties support the defense mission. .

In conclusion, let int say there is a clear need to place a high
priority on the Department of Defense science and 'technology pro-
gram. We have elected to rely on our superior technology to coun-
terbalance the superior expenditures and deployment of equipment
and manpower by the Warsaw Pact. The burden is on us to make
that policy successful.

There is no doubt that the technological superiority on which we
depend is being challenged by our adversaries. Our ability to meet
the challenge will depend on the maintenance of a vigorous, broad-
ly based, imaginative defense program in science and technology to
address the flow of national defense problems. Our only hope of ac-
complishing this task is through the Continuing achievements re-
sulting from our efforts in defense research and development

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Martin follows:I

kd 3
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A HIGH NATIONAL PRIORITY:

THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

30 SEPTEMBER 1982

by

DR. EDITH W. MARTIN

DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

(RESEARCH AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY)

I. INTRODUCTION

GuuD MORNING IT IS A PLEASURE TO BE HERE TO TESTIFY BEFORE THESE SUBCOMMITTEES

OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE,AND TECHNOLOGY.

IN PREPARING MY REMARKS I HAVE LIMITED THE SUBJECT TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ISSUES THAT DEMONSTRATE THE HIGH NATIONAL PRIORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SLIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM. EVEN WITH THIS NARROWING OF THE TOPIC WE ARE

STILL FACED WITH A VERY COMPLEX sUBJEjT THAT IS DIFFICULT TO COVER IN THIS

BRIEF TESTIMONY.

I PLAN TO DISCUSS SEVERAL TOPICS WITH YOU TODAY. SPECIFICALLY, I WILL ADDRESS

THE NEED Tu PLACE A HIGH PRIORITY ON THE DOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PRouRAM,

THE STRLLTURE OF OUR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM, PRoGRAM FORMULATION, AND

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM.

II THE NEED TO PLACE A HIGH PRIORITY ON THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SCIENCE

AND TECRNOLOGY PROGRAM.

THE PRESENT ADMINISTRATION IS COMMITTED TO ADVANCE, APPLY, AND DEPLOY -- MORE

SCLLESSEULLY THAN IN THE PAsT RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY RESULTS IN THuSE AREAS

oF SLIENCE AND TECHNoLoGY THAT ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE RESTORATION oF OUR NATIONAL

DEFENSE CAPABILITY. IN RELENT YEARS, OUR NATIONAL SECURITY RAS BECOME INCREAS-
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tNL DEANDENI UPGN 9AINIA1NING U S sUPERIoRITI IN BRuAD AREAS ui SCIENCE AND

TELIINuLuw, THE SCIENLE AND TF(11NoLuul PRuGRAMS 0 THE DEPARIMENT OF DEFENSE,

AUGMENTED BY THE EFiuRTS OF WHER FEDIRAL AGINCIES AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR,

PRo'.1Di 1I4 ioiNDYTIoN FoR HIGHIA IFIF(To.F ARTD Foktis NtIPPED IFH

TELHNoLoGILALLY SUPERIOR WEAPONS S5sTIFIs CoNsIDERING THE SUBSTANTIAL QUANTITIVE

AND QUALITATIVE AMANCES IN MILITARY CAPABILITIES OF THE SOVIET UNION AND ITS

ALLIES OVER THE LAST DECADE, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAI WE CONTINUE TO INCREASE

INtEsTMENT IN THuSE AREAS OF SCIENLE AND rELHNJLOGY NECESSARY TU UFFSET THI

SOVIET GAINS

KAM YEARS A60 THE UNITED STATES MADE THE DELISION NOT TO ATTEMPT TO MATCH

uIR PulENTIAL AMERsARIES, MAINLY THE SUVIiT UNION AND THE WARSAW PACT, ON

A PERS0N-1.0R-PikSos, IANK-FOR-TANK BASIS INSTEAD WE DECIDED TO DEPEND ON

OUR SUPER1oR TE(HNOLOGY Tu GILE US THE NEEDED MILITARY ADVANTAGE. AS A RE-

'SILT, Ili DIP1141-4FNI oF MENA 13 INTENSELY INVOLVED WITH TECHNoLUGY DE-

F.1oPMINT AND IT is ES:4%11AL THAT OIR %AIME AND TECHNOLOGY PRoGRAM RE

ENE10.411(, WELL-FUNDFD ND RESPONSIVE TU OUR DEFENSE NEEDS

To PIT THINGS INI0 PERSPEkTIVE, 1E1 IMF TAKE A FEW MINUTES TO DEsCRIBE OUR

SCIINq AND rECHNOLoGY PRoGRAM Irs orimurivis AND GOALS ARE To

O oiFSEI SUIEI NUIERICA1 SUIRIORITY

O PIP AHEAD OE GROWING So% Hf TECHNICAL THRIAT

O IMPROVE RFLIABILITY AND MAINTAINARII1TY

MICE COST

IMPRoVE PRuNtriv[11 OF THE INNSITIAL BASE

O ON INXisTMENT

,10111S-', l WOFT 4ILIIARN DELFLoPMENI, TEST AND EVAIMTION

EXPFNDIURFS MICAIE IflAT rut FX(FIDID ANNUAL U S EXPFNDITURES DURING

EA(H oF 1141 PAsI ris trARs IN CHF IAST WADE THE SoVIFTS HAVE GONE FRoM
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A MILITARY RESEARLH, DEVELoPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION PRoGRAM ROUGHLY COM-
\

PARABLE TO OURS TO ONE THAT IS ABOUT TWICE AS LARGE AS OURS AND INCREASING

HORE RAPIDLY THAN OLIS. THERE IS CONCERN THAT WE MAY BE FALLING BEHIND IN

CERTAIN TECHNOLOGIES CRITICAL TO NATIONAL DEFENSE. IN ADDITION, THE SOTETS

HA\E MORE SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS WORKING oN THEIR MILITARY EFFoRTS, AND ARE

TRAINING MANY,MORE THAN WE ARE.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO POINT Ot7 THPT THESE COMPARISONS OF SOVIET AND U.S

SPENIDING DO NST ISLLUDE SoME SIGNIFICANT CONSIDERATIONS. WE IIAVE A VIGuRuUs

AND SUBSTANTIAL EFFORT IN PRIVATE SECTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WHICH HAS

NO COUNTERPART IN THE so\IET UNION. INDUSTRY ALSO SPENDS ABOUT 3 BILLION

DOLLARS A YEAR ON ITS INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (IR&D) PROGRAM,

MUCH OF 6111CH DuES ADVANCE MILITARY AS wELL AS ASSOCIATED CIVILIAN TECHNoLoGl.

ABOUT 12 PERCENT Ut THE INDUSTRY IMO EfFORT IS REIMBURSED BY THE DEPARTMENT

OF DEFENsE AN IMPORTANT EFFORT IS TO MAKI THE DOD SCIENLE AND TECHNOLOG1

PROGRAM AND THE INDUSTRY lithD PRoGRAM MORE COMpLEMENTAR1 AND PRoDUCTI\E GITII-

OUT DISTURBING THE MOST IMPORTANT LETTER IN ITS ACRONYM - THE I FOR INDEPENDENT.

oUR ALLIES ALSu TEND TO BE TECHNICALLY ADVANCED, WUREAs THE SO\IET UNTO HAS

ALLIES wHo ARE RELATIVELY TECHNICALLY INFERIOR. THUS, A COMPARISON OF MILI-

TAR\ RUNE BUDGETS OMITS CERTAIN IMPORTANT ASPECTS Of OUR TELHNuLOGICAL STATURE.

FRoM THE MIDDLE SIXTIES To THE MIDDLE SEVENTIES, 1HE TECHNULGI BASE PROGEAM

\As LEVEL-FUNDFD IN CURRENT YEAR DOLLARS WIIEN INFLATION IS TAKEN INTO

ALLOUNT, PURCHAsING POWER ACTUALLY DECREASED TO ABOUT HALF. STARTING IN

1976 WE INSTITUTED A POLICY Of ANNEAL REAL GROWTH IN OUR RESEARCH AND EXPLOR-

AToRY DIAELoPMENT PRuoRAMs AIMED AT REGAINING THE APPROXIMAIE LEVET OF THE

MID-SIXTIES. WE HAVE SULtEEDED IN REGAINING ABOUT 30% Ot THE Lust GROUND

3

!.
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IN SHORT, THERE IS Nu DoUBT THAT THE TECHNOLOGICAL SUPERIORITY UPON WHICH

WE DEPEND FOR OUR SECURITY IS BEING CHALLENGED AS NEVER BEFORE BY OUR AD-

VERSARIES. WE INTEND To CONTINUE TO SEEK REAL GROWTH UNTIL WE ARE CONVINCED

WE HAVE AN ADEQUATE TEcHNOLOGY BANE. THERE IS A CLEAR NEED TO PLACE AN EVEN

HIGHER PRIORITY ON THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM.

III STRUCTURE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM.

THE DOD SLIENLE AND TEcHNoLOGY PRoGRAM INCLUDES RESEARCH (6.1), EXPLORATORY

DEAELoPMENT (6.z3 AND ADAANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPHENTS (6 3A) OF THE THREE

MILITARY DEPARTMENTS AND THE DEFENSE AGENCIES (DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH

NotlECTS AGENO, DIFINNE NUCLEAR AGENLY, AND THE UNIFORMED SERVICES UNI-

ORNITY uF IHF HEALTH SCIENCES) OUR REQUEST FOR FY 1983 IS $4 3 BILLION,

oR APPROXIMATELY Nu PIKER! OF pa, TOTAL DOD BUDGET,

THE Doti St. I I I. A%D 11t10.oLoGY VitoGRATI Au.oLNTS FOR ABOUT 18 PERCENT OF THE

DoD RFNIARLH, DEAEloPMENI, (EST AND ECALVATION (RDTE,E) PROGRAM. SIMILARLY,

Nib ItIsEARLA IiFFRINENTS ABOUT ThREF lUNLENI oF THE RUNE PROGRATL THE TOTAL

DoD RDINF PRuLRAM 'TANIS UP APPITAIMATIII SO PERCENT Of THE ENTIRE FEDERALLY

hpo%soRID RFs(ARCH AND DEAFLuV41%f PRoGRAM

IDE stUNt.l. ACO IF,10011oGY ilto6RAM Is AERIICALLY ORGANIZED. A CONCEPT ENTERS

Int sso,TEM ISIAIII AT IHE RIshlitH (6.1) LEVFL, %MERE FUNDAMINIAL IMISTIGATIONS

1%10 THE NATURE oF ItAsk PHYSICAL PRotESSES WITH A PoIFNTIAt REIATIONSHIP

1,A A MIIII1RY Ftvilu% oR uPIKCIIoN ARE CoNDUCTED THUS, IN IVAIUATING

RFAARtH oPPoRITNIIIEs 1. FICHANIII IHF POTENTIAL FOR EVENTUAL MILITARY

PAlutt, HoIVIR, A KE1 FEAltkt I% utR SCIENTIFIC SETICTION PRotESS IS ALWAYS

4



THE SCIENTIFIC MERIT 01 THE PROPOSED RESEARCH. SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A

aESEARCH (6 I) PROGRAM FREQUENTLY LEADS TO EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT (6.2)

OR APPLIED RESEARCH OUR EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM INCLUDES ALL EFFORT

NEELTED TW.ARD THE SoLUTIoN OF SPE...1E4 MILITARY PRoBLEMS, SHoRT OF ADVANCED

TECHNUIOGY DEMONSTRATIoNS AND MAJOR DEVELOMENT PROJECTS. THIS TYPE OF

EtFuRT KAY CARY FRoM FAIRLY FUNDAMENTAL APPLIED RESEARGP TO QUITE SOPHISTI-

CkTED BREAD-BOARD HARNARE, STUDY, PROGRAMMING AND PLANNING EFFORTS. THE

1,04INANT CHARACTERISTIC 014THIS CATEGORY OF EFFORT IS THAT IT BE DIRECTED

To%.ARII SPECIFIC 1ILITAR1 PRoBLFItAREAS WITH A VIEW TOWARD DECELOPMENT. IT

INCoLVES EVALLATING THE FEASIBILITY AND PRACTICABILITY OF PROPOSED

soLlTIoNs AND DETERMINING THEIR PARAMETERS.

1\pLIIRAIoRY DE(HopMENT IS SOMETIMES CALLED THE "BREADBOARD" STAGE.

AUCANIEb I ilVul DECELoPMENTS (6.3A) FOLLOW AND "BRASS BOARD" DEMON-

SIRAT10%,. VJ oVER1lIoNAI SIstEMS) ARE ACCOMPLISHED.

A Ell ,4F.P IS THE DoD RDISA. PROGRAM Is E%6INEERINc DEVELOPMENT (6.4). I

4III %HI EIPHAsI4E EN11,,1.ERIN6 DElELoPMENT ASCE IT IS NOT PART OF THE DOD

SCIENIE AVID TEtWsoLoc.1 PRocRAM, MoCEVER, FOR cuMPLEIENESS It IS IMPoRTANT

To sIkTI E5014ERINu DEVELoPMENT (6.4) RECoNFIGURES THE SUCCESSFUL

11411PL oR BR/0, B ARU I V PREPARAFIoN FoR PRoDUOUP., SHoULD CIRIMIANcES

RIO IKE I T

DIE %EH!. VC IIR.W.,AfIoN 01 THE DoD AND TELIINoLoUl PRocRAM waus

Da sill, ok I4VII 0P4E.a IHAI CNSITE OUR

%11.45,.111 AND READO.Ess IV ADDIIION, PRouRAM IS SIMOURED

"0 WM ssAr\LIElk MIFII \\I) lt,W,IcAl. MERIT ARE Mt tLATIMS OE ALL EIEuRIS
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IN EACH STAGE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. IN SHORT, THE DOD SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM IS ORGANIZED TO SUPPORT OUR NATIONAL DEFENSE NEEDS AND

TO STIMULATE HIGH-QUALITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS.

IV. PROGRAM FORMULATION

I BECIBI A QUESTION OF IMPORTANCE TO THIS COMMITTEE IS THE PROCEDURE BY WHICH

WL SELECT PROGRAMS TO BE UNDERTAKEN IN THE DOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

THE OVERALL DOD PROCESS IS COVERED BY OUR PLANNING, PROGRAMMING' AND BUDGET SYS-

TEM WHICH IS COMMONLY CALLED THE PPBS SYSTEM. BASICALLY, THE SYSTEM PROVIDES

FOR TOP-DCNN GLIDANCE fp THE SERVICES AND DEFENSE AGENCIES. THE SERVICES AND

DEFP,SE AGENcIES IN TLRN FORMULATE PROuRAMS TO MEET THE OBJECTIVES OR EXPLAIN

WHI THE DEFENSE GLIDANCE COULD NOT BE MET. THEIR INITIAL EFFORTS ARE REVIEWED

BY 1E OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (OSD), FIRST, DURING THE PROGRAM

oBJECTIVE MEMoBANIAM (PO4) CYCLE AO, SECOND, DURING THE BUDGET CYCLE DURING

fliEsE RFAIEwS THE PRuGRAMS SUBMITTED TO OSD ARE OPTIMIZED TO MEET OUR NATIONAL

SELLRITY NEEDS THE OERALL PROCESS IS OVERSEEN B1 THE DEFENSE RESOURCES BOARD

(DIM.

THE sLILNLE AND TEcHNuLOGY PROGRAM IS ONE OF THE MISSION AREAS CONSIDERED BY

THE ORB IN ITS DELIBERATIONS. WE HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE

04-DiA.N GUIDANLE PREPARATION AND TO REVIEW THE PRODUCTS GENERATED BY THE

SW,ILES AND DEFENSE AGENCIES. THUS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PRuGRAM FORMULA-

TION INTERACTS WITH PREPARATION OF THE TOTAL DEFENSE BUDGET.

6IIHIN THE sLIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM WE ARE CONCERNED WITH OPTIMIZING

INUSI4INT To ENSURE MAXIMUM RETURN, IN TERMS OF INCREASED MILITARY CAPABILI-

6
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TIES, tRuM OUR RI L Hi I 101 PROJELTS UNDERTAKEN FALL INTO TUO GENERAL

CATEGORIES FIRsT,ARE THE PRouKAMS THAI GENERALLY ARE EV0LUTI0NAR1 IN NATURE

BLI IN WfIcH IT IS IMPoRTANT THAT ADSANUMENTS BF MADE. THESE INCLUDE AERODY-

NAMI(s, ERoPLESION, MEIEORoLOO, TRAINING AND EDUCATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND

I RND UNWIE To THE MILITARY THESE DISCIPLINES SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED

As SEioNb PRIoRIT1 BIT RAIHER FlukE MATURE. ANb LESS EMMA To HAVE REWLIMIONARY

AMANCES

ofR sE(oNL LAIEuole, INt(NSES PROJECTS THAT HAtE A PuTENTIAL toR REVOLUTIONARY

AbtANIES IN MILITAR5 LAPAB,IIITIEs WE DESIGNATE THFSE fOR INCREASED MANAGEMENT

AND FIs( 1, EI14155I5 AMoNu OCR cURRENI PROuRAMs THAI EALL IN THIS CATEGORY

\RE

SERI HOAI SHED INIEGRAIID CIROLITs

( lam!, If 551 11( ENAMGY

DIRE CT/. 0 1%1Ru t lIt 115:4061

kfa( IsIoN GLIDED mtsirioN:,

ADS Ns ID 'I SIER I AI "5

ADA /I (11 OkDI K LAMA 161- '15 I R4 )N"IFN

PhoukNI, of THIS NAILR1 ARE ultiN PARTICLIARIA SlkuNu MANAGEMENT ATTENTION

[WI ARE HiuH PAYoFF ITEM, AND ARE MANAGED IN A VERTIcAI SENSE AT THE OFFICE

of THE NE(RETARN Of IHEENsE IEtfL Tiff LIST IS NOT STATIC, TECHNOLOGIES ARE

coN455115 GRAN,,ING IOU IT Is oIR GOAL ID SELFAIItELI SFEK OUT AND INITIATE NEw

IHhiSI AREA, WE 1151 IN-HoUsE AND of I-HoUSE ADVICI. IN DETERMINING ..11AT AREAS

To UNDERIAINF AMOS(, THE CANDIDAUS UNDFR CoNSIDfRATIoN ARE
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O MICROELECTRONICS, INCLUDING FAIL SAFE/FAULT TOLERANT ELECTRONICS

O ADVANCED SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES AND SUPERCOMPUTERS

O MACHINE INTELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS

O SPACE BASED RADARS, INER,IRED ARRAYS AND HIGH POWER MICROWAVES

THE LIST IS LONGER AND OF COURSE RESOURCES ARg LIMITED. HOWEVER, IN FY 1984

WE PLAN TO INITIATE A MAJOR SOFTwARE TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE WE HMI MADE

LoNsIDERABLE PRouRESS ToUARD IMPLEMENTING A STANDARD HIGH ORDER LANGUAGE KNOWN

AS ADA, BUT MUCH MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE THE SYSTEMS USED BY OUR FIGHTING

FORCES ARE BECOMINo INCREASINW1 MORE DEPENDENT ON COhPUTERS FOR THEIR SUCCESS-

FIE (wERATIoN THIS HAS LED TO BURGEONING SOFTWARE COSTS IN OUR MILITARIZED

(4,41M,TER m:Alms If INCLUDES NOT ONLY THE ORIGINAL pEVELOPMENT COSTS BUT

ALSO ThE LIEF CYCLE COSTS WHICH OFTEN SPAN A PERIOD uF TWENTY YEARS IS

ADUIIION, ',(,EIWARE hNSPuRTABILITY (FRoM uNE SYSTEM TO ANOTHER) NEEDS TO BE

IMPROVED I AM sFr 'NO UP A SEVARAIE OFFICE To RIAF*;1 AND DIRECT A TRI-

SERVICE PROGRAM IN THI IMPORTANT AREA

wE Do NOT HAtE U,THIN THE SERVICES A STANDARUIZED NETHO OF FORMULATING THE

SCIPUE %ND 1EcHNOG5 PRoGRA4 HOWE.ER, EA0 SERVICE USES RFIATIVELY SIMILAR

IicHNTItis BAsED ON SONARIOs THAT FORECAST THE NATURE Of FUTURE CONFLICTS,

[Bp.! DIAELoP EITHER RESRARA oBJECTIVES OR TECHNICAL OBIFctIVES t.IIICH DEFINE

THE AREAS OR ni,Ls of RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ESsENTIAL TO MEET FUTURE NEEDS.

PLEASE WE THAT I DID NoT SA1 REQUIREMENTS THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT IS

Mt RESULT of A MORE FoRMAL PROcESS EMPLOYED BEFORF'MORE RESEAR(H AND

DIThoPliNT Is UNDERTAKEN uN SPHIFIc SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT THE SERVICES

IN TLRN PRIORITIZE THEIR itiolus WIrnIN THEIR EXPECTED RESOURCES, AND AFTER

CONSIDERATION OF 6oRE BEING DUNE BY OTHER sEI6ICES, (MIER Uo%4RSMENT AGENCIES

8

,
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AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR. WHEN A FINAL DECISION IS MADE ON RESOURCE ALLOCATION,

HERE AGAIN A TOP-DOwN PROCESS, THE SERVICES THEN FORMULATE THE. SPECIFIC PROGRAM.

THIS IS COMPOSED AND REVIEWED RATHER FORMALLY FRuM BOTTOM-TO-TOP AND IS PRESENTED

TO THE OFFICE OF THE,SECRETARY OF DEFENSE.

AT uSD WE DO NoT ATTEMPT TO APPROVE EVERY PARTICULAR EFFuRT. IT IS INCONSISTENT

WITH OUR MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY AND IMPRACTICAL TO DO IN LIGHT OF THE SIZE OF

THE PROGRAM THE DETAILS CAN BEST BE EVALUATED AT THE LABORATORY LEW. AND THE

SMALL SIZE OF OUR STAFF PRECLUDES LOOKING AT ABOUT 20,000 EFFORT9. WHAT WE

DO REVIEW, AND IT IS IMPORTANT, IS, THE RELEVANCY OF THE WORK, THE SUPPORT OF

USDRE-DEFINED THRUST AREAS, THE SUPPORT OF JOINT OR TRI-SERVICE EFFORTS, THE

TIMINh OF MAJOR PkuGRAMS, AND, CoNFORMANCE WITH DEFENSE GUIDANCE PREVIOUSLY

PROVIDED OFFICE OF THE. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE REVIEWS PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR

THE FINAI DEIINIONS ON THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM WHIGH IS THEN

SUBMITIED fo CONGRESS

FINULY, WE ARE ALwAYs SEEKING To IMPROVE OGR OVERSIGHT AND ALLOCATION PROCESS.

AT THY PRESENT TIME I HAVE ESTABLISHED A TRI-SERVICE TASK FuRCE TO REVIEW OUR

CIRRFNT PROLEDIRis Fuk REUENING fHE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM IT IS

impoklNf THAT wE C)NSTANTLY IMPROVE OUR METHoDuLOGY AND PROCEDURE FOR

AcLuIPIPAING IRIS TASK wITHocl BECOMING OVERLY COMPLEX IN OUR ADMINISTRATIVE

Pk,,LEDIREs If Is ALSO IMPoRTANT THAT THE PRocEDURES AL, PIED ALSO BE ACcEPIABLE

To ra SEMILEs IN ORDER THAT wl ACHIEVE WIRJLEHEARIto COOPERATION I EXPECT THE

IV,K FORCE WILL co9PLF11 ITS wORK EARLY NEXI YEAR
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V. HIGHLIGITTS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

THE RESEARCH (6.1) PORTION OF THE DOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM IS ABOUT

$800 MILLION IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AUTHORIZATIbN ACT OF 1933 (16 Aug

82). THE TOTAL NATIONAL EXPENDITURE FOR BASIC RESEARCH IS $9 BILLION UNIVER-

SITIES, INDUSTRIES AND GOVERNMENT IABORATORIES PERFORM ABOUT 45%, 20% and 35%,

RESPECTIVELY, OF DOD RESEARCH. OF COURSE, THESE PERCENTAGES VARY SLIGHTLY

FROM YEAR-TO-YEAR, AGM IN RESPONSE TO THE CHANGING RESEARCH NEEDS OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENsE

THE DOD HAS SLPPORTED RESEARCH FOR DECADES. $41EN THE CONGRESS ESTABLISHED

THE 0141(E 01. NAVAL RESEARCH (00) IN 1946, DOD BECAME THE FIRST GOVERNMENT

ORGANIZATION TO SUPPORT RESEARCH FORMALLY. FOLLOWING THAT THE NATIONAL SCIENCE

FOUNDATION WAS ESTABLISHED IN.1950 THE DOD COMMITMENT TO RESEARCH CONTINUED

WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE (ARO) IN 1951 AND THE AIR
A

FORCEOHICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (AFOSR) IN 1952. THE PROGRAMS AT ONR,

ARO AND AIOSR SUPPORT LoNG-TERM,
HIGH-RISKL_IIIGH-PAYOFf RESEARCH IN_FIELDS

THAT RELATE TO THE UOD MISSION. THESE PROGRAMS OF RESEARCH ARE ESSENTIAL

TO REDUCE THE CHANCE OF LONG TERM TECHNOLOGICAL SURfRISE AND ALLOW US TO

LXVLOIT IMPORTANT BREAKTHROUGHS QUICKLY. IN RECENT YEARS, THE PROGRAMS

OF RESEARGH AT THESE DOD ORGANIZATIgS HAVE INCLUDED RESEARCH AREAS THAT

REQUIRE CONCENTRATED EFFORTS u,ER A PERIOD OE SEVERAL YEARS. THESE SPECIAL

PROGRAMS ARE KNOWN AS SPELIAL FOCUS PROGRAMS OR RESEARCH INITIATIVES WE

WILL COSTINUE TO STRIVE FoR S1ONIFICANTGROWTH IN OUR BASIC_RESEARCH,PRO-

GRAM% WE ARE GOWNED TO.THIS IT IS ESSENTIAL.

I ,

\
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THE OBVIOd FOUNDATIuN FuR THE VERTICALLY STRUCTURED DOD SCIENCE AND TECHNO-

LOGY PROCESS IS THE 6.1 PROGRAM--HENCE THE RENEWED EMPHASIS ON MANAGING

THE PROGRAM FOR GREATEST EFFECTIVENESS. AS A STEP TOWARD THIS GOAL, THE

DEFENSE CoMMITTEE ON RESEARCH (DOR) WHICH HAS !EMBERS FROM THE THREE SERVICES,

THE DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA), AND IS CHAIRED BY THE

DOD DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION, SERVES AS A COORDINATING

AND POLICY-MAKING GROUP.

OBSOLETE EQUIPMENT IS HAMPERING BoD UNIVERSITI RESEARCH AND WE ARE ACTIVELY

ADDRESSING THIS PROBLEM. THE DuD HAS COMMITTED $3 MILLION F6R UNIVERSITY

RESEARA EQCIPIENT TO JOINT SEMICES ELECTRONICS PROGRAMS FOR FY 1982. IN

EN 1I F ARE PLANNIN6 TO START A BROADER UNIURSITY.RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION

Plim,RAM 111H $)0 MILLION PER YEAR FOR A FIU-YEAR PERIOD. THE ARMY RESEARCH

(JUDE, THE oiFILE uF NMAL RESEARcH AND THE AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC

kEsFAR(H 6ILL FUR FIND APPRuXIMATELY $10 MILLION IN UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

NUM:NI IN Fl 1983 PROPOSALS sus:Jam UNDER THIS PROGRAM WILL BE JUDGED

ON THF BISIS oF IHE PRUPoSED DEFENSh RELA1ED RESEAECH TO BE DONE WITH THE

EQ1IPMENT THU IS, OUR KEY' SELECTIuN CRITERIA ARE THE QUALITY Oi THE ASSO-

CIATBD RE4ARLII AND THE 1MPORTANcL OF THE RESEARCH TO THE TOTAL DOD EFFORT.

w1lI1F THIS Dohs ;NoT UkE A,LuNG-STANDIN6 DEFICIENCY, IT IS AT LEAST A START,

ANU (INF 1HAT I FELI WILL LEAD WHIR FUNDING.46ENLIES TO SIMILAR ACTION. ON

A ',TILL BlioApEk ,,LAIE, TH1 DEPART:IhNT HAS INCRFASED.EQIIPMeNT BUIS IN ITS CON-

IRV ? PkohRAMI FRO 4 PERCENT IN Fl 1976 TO hal' 10 PERCENT IN FY 1982. ,THE

61Fm OF oBSoIFTE REsEARcH INSTRUMENTATION IS BY No MRANS LIMIIED TO DOD

Fo,,FIRtH Plim.kAISt 11(wFA,Ek, wE HA11.. A FOsluNsIBIIIII To CuNTRIBUIE oUR SHARE

To Hp solI1To% OF THIS PRoB114

1 I

It
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THE ARMY, NAVY AND AIR FORCE HAVE ALL INITIATED FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS, AND IN

FY 1983 WILL BE SUPPORTING MORE THAN 100 FELLOWS IN DEFENSE RELATED DIS-

CIPLINES THE AIR FORCE FELLO6SHIP PROGRAM FOCUSES ON THERMIONIC ENGINEERING,

AIAANCED COMPOSITE STRUCTURES AND RESEARCH IN AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY, THE ARMY

CURRENTLY PLANS EMPHASIS ON COMPUTER SCIENCES, VERTICAL LIFT TECHNOLOGY AND

ADVANCED MATERIALS THE NAVY HAS TARGETED ITS FELLOwSHIP SUPPORT TO STU-

DENTS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCES, NAVAL ARCHITECTURE,

APPLIED PH15ILS, MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING,

AND IS IMPLEMENTING THEIR PROGRAM WITH THE HELP.OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR

ENGINEERING EDUCATION. STIPENDS OF $12,000 ARE BEING OFTERED WITH AN

ADDIT1uS OF $8,000 TO THE UNIVERSITY AT WHICH THE STUDENT DOES HIS WORK IN

THL' PliotHAM 61 AR1 STRI6ING FOR QUALITY. THE STIPENDS ARE SUFFICIENT TO

ATTRACT THE BEST U S *STUDENTS INTO AREAS OF INTEREST TO DOD, HERE AGAIN,

THIS DOES Nut Y,LVE THE IuTAL PROBLEM, BUT IS A GOOD START. IT IS IMPORTANT

lo EMPHASIZE rim THEsE 5IV1jFN4S ARE WORKING IN RESEARCH AREAS OF HIGH INTEREST

To MIME

uti RE:,IARt.H P80DkAMN INDIRECTLY SUPPORT MANY GRADLAIE STUDENTS FOR EXAMPLE,

A NAV1 sIIDN LoNDUCTED IN 1980 SHO6S 'THAT THE OFFICE OF NAvAL RESEARCH

SLI{ft)kP, AN EsTIMATED 2,200 GRADUATE STUDENTS (SOME PARTIALLY) THROUGH ITS

1orTRA4T kFsFAR4H PRoDRAM,, THE NUMBIR FUR ALL THREE SEMICES IS ESTIMATED

AT MoRF IM 4,000 GRADIATE STUDENTS

EMII1. I buILD (IKE Tu DIScUSS uUR :MALL BUSINESS PRoGRAM. UNDER THE DEFENSE

BP.Isp,s ADVANt/D ITCHNoLoDY (UESAT) PRODRA1 THE. Don ANNOUNCED 100 PHASE

I A1.,ARDS TO SMALL BCSINESNES ON DECEMBER 21, 1981. THESE AWARDS WERE AT THE

IFtEl 01 APPRoXIMATELY V>0 IHOHAND EACH, AND THL1 WERE ISSUED FoR A SIX-

12
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MONTH PERIOD TO SUPPORT PRELIMINARY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. THE TOTAL

SUPPORT FOR PHASE I OF DESAT I WAS APPROXIMATELY $5 MILLION. BASED ON IHE

RESULTS OF PHASE I EFFORTS, DOD PLANS TO AWARD ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT CON-

TRACTS IN PRASE II, UNDER THE PLANNED DEFENSE SMALL BUSINES INNOVATIVE

DEVELoPMENT (DSBID) ,ROGRAM. THESE CONTRACTS WILL BE FOR FULL-SCALE RESEARCH-

AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROPOSED APPROACHES TO VAR1uUS DOD,PROBLEMS WHIcH HAsa BEEN

JUDGED MOST PROMISING. PHASE II AWARDS ARE CONTINGENT UPON FAVORABLE EVALUATION

OF A PHASE 1 REPORT AND A PHASE 11 PROPOSAL.

VI. CONCLUSION

IHFRI I', A (IFAR NEED TO PIAcE A HIGH PRIORITY ON THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

ScIENVE AND TFLIV-iuLoGY PRouRAI WE HAVE ELECTED TO RELY ON OUR SUPERIOR

TEcHNoLoGY To LANIER-BALANCE THE SUPERIOR EXPENDITURES, DEPLOYMENT OF EQUIP-

MENT AND MANPowER of THE WARSAW PACT THE BURDEN IS ON US TO MAKE THAT

$WENsILL THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THE TECHNOLOGICAL SUPERIORITY

UPON WIWI WI DEPEND FoR OUR switirl IS BEING CHALLENGED AS NEVER BEFORE

BY OUR ADVERSARIES AND IT IS EQUALLY CLEAR THAT OUR ABILITY AS A NATION

Tu 4E1 r THIs (HALUNGE WILL DEPEND IN LARGE MEASURE UPON THE MAINTENANCE OF

A AluoRoUS, BRADLI-BASED, IMAGINATIVE DEFENSE PROGRAM IN SuIENCE AND TECH-

NuLuG1 Tu PRoVIDE fuR CONTINUING FLOW OF NEW CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGICAL

OPTIoNs FuR THE sumo Of CURRENT AND FUTURE NATIONAL DEFENSE PROBLEMS.

ONR !toil of ACcoMPLISHING THIS TASK IS THROUGH THE CONTINULNG SUPERIOR

ALHIEWIENIs RESILTING FRol uUh ACADEMIC, INDUSTRIAL AND tOVERNMENT EFFORTS

IN DIffs.q"RFSFARIH AND DP.1 lopmINT EFFORTS
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Mr. WALGREN Thank you very much, Dr. Martin. I appreciate
that testimony.

Dr. Langenberg.

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD N. LANGENBERG, DEPUTY
DIRECTOR. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Dr. LANGENBERG. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-
tees, the National Science Foundation is an independent agency, es-
tablished by the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 with the
broad mandate to promote the progress of science in the United
States. The concept of a National Science Foundation emerged
from the World War II recognition that a strong and broad science
and technology enterprise is essential to the security of the Nation.
Today it is widely accepted that this concept includes economic as
well' as military security. Since its establishment in 1950, NSF has
occupied a unique place among Federal Government agencies, with
responsibility for the overall health of science across all disciplines,
in contrast to other agencies that support research in aid of specific
missions such as health or defense.

The National Science Foundation maintains U.S. scientific
strength by funding research in all fields of science and engineer-
ing through grants and contracts to more than 2,000 colleges and
universities and other research institutions in all parts of the
United States. The Foundation accounts for about 27 percent of
Federal support for basic research going to academic institutions.

Given its broad mission and the range of science and engineering
activities it supports, the Foundation has been vitally concerned

' 4 since its inception with the subject of these hearingssetting prior-
ities for science. Before I describe the structure that 'has been de-
veloped to establish priorities in NSF, I would like to offer some
views on the general problem of priority-setting for science.

Science is driven by its own internal imperatives, by the rapidly
evolving opportunities and advances within the conceptual struc-
ture of the disciplines. Science is also driven by the needs of the
larger society for knowledge and ideas that can help illuminate
and resolve important societal problems. It is the intergtion _Uie
creative tension between these internal and external ifripeOtives
that provides the dynamic context in which the problem of prior-
ity-setting for science needs to be addressed.

There are many different, equally legitimate reasons for an indi-
vidual or an institution to engage in scientific research. These
range from one of man's most engaging characteristicscuriosity--
the desire to gain insight into a natural phenomenon without
regard to any foreseeable applicationto the desire to apply scien-
tific knowledge to improve a tangible product or process or to
invent a new one. In other words, the motivations of scientists and
engineers and of their institutions are characterized by a large
measure of pluralism.

At its best, this pluralistic nature of the science and engineering
research enterprise is a kind of free competitive market of ideas,
where the long-term wisdom of the whole can confidently be ex:
pected to exceed the short-term wisdom of any of its parts, This
pluralism in the United States often bewilders visitors from abroad

7-1(41 - - 4
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who are accustomed to working in more constrained, centrally
planned settings. It is also the envy of most of those foreign visi-
tors, who tend to agree that the array of opportunities provided by
this pluralistic system is an essential component of this country's
scientific strength.

Unfortunately, since opportunities for pursuing fruitful scientific
research almost always exceed the financial and human resources
available to pursue them, individual scientists and engineers, re-
search institutions, and the Nation must determine what research
priorities will best enable them to realize their objectives. The way
a given entity determines its priorities will, of course, depend on
what those objectives are, what scientific opportunities are envi-
sioned, and what financial and human resources are likely to bp
available. In my view, the most important thing to remember in
designing and using any mechanism for priority-setting is that it
ought to provide the maximum possible flexibility at all levels, it
ought to encourage the taking of risks and the seizing of opportuni-
ties, and it ought to keep options open.

Let me illustrate with an example appropriate to this season, one
where success also depends on priority-setting and planning that
encourage flexibility and initiative. I am thinking of the game of
footballan example I owe to my colleague, Professor Raymond
Orbach Suppose some institution, a university, examines its goals
and priorities and concludes that it is in its own and its patrons'
interests to have a football team and to play a series of like-minded
opponents. One can imagine here in the scientific and technical en-
terprise, perhaps the Congress and the Executive having to decide
on the basis of national priorities to play the game.

This university might then hire a coach, whose responsibility it
is to attract players of the highest possible individual ability and to
build from them an effective team. Here one might imagine the
heads of Federal research funding agencies, university presidents,
department chairmen, deans, and the like. Each week during the
season the coach must analyze his team's next opponent, consider
the opportunities it presents, and devise a game plan that exploits
his team's strengths and its opponent's weaknesses. (The analogy
to the opponent of the football team in the case of the scientific
and technological enterprise, I think, is ignorance.)

Saturday arrives, and the plan is put into effect. But of course
ety thing cannot be anticipated, and the unexpected inevitably

happens. Fur example, in the huddle, the quarterback's announced
plan is to have a running back carry the ball through an anticipat-
ed hole off tackle. What if a hole develops in the center of the line

hile the off tackle position is plugged by a linebacker? Should the
t wining baLk foll(pA the original plan and attempt to drive through
the blocked position? Or should he seize the opportunity to run
through the center instead? Will he be rewarded for following the
original plan ex en though he is stopped cold? Will he be punished
if he seizes the unexpected opportunity and makes a big gain?
Should he stop in niidpLiy and check with the quarterback or the
Loach before deciding what to do? If you ponder these questions,
ou can understand why we at NSF place a high premium on the

btltt to innoate %%ithin flexible guidelines, and why we try to
desist from overly rigid priority-setting.
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Flow do we at the Foundation set research priorities? We begin
with NSF's Congressionally mandated mission to support long-term
research. That means that we cannot establish priorities with a
view toward ma`ximizing specific economic or social returns on
NSF's research investmentseven though we are firmly convinced
that there are substantial economic and social returns on the Na-
tion's investments in long-term research. Rather, since NSF's pri-
mary mission is to support the best research ideas in the most im-
portant areas of science, we adhere to the principle that the scien-
tific and engineering communities should be broadly involved in
determining directions and priorities for research.

The Foundation's internal structure reflects this general princi-
ple, and the fact that since NSF is a Federal agency, it must he
responsive to the external imperatives that drive sciencethat is,
to the fact that research has important societal implications. We
also believe that the mission of' the Foundation clearly allows us to
assist the Executive and the Congress in meeting national goals,
and to help shape those goals where the contributions of science
are concerned.

As a Presidential appointee, the NSF Director is responsible for
assuring that Foundation priorities are consistent with broad Ad-
ministration policies. As a scientist or engineer who is also a peer
to the heads of other Federal research and development agencies,
the Director is also in a good position to identify areas where
NSF's concerns overlap with those of other agencies, and where
some reasonable measure of coordination in priority-setting and
program planning could be advantageous.

NSF is unique among Federal R&D agencies in having a Presi-
dentially appointed Boardthe National Science Bnardwhich
shares, with the Director, the authority and responsibility for de-
termining the overall policies and priorities of the Foundation, in-
eluding its budget priorities, within overall Administration guide-
lines. Since the 24-member Board-25 including the Director ex of-
ficiois also broadly representative of the science and engineering
communities, it brings to its tasks both a Ersthand knowledge
about the most promising areas of scientific opportunity and a sen-
sitivity to the conditions that lean best facilitate scientific research

This extended, cooperative frianagement structure is also reflect-
ed at the program level. The Foundation is organized into director-
ates, each comprised of divisions containing related groups of sci-
ence or enguwering disciplines. Within the organization, advisory
committees associated IA ith each division assist us in tapping the
advisory resources of the scientific and engineering communities

In shOrt, tlw Foundation's institutional structure for establishing
research prioritiesand the detailed budget and program plans
that kire derived from those prioritiesis intended to be responsive
to the collective judgment of working scientists and engineers
about where the best science is being done and is likely to be done
imd where the areas of greatest need are likely to be.

One mdication of the sensitivity of our priority-setting mecha-
nisms to the collectie judgment of the community is the fact that
changes are evident in NSF's priorities when they are viewed over
a period of' he veral years. For example, a consensus began to
emerge in the mid-1970s that substantial additional investments in

'
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Lomputet re,,e,o(li facilities would be necessary if universities were
tu remain in the frefront of this important research field. The
Feldstein report, completed in 1978, documented this need in
detail, and recommended a program to upgrade and modernize uni-
versity computer facilities.

The National Science Board accepted the essence of the Feldstein
report by authorizing the Director to explore, with the Office of
Management and Budget, the establishment of a new university-co-
ordinated computer research prugram. This decision required a
shift in the relative priorities of NSF's Directorate for Mathemat-
ical and Physical Sciences, but a shift that the university constitu-
ents of this group of programs regarded as essential. Frum a budget
perspective, these priority changes are evident only from a perspec-
tive of several years One grant under the coordinated program
was made during fiscal year 1980, four were made during fiscal
year 1981, and five in fiscal year 1982. The program continues. Ul-
timately, we anticipate making about 10 more grants under the
program, for a total of approximately 20. The result, we think, will
be a major rehabilitation of the universities ability to perform fun-
damental research in the computer sciences.

There are other examples. I NN, ou Id mention one briefly because it
transcends direct NSF control and involvement. the question of ob-
solescent university instrumentation NSF first became aware of_
this problem w. hen it was persistently identified by several of the

isions' advisory committees. When the National Science Board
examined the dimensions of the problem, it agreed that support of
equipment acquisition through NSF's normal grant awards process
ought tu be assigned a high priority. But the Board also agreed
that the implications uf the problem transcended NSF's interests,
and that, therefore, NSF alone could not find a solution.

Because NSF enjoys good working relations with other Federal
agencies, we have been able to convene, with the encouragement of,
the President's Science Adviser, an interagency task group to seek
a coordinated Federal response. At the suggestion of the Office of
Scieme and Technology Policy, NSF prepared a draft analysis of
the problem fur incorporation intu the President's "Annual Science
and Technology Report to the Congress, 1981" and thus helped to
identify the obsolescence of' research apparatus as a problem of na-
tional Loncern Finally, because of NSF's many contacts in the pri-
%ate sector. we have been able to involve industry' in the search for
innoyative Julut tuns There are other examples I could mention to
show how priority setting is dune in the National Science Founda-
tion. but the central thrust of my remarks and the thought that I
ino8t yant to leaye ith you is that since the best science is done
by t he best scientists and the best engineering research is done by
tht best engineers, these scientists and engineers also need to have
a rung voile in any workable planning and priority-setting proc-
e,s The Foundation system is designed to assure that they do.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may' ,have. Thank
Mr Chairman

!The sqatement of Dr Langenberg follows.f
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STATEMENT OF

DR. DONALD 1. LANGE1BERG

DEPITY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

BEFORE THE

SJBCOMMITTEE 01 SCIENCE, RESEARCH AID TECHNOLOGY

AND THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT

COMRITTEE 04 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

J.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 30. 1982

CHAIRMAN WALGREN. CHAIRMAN GORE AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

1 Am DONALD I. LANGENBERG. DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION.

THE NATIONAL SCiENCE FOUNDATION IS AN INDEPENDENT FEDERAL

AGENCY ESTABLISHED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION ACT OF 1950

WITH THE BROAD MANDATE TO PROMOTE THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE IN THE

UNITED STATES. THE CONCEPT OF A NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

EMERGED FROM THE WORLD WAR !I RECOGNITION THAT A STRONG. BROAD

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE IS ESSENTIAL TO THE SECURITY oF
THE NATION. TODAY IT IS WIDELY ACCEPTED THAT THIS INCLUDES

ECONOMIC AS WELL AS MILITARY SECURITY. SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN

1950. NSF HAS OCCUPIED A UNIOUE PLACE AMONG FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

AGENCIE. dITH RE3PONSIBIL7ITY FOR THE OVERALL HEALTH OF SCIENCE

ACROS3 ALL DISCIPLINES. IN CONTPAST TO OTHER AGENCIES THAT SuPPoRT

RESEARCH IN AID OF SPECIFIC MISSIONS SUCH AS HEALTH OR DEFENSE.

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION MAINTAINS U.S. SCIENTIFIC

S'RENGTH BY FUNDING RESEARCH IN ALL FIELDS oF SCIENCE AND ENGI-

NEERING THROUGH GRANTS AND CONTRACTS TO MOPE THAN 2,000 COLLEGES

AND UNI1ERSITIES AND OTHER REsEARCH INSTITUTIONS IN ALL PARTS of
THE IS. THE FOUNDATION ACCOUNTS FOR ABOUT 27 PERCENT OF FEDERAL

S'uPPORT C'r BASIC RESEARCH GOING TO ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS.

. iIIEN ITS BROAD MISSION AND THE RANGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGI-

NEERING ACTIVITIES IT SuPPORTS, THE FOUNDATION HAS BEEN VITALLY

CONCERNED SINCE ITS INCEPTION WITH THE SUBJECT OF THESE HEARINGS--

ETTING PRIORITIES FOR SCIENCE. BEFORE I DESCRIBE THE STRUCTURE

THAT HA.> BEEN DE1ELOPED TO ESTABLISH PRIORITIES IN NSF I WOULD LIKE

TO OFFER SOME /TEAS ON THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF PRIORITY SETTING FoR

SCIENCE.

ld sj
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SCIENCE IS DRIvEN Be ITS OWN INTERNAL.IMPERATIVES, BY THE

RAPIDLY EvOLvING OPPORTuNITIES AND ADVANCES WITHIN THE CONCEPTUAL

STRUCTURE OF THE DISCIPLINES. SCIENCE IS ALSO DRIVEN BY THE NEEDS

OF THE LARGE* SOCIETY FOR KNOWLEDGE AND IDEAS THAT CAN HELP

ILLUMINATE AND RESOLVE IMPORTANT SOCIETAL PROBLEMS. IT IS THE

INTERACTION, THE CREATIvE TENSION 8ETWEE1 THESE INTERNAL AND

EXTERNAL IMPERATIVES THAT PROVIDES THE DyNAMiC CONTEXT IN WHIcH THE

PROBLEM OF PRIORITY SETTING FOR SCIENCE NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED.

THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT, EQUALLY LEGITIMATE REASONS FOR AN

INDIVIDUAL OR AN INSTITUTION TO ENGAGE IN SCIENTIFIC REF.EARCH.

THESE RANGE FROM ONE Or MAN'S MOST ENGAGING CHARACTERISTICS--

CURIOSITYTHE DESIRE TO GAIN INSIGHT INTO A NATURAL PHENOMENON

wITHOuT REGARD TO ANy FORESEEABLE APPLICATION, TG THE DESIRE TO

APPLY'SCIENTIFIC KNOwLEDGE TO IMPROVE A TANGIBLE PRODucT OR PROCESS

OR TO INVENT A NEw ONE. IN OTHER WORDS. THE MOTIVATIONS OF

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS AND OF THEIR INSTITUTIONS ARE

CHARACTERIZED BY A LARGE MEASURE Op PLURALISM. Two SCIENTISTS

WORKING IN THE SAME FIEL,p, ONE IN A UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT AND ONE

IN AN INDuSTRIAL LABORATORY mAY PURSUE A SII,IILAR RESEARCH PROJEcT

FOR vERy DIFTERENT REAuNs. Two UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS WITHIN T'HE

SAmE FIELD OR TwO DIFFERENT COMPANIES WITHIN THE SAmE INDUSTRY CAN

HAVE vERY DIFFERENT RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND VERA, DIFFERENT RESEARCH

PPIORITIES. AND. OF COURSE. SINCE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SUpPORTS

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TO FULFILL SEVERAL RELATIVELY DISTIXT

MISSIONS. THE OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITIES OF DIFFERENT FEDERAL

AGENCIES ALSO DIFFER CONSIDERABLY.

AT ITS BEsT, THIS PLURALISTIC NATURE OF IHE SCIcNCE AND

ENGINEERING RESEARCH ENTERPRISE IS A KIND OF FREE COMPETITIVE

MARKET OF IDEAS. WHERE THE LONG-TERM WISDOM OF THE WHOLE cAN

CONFIDENTLY BE oPECTED TO EXCEED THE SHORT-TERM WISDOM OF ANy OF

ITk PARTS. THIS PLURALISM OFTEN BEwILDERS vISITOPS FROM ABROAD WHO

ARE ACCJSTOMED TO WORKING IN MORE CONSTRAINED, CENTRALLY PLANgED

SETTINGS. IT IS ALSO THE ENVY OF MOST OF THOSE FOREIGN vISITORS.

440 AGREE THAT THE ARRAy OF OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED BY THIS

Po JRALISTIC SYSTEM IS AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF THIS COUNTRY'S

SCIENTIFIC STRENGTH.

',14FORTuNATELY, SINCE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PURSUING FRUITFUL

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ALMOST ALWAYS EXCEED THE FINANCIAL AND HUMAN

4ESOJRCES A'AILABLE TO PURSUE THEm. INDIVIDUAL SCIENTISTS AND

FNGINEtRS. RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS, Alb THE NATION MUST DETERMINE

wHAT RESEARCH PRIORITIES WILL BEST ENABLE THEM TO REALIZE THEIR

OBJECTIrEs. THE wAy A GIvEN ENTiTY DETERMINES ITS PRIORITIES WILL.
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OF COURSE. DEPEND ON WHAT THOSE OBJECTIVES ARE, wHAT SCIENTIFIC

OPPOPTUNITIES APE ENVISIONED. AND WHAT FINANCIAL AND HUMAN

0ESOuRCES APE LIKELY TO BE AVAILABLE. IN my VIEW, THE MOST

IMPOPTANT THING TO 0EmEmBER IN DESIGNING AND USING ANY MECHANISM

F00 PRIOPITy SETTING IS THAT IT OUGHT TO PROvIDE THE MAXIMUM

POSsIBLE,FLEXIBILI'Y AT ALL LEVELS. TO ENCOURAGE THE TAKING OF

PISKS AND THE SEIZING OF OPpORTUNITIES, AND TO KEEP OPTIONS OPEN.

LET ME ILLUSTPATE WITH AN EXAMPLE APPROPRIATE TO THIS SEASON.

ONF 4REPE SUCCESS ALSO DEPENDS ON PRIORITY SETTING AND PLANNING

THAT ENCOUPAGE FLEXIBILITY AND INITIATIVE. I'M THINKING OF

F)OTBALL 10,1 EXAMPLE I OWE TO m'Y COLLEAGUE PROFESSOR

RAem)ND 10BAC4). SUPPOSE SOME IpISTITUTION. A UNIVERSITY SAY.

E(AmINES ITS GOALS AND PRIORITIES AND CONCLUDES THAT IT IS IN ITS

,J4N AND ITS PATRON'S INTERESTS TO HAvE A FOOTBALL TEAM AND TO PLAY A

,FPIE, OF LIKE-MINDED OPPONENTS. IT HIRES A COACH. WHOSE

POW,IBILIT( IT IS TO ATTRACT PLAYERS OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE

INJIdIDUAL ABILIT1 AND TO BUILD FROM THEM AN EFFECTIvE TEA+4, EACH

n!EK DUPINS THE SEASON THE COACH MUST ANALYZE HIS TEAM'S -4rxT

)PPONENT. CW,IDEP THE OPPORTUNITIES IT PRESENTS, AND DEVISE A GAME

PLAN WHICH EXPLOITS '1IS TEAM'S STPENGTHS SAND ITS OPPONENT'S

4EAwNESSES. SATUPDAY APRIVES. AND THE PLAN IS PUT INTO EFFECT. BUT
); E/EPYTHING CANNOT BE ANTICIPATED, AND THE UNEXPECTED

INE/ITABLe HAPPENS. FOR EXAMPLE. IN THE HUDDLE THE QUARTERBACK'S

ANNOUNCED PLAN IS TO HAVE A PuNNING BACK CARRY THE BALL THROUGH AN

ANTI:I'PATED 40LE OFF TACKLE. WHAT IF A HOLE DEVELOPS IN THE CENTER

INE INSTEAD 4HILE THE OFF TACKLE POSITION IS PLUGGED BY A

_INE BACKE' SHOULD THE PUNNING BACK FOLLOW THE ORIGINAL PLAN AND
A'TE0PT TO OPI/E THPOUGH THE BLOCKED POSITION' OR SHOULD HF SEIZE

OPP)4T )41T( TO RuN THROUGH THE CENTER INSTEAD' WILL nE BE

4',,NADED ;JR -OLLOWING THE 00IGINAL PLAN EvEN THOUGH HE IS STOPPED

s)L:' 4ILL HE BE PUNISHED IF HE SEIZES THE UNEXPECTED OPPORTUNITY

A. +IVES A BLS SAIN' SHOULD HE CHECK 4ITH THE OUAPTERBACK OR THE
'OtCH I4ST BEFOPE DECIDING WHAT TO DO' IF YOU'LL PONDER THESE

! THINK (OU CAN BEGIN TO UNDEPSTAND WHY wE AT NSF PLACE A

PPEmIUm ON THE ABILITY TO INNOVATE WITHIN FLEXIBLE GUIDELINES.

AN7) 441 4E TRY TO DESIST FPOM OVERLY RIGID PRIVITY SETTING.

';'14 fl) 4F AT THE NATIONAL SCIENCE -OUNDATION SET RESEAPCH
PPI)0IfIES' BECAUSE OUR MISSION IS TO SUPPORT LONG-TERM RESEARCH

PATHEP THAN TO SUPPOPT RESEARCH AIMED AT MOPE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES.

4F !ANNOT E',TABLISH PPIOPITIES WITH A VIEW TOWARD MAXIMIZING

;CoNomIc OP r,OCIAL PETU0NS ON OUR RESEARCH INVESTMENTS--

THur,H 4E APE FIPmL( CON/INCED THAT THERE APE SUBSTANTIAL.

E-ONOMIC AND SOCIAL PETURNS ON THE NATION'S INVESTMENTS IN
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LONG-TERM RESEARCH, RATHER, SINCE OUR PRIMARY MISSION IS TO

SUPPORT THE BEST RESEARCH IDEAS IN THE MOST IMPORTANT AREAS OF

SCIENCE WE ADHERE TO THE PRINCIPLE THAT THE SCIENTIFIC AND

GINEERING COMMUNITIES SHOULD BE BROADLY INVOLVED IN DETERMINING

DIRECTIONS AND PRIORITIES FOR RESEARCH,

OUR INTERNAL.STRUCTbRE REFLECTS THIS GENERAL PRiNCIPLE AS WELL

AS THE .FACT THAT SINCE NSF IS A -FEDERAL AGENCY. IT MUST BE

RESPONSIVE TO THE EXTERNAL IMPERATIVES THAT DRIVE SCIENCE--THAT IS.

To THE FACT THAT RESEARCH PAS IMPORTANT SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS.

AND, IN FACT. WE BELIEVE THAT THE MISSION OF THE FOuNDATION ALLOWS

US qERY CLEARLY TO HELP rHE EXECUTIVE BRANCH. THE ADMINISTRATION TO

MEET ITS NATIONAL,GOALS. AND, IN FACT. IT HELPS SHAPE THOSE GOALS

WITH RESPECT TO THE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT SCIENCE CAN mAKE. As A

PRESIDENTIAL APpOINTEE. THE .NSF DIRECTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR .

ASSURING THAT FOUNDATION PRIORITIES ARE CONSISTENT WITH BROAD

ADMINISTRATION POLICIES. As A SCIENTIST OR ENGINEER WHO IS ALSO A

PEER TO THE HEADS OF OTHER FEDERAL R&D AGENCIES, THE DIRECTOR IS

ALSO IN A GOOD POSITION TO IDENTIFY AREAS WHERE NSF's coNcERNs

OvERLAP 4ITH THOSE OF OTHER AGENCIES AND WHERE SOME REASONABLE

MEASURE OF COOPDINATION IN PRIORITY SETT/NG AND PROGRAMING PLANNING

COULD BE ADvANTAGEOUS.

IN ADDITION. NSF IS UNIQUE AmONG FEDERAL R&D AGENCIES IN

HAVING A PRESIDENTIALLY APPt9INTED BOARD -- THE NATIONAL SCIENCE

BOARD --WHICH SHARES. WITH THE DIRECTOR. THE AUTHORITY AND RESPON-

SIBILITY FOR DETERMINING THE OVERALL POLICIES AND PRIORITIES OF THE

FOUNDATION. INCLUDING ITS BUDGET PRIORITIES. WITHIN OVERALL

ADMINISTRATION GUIDELINES. SINCE THE 24 MEMBER NATIONAL SCIENCE

BOARD IS ALSO BROADLY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SCIENCE AND

ENGINEERING CilmMuNITIES. IT BRINGS TO ITS TASKS BOTH A FIRST HAND

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE MOST PROMISING AREAS OF SCIENTIFIC OPPORTUNITY.

AND A SENSITTvITY TO THE CONDITIONS THAT CAN BEST FACILITATE

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

THIS EXTENDED. COOPERATIVE mANAdEMENT STRuCTURE IS ALSO
REFLECTED AT THE PROGRAM LEVEL. THE FOUNDATION IS ORGANIZED INTO

DIRECTORATES. EACH COMPRISED OF DIVISIONS WHICH ARE IN TURN

C1mPRISED OF RELATED GROUPS OF SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING

ABDI;cIPLINE-, EACH DIVISION IS HEADED BY A SCIENTIST OR ENGINEER

wHO Is uLTIMATELf RESPONSIBLE. THROUGH THE OIRECTORATE, TO THE NSF

DIREcroR, PRIoRmEs WITHIN EACH DIvISION ARE ESTABLISHED BY THE

DIII;ION IN CONSULT4TI9N 4ITH AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF WORKING

SCIENTISTS OR ENGINEERS 4H0 ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THEIR RESPECTIVE

FIELD;. .

%

. ts
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IN.SHORT. THE POUNDATION'S INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE FOR ESTAB-

LISHING RESEARCH PRIORITIp AND THE DETAILED BUDGET AND PROGRAM

PLANS THAT ARE DERIVED PROM THOSE PRIORITIES IS INTENDED TO BE`

REGPONSIvE TO THE COLLECTIVE JUDGMENT'OF WORKING SCIENTISTS AND

;NT.INEEPS ABOUT wHERE THE BEST SCIENCE IS BEING DONE AND IS LIKELY

TO BE DONE AND WHERE THE AREA OF GREATEST NEED ARE LIKELY TO BE.

T;NE INDICATION OF THE SENSITIVITY OF OUR PRIORITY SETTING

MECHANISMS TO THE COLLECTIYE JUDGMENT 3F THE COMMuNITY IS THE FACT

THAT CHANGES ARE EilDENT IN 1SF's PRIORITIES WHEN THEY ARE VIEWED
34EP PEPIDD OF ',E,E0AL YEA4S. -P EXAMPLE. A CONSENSUS BEGAN TO
EMEPSF_ IN THE 4ID-17CS THAT 3UBSTANTIAL ADDITIONAL INVESTMENTS IN

COMPJTE,, PtJEAPCH FACILITI'ES WOULD BE ESSENTIAL IF UNIVERSITIES
wERE TO PENAIN IN THE FORERONT OF THIS IMPORTANT RESEARCH FIELD.

7FLDJEIN PEPORT. COMPLETED IN 1978. DOCUMEATED THIS NEED IN
AND 4ECOMMENDED A PROGRAM TO UP;RADE AND MODERNIZE

oNly`-MTr 'OmPUTE0 RACILITIES. THE NAT,ONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AC:EPTED F;ENCE 3F THE '':ELDSTEIN REPORT BY AUTHORIZING THE
:IRECTOR TO ,xPLORE. WITH T1B, THE ESTABLISHMENT ,OF A NEW

:JO4DINATED JTEQ ESEAPCH PROGPAM. THIS DECISION
)01PED A 3HIPT IN THE PRIORITIES OF THE DIRECTORATE OP

'4AT4EMA7ICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES. BUT A SHIFt THAT THE UNIVERSITY
:04STITUEN1 S )1- THI, SPOUP OF PROGPAMS REGARDED AS ESSENTIAL. FROM
A BUDuET PEP'SPECTI4E. T4E3E PPIORITY CHANGES ARE ONLY EVIDENT FROM
A PER:PECTliF 01- 3EvEPAL 1EA4S: ONE GRANT uNDER THE COORDINATED

PROGRAM WAG mADF OuRING :Y 1980. FOUR WERE DUPING :Y 1981 AND FIVE
IN :Y 192. Ni.r!mATEL. wE ANTICIPATE MAKING ABOUT TEN MORE GRANTS

iNDPR THF Pop1PA1. w1P A TOTAL OF APPROXIMATELY 20.

r.-4E Jr DECI,ION AND PPIOPITY SETTING SYSTEM HAS ALSO SHOWN

TO BE F7FECJIIE IN IDENTIFYING HISH PPIORITY PROBLEMS THAT,
T-)AN,:END 17' , mIS.t,ION. AND AL;0 IN SEEKING SOLUTIONS THAT INVOLVE

BE,IDF; NS:. :oNsiug. f-oP EXAMPLE, ONE OF THE
MA,), -'..Ht;m, 'HAT PPESENTi_f CONFPONTS THE 1.S. SCIENTIFIC
--)44,Nfii: 7,1E r4ITIrAL AND -IPOWING OBSOLESCENCE OF RESEARCH
ARRAAT,-, iNtlEPAT ,..ABOqATOP1E^,. THE SEPIOUSNESS OF THIS

JAT!)N I, NOw PEC0SNI:ED AS A P0OBLEM NOT ONLY FOR THE
.,;". ,m.4 );-TEN -.ANNOT CONDUCT ADEQUATE PEStARCH PPOAMS

nAN' Ao")PPIAT; APPUAT1J, BJT AL.A P)P INDUS.PY AND

..AB)PAT)1E3 eiHT-,E )44 PEiFAPCH PPOGPAMS PELY ON A

', 1NN)iATIiE PE,-;JLTS FP04 THE ONIVEPSITIES.

!, ;i6 AN '1 I ArIAQc THAT THE OBSO,ESCENCE OF 01SEARCH

A PPOBLEm )TTING ACPOSS A WIDE RANGE OF
!' PF*SI,TENTLY I5rNTIFIED AS ;UCH BY SEVEPAL OF

'1
.../
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DIiIS1ONAL AD4ISORY COMMI,TTEES WHICH ARE COMPOSED. AS YOU WILL

RECALL, OF WORKING SCIENTISTS AND ENGINERS. WHEN THE 4AYIONAL

3CIENCE. BOARD EXAMINED THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM IT AGREED THAT

,J0RORT OF EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION THROUGH NSF's NORMAL GRANT AWARDS

)J3Hr TO BE ASSIGNED A HIGH PRIORITY. _BUT THE BOARD ALSO

AGREED THAT THE ImPLICATIONS OF THE PROBLEM TRANSCENDED NSF's

INTERESTi. AND THAT THPEFOPE NSF ALONE COULD NOT BIND" A SOLUTION,

BECAUSE ISF ENJOY'S GOOD WORKING RELATIONS:WITH OTHER FEDERAL

AGENCIES, WE HAvE BEEN ABLE TO CONVENE, WITH THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF

THE PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISER, AN INTERAGENCY TASK GROUP TO SEEK

A COORDINATED FEDERAL RESPONSE. AT THE SUGGESTION OF OSTP, NSF

PREPARED A DRAFT ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM FOR INCORPORATION INTO THE

PRESIDENT', ANNUA1 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REPOPT TO THE CONGRESS,

981 AND THUS, HELPED TO IDENTIFY THE OBSOLESCENCE RESEARCH APPARA-

Tus AS A PROBLEM OF NATION CONCERN, FINALLY, BECAUSE OF ISF's MANY

=ONTACT, IN THE PRI/ATE SECTOR. WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO INVOLVE INDUS-

TRy IN THE SEARCH FOR INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS.

1
HAiF NOT DESCRIBED THE EQUIPMENT OBSOLESCENCE PROBLEM TO TRy

T3 CONVINCE IOU THAT THE PROBLEM S. IN FACT, CRITICAL, RATHER, l

HAE uSED IT TO ILLUSTRATE HOW NSF's STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS IDEN-

TIFIED AND DELINEATED A PRIORITY ISSUE OF SIGNIFICANCE BOTH TO NSF

AND OTHFR7,. AND HOW. BECAUSE OF OUR STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS, WE

HAvE BEEN ABLE TO BRING OTHER PARTIES INTO THE SEARCH FOR SOLU-

TIONS. I COULD JUST AS EASILY HAVE CHOSEN OTHER EXAMPLES SUCH AS

THE sHORTAGE OF ENGINEERING SCHOOL FACULTY OR THE DETERIORATING

CJNDITION Oc PRECOLLEGE MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION TO ILLUS-

TRATE SOME OF NE MORE GENERAL REMARKS 1 MADE EARLIER IN MY 'TESTI-

m3Nf. THE CENTRAL THRUST OF THOSE REMARKS. AND THE THOUGHT 1 WANT

TO LEAVE fOU WIT4. IS THAT SINCE THE BEST SCIENCE IS DONE BY THE

BEAT ,;CIENTIST-,, T4E BEST SCIENTIST ALSO NEED TO HAVE A STRONG

/OICE IN ANY wORKABlE PLANNING AND PRIORITY SETTING PROCESS.

HAPPY T3 TRY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

N4r Bitovm Thank you, Dr. Langenberg.
The three of .you have given us an excellent background in proc-

es for priority setting. In your various agencies you represent a

very large majority of the Foieral involvement in support of sci-

ence. and vve appreciate your statements very much
4 will call on 1\4r (lore first for any questions.

NIr (loin:, Thank you very much, 1\4r. Chairman.

I
uukl like to apologize to the vvitnesses for being a bit late at

the beginning and also Tor the fact that I am going to have to tes-

tily before the Rules Committee and I havT an amendment on the
floor This has turned out to be the last vveek of the session It

vvasn't scheduled to be that, but as a result, a lot of things are run-



ning into each other on- the way to the floor and it is going to be a
busy time for us, and so I apologize for the fact that I will not be
able to be here for the entire Session.

I thouglit the three statements were excellent, and I noticed, Dr.
Martin, the aplomb with which you delivered your statement. The
last time you were here, if I am not mistaken, it was the first time
you had ever testified. That seems like 15 or 20 years ago.

Dr. MARTIN. To you.
Mr. GORE, Such a smooth delivery. I appreciated the statements

N,ery much. I am sorry that OMB decided that it couldn't come, be-
cause it is really making a lot of the important decisions and the
betting of priorities on research and developnient depends in a
large part on what OMB does, and they just decided at the last
minute that they didn't want to talk about this because there were
other things going on, or whatever.

We found out about it late last night. I think some of their ap-
proaches are unfortunate. The statement that we can't any longer
aspire to be the leader in these fields is really kind of depressing to
me, and I think sume,hing that ought to be challenged in the scien-
tific community. and I hope will be challenged here in tile Con-
gress.

Let me ask a slightly different question and invite the three of
you to respond briefly, if you would. Are there cases in which the
h..deral GoN,er merit should finance applied or development re-
search with commercial applications? How do you look at a ques-
tion like that? Whoever wants to go first.

Dr. WYNGAARDEN. I believe the answer to that is yes; there are
many examples that would illustrate this. For example, during the
past 15 to 20,years, something on the order of 1,000 patents have
been obtained on NIH supported work and 49 percent,of those have
actually been licensed, thus, a very heavy emphasis in biomedical
suenLe is on dp,eloping prOducts, procedures, and instruments that
will advance health care.

The commercializatio,n of those developments is something to
which we pay particular attention. In fact, we have a division
within the Director's office called the Office for Medical Applica-
tions of Research which has that as a major responsibilityto
make certain that the lag between discovery and application is
minimized and that those developments are brought to the atten-
tion of the padic as rapidly as possible. We have also some exten-
sew patent arrangements with universitiesthat you are acquaint-
ed Mi ith. I know-,-that give them the first right to develop and li-
cense the patent and the GoNernment marketing rights if they fail
tOdo so.

Dr MARTIN, I think as NSF had ihdicated, it is not a simple sep-
aration of church and State and that the economic health of he
country is a factor in the security of the country d's well.

I think that we are also seeing in other nations a coupling of
their efforts between guNernment and industry and defense and in-
dustry We may take heed because this coupling is very effective in
expediting the transition of the 6.1 basic research concepts into re-
alization

Fur us in defense, our strategy has as its cornerstone high tech-
nology and we haN,e tu acknowledge that the world climate today is
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one in whiLli there is both an intellectual capability and an indus-r-
trial base existing with our adversaries to compete with us and to
take our research results and put them into real systems very, very
expeditiously. We can't sit back and wait fbr the process to take
place as it did 10 years ago.

So I think a fostering of that would be beneficial to the defense
mission.

Dr LA NGENBERG The Foundation's mission encompasses support
of research hut not of development. However, within that mission,
NFS has taken a number of steps to assure that the research
knowledge gained from the research that NSF supports finds its
way to such applications and such development operations as may
be justified.

For example, NSF"s industry-university cooperative research pro-
gram supports research performed is cooperatively by researchers
in industry and in universities. The idea is that the industry is the
appropriate mechanism to carry forward any new knowledge
gained from that research through the development process to a
commercial product.

NSF' began in 1977 a small business innovation research pro-
. grain There again, the foundation supports research in small busi-

nesses, not development, but research with the clear intent that if
successful. it may lead to commercial developments.

Within the past several years, NSF purposely as a matter of
policy has eliminated any specific references to basic or applied re-
sean.h within the Foundation's programs. Any serious examination
of' how basic research may be distinguished from applied research
leads into a eiagmire, it is difficult to do in a way that is truly
functional Therefore, we have concluded that we should not do it.
NSF will support research, it will concentrate on excellence, and
the balance between basic and applied research will be determined
primal ily by the dynamics of the engineering and scientific disci-
plines

Mr GORE I note that there seems to be an abundance of com-
monsense in the testimony of the witnesses and express regret that
that commonsense isn't reflected always at OMB and actually at
the White House there have been some statements about a sharp
dis iding line and anything tklat might possibly dissuade our quint-
essential hypothetical entreprerwur from getting involved in a re-
seark.h area, certainly the Government should bend over back-
ground not to even get involved.

That is what the White House seems to be saying, but it is an
unrealistic position because in most cases the net result is that it
won't get dune at all and we are facing a challenge in the world
where we have to do more research and we have to recognize that
tlw matLhing of' the national economy with the accelertaIng scien-
tific revolution meaas that national advantages in a variety of
fields NN ill come from better research and more research, and if we
don't do it, we are no, helping ourselves at all. We arc hurting our-
selves

Mr Gora., I feel I have got to go to the Rules Committee. Before I
do, Mr Chairman. I N ould like to issue a special welcome to my
fellow Tennessian, Dr Alvin Weinberg, who is as well thought of in
Tennessee as he is in the rest of the country with it's national
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reputation in this and related fields. We are glad to have you with
us.

Mr BRowN, I always thought Dr. Weinberg was a Californian
who was temporarily--

Mr. GORE. No, he likes it there and W,e have him.
Mr. BRowli,,Mr. Skeenwould you li e to have a few questions

or introductory reMiirks in defense of 0 ?
Mr. SKEEN. That is a Wonderful opportu ity you have left riie!
It has been alleged that cutbacks in federal funding for civilian

science will allow only the most prestigious and elite universities in
the Nation to continue to do research and such a trelnypuld be

uVcontrary to the ci. ,ressionally enunciated policy that -itg should
be fairly distributed.

Which areas would suffei. the most in the cutbacks of civilian
kinding to uniNersities and what can be done to make sure that the
science resources are distributed equitably throughout the Nation?

Dr LANGENBERG, I am not entirely sure that the assumption
that Itere are cutbacks in the funding of civilian science is sup-
portable in fact. This administration has supported research
strongly That does not mean that the budget for research and de-
velopment, like the budget of the .Federal Government, is not
un&r considerable strain. It,is. ,

But I really do not expect to see any.major change in the distri-
bution or federAy supported research among areas of the country
except such changes as may occur from the rise and fall of scientif-
ic capability in indiidual institutions and, among individual re-
searchers.

Mr SKEEN I think that is an interesting response, Doctor, be-
cause the perception is, and among the members of the panel, that.
there is a cutback. I am talking about the congressional side, be-
cause that is the basis from which we launch almost every argu-
nwnt that we haw about reducing our commitments to the scientif-
ic community and scqorth, that it is a cutback.

I also appreciate the quality of your response because I think it
gets to the heart of what the real problem is and what we are
really trying to do.

Would any other panel members like to contribute?
Dr. MARTIN Your question was addressed to civilian science and

therefore the Department of Defense chooses not to respond.
Mr SKEEN As you know, we have Los Alamos and Sandia Labs

in New Mexico and there is an article this morning about the dicli-
culty Los Alamos is having trying to convert itself to civilian scien-
tific 'nterests I just scanned the article before I came here, and I
think that is another misconception.

Los Alamos, .ind most of the national laboratories have been in-
til% t d nut only in DOD projects but also have a strong commit-
ment tu ciilian projects and those scientific efforts that have civil-
ian application. It is important that we highlight that.

Dr MARTIN. There can be little doubt that there is tremendous
ci% than fallout to resuaich that has been done in the DOD. Inte-
grated circuits are a fine example.

Mr. SKEEN. Absolutely.
Dr WYNGAARDEN. I agree with Dr. Langenherg. The NIH pro-

gram is a broad one, distributed throughout the country. We sup-

(.3
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port over IrQiii0 projet ts altogetherI-1,000 principal investigators
found in over 1200 institutions, of which over 600 are considered
research-intensive institutions. These involve every State and every
corner of the union, so I don't think there has been any cutback in
the sense of geographical distribution.

Mr. SKEEN This will be the final question: In a recently pub-
lished article. Dr. Keyworth said, among other things, that the
Government had very little role in developing commercially viable
technology Dr. Martin, do you think that the aerospace companies
that build our military aircraft and other weapon systems would
agree with that assessment, and isn't the research that underpins
the development of hardware in large measure supported by Feder-
al funding?

Dr MARTIN I would rather you asked NASA that. Certainly if
we look at the contract dollars that arejet, approximately 3 per-
cent of' the contract dollars that are let to industry are available to
industry to do internal research and development. So I think we
are being very supportive of industry, and we believe in the case of
the Department of Defense that that is going to have some military
application We realize that it is a seed that is placed in very fer-
tile ground and it may have commercial implications.

Our mission Is defense and certainly we want to see the dollars
invested apply to that purpose. We fully recognize that there will
be other benefits, and as I mentioned earlier, the economic health
olthe country is also beneficial to the Department of' Defensek

AS far as the aircraft, industry is concerned, I, don't think anyone
can deny that a good percent of that, in the past, has been funded
in part by government agencies. I think that if you would partici-
pate in some of the National Academy of' Science committees that
have been taking place over recent months, you would find that
the pullback in that direction is of great concern to the industry.
They feel that the underpinnings of their past successes are falling
apart and that the future in both general aviation and in military
aviation can be quite dreary for U.S. industry.

Again, back to your earlier statement; is there a need for
interdependence. Personally, and for the Department, I believe
that there is.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Martin.
Mr BROWN. Di:, I,angenberg, you in your statement gave some

interesting examples of the long term priority setting process in
NSF Focusing on examples like the growing awareness of the need
toi improved insta umentat ion in universities and the importance of
I guess a subset of that problem, a need for better computing capa-
bilities

The question that I would have is whether or not this shift has
this reeognit am has actually been adequately implemented in
terms of the ov et cill goernmental response to that need. In other
words, you have i perception of a high priority need.

Obviously. wt. had some trouble in funding that in the NSF
budget You have indicated where you have tried to get the entire
Federal structuie to r ecognize and act on it Do you think the prob-
lem has been adequately addressed in the responses that have been
made to date, including vv hat each (Join, agencies represented here
said')



Dr LANG EN BERG I think we are just beginning to address that
problem. It took us a lung time to create it, and I think it will take
quite a while tu dig ourselves uut of the hole that we have made for
ourselves.

There are a number of things that we think need to be done to
help get ourselves out of that hole, and only one of them is a direct
budgetary response by the Federal Government through its R&D
funding agencies to provide funding for instrumentation.

With discussion and debate in the interagency workingtgroup, all
of the agencies have begun to look at other ways of dealing with
the problem. Let me mention a few.

We need better .information about the status of scientific re-
st...arch instrumentation in the universities. You are familiar, Mr.
Brovi,n, with the National Science Board report on indicators of the
status of science and technology in this country in comparison with
nations abroad. We don't have a good indication, and we have em-
barked on a project to see if vve can develop one and use it in a
cemtmuing way so that we can tell what is happening.

Clearly, the universities themselves have a large stake in the so:
lotion to* thrs-problem, and we believe that there are steps that
they can take tu help solve it. For example, the tradition in univer-
sity research is that the way to fund significant capital invest-
ments and equipment is to go to an outside sourceperhaps a pri-
vate donor, per haps the Federal Governmentget what amounts to
a check, and attach a purchase order.

Many people %%ho finance research and development and capital
,u_quisitions in industry are horrified by that procedure. No indus-
try management in its right mind IA ould conceive of doing some-
thing like that Rather it would bin row, it would lease, it would do
other things.

It sems tu us that the universities perhaps need to think more
%reatively and innovatively about how to fund, in the long term,
signifkant capital investnwnts in research administration as they
now creatively finance nev% classroom buildings and new dormi-
tories

We atm) think there Is a lot of room for improvement in the way
the private sectin responds tu this problem. I mentioned that NSF
has had some luck in involving the private sector in working with
the Foundation For example, a recently completed set of grants
suppoi ts I USeti c her:, %silo will develop software for the teaching of
mathematics. science aild engineering. That program did not in-
volve.prov ision.of funds for any of the computer equipment that
%%unkl be requited to implement that software. Those funds came
from Ow private sectur by donation to NSF's grantees. And the
fundMg was coordinated with the Foundation.

Thule ,ire significant incentives fur donations and for support of
university research in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. We
think more needs to be done tu encourage industry and universities
to make use of those incentives. The awareness of the benefits pf
Own use is onl, now becormng apparent to the universities and to
mdust ry

The Impression I am tiying to create is that there are many as-
pects to this problem. but only One of them. an important one, is
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threct funding to solve Ow university research instrumentation
problem.

Mr. BROWN Dr Langenberg. I hope you will continue with your
efforts tu develop suitable indexes of status of funding As you have
described the growth of the problem, it seemed to gradually seep
into the consciousness of the policy community as a result of' intan-
gibles I guess you might say and was recognized and action was
taken, but I think we need a more systematic process for adcht s-
ing major problems.

As long as we are on that, Dr. Martin, you described the DOD
program. As I recall, you indicated that there is a 5-year program
calling for the development of $30 million per year?

Dr. MARTIN. Correct.
Mr. BROWN. And I want to ask you, what is the health and

status of that program? Are you running into any roadblock'S
either in tlw executive or the Congress with regard to continuing
the funding of that program?

Dr. MARTIN. I am going to call on Leo Young, who is one of my
directors and who has been directly in charge of that program.

Di YotLNu We have been receiving accolades for the program-
from both the Senate and the House.

Mr, 13RowN. It is not accolbdes you need, you need money.
Dr Yot:No. I Al coming to that. The problem is that we had an-

ticipated growth in the basic research program over and above the
instrumentation program, and unfortunately some committees in
Congress have been looking at the 'bottom line only, and so having
started the instrumentation program, and we are proud of it, the
situation now is that it may result in a reduced effort in the re-
search itself, and this concerns us very much. It is money we need,
not accolades.

Mr. BIWWN. You mean that the appropriate committees are
taking money out of the research itself in order to continue the in .
strumentation program?

Dr Yot NG. No. We have what we call program elements, the,
total program element is what is visible. The instrumentation we
intend to maintain regardless of what happens, but ,the inst men-
tation does not pi13, for research as such, and so whfn you al ow for
inflation in the instrumentation program, what is eft may v ll be
less than the research effort we had last year.

Mi BitowN I have a larger problem that I wouk like ddress
to Nou in connection with the overall problems of cient lc prior-
ities e have a situation vv here we are faced with na al compe-
tition. or competition between whole societies, not only in the mili-
tary but in the supporting scientific and technological base. Some
01 these societws seem to have invented devices which for example
(flannel a much larger proportion of their society into scientific,
eagowei mg, and technological work The Japanese are an example
that is fr&uintk the large number of engineers compared to
lawyers, for example

Suppose a gets down to the point where any reasonable analyst
would hold that the pi ogi ess that each of these societies makes is
reall a I unction of how much intelligent manpower they devote to
it. and vve are lagging in that race Where in the priority-setting
process do we retogniie this and try to do something about it? You
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hare faced that in health We have a system which obviously has
proraied us with tlw iar gest number of trained.health personnel in
the world, probably. on a per capita basis.

Dr. WYNGAARDEN. it is a very real problem in the health field
just now because the interest of young people, particularly medical-
ly trained pevple, in biomedical research has sagged in the past 10
ur 15 years. There has been some recorery in the last few years,
but %I` cue facing a growing shortage of trained scientists who have
a medical background. Fortunately, the supply of scientists with
Ph. D. training has held up very well.

One of the responses on the part of NM has been to increase the
incentires fur medically trained manpower in this field. Another
has been tlw policy of stabilization, because a good deal of the at-
traLtion fur medkally trained people to biomedical science depends
on thv stability or the system. If they sense that there is opportuni-
ty fur iww research grants for the young people coming in, and
that there is a reasonable opportunity fur continued funding, then
this field remains attractive to them

For that reason we hare put primary emphasis on the inrestiga-
tot initiated research grant as a chief vehicle for research, and
hare made cuts in other program areas in order to maintain the
number of such grants at as high a level as we can. The President's
budget for fiscal year 198:1 1,rould allow us to fund 4,100 such new
:starts WIwn t1w isLonomy improves, we hope that we can get closer
to this i tnge of 5,000, which is sort of an average of' the last several
y trs, and which has assumed some :significance as a target figure.

belwre that this Is still a ralid figure' for the future and that
we are Loming as Lluse its We can at present But the effort to stabi-
lize new and Lompet ing awards w ithm our various meuhanisms has
in turn carried that message tu the young scientist and has had
orne etTeLt both in reducing tlw dors nward slide of interest and in

seing it return met. the last 2 or 3 years to a modest extent.
Mr Blom N 6 twt your bask problem though in getting nwdical-

ls trained reseaRhers the fact that you cannot be competitive with
1.1w remuneration ofkred in private practice?

Dr WrNr.Amnas.N. That is one of the problems. There are many
other.- I think thisr is remains a good percentage of highly motir at-
ed people who iris fascinated by the creatire opportunities of re-
search and are not: asking for the sanw income as they might
akhasre iii practkis I think what they need, howerer, is a reason-
able assurmwe that the system is stable

Mr Blum N Well, that is only a part of' the problem that I am
trying to rasis here Dr Lingnberg, we hare discussed this before,
but if my assumptionand I am just offering it as a hypothesis
that ultimately this health. and competitireness of our society de-
pends upon alas degree w Inch we attract scientific and technical
manpowet into catevis, and we ct n. suffering in that regard, does
this conks into your calculus as a priority within science at some
poi nt does it not" And to be specific, if it srequires, for example,
the enharkement of scientifk education in this elementary and
high s,hools tii mproenwrit of teacher training or other things of
that sort. how do we ilscrrgniz.e thk9

Dr LA N'GEN Um. As you know; Mr. Brown, this set of girestions
has a %cry high pt ay with the Nawnal Science Foundation and
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with the National Science Board I know of no other set of ques-
tions that the Voinidation staff and the members of the Board have
spent so much once on in the last couple of years. Let me make
several comments.

First, I believe that right now, in must fields of science in which
the National Science 1.'oundation supports research, we are more
[mil-ay-limited than we are peuple-limited The evidence exists
among the 27,nun proposals NSF receives every year, more than
half of those proposals NSF Is unable tu fund, and NSF simply has
to dc,cline many excellent proposals from many first-rate scientists.

The statement that we are more money-limited than people-lim-
ited may nut be true in all fields There are serious reasons for con-
cern !ION% about university research capabilities in certain fields
c4c hi as engineering disciplines and computer sciences and certain-
ly a large part of the reason is the strong competition with de-
mands of the private sec tot for people with skills in these areas
sk ilk that the private sector Is NA, illing to acquire at" prices, or if
you like. salar ies substantially higher than uniersities are able to
offer

In the lung run. I think you are absolutely correct that the most
ret teal aspect to the Foundation fun the scientific and technological

future is certainly the people who are going tu create that future.
Of cour se, there are ,erious reasons for concern. It is becoming in-
k I easing h, evident to more and more of the population that there
are ,ceriou, deficiencies in scientific, technological, and mathemat-
ical education at all leels. but must particularly at the precollege
levels If I remember correctly, about half of all the high school
matlieniatics teachers in this country are formally unqualified to
teach what they are teaching, and the situation is getting worse.

As you know, the National Science Board has formed the Nation-
al Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mat h-
eniatics, Science, and Technology. The Commission is trying to pro-
vide -corny ledership, try ing tu provide a national agenda, an

tion plan through which we all can address this problem. It is
assuredlv hot olel a problem for the Federal Government. The
education sy,tem of this country is an enterprise which runs at a
level of between billion and $'200 billion a year, and the Feder-
al Gol.ernment has necur contributed more than a small part of
that total investment

Looking perhaps a little farther ahead, one can see the demo-
aphic pioblem, that have bl'en for the universities sources of con

cer Ii lor the c ientific and technological enterprises. There will be
fewer young people t hr ough the remainder of the 1950's and the
1090's than we hae been accustomed to, and therefore fewer
oung scientists and engineers, at a time when we are going to
need .111 die se wntific and engineering know-how, that we can ac-
quire

Fultunatelv. there is Arne large possibility fur solving that person-
power ploblem It is a fact that we ,have been underexploiting
about t o thud, of the potential pool of young people as possible
orrice, cd tomorrow', scientists and engineers That two-thirds
IrApprq, 0, be y. olictri And in mmoritiese Th(.. y represent an opportu-
It c ton t least part of a way out of the demographic dilemma. But
tliere uj,uccc. ec en y thing depends upon early schooling the system



pro ales Illaldt'llUilte 011ikation in mathematics and in science, if for
whateer reason it discomages any part of the population from ac-
quiring tAtat crucial start in the language or science and mathemat-
ics. then significant damage may result It is a large and comple:Z
problem. one which seriously concerns the National Science Foun-
dation

Mr I3nowN, I appreciate the 'response I am not trying by the
question to lead to the assumption that there is a Federal solution
tu problems of that magnitude I think we are no longer that naive
But we are talking here this morning about priorities, and there
has to be some v ay of having generated a concept or priurities that
imoke the whole Nation As you are aware to some degree the
problem of instrumentation was an example of this, but we are
talking about een broader problems here when we talk about edu-
catuni or perhaps the supply or medically trained researchers or
the balance between c iilian scientists and military-oriented scien-
tists Somew here before it becomes a crisis, problems doeloping in
these areas ha%e to be identified, and the attention or the Nation
toi used on them. so that at each leel, whether the local school sys-
tems ot what eer. proper atention can be given to them.

I could pursue this interesting discussion at much greater length.
but because we hinie a number of other witnesses. I am going to
[-Otani Thank %ou for your excellent contribution this morning. If
we want to badget you further, we will submit some questions in
writing and hope that you will revond to them. Thank you very
much

ND. Gina, Our next panel consists of Dr. Weinberg, director of
the Institute lot Energy Analysis at Oak Ridge Associated Univer-
sities. Dr Sinion Rottenberg professor of economics at the Univer-
sity of Mass,ichasetts. and Dr Richard J. Hill, who is provost and
%it t. pestilent for academic affairs at the Univeresity of' Oregon.

Mi Blow% N Gentlemen. we are pleased that you are here. I pre-
tliat you are in rhe la, that we can describe as the elder

statesmen of scrence, or is that Just you. Dr Weinberg? At least the
seers of the future

I am glad that you %%caw all here to listen to the testimony or the
wit rwsses lepiesenting the %anous Federal agencies. and perhaps
that can assist you in duetting some of your own comments on this
subject

As the ihairman indicated earlier, the roll text or eacsh.,4).1 your
statements w ill be inser ted in the record and you may preseittsitiiin
such tashion as is most consement for you. and we will start in t e
order that I called %ou. Dr Weinberg, and you may proceed

Int. biographical sketch or Dr Weinberg follows

111; : NI 1%1.1 \ lott(,

\ tor ot thc ItiNtitutt tot Etlero tvhich hi
e.tabli-P11144 It 0.1k 1{1,10 Clutersitle, ift Jantlar) 1971

1 the ik 141): ,nal I aborator% OHNI., in I'll". a. one t the
the I ima 1-al1 1 ag %Nal-time Metalluf gRa1 lhratort itt

t,r ,.1 ih Pitt ht 1,wit PIC Ite,eatch Diredor
lid I1IIi t, , , 1,o7 h. ttt Ihredoi of the °fine of I.:net g%

v h ,hpuri..?It s- tTi. Otti, t. .4 the Pre-,I(Iont
II. A o, !h.. .,1 I U. pr. ,,to 1/.A4%,th,t liii tr and prp-4,11 for

- pr.prui,1-11 in l's
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" V., iii tild I., iii r oh it nit i&tfii %. Weitibeig has t. untributt-d to the for-
mulation of oif'I jsfii ono ming the relationship between soeno, and go%ern
ititnt ha% ioiit iiiii d to Alto ijoti I hi i.,ui asoklatt'd i% ith (men*
with the relation between to. looker.* ,ind stkico.. and he ha. written and leOured
extelisSel both in the I. toted State:. arid abroad. on some of the diffit,ult problenD:

ptton.. poliks posed b.% the grUssth of modern wiente Ile also written on the t. rite
r1,1 lor ientifit iikliku that is. the Lriteria for deciding %%huh fields of soence de-
ser%t, the rno.t pubh, -support in 0 Ituatjoh %%hurt- [mirk, support is limited

Y. inbtsrg rrico.t d this S It S NI mid Ph D in ph.sies or Ow Uniser,if. of
(hi( ago

he. :oh- if/ OW 1/.,t liipsult III Issit :rat tur. Wt).inberg shared the Atoms
Assaid iii l'OOti V41% out of this I irsa tistiptents ot the E I.awrence

Memorial Award hi Pio, lii melsed the Creitersits of (Imago Alumni Medal. in
l'r7i he reseited the .\nosrlsou N ui fi,i Z1lNiety Cherntsk Memorial Award. and in

he ii.as awarded the lirst Ileum ith 1 terti Pnre on tin liOth ammersary of the
iii%:,rsit. of Karlsruhe lie %%as the reopient of the New York Actedelni, of So-

t 11, \ %sand lot PrTi. the Fermi Award of the Departmort of Enerw, III 1951. and
ttet. Horses Prue if he, let hnion. Israel Institute: eel Ii linohew. Weinberg
is a mentheu of the \ Atonal At Arms of St len, es, the Ameruan Atadene,, of Arts
and i SilO v. this Nat tott01 atioto, it higinteeing, and du, fto.al Netherlands

cadont (A Arts ,end St lent

S'IsATE3IENTS OF DR. AL\ IN M. WEINBERG, DIRErfOR.
TE FOR ENERG) IDES. 0Ah RIDOE ASSOCIATED UNIVER-

SITIES. OAK RIDGE, TENN.

Dr WEINBERG Thank you very much, Mr Chairman.
I am pleased and flattered to hike this opportunity to give my

views on priorities in science.
I should make t.leai that although I participated in the debate in

the 20 years ago. I hike been mostly an interested spectator
in ret.ent years I will to to gke some historical perspective and
perhaps a k-w remarks on %% hat I perceke to be the present. situa-
tion

The impel by Br uce Smith. which was di-tributed to the commit-
tee. gike a ery good statement of where the debate on allocation
fill stience stood in the mid-1060's. and I guess I have a feeling of
deja vet,

The issues that trouble scieace polii:ymakers today and the Con-
ess I low muilt should be allocated to science in comparison to

other at tkities of Gikernment' How should resources allocated to
st. be doided among diff'erent scientific fields? These questions
remain much the same as those debated 20 years ago.

Tins git es us a sense of humility that we can't expect to get re-
,t aled wisdom on the IS,LIC of priorities in science. Each generation
will addles, essentially the sante ions, but always with a con-
cern for practical exigencies of the time. Today those are basically
the strong !eduction in nondefense elements in the Federal budget
and an eett stronger increase in the defense budget.

I botanic imoked In the debate on priorities when I was a
rt ienthe! of the President', Science Albe Committee from 111:29
to 1;ai2 At that time the central question of science policy was
w holier or not the United States should go to the Moon. President
14:1,i,iihower had against sending a man to the Moon, but
that (ter ision was ieelsed President Kennedy This decision
brought into .tiong Irk us the. 'A, hole conceptual underpinning for
making chokes in sciewe .Xt the same time, Prof Ed Shils, a dis-
tinguished sot iol.,gist at the Unkersity of Chicago, founded the
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10111 nal Miller %.1. 011e of its purposes was to provide a forum for
the scholarly debate ocI how to set priorities in science.

1 he first article of 'Minerva," issued in autumn 1962, was enti-
tled The Republic of Science. Its Political and Economic Theory,''
by Michael Polanyi In this article, which had tremendous influ-
eine on much of the thinking about scientific priorities, Polanyi
likened the collectie action of all scientists, to an interacting eco-
nomn ,uid political republic gmerned, in analogy with ordinary
in ollontli( activity, by what Ilarvy Brooks calls the intellectual mar-
ketplace

ln Polaup's iei because of the intrinsic impossibility of fore-
seeing where science is going, the invisible hand, operating by

,nruless competing scientists and scientific doctrines, provides the
twst way ot allocating resources. Good science and good scientists
inw.itabk, push out bad science and bad scientists. In short, the
tree markil wink. far better lor allocations in science than does
:in% tot m iii so( Polany I's position may almost be described
a- a reduction tit science policy to a branch of economics, with the
Intellect ual market place doing t he allocating

I was ititetested in Dr Langenberg's testimony in which he again
tressed. In fact each witness stressed the best way to alloca,te the

!num.\ is to find out N, ho the best scientists are and they will de
the :r1,; MU( h better than any bureaucrat or even, Mr
Brow otnn 4

Mt BittiwN, Oh, no, not that
l)n FiNan.10, MN, first article, "Criteria for Scientific Choice,"

led that Polani's Republic of' Science worked tolerably well
s( tenet. that is, scien,e done in more or less a traditional

le, indo.iduals or -mall groups whose demands on the budget
Aert not %et% lati4e But for the really large decisionswhether to

the M.,,or or build a 1000-GeV accelerator or a space tele-
.. ,,pe -11,,,,ested that criteria internal to science and derived

111-ii logi of the :-,diertLe were insufficient. For such
riter ii woer nol to science, or to a given field of science,

ye ne
i itescr tile-e as technological merit, social merit, and scien-

t,n,' t It In ea, h instance, the value ol the proposed science is
Hea-uti.,! b its eftectiwness in achieving an end that arose from to

,t-itie the s,ience. sa a technological aim, like fusion energy, or a
t ti tun like militar strength or, in the casc of scientific merit,

in newhboring fields of science
N,R i1 i a 'f choice amounted to setting up a system of scien-

Philosophey; of science have always been concerned
. T ientifn truth tiwy wrestle with the question of how to test

!turn ttt a lentifn finding I was asking a different question of
n, es that were equall% true, how do you decide which one
caluable t han t he at her"

li-ed to that this question izave the philosophic underpin-
not tttt wtt-t itself, which was the realm of the philosophy

tt t but lather bit the field of scientific administration, be-
nt-, lentilit administrators hae to make the choice between

rttt'tt.to 'mite! tra; scientific efforts that to decide which is the,, and we wet e trs mg to give a scientific underpin-



In the interveniog veal-, several attempts have been made to
apply tlIC-0 il(dar L. speculations te actual allocations in science.
Pehaps most notable were a series of reports put out by the Na-
tional .Vademy of Suences in w hii h broad fields of science were
assessed The most ambit iou, report was the one on physics carried
out limier the chairmanship of Pro Allen Bromley of Yale Univer-
sav in 1472

Fht Bromlo, «manatee tra,. to use explicit criteria, largely
based on _those I had delineated. to rank the various subfields of
phvsn s Then top thrl'e .ind institutions of physics
lasers and masers. quantum optiks, and elementary particles
todav ontinue to if ery strung support On the ot,her hand,
thi a next h.ghest harking field, nuclear physics, no longer seems
ro receive ,m inn h nuppor t as the Bromley committee recommend-
ed

l'he health of this kind of discussion I think occurred at the time
,1 the stud,. 1 halted by George Krsturkowsky. the former Presi-
dent's sl ler 10' adviser. President Eisenhower's science adviser lie
,indertook a study sponsored by a predecessor of this congressional

st nth, was called hasic research and national goals
Ar'nt to my library amd dusted a off and there it is. It appeared

IT veat- ai.;0 It konsisted of 15 separate essays by members of the
panel I he entire panel craicized each essay: though each essay
was the responsibilav id as author and each raithor was allowed to
ii cept or tele( t the t riticism

Ihe summarv t.tbd fe rne. bu: with very strong input
1,oni George Kistiakowsky, so a was sort of a combination effort

tkA. e ri hint mn d rne As orw would expect, basic research and na-
ti.uial goals ,o, civil the whole range of Opinions as to how much

e tnig,lit to be supported- -from a high of 10 to 15 percent
,4rowth for COI to t lii. del Ightl uI. ilinost tongue-in-cheek remark
[4, r lii tk, unoiliNt !Lir 1., Johnson unfortunately he is deceased
iloA Let rrie quote lus words. though I hope you don't take them
too -.et io isk Chairman Brown

'4"4...1.! 41' 04' .4 i.4141' 4444 ,444 1 14 1%14; ,11Ullli1 tIt ,l/pp011-
0 II 4 ri% athatked iii upport 01 the

4r. A le4-1,r61. in,i,tenkt (Hi the obligation of
4 44444,4,4! II Ill ILtiti k fIT It, (Wdl ..akt lath.

- 44 oh tHr.ten,o. !114 1,11,0101, 1,4( , nuppo-t the
ttI'I 9 Com 14.,!,410'lled I itit', iiiiiii if iii dm!

hi(Iii I lu tantnitteo din sn't take that too seriously. although
't'l oileague Dr Rottenberg ha- been a bit too influenced by

h.- distinguished l(Oleague iii economfts. Professor Johnson
\Iv okA it r lou.irr with a rejection of science as a whole as a
iIl itegot lostead science that was clearly relevant to

ir 111c1 it ii 01 applied .um ought to be viewed is an overhead,
not against some Iola rous scientific budget. but rather

the budget for n hieement of that end, for example, re-
14 design of antitank weapons ought to be

11111/.1nk (ki.'n,e, not to science
Arlon Ins teinds to answer the question earlier whether.

eo.r rintt AiLht ro be in apple-d scienke Thus every agency
!whew ought to .illo,ate some of its budget to the 1.1'4' of



-A. lent 0 111 t In It hwvement of its aim, just as every corporation al-
locates some uf its budget to sc.ientific research because it believes
that research will pay off in better products or services What that
traction allocated to research is cannot be judged a priority and,
tu be sure, it will fluctuate as the priority fur the underlying non-
scientific aim fluct es.

br addition to the science. more or less directly tied to the
aChle%,111ht ot nonscientific turns, and therefore properly support-
ed by Govrrnment agencws such as Agriculture or Interior or De-
kursethat tegirld sience simply as a means to an end, not an end

itselfnwst of out panelists agreed that there was a residuum of
science, which I called intrinsic basic research, that was pursued
fin no reason except the advancement of science itself We all ree-
ugmte this to b m. essential part of science. but we conceded its
support did not easily fit into the responsibilities of tla, nonscience
agencies

At that tune. ,Int. it appealed that the budgets of strong science
supporting agencies like the Atomic Energy Commission and the
Dfns Depaitnwnt and NASA indeed wOre diminishing, we
,m_;uod that NSF hould pick' up the support of this residuum inso-
far as rmssibh, and in fact in this book was coined the idea of NSF.
being a balarke whel to move in when the mission-oriented agen-
cies eoulda t pick up their share of this baste research.

Ilow mu( h ul what %kV discussed and argued 15 and 20 years ago
l'hr ee new elements have been injected into the

debate
First. et n'duction in the real budget of most nondefense-related

agerR les sec.ond. a growing belief, expressed most succinctly by the
eomonust Sinion Rottenberg in his artick, -The Economy of Sci-
eni e The l'i,cper Role of Gov ernnwnt in the Growth of Science,- as
It, ,111 e.plakti. that the priVate sector ought to support most of the
sc.leme, nec.essat to adlitkt nonscientific Objectives Rottenberg
algues tliat fl nost Ld:ss Government agencies spend money
poorly when they support seience that is not unequivocally con-
net ted to ak hiecment of their missions. and third. that the United
States is now engaged in r(armament

an the perz-,pi.ctit. i)1 1.") ago. our response to the reduc-
tion in teal budget of most ageneles excelit Defense would have
been raise NSI'''s budgt to se,rve as a Balance wheel But if I un-
derstand Ow Cut rent situation. NSF is not in it position to serve as
a substantial balance wheel Judging from the, testimony given
before ibis 1,11ninutt e last War. WU' gets the impression that
though the, ,erv best sc. writists in Ow ,ry best centers will contin-
ue, to r0k1.0.t. ,,CIenthts in less advantaged parts of the
omit rv w ill sidle!

Coition; from Tc11110,Cv, thdt Cat:, ago 0,cis a scientific desert
but MIK It now boasts lively, high technology industrial spinoff,
cannot ((mode thin geographic: distribution of what remains of the
si wilco budget is less impor timt than support of the vry best, but
I hi, 4,1 cont.-4, I n,aiguabk point

Not an I ai.4141. that tiw agencies should stop supporting
ledo.,ent IcIR t IftL tlut r,. being disciplined by the
market will appl+, stricter and nun( sensible critria foi support
than can iovernment
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Pt ()lesson Rot to nbeig oncedes, that kk het e tlw aim to be .ichieved
is nut mediated fo, the mai ket place, as in defense or eken enk iron-
mental piotection, the Gokeininent has .1 role to play in supporting
the underlying science But kklwre the market operates; the less
goketnment ink olkernenteken in the underlying science, and this
is the argiawnt that I think is prese9ted in his articlethe better

Kiihntunately, the nonmat Let eyteinalities are never all that
dear Vol evimple, to take an issu6".kery much in Congress mind,
the bleeder. not dii uncontrokeishd matter, can be viewtql simply
as au altetnatlike way of ploducing electricity find ought to be de-
%eloped, if at all. by the utilities, perhaps through their joint re-
-watch orgamration. tlw Electric Power Research Institute

.would tugut that one of the ultimate arguments fOr the Go% -
[anent Iwing interested in the bleeder is the question or oil im-

ports and the question ot c,hbon dioxide Tlwse are examples of ex-
ternalities that are not captured by the marketplace

I will skip my discussion thput the okerall health of the econom-
ic system being in a sense on externality that is not perceived by
the.indikidual company, but simply point out to Nou that we are in

iompetition with Japan wliere the Government and
the indu:.ttk hiough MITl ore very much in cahoots with each
ot her

f,et tom, II LIn defense Regardless of ones attitude toward the
(flt m1 Leharion, the oketkk helnung technical superiority of the

largely Ametic.in-equipped force over the Soviet-
, quipped Skri,oi ,ur force ts 4 stunning reality Thig vast technical
adkantage is a distillation DI the scwntific and technological power
01 trio Cline," stales aml of Istiwl, and illustrates the inseparability, , , ,
of stiong dMense-and strong science aml technology

It we are to mike aN ent u I l from dependence on tactical
wicleal weapons for cleterrence in Western Europe, we shall hakc
to) depend on :note sophisticated conventional defense skstems
These will suielk be based On better, more, intelligent technology
In short. tlu I si n1 i hut-out against tile Syrian air force demon-
strates again how heak dy out defense 1,ost tire is &pendent on sci-
ence ,ind technology, The moral must be clear Thislsophistication

not slaing up in isolation It is inthedded in a flourishing,
t scient d iv enterorise at every lekel

thetofone echo t I a.%A. e\pressed that the Department of De-
tease, if it has serious intelest in maintaining this oketall capnbili-
tk in science and to...hnology, iwrhaps might serke .1s a sort of bal-
ance wheel lot much iesearch that \A, ft in l9t;:, had tqlkisaged to be
the look ince of the National Science romulation

Before NSF was established. there was the Office of Naval Rt-
Ii w, Ii R h set 1cd (me of the mato/ governmental patrons of'

wthe and in this peliod when suppott tot i(flCt i, dinnnishing,
the oit,D0D, ot at least in part, taking oa this historical
fun tom of beitig a sot t of a kilance wliyel I think deserk es serious
o.tentom bk Con,,ress and the ewcutike branch

h .111, ,(Iu %et nick h \it Chan man
I Ile !it epar IA statement of Dr Weinhorg
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Y,ITING PRIORITIES ON SCIENCE'

Alvin M. 9.einberg

Institute for Energy Analysis
Oak Ridge Associated Universities

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

I dm pleased, and flattered, to have this opportuni ty to give' my

views on priorities in science. I should make clear that, though I par-

ticipated in the debate on priorities during the 1960s, I have been mostly

dn 1,t (g.est ed ,spegt ator in recent years. What I can do is give wme his-

tor !cal De.rspectixe; and then present a few personal impressions as to

nhere the dehdte stands today.

The Historical Context

'mitn's paper, "The Concept of Scientif ic Choice: A Brief

itere.,re," Nhich has been distributed to the too Sub-

r.mmittees, remdins an excel lent,survey of where the debate on how to allo-

cate r Pi for science stood in the m1d-1940s. In a oay, I have a

fell, 3 of 47,0 vu: the isop.s t hdt trouble science policymakers today --

h,o shr.uli be allocated to Science in comparison to other activities

,f rnent: dad hoN should resources allocated to science be divided

4,> iiffore,J. Sclentlfl, 'fields--remdiu much the.same as those debated

%ears Igo. Th is should give US d sense of humility: e cannot expect

'n ,1t v.e 11-d oisdom, true and correct for all time, on the issue of

c ieo(e. f ach qv ne rat ion of policymdkers oill address

. ill% the Sa'ne WW5t Ions, but always with a concern for'practical

rx IgP,, 1.- of the timn. Today those exigencies are the strong reduction in

elemeros of the Federal budget, dnd the even stronger increase

r ,-,corCiur..s for defo-rse.

fur.- un I nv es t igd Ions and nversight, and
f ,r,m1 I. on `.,c enrc Rt SI' a ref, and Technologl, U.S. House of

10 s ea on Can on1( f. and TechnoloUY. Adshingtun, D.C.
s,,,ert;er 1, 19,o2.

./
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I t 1,1 t debate on priorities then I was a member of
the President's Science Advisory Committee from 1959 to 1962. At the
tIme, the central question in science policy was vhether or not the

ited ',tates should go to the moon. President Eisenhower had decided
tr,st the marined evoon mission, a deci sion reversed by President

ThIs decision brought irto strong focus the whole conceptual
'erpinning for mAking choices in science. At the same time, Professor

iwird Chils, the Oistinquished sociologist of the University of Chicago,
hid four ded the jourial Minerva: one of its purposes was to proyide a

f,r the schlarly arid philosophic debate over how to set priorities
...thin cience. Indeed, the very first article in Minerva, issued in
Afum,i 1,62, was entitled "The Republic of Science: Its Political and
Ec,noriic Theory ," by the late distinguished physical chumist, Michael
Polanyi. In this very influential article, Polanyi likened the col-
lect lye act ions of al I sc I entists to an interacting econcrnic and poli ti-

"repw,11," which is governed, in analogy with ordinary economic ac-
tivity, by what Harvey Brooks calls the "intellectual marketplace." In

Pnlarn,l's view, because of the intrinsic impossibility of foreseeing
where s-i.nre Aping, the irwisible hand, operating by countless can-
oet 1,g scient Ists and scientific doctrines, provides the best way of al-

Itinq resources. Good science arid good scienttsts inevitably pushes ?

out bdd srie(lec trtei Mdd scientrsts. In short, the free market works far
better for allocations in science than does any form of socialism:

s posit ion may almost be described as a reduction of science
p Ucy .to a branch of econcrlics, with the intellectual marketplace doing

Mv first art ic1, rriteria for Scient if ic Choice," conceded that
P ,lanyI's RepIhlIC of Science worked tolerably well for little science--
i.e., science ione in more or less a traditional way by individuals or
small groups whose demands cir the budget, taken individually, were not

,erv large, nut for the really large decisionswhether to build a
a( cele.rator or a spare t elescop'e-- I suggested that cr teri a
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internal to science and derived from the intrinsic logic of the
science were insufficient. For such decisions, criteria external to
science, or to a given field of science, were necessary. I described
these es technological merit, social merit, and scientific merit: ion
each Ins'ance, the value of the proposed science Is measured by its ef-
fectiveness in achieving an end that arose from outside the science:
say, a technological aim, like fusion; or a social aim, like military
strength; or, in the case of scientific merit, progres in neighboring
fields of science.

My criteria of choice amounted to setting up a system of scientific
alJe. Philosophers uf srlence have always been concerned with scien-

tific truth: they wrestle with the questidn of how to test the truth of
a sci ent I f ic finding. I Nas asking a di f ferent question: of two sc I en-
ti ic findings, both of which are equally true, how does one decide on
whj, h is the more valuable? I Called such inquiry the "axiology" (as op-
posed to the "epistemology") of science. I argued that since the basic
problem of cient ific admini strat ion was to al locate resources between
competing scientific claimants, that an axiology of science ought to be
use f ul to the sc I ent I f ic admin1 strator. . Thus I cons idered the axiology
of science to be sort of philosophic underpinning for scientific
administration in the ne way as more traditional epistemblogy serves as
an underpinning for science itself.

In the intervening years, several attompts have been made to apply
ese scholarly speculations to actual allocations in science. Perhaps

m,st notable were a series of reports put out by the National acaderny of
Sciences In which broad fields of sckence were assessed. The most arh-

git lous report was the nue on physics carried out under the chairmanship
of Professor Allen Bromley k,f Yale University in 1972. The Bromley Com-

mittee used explicit ,riteria, largely based on those I had delineated,
to rank the variousosub-ftelds of physics. Their top three sub-fields and
ir st Rat lons of ph)sirslasers al nvasers, quantum optics, and dc-

Iry irt les--to cont inue to rt eive very strong support. On the
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other ha,d, their next highet ranking field, nuclear physics, no longer

seems to recehe as moc'l support as the Bromley Committee recommended.

Basic Research and Nat(onal Coals

The debate on allocations for 'science probably reached its zenith in

1965 with the report. "Basic Research and National Goals." This study,

chaired by George Kistiakowsky, a former science adviser to the

President, consisted of 15 ,eparate essays by members of the panel.

, lhe entire panel criticized each essay, though each essay was the

rs .sibility of its author, and each author was allowed to accept or

reject the criticism. The essays were introduced by a longish summary

th.at I wroCe with the help of Professor Kistiakowsky.

As one would expect, "Basic Research and National Goals" covered the

whole raige of opinions as to how much science ought to be supported

Ifrom a high of 10.15 percent growth per year, to economist Harry

Johnson's view that "the argument that individuals with a talent for such

rese4r0 should be supported by society...differs little from arguments

formerly adylnred IN support of toe owners of landed oroperty to a

leisured existence..:Insistence on the obligation of society to support

the .2'.irsult uf scientific knowledge for its own sake differs little from

the historically ea:iler insistence on the obligation of society to sup-

port the p,ursult of reilgipus truth,.an obligation -ecompensed by a

upecified and problematical payoff in the distaqt future.").

, Ay ewn views began with a rejection of science as a whole as a valid

ca.euorv. 'Ins,ead, s'Aerice !hiit *as clearly relevant to achievement of

a, a;.plied alm o,ight to be ,,lewed as on overhead, assessed not against

s,ne f.ctitious hidget, tnit rather against the budget for

dcnime,nt of th,at end; for example, research on lasers relevant to de-

siT, of anti-tank neao0,15 ought Co be chdrqed to anei-tank defense, not

to science. Thus evfry ageicy of covermelit ought tO allocate some of

i" r.PIce't t;i.the ;(1,,ce in the achleverent of its alm.-Jnst as

,
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every corporat ion al locates some of its budget to scient if ic research be-

cause it believes that research will pay off in better products or
services. *hat that fraction allocated to research is, cannot be Judged

a priori--and, to be sure, it will.fluctuate as the priority for the
underlying nog-scientific aim fluctuates. .

In addition to the science more or less directly tieeto the
achievement of non-scientific aims, and therefore properly supported by
Government agencies such as Agriculture or Interior or Defense (that
regard Science simply as a means t'o an end, not an end trl itself), most
of our panelists agreed that there was a residuum of science (which I
cal led Intrinsic Basic Research) that *as pursued for no reason except

the advancement of science itself. he all recognized this to be an es-
sential prt of science--but we conceded its support did not easily fit
into the responsibilities of the non-science agencies. I concluded at

the tIne (1964) that support of such science was almost the central 4

questionand that it was connected strongly with the role and strength

of the National Science Foundation (NSF). In view of what sewed to be a

retrerchment of buthjet in Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, I, alony with many other
panwlists, supported t'.e notion of the nsr as balance wheelto take up
the slack when fluctuations in support by the scientific arns of the

t mission-oriented agencies fell in response to the change in national

priorities.

The Present Scene

'tow moch of re,at * ru scussed and argued 15 and 20 years ago is

re'on,ar t today' Thrwr new elements have been injected into the debate:

1.1 rst, a reduct ion in the real budget of most non-defense related

gef.,:es; second, a growing belief, expressed most recently by the

eco,orntst Simon Rottenberg in his art idle, "The Econany of Science: The

Pro,a.r Role of 'loverenent in the (Irowth of Science," (Minerva, Autumn

t tat t private sector, quid..(i in its allocations by the matket,
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ought to support most of the science necessary to achieve non-scientific

ubjectives. (Rottenberg argues that in most cases, Government agencies

spend money poorly when they support science that is not unequivocally

connected to achievement of their missions.) And third, that the United

States ought to re-arm.

From the perspective of 15 years ago, our response to the reduction

in real budget of most agencies except Defense would have been, raise

NSF's budget to serve as a balance wheel. But if I understand the

current situation, NSF is not in d position to serve as a substantial

bilince wheelp Judging from the testimony given before this Committee

14st ear, one gets the impression that though the very best scientists

in te very best centers will continue to receive support, scientists in

less advantaged parts of the country will suffer. Coming from a part of

the country that, 40 years ago was a scientific desert, but which now

boasts lively, high-technology indostrial spin-off, I cannot concede that

jeoqraphic distribution of what remains of the science budget is less

important'than support of the very best.

Nor cdn I agree that the mission agencies should stop supporting

relevant science because private industry, being disckplined by the

market, will apply stricter and more sensible criteria for support than

can Government. Professor Rottenberg concedes that where the aim to be

achieved is not mediated by the marketplace--as in defense or even en-

vironmental protectionthe Government has d role to play in supporting

the underlying science. But where the market operates, the less Govern-

ment involvemnt, ever in the underlying science, the better. Unfortu-

.atelv, the non-market externalities are never all that clear. For ex-

ample, many would argue that the breeder, being simply an alternative way

of prni,ring electricity, ought to be developed, if at all, by.the utili-

ties, perhaps thiough their joint research organization, the Elec'ric

Po...r Research Institute. let the manufacturers and sellers of

.-,iectricity decide on the appropriate discount rate to be used in

011, olnq nd dest.10pinq a totally new source of electricity. But the
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utilities are not concerned, in any direct way, either with the p*,blem
of oil imports, or the possibility of a carbon dioxide-induced change in
climate. Both are externalities that Goverment must be sensitive to;
both considerations point to continuing development of the breeder by .the
Goverment, as a means both of reducing oil imports and of hedging'
against CO2 build-up--even though strict market economics would militate

against the detrelopment.

real 1 ze that the breeder is an extreme case--where the exter-
oal !ties are hardly a matter of dispute, and are sufficiently powerful to
lustify strong Government inter,..ention. In other Cases, the externali-
ties may appear to be more contrivedas, 'for example, in research aimed
at producing a safer autoroobile, or even a leak-proof tanker. Obviously

the cases are almost never clear-cut. But I would remark that even in

the commercial sphere, the United States suffers from foreign compe-
tition, particularly Japanese; and much of Japan's advantage flows from
the intimate government-industry involvement in research carried out
through MITI. Jhough the health of a specific canpahy is not generally a
government concern here, the health of our entire industry in a fiercely

- ---
competitive world is a govermental responsibility. Thus there are eco-

...,mic externalitieshealth of the entire economynot easily captured by
_

*individuaTindustries themselves and_th_Ts_argutt.s for a libFra7r-ather

than restrictive interpretation of_ite_txtent to which externalities
iustify scientific intervention bv_goverment.

hfnalls, I will touch upon Defense. Regardless of one's attitude

t.ward thr evttts In Lebanon, the overwhelming technical superiority of
th. larqely American-equipped Israeli air force over the Soviet-equipped

Sv-r1,111 air force is a stunning reality. This vast technical advantage is

1 vf the scientific and technological power of the United
States and of Israel, and illustrates the inseparability of strong de-
fense and strong science and technology. If we are to move aw%yr eventu-

trm dependence on tactical nuclear weapons for deterrence in
iqrvoe, we shall have to depend on more sophisticated con-

., nt in. ,t1 defense sys tens. These i LI surely be based on better, mo r e
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to -niention a fee. In short, the Israeli shut-out against the Syrian air
force (96-0) demonstrates again how heavily our defense posture is de-
Pendent on science and technology. The moral must be clear: this so-
Dhistication does not spring up in holation. It is imbedded in a*
'1,, Jr Is' 1 rq, act ve scient if ic enterprise at every level--the very best,
the learwrs, the yceifig Thus, just.asthe_viability of a
steel industry and an auto Industry and an airplane industry is of

otral concern to the defense of our country, so I would argue is the
_ .

;ruing strength of our scientific enterprisein every dimension, not_
In tfie aspects that are clearly and immediately relevant to de- _

fe r ...old therefore echo the vim, expressed at last year's meeting
tt,It the Department of Defense, with its serious interest in maintaining
this capability, Tight serve as a sort of balance, wheel for much research
t,,at ye, in 1965, had envisaged should be the province of the National

1 f..cr F ton. One must remember that before NSF was established,

P-mediately after the ear, the Office of Naval Researci, served as one of
ht mal.4 governmental patrons of science. In this period 'when support

o'or frun many of the nondefense agencies is diminishing or
linIno static, tl.a: possibility of the Department of Defense renewing,

At least in part , this historical function deserves serious attention by
c:rets and the Executive Branch.

Nit Tha n k au for that ery stimulating review, Dr.
Weinberg

Dr Rottenbere

STATEMENT OF OR. SIMON RoTTENBERG, PROFESSOR OF
ONOMICS. t NI% ERSIT1 OF MASSA(M SETTS. AMHERST, MASS.

1)r ittYriENBERt, Setting priorities for Goernment support for
sLientific re-eari.h in\ okes finding responses to a number of ques-
tions What kind of sLientific research should receivu Goernment
support zind what kind should not"

Foi the resean.h that is Goeinment supported oi is appcopriate-
b, (low! nnwnt supported. %%hat is:the appropriate scale of that

ppiat I Itr much should be gi% en to scientific research as op-
posed to other objectives of Government expenditure?

ii tlw i ubric of Goernnwnt-supported scientific research,
hots, .111iuld sutipuit be allocated among fields, projects, research in-
st t utians, and iesearcheis'"I'he ans%ers can be sought by perceiv-
ing -qientific research as an industry or economic activity.

ot het aidust ries. the actit ity that %e call scientific research,
eniplas risout,e;i has mg alternatise aluable uses to society, it is
iii ine.t meta ainSik sense that the costs of the activity

art till ott vd in the pi l',Ctit but the payoffs coim. in the future It is
isk n t t. it in the sens that the reseal ch ma> tail to discover

It t he disco% y linty become quickly obsolescent
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Fur most industries there is no subsidy and there is no central
direLtion with respeLt to sLale and methods. Whether a commodity
is produced or not, how much is produced, and the methods of its
production are determined by the application of a market test. An
activity Is engaged in if it will yield a normal return on investment
and the methods chosen are the lowest cost methods.

Market tests are the appropriate method for responding to the
prwrity questions, if the market is competitive, that is to say, if
there is freedom tu enter and exit, and if an investor in an activity
appropriates or captures all of the gains of the activity This is so
because markets are efficwnt in the aggregation of information
about social preferences and social costs.

Th market is the appropriate instrument for determining
whether applied research should be dune, how much applied re-
searLh should be &tie, in which fields applied research should be
done, and how applied research should be carried out.

Applied research is that which seeks to discover the application
of know kdge to some practical use. Explicit estimation of the mag-
nitudes of the variables affecting whether applied research of a
patto. An kiwl should be dune is enormously difficult. They in-
dude estaniates of the probability that research will be successful,
the values of discoveries, and the kmgth of the period before discov-
ery beconws obsolete

ExpliLa est onation by Goveridient officeholders should be avoid-
ed, if the market can serv tis an alternative instrument for
making ap 1-ied research decisions.

If Govt. nment support is given fur applied research, there will
be an ex ess of resources devoted to the activity.

The rate a return un the activity will be below the normal rate
of return, some resources used in applied research will have better
uses fur soLiety in other activities. There is one exception to the
market test rule fol applied research. Where the buyers of applied
research, as in the case. fur example, of applied research for de-
fense, is a single agency, or very few agencies, Government support
Is indicated. In this case, the market will fail. .

If there is only one purchaser of submarines, they will not be
built, excpt under explicit contract Ii tlwre is only one purchaser
of I l'svardl intended to make submarines more efficient, it will nut
be done. except under explicit contract.

Ito r isk of estimating dfense procurement policy is too large for
Lonanercial firms tu umkrtake those achy ities, unless they are re-
imbursed by Luntract arrangements for doing so. Actually. Govern-`
nit'nt support fur applied scientific research extends ffjbeyond
t hose limits

The year outlook. which defines plans or aspirations for Gov-
et nment support for lescarLh, includes a large number that fit an
applwd research set.

Basit rsearLh. which produces increnwnts of pure knowledge
khout fiat u re. man, ,md r,oLwty, with no known or intended practi-

, al use ,hould, howevet, be Governmentally subsidized.
This is beL,nise bi,trri ws k. tesearLh produces hat economists call a

publiL good None n be excluded from the consumption of Mere-
nwnts of pure knowledge. and thy consumption of a unit of that
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knoVe ledge kk, .,0111V leaes undiminished the quantity of it availa-
ble to others

In the ease of public, goods. the market fails. If market processes
were to determine the scale of output of increments to the stock of
pure knowledge, there would be underinvestment in the activity
and the rate uf growth of the stock would be lower than is socially
appi opriate Go\ einment should, therefore, support basic research.

Since it dues nut seem possible tu measure the value of pure
knowledge of nature that has nu intended applied use, economic
prinLiples of organization may offer very little practical guidance
in determining the quantity of society's resources that should be
devoted to basic research.

Not only does it nut seem possible to value the output of pure
knowledge, but it seerns also nut possible to know what will be dis-
Luvered by those engaged in basic research, how long it will be
before research distoxery occurs, how lung the discovered knowl-
edge will surme before it becomes intellectually obsolescent, and
the rate at which it is appropriate to discount the services that the
thscuely performs in giving society deeper understanding of as-
pects of nature

Although a goernmen'tal program uf support is indicated for
basic, researL.h that will moe some resources into basic research
from other ,ktivities in which they would have been employed,
care should be shown that such a program is not too large.

Tuo muth shoukl not be made of the defense for an active and
extensir,e public science policy in terms of service as a public good.
ExLlusion Is possible for patentable discoveries and, for centuries,
persons engaged in scientific reseacch have made unpatentable or
unpatented discuseiws and releaseil them to the general communi-
ty Such people are rewarded in the currency of professional repute
and the respett of their peers. Indeed, rewards of that sort cannot
he procured unless discoveries are revealed.

Some measure of basic research goes on in insitutions of higher
lear rung without p6iblic subsention. Their faculties are expected to
be engaged in Joint xenturt.,, in which they both 'communicate al-
ready distovered knowledge to their students and also seek to add
intrements to the stuck of knowledge. They are paid, if they are
sucLessf ul. in higher lifetime income streams and by invitations to

n institutions that are characterized by intellectually more inter-
est ing dialogue

Assuming that these incenti% es are insufficient to secure a social-
ly optimal sLale of basic research investment, it is the proper spe-
cialized pros ince of Gmernment to invest in such research.

Just as Gott ernmeat lacks the capacity to measure the value of
ii r alents of pule knowledge in the aggregate, it also lacks the ca-
pacity to measAire the relative alues of different increments of
pure knowledge that are produced by basic research work.in differ-
ent fields It cannot explicitly rank-order the increments of knowl-
edge of the «mstit mint components of basic research, nor can it
ssign them weights that indicate their comparative values to soci-
et%

Gotcrnment aind. if it can. measurement tasks that it
.anntit execute well
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There i i possible method that might solve the problem of alio-
t.ating go\ ernmental funds for support of basic research while
zotinding explicit estimation of the values of the output of research
actotities That method implies choosing among scientists rather
than choosing among scientific fields and projects.

It is a method that can be deried implicitly from the late Prof
Polan,,i's discussion of the intellectual marketplace In

that marketplace. the scientific community contrives professional
stand,irds for determining scientific merit The authority of scien-
tific opinion enforces professional standards.

Polaw,i's perception offers a method for the allocation of govern-
mental resources fot basic scientific research that would permit
got ernmental offiLeholders to avoid the explicit estimation of' cost
and gams The vould allocate not among fields but, rather, among

ientists Thev tt,ould inquire about the qualities of intelligence
and of the professional achwvement or promise of scientrists in the

_,Akut,ue, Lir would not ask about the relative vaims of the various
1,41ra1 different disco\ eries of pure knowledge they seek to achieve

Ihe' m,ould tmt seek to refashion the structure of pure scientific
ct or k but ttould permit its structure to emerge spontaneously from
the un«insti ained choice of' individuais among scientific careers
Ind scient mIre projects

Ih applting the method of searching out scientists who have
merit measured !iv the consensual judgment of the scientific
tufirwino. and bv permitting them to work on problems that
It1,0 then t urio.10, ,uul are responsive to their sense of what the
writifit toninionit% considers to be important, the Government

might inahe a stronger contribution to the advancement of science
.tod the progress ot know.ledge than it would if it attempts the ex-
ph, it e.tunat ion of the relame values of scientific discoveries.

t Rio w \ Thank you very much, Dr. Rottenberg.
Pie prepaied statement of Dr Rottenberg follows I

Co 1
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t,"rs,- r of E...:c:.or.ics, Un.1- reity of

--1 cr and. T. ,;. olse or RrpresentAtivei,
trer ,

r Y. ).-_. t"*.fine t7^ 7,.7.07.7.7' role of covernrent

7r_- sc,:rr.ce and for the practIces tbat

or:n_lolos t...) 're apT.I.ed is inilar to the exerclse in which

r ^.^.t., the; tten;t to solve t.2.( proble-, of allocating

ra ..c .77c trat social welfare wan be

Tb ce re;ources ha7e alter-

.-..s Res,t.roes are scarce arid their

.- An c, .,rt...^.1%. ccst 1.5.0 ao..!:.et5 b.,- forestalling

fr.- : 'rr ,rs. Refc-.roes that are ;-ut tia an particalar

.: costs bec.A.1se they are

... .., ^ inyrstlgations.

t. tr ".' ^.t. If It Is stql, t'sere is a lag

- S. PL7... 1 a: ,arrirl on and the tire

, t..^ a). .b7,r f.2. and f.),-e are fallurss; t'ere

s f . a I c f id. Ir..

A. 1. tf.J vP ,or.-I,:ce ss-rthini*, t' 're are,

t.... - . - or '..-tiss. tcat 77.77. be

a%) 7..1.07; - 7,77.0tir,7S

- t-.. ..r S . ) t , U, cal

' .t s" th.it a,sure,
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optUnize for seite.d.

They are, however, coniition: *hat are extraordinarily hifficult to

ftif." exolicifili, Ir. the case of scaentific research activity that warrants

"., a of trot is very diffac,...at

- arh p,obly Inpossiole - to re ,;iaure.

Three fanho.eental rai ticr ccfr . the desIgr of public science

p;licy. They are:

Unie,r what car ---!;t-ances I t appropriate for governnent to finance

sni: ar,_ta ran: 4t-en, a. ternatively, should financing cone fron

ober a ra s?
a

What is the .in.r criate scale or size of i.tsaerrrent sup; ort for the

es.' V. re kr h that it chould sup; ort?

t,-,..ertrent rt for scientifac; research be allocated

f.e ;r.,e hrd researrners?

lin a; *ter, is v.: .1 n a f r arket failure, co-petitive,

o e: a. rarket- h relle n to deta'r-ine the scale of

---,sa. research, Its vtrib. 71 ariaz fields and prosiects, and

a' '1 Ji ri Lction of research o.itca-es occur.

a, a e ex, 11.it c ad'ulat of the values of the variablen

at are relev art to 'i. fa ''"-est of saciid optanality conditions is

P.". 1' a ,^ -''", 14.:1 catse ther to be fulfilled

s ' _ Ir. The rarket is an efficient

isstr .-ent f_ r iiri th- es to which the re' uurces of soca ety should

; it. te .-e - ar'ya t is effi ri or t Is tha aurei; a tIon of

-.0 a a. I ,n of so; a il cv ajia ations frau-) Ute di fferences

a- ;. I ,-;^ cse s-eiefy in the valus they put upon corno ii ties,

ri, -, , -erta.;- tv.- '. ;.0-; ,rrent and an tha. e5tinzatIcn of the

a)
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,;enerally, star<ets uv.U. not fail In deciding h...w much appised research

s, i lcne, asplied rese...rch should be done (and which not), and

--111 i t a:-.1 were it should be done.

is will thc-e decision- curroctly and efficiently, if

o axe .1:4-.1,..!d research Invest-en." can approp-4ate or capture

al: tne gains generated by success'ul resear^, invest:es:Ls. If they

are r.^cessful, they dill recover their investnent costs an., a"nornal"

ret.r n their irvestrent, ad,!Isted for the risx of failare.

"Aprcl..led research" is dlreoted towards making usable discoveries

,wart ire rract t ar-oll-ation of already accuired ;mouledge.e. in most cases, finance applied scientific

lf it 1--0^, there will be an excess of investrent in that, recuurc.s will have been put to less than their

-L .h.y :al .. only gall the scale be urong, but, because

assiri.ate and r ir.i;ulate the vnst and diverse

t.y f . -st perr-t the estimation of the aggregated

and firns in the society,

re e Ineff.c.ently allocated ari,ng fields,projects,

'- rt _I and (1,es s'un.cort al:plied scientific

r, y, 0..: a re r g of the volures of The Fi-v. Year Out:lh,ok,

:_,untat.cn, re +e,..1s nu'rercur. aspirations

. r' f i re .t . c.(", t at }-riie a p1 el re.earch

_re 1r Will fill and, in the absence

-t "-ore 4-111 t-,, in-ler:rye-trent ir activities.

Ir. I ace otc, those

a cc whose
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A "public #1,d" ha's the pr4frties that none can be excluded fror

its consunption ar.: that the csnrJr:tion . a unit of it does not diminish

the cuard ty- of it that nay e onsmed by ctners.

(A 11,-; t io the s:assic axar-le. No paso.ng ship can be excluded

fr 4.4 acquiring the in fc,r,atuc,n t4t the lightho:use rarks dangerous shoals;

any ship a:141ring thin inf_rruation leaves undrarusbed the ouantity of

information that is avadlable th other passing ships.)

An "external ber.efit" is a gain appropriated by others tnan

engage In an activity sr a triaraction.

Since inveotors who 'tear the whole cCot of an ir.ve;?trent will, when

deciding wheher to engage in an activity and deciding upon the magniude of

2.114. e of the actlylty, ta"we account of all the costs 'they bear and

tho brnefits V-ey, t ernelves, will reap but will take no account of the

gains of ,t,t'ers, the ra.riet will gencr ate underinvestmer.t in activities

that prsiu.e ;uouie g or oxernal berefits.

To secure a socially optir ii cale of such activities reduireo that
tbs../ ict.vit/

Past^ sc.entlfIc resosror, I; nuch activity. scientific recelrch"

seo'ro n-sro kryd.o Igo of a phnc-enon, but not its practical

ap:disati^n.

Paoi. rese arot s 1e srl, r cutaic good. None can be excluded "1/4

fr r tho con' Inption ,f thr ,ns,orortal ;.r.c.iledge it producez and the

ticn of that 'rne bj cne does not Ns.,:unish the ouant.: ty of It

tn-st 1r avi tc others.
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If the pruln-tion of basic scientific rer.earch were a private

narket actility, too Little of it would be done. Those who bore its

cost would not be able to anpropriate the gains of their discoveries,

when t:,) were s.c_c,sfil. Go:ern-ent sniuld, therefore, finance

bas'c. research.

T'he third cane in which governrental financing of research is

indicated, because of narket failure, is that in which the diseoveries

proluced by the researoh have vaLie for a single, or a few, gcvernnental

agen.71es. kith..ugh private forrs will produce pencils and shoes and

oirry in:enbr.es of ther, waiting for buyers tt, cone, none will produce

sit narines, except on explici t contract. The two cases are differentiated

inur uf huyers - a rulticlicity of then in the case of pencils

.tlio seotor agency in tne case of rubnarines. Sinilarly,

ncne tnient in research, and even applied research, into methods for

ridinr sit -.ar,nos rune efficient except u7hn explicit contract.

In :onsidering govern.eontal support forrbasic research, it is in-

pertart to un,ers6and that scientific knowledge is, in itself, a useful

prh-Lict. It Is. a puolic concur -:tion goo 3. It Ls appropriate to use sone

of the ,o-.nicnity's resuarces to enlarge the stock of knowledge for its

ccr. nake. Pairc reuearch that yie:ds pure knowledge is valuable for

s .lety.

T. n ich should not ne made of the defense for an active ard extensive

public scierae poli.:y in terrn of serT,ue as a public good. Dcclusion is

p,hoihle for paten6aule t cu ierie am, fur centuries, persons engaged in

r ' I. arc h have -lade unnater hahl e or unpatented dx r overies and

r *A t co-nunity. Such people arc rewarded in the
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currer, f profe :-. nal re; 00 and thoposTect of their peers. Indeed,

redaris of that sort car.not be procured unlens thscoveries are revealed.

,Ssre rea,,ure if basic re,searh rnes on in inst.itutions of hia.cher

7- The.r ficultins are expectod to

te er.e,1, 1 in join venture:, In t Py bnth cornuhicate alreaty-
-

th vered .41-1,e to their dc.! alco seek to add lacrerents

to the stoiv of xr. lo l,. They are 7.aid, if they are succettsful, in

lifetire ir,cre strew's and by inv_tations to join institutions

t'st are chys.icti-.:^1 J ir rcre irtiarestang

Ass tit it th0 irrent,.e, are Ir .ffinient to secure a socially-

-- sca:e of tas...: reo.e rh invest-ont; it is the propei sr.eciallsed

invest in suct reneirch.

cenfronts tho Trotler of defining the scale of

g' l .r. the activity. i's.e Fair.s are real, but it is

1' ffic.lt ir t .1'sv LI ee.

,,r. the v.f.uei to ,-,. of s'oredhat deeper under-'

, f r ... ..^ tto erlec.I.,n, of energy 1,..y ;tlar,ars, irrune

.'', a". 1 if.: %.ntrIef:1s Of polyrers fror

n ir-es, the el.tr.-1.c 7,tri t:re of an ordered solid, and

rn. ,fr i r tt- e eyrth's cra.st in ccrparison with

f "Kr wr. Lt. ' a-rservices to the prodr.tics. of dhich

.r-oc 0-71- Jo! in 1,1c :re h.ace been put?

in pr,-.%plo, tho a,7 rcir. ti irtc ty of basic research in that

r it. of re * rr n itivi,,try.t in that activity to be the

c.o.., if re ,rn er iner-A in ot,ri 'neon, 4-1:,r-ted for ri1k.
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The rate of z 4r r o invw.tra.nt in p-ivate market economic

ati.ities is a ro..te,h approximation of tt.e rate of return to be

fr

,
iic Ineest-.int In basic restarch. The application of

- of cc-,t cd- basic research of

t:,, -. t-e ,:-.-r-ents of e Ye it pr,!.../.s, of risk, and of the

it ic a rule tx, a;ply exp.icitly and the task

< I yi it ri cu. - I t: NJ( rn officehoLlers

t4D allocate ,,,rces to re..--irch anci among

r-- f , a ri;, c et failure

' t

' it
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Just aS 1,:'"'Ir,./0 I tk ts the capoeity to measure the value of incre-.

est f piae knowledge in the aggrepate, it also lacks the capacity to

new ure tne reItLve values of different incre-ents of pure knudledge that

tfr, irch wori 1r rferent f.,e11c. It cannot explicitly

rah/ e .re ro-p-.t,. of the cc r t tuent eorIcnents of

bas1,.. re ,e aa,r can it af;" ',gr. then we1ghts that inrldate their con,' a-a-

ve ialuos tc

rrent fl av A, f it car., neato,rerer t t..s'er that it cannot

I t: r' 1,/p the

f,r t,ic ,,,r(*)- -,1 exnl,cit

'

,

t

r

n,

fr,r

. c,f
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Polanyi's rtra, <.ffor5 a nethod for the allocation of

trv...rnflonts.1 rosot..-ces for ba-ic lortific resew-, that would permit

fficool tors to ay,:id th. ox-o' ^" extiratIon of costs and

" r tr- f .oids t.t, rathor, aro,:c

Tho, itIo of Int and of the profes-

nal a t,...or...nt or 5e of .5 ', t.t5t.5 In the queue, t. ut would not

'ha rl-at Cue. f tL v.,rious fffrent ri:scover.es of

.- Lto they facl"..,,,e. 'They would not :,,eek to re-fachion

tr,. r .c' .ro . f:c r,. out dul it I ts tr% t u.-e to

t;f .r,

Mr BRowN Let's haw Dr Hill now present his statement.
IThe biographical sketch of Dr. Hill follows

DR Ittr it alto

hard .1 11;11 ts Prrt\ ast And Vi«t President for Academic Affairs at the Um-

erstt at Oregon in Eugene Oregon where he a forrnerl [lead of the Depart-

ment ot i io!agt Dire, tar at thy Institute lor Sotial ReWal oh, and l)ean of the

SA.111 1"i! iii Carnmunitt, '4et \ Re and PuNe Allans recene his B A i19:ith
tod atr,", and the ph D Iron, tho troiver,it, of

ishirwtan hyle by aka a -taft (If OW Public Opal

leo aberatort
-sub...equynt I\ he a Member at the staff of Bell Telephone Laboratories In Nev.

Na.k ( ut, ;Ind in the ta,ulties at the t'nnersitt, ot California at Los Angeles, the
n.tra And Purdue Ivrinersit) ir West Lafayette, Indiana

II. it 1, I...al I ,(insoltant ¶iI he National s, leme boundation and on the ath Isar\

" [Id ii it a 0( e tor ( it Ito Proo Ant ro ..er,.vd so\ oral torms on r)vo.%\

ta the N moo ti Institut. of 1Iental Ifoalth
it,;; hi. ha.,,r1 th, , N arid has sert.ed ou the editorial hoards of

d offirnal... po011shed %%ink i. tnamit tonceined midi re-

, iii.th,;ds the mutate la ILO. WI fete 0(1411p, t ht. effeCts of mass communlya-

r Ian di/ .r.11 Hitt tr,I, been elected to .) nurnbet of profe.....ional

4'; . o.11Jiti, if. i id. 1, 1. t it Rai th, SO( ii/lOgn it Assl,f. Win and the Conn

tn. To. II \ -,10 1,0 !,r,
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STATEMENT 01- DR. RICHARD J. HILL. PROVOST AND VICE
PRESIDENT FOR 1CADEMIC _AEFAIRS. UNIVERSITY OE
OREGON. EUGENE. OREG.

Mr HILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Being sixth on a list of experts makes much uf what I have to

siiy redundant, I am afraid
Mr BuowN Read fast in that section
Dr HILL Thrilik you, sir
The process of resource allocation in an open, pluralistic society

becomes increasingly critical when aadable resources diminish.
What seems to be most Yexing tu many uf my scientific colleagues
is the apparent irrationality of the allocation process. The process
is not well understood It is nOt even well described.

Clearly, in the public sector, such decisions are political and are
deriYed horn social and economic assumptions that change periodi-
cally and are neYer universally acceptable. Thus, we find ourselves
in the totally predictable ,ituation where the process becomes an
issue and A here those involved in setting priorities become suspect.

It is k.learl. in my self-interest tu urge the Congress to increase
,appoit fur scientific research and development The multitudeof
pioblems within the scientific enterprise haye been well described
t his morning

Unclet existing pulitic.il and economic conditions, the arguments
adyamed by the scientific commumuty for increased general levels
of Fedeial support probably will not carry the day. Thus, at least
III the immediate f uture. the ,dlocation of existing resources be-
comes increasingly critical

If I am collect, the process of allocating public resources is essen-
tially political. and we must expect the assessment of probable
-axial and elanounc payoff to be an important consideration. That
payoff is manifested in the applications of science tu the solutions
of problems and in the development of new technologies.

1 hehece that at any moment in the total dey elopment of science,
an make y cry good guesses about those areas of activity likely

tu hay e the inust immediate payoffs Judgments uf this sort have to
do w ith what has been refer red tu as the ripeness of science. One of
the experts on the ripeness of science is sitting to my right.

An area of science reaches this stage only when a great deal of
wurk has been accomplished and, perhaps more critically, when the
importance of what is not known is Tcognwd.

seems cleat, foi example, that molecular and cellular biology
have reaLhed the iipe stage It also is relatively easy to predict that
one at the next stages of the high-technology reiolution will be in
the diva if bioengineering Further, the social and economic conse-

ut these do, elopments e likely to be of major significance
in al( as a, dii ii Ne as medicine and forestry To the extent that
p,iyoff j consideration, the allocation of resources tu these areas
is increasingly a low-risk venture

I t Ilipultant to recugnire that when an area of science reaches
thi, stage of matur iii, the iesourc e base is likely to change, with
the pi time sector hemming dil irwreasingly important' source of
-upport The cli''. eloIunenit in micioelectronics clearly illustrate
the with. ililt .\ ,t41 h decelopments increase, the availability of
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lurid tic, 0,1-, ucial For the ctmtinued progress of de-
wlopinental t iL it 1, ;uttie public resources will still be required
for basic research. but the landing of applied research and develop-
ment can Wassumed by the private sector

To the degree that rehilvely immediate social and economic con-
seq u&rkes are .t concern.vjudgments about the maturity of an area
of scientific inquiry become important Ilere I believe that the sci-
entific onunitinity is the onl segment of our society qualified to
perfotin the task Scientists. at least some ol them, do think and
talk bout the maturity of their fields

For example. in iecent conversation Nith some of my colleagues,
the judgment was made that both the neurosciences and the psy-
,hobiology of cognition were nearing that stage of maturity where
important new, applications could be expected. If that judgment can
be validated. then the investment of public Funds to bring these
areas of inquiry through that next stage of development is cleerly
a reasonable decision

I believe that it is possible to establish a mechanism to provide
h assessments a the various areas of scientific inquiry on a con-

tinuing basis Scientists will disagree: For they. too, suffer from the
biases int roduced by self-interest. Nevertheless, a body like the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences could assume the Function of providing
Congress with an ongoing assessment of the ripening process

Assigning high priority to areas of science nearing maturity will
have costs to tit het ateas of -,cientific activity if the total resources
available are wit increascd Here we directly confront some very
hard decisions

The Fedet al Cw.ernnwnt must continue to be the major source
al support for ha..tc research in disciples that have not reached the
stage ol maturity of, for example, the physical chemistry of sili-
cons. Nhort term py of fs are not apparent and significant support
total the private sector should not be expected The long, tedious,
and costly ptoteSs i %hldi d discipline reaches maturity' must not
be abandoned

Wt need to establish a balanced and stable degree of support for
basic reseatch actoss the range of scientific disciplines. We should
tecognize that until conceptual. factual and technical maturity are
achic%od in a field. applications are likely to have..limited conse-
glit'to es. and -,11L h %yolk should occupy a position that is lower on
'oil list of pilot ities Support of basic research should be seen as a
long-tet to public investment. an investment that has paid excellent
ill idends in one area alter another as these areas have matured

The central theme in the above is that in the areas of basic re-
seat h sc ientists themselves should be relied upon to set priorities
bot h it hin and between areas of inquiry

ce (nit% t tiatard application and technology, the situation
ii4111L,e, It is iii its application that the Jekyll and hyde character

sk iVih 0 beconies appatent A drug that provides tranquility also
itt Imillormed infants WP are having other troubles. trou-

ble, that this subcommittee; is well aware of The public is con-
ti lied about tho,e issues, aild I have been asked to comment spe-

, allv on public involvement In the Process of resolution
publik demand lot ptotection against the Love Canals and

tie Thi Nand, t ill not rapidly dissipate. nor should it.

I .;
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This demand (cores that %Ai, gice high priority tu increasing our
resuin(c. toi tn. general ssessment of applied science and tech-
nology Wc must deelop further our ability to monitor, to collect
adequate longitudinal data. and to test systematically the by prod-
Lids .d applied scienc.c The kind of scientific research required is
luAgradr, often routine, and scientifically not very challenging, but

(..stlit la!
It ,Aoulil be difficult to cstablish such a monitoring system INithin

the , or rent struoure of unicersit% research We should not assign
the task tu the pm ate se( toi tor oh\ boils reasons. The problems in-
coked are not strictly .rtt or Imal in nature. For example, toxic-

c and as produLers migrate Thus, monitoring functions, I believe,
thiist be perk)r ri u d within and supported by the Federal Govern-
ment Clcarly. some such act I% .1t4 nocc is un4er way., and I do not
inti lid to mirarnac the significance of such "ngencies as the Office
oi Technolugc Assessment

I du twhece that thy icsources for scientific monitoring need to
lit iliL r t.ed and bettei coordinated Certainly public trust in such
a. ton), needs to be improced for beyond current levels.

,00-4 %chillier or not the public should be involved in
ra ar_ research and decelopment priorities is not really rele-

,.ant Inipa hint segnicnts of the public are now involved, and in
twill.. If,. 11,,loo of the matter, this should be taken as a given.
Kenneth Pr s re( ent discussion entitled "Ilw Public and So-

sutestice Pie.% at treats the notion of specialized
111,i Alt !Cnt t. publics publics are self-selective.
o Hit '11 intl ,,ti.;',o,l/ed Some iii t fie,e public emerge as single-issue

r it, that agit a,gaire-t arious ielern't' and technology develop-
hot 1 h,9 ,11.0 RlerRe of an attent ice scioce public that

,t.inpothetic tuccard science and cocal in its support.
t hi public's incolcement to date has had the character

protest, trequentic leading to public hearings and. at leastocca-
,,11% ii htL,...ation If %Ai Ii'. t in a period of technological revolu-

t,o hce in a litigious age. and if our pluralistic society is
iR tied bc lacc, ,,ce should epect this litigious age to be a

ion4 one
mt. m odcocacy procedures bring me back

1,, the monitor in_ pro( ess disL kissed abuct, Effect ice scientific mom-
.n.., oald (Apvditc Iv\ i(Ac and facilitate decesionmaking, if the

rhonit,a ou.4 12Htied public Cord i(leliCt Thtls. t hose who
if r 01.11 -ii hi Ink ca,ed monitor ing %could const dine costly
egolat ion should ...impart. the potential ()I such a system

the ot cut rent regulatory policies
ila,e Llied that it h hiohltM trig .stems art. to be efFect

.h., .; ,ontule.lat. of the publk: Brook,' discussion of'
in, ant -,14;14r-,1

,onoriou:4 roe
o- - I.t

II(' If in ii ht. VII., III II,
; I II I of Ii I Ir II I,,111,1 II/ f it\ ft .14%1

I!. ,t,itcnwot
t ti Uiltitt I ht. monitor inc -vt-tom.- and at this

I- r ,!1t tii& if lit the ittIenti.t. public can par



ttIJ>>I> III i meaningful-and konstructo.e fashion Further. when
suk Ii painkapatioil is let ogioied and its importance acknowledged,
positne consequence tot publa confidence in the pocess might
well follow.

There is, much more that needs to be said. Discussion of public
inolenient in the setting of pnornies related to science should
(onsider atious attempts to impro the public's understand-
ing of science, the problems of providing effective science educa-
tumind the publik interest-sk wnce moement Consideration of
such matubrs ,A.ould require a very length>> extension of these re-
marks

Thank you ver,i. nitwit
'nu. prpared statement of Dr
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Testimony before thekubcommittee on Science, Research and Technology

and the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

RiChard J. Hill

University of Oregon

The process of resource allocation in an oPan, pluralistic society become's,

increasingly critical when available,resources diminish. What seems to be most

vexing to many of my scientific colleagues is the apparent irrationality of the

allocation.process. The process is not well-understood. It is not even well-

described. Clearly, in the public sector, such decisions arc political and arc

derived from social 'and ecouomic assumptions that chnge periodically and are never

.. universally acceptable. Thus, we find ourselves in the totally predictable situation

where the process become: an issue and where those involved in setting priorities

become suspect;

It_iSclearly in my self-interest to urge the Congress to increase support

for scientific research and development. There is a multitude of problems within&'4iC

the scientific enterprise that needs to bg' addressed. In certain areas, the pool

of highly qualified scientists and engineers is so inadequate that vicious and

l.disruptive competition for talent occurs. Within research universities that p.rocess

IS not new, but the intensity Of the struggle is increasing not only among the

universities but between the universities and other institutions both private and

public. There also dre areas in which our lack of support for instrumentation

apparently has led to a decline in our natipn's seandinq within the world's

scientific community. For example, the earlier dominance of the United States

1

in accelerator-related atomic and molecular physics has been eroded. This litany

of woe coubi be extended. but I believe such an extension is unnecessary. The

remely for such troubles is dependent upon A general lecrease in tho level of

support availAble for science.

Under existing political and economic conditions, the arguments advanced by

the scientific community for increased general levels of federal support probably

will not carry the 'day. Thus, at least in the immediate future, the allocation

of existing -osources becomes increasingly critical(

If I am correct that the process of allocating public resources is essentially

political, then we must expect the assessment of probable social and economic payoff

to he an important consideration.
That payoff is manifesteein the applications

of science to the solutions of problems and in the development of new technologies.

I believe that at any moment in the total
development of science. we can make

17-968 0 - 83 - 7
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very good guesseu about those areas of,activity likely to have the most immediate

payoffs. Judgments of this sort have to do with what has been referre'd to its the

"ripeness" of science.2 An area of science reaches this stage only when a great

deal of work has been accomplished and, perhaps more critically, when ihe importance

,of what is not known is recognized. In describing his work on lasers, Nobel Prize

laureate Arthur Schawlow said:

"You have to know something, but what you really need is to recognize

one thing that's not known. And once you realize that you're looking

for the gaps, it isn't so hard."3

As an area of science approaches "ripeness," the gaps in our knowledge are more

easily recognized, their Importance is MOre readily assessed, and progress can

advance more rapidly.

It seels clear, for example, that molecular and cellular biology have reached

the ripe stage. It also is relatively easy to predict.that one of thenext stages

of the high-technology,revolution will be in the arca of bioengineering. Further,

the social and economic consequences of these developments arc likely to be of

ma3or significance in areas as diverse as medicine and forestry.. To the extent

thatvpayoff is a cOnsideration, the allocation of resources to these areas is

increasingly a low-risk venture.
.

It is important to recognize that when an area of science reaches this stage

of maturity the reaource base is likely to change, with the private sector becoming

an Increasingly important source of support. The developments in microelectronics

clearly illustrate tho principle. Computer and data.processing firms have made

generous contributions to university research and educational programs, as well

as heavy investments in their own research. As such investments increase, the

41Y"

availability of public funds becomes less crucial for the continued progress of
...

developmental activity. Some public resources:4 I still be required for basic

reSearch, but the funding of applied resea ..jiaflcI development can be assumed by

the private seCtOr.

To thedegree that relatively immediate social and economic consequences are

a concern, judgments about the maturity of an arca of scientific impiry become

important. Here I believe that the scientific community is the only segment-of

our society qualified to perform the task. Scientists, at least some'Of them,

do think and talk about the maturity of their fields. For example, in recent

conversation with some of mi colleagues, tho judgment was made that both tho neuro-

sciences and the psycho-biology of cognition were nearing that stage of maturity
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where isportant new applications could be exp'ecteS. If that judgment can be validated,

then tho invest f pLlic funds lo'bring these areas of inquiri through that

next stage of development is clearly a reasonable decision,

I believe that it is possible to establish a mechanism to provide such assess=

ments,of the various areas of scientific inquiry on a continuing basis. Scientists

will disagree, for they} too, suffer from the biases introduced by self-interest.

Nevertheless, a body like.the National Academy of Sciences could assume the function

of providing Congress with an ongoing assessment of the ripening p;ocess,

.Assigning high priority to areas of science nearing maturity will have Costs

to-other areas of scientific activity if the total resources available arc not

increased. Here We directly confront some very hard decisions. My ¢osition on

the matter will not be well-received by all of My colleagues, but I am convinced

that it is sound. The federal government must continue to be the major source

.of support fo; basic research. In disciplines that have not reached the stage

of maturity of, for example, the physical chemistry of silicons, short-term payoffs

are not apparent and significant support from the private sector should not be

expected. The long, tedious, and costly prccess by which a discipline reaches

maturitymust not be abandoned. We need to establish a balanced and stable dmg*ee

.of support for basic research across the range of scientific disciplines. We

should recognize that until conceptual, factual and technical maturity are

achieved in a field, applications are likely to have limited consequences, and

such work should occupy a position that iS lower on our list of priorities. Support

of basic research should be seen as a long-term public investment: an inveiment

that has paid excellent dividends in one ardI after anothor as these areas have

matured.

central theme in the above is that in the areas of basic research,

scientists themselves should be relied upon to set priorities both within and

between areas of inquiry. This process should not operate in a social vacuum.

Scientists, by and large: are aware of their obligations to the society that

supports them, but this awareness needs to be made explicit and te be constantly

reinforced. The responsibilities of the science community deserve extensive

analysis and discussion, but I will not consider 3uch matters here.

As we move toward application and technology, the situation changes. It is

in its application that the Jekyll and Hyde character of science becomes apparent.

A drug that provides tranquility also results in malformed infants. Our society

takes for granted the benefits of applied
chemical research, but tho people of
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Baton Rouge, Louana, and rural Warren Count}, North Carolina, are now questioning

the costs associated with those benefits. The list of t-roublesome exa;plCs, as

members of this Subcormittee well know, could be extended to an appalling length.

We have mismanaged the disposal of tOxic chemical wastes; the storage of radioactive

wastes remains an unsolved social problem, and so On. The public is concerned

about these issues, and I have been asked to comsent specifically on public involve-
r

4
ment in the process of wolution.

The public demand for protection agfrist the Love Canals and the Three Mile

Islands will ndt rapidl'y dissipate, nor should it. This demand requires that we

give.high peiority to increasing our ycsources for the general assessment of applied

.scienceanetechnology. We must develop furth.r our ability to monitor, to collect

adequate longiEudinal.data, ahd to test dystematically the by-products of applied'

science. As Professor Harvey Brooks hes stated, the kind of scientific research

required is "low-grade, often routine, and scientifically not very challenging,"5

but it is essential. o-

It would be'difficult to establish such a monitorin9 system within the current

structure of university research.6 We should not assign the task to the priv.ate

seitor for obvious reasons. The problems involved arc not strictly state or local

in nature. For example, toxicity and its producers migrate. 'Thus; monitoring

functions, I believe, mudt be performed within and supported by the federal government.

Clearly..7"some such activity now is underway, and I o not intend_to minimize the

--significance of such ag-encies as the Office of Technology Assessment, the Bureau

of Standards, and the Food and Drug Ad4inistration. I do believe that the resources

for scientific monitoring need to be increased and better coordinated. Certainly

public trust in such activity needs to be improyed far beyond current levels.

The question of whether or not the public should be involved in influencing

research and development priorities is not really relevant. 'Important segments

of the publik. fie now involved, and in future discussions of the matter, this should

be taken as a given. Kenneth Prewitt's recent discussion entitled "The PUblic

and Scion,c Pdlicy
,7

is suggestive. Prewitt treats the notion of specialized and

attentive publics.' Tiese Alblids arc self-selective, well-informed and organized.'

ism() of these publics emerge as single-issue forces that agitate against various

science and technology deveiRpmentel_but there is also evidence_of an attentive

science public that AS generally sympathotit toward science and vo'al.in its

support. My recent experiences associated with making kilversity budget reductions

arc illustrative. Wp announced that,we were considering closing the University's
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Institute of Marine Bivlogy. Within an hour of the announcement, protests were

being received. Over the course of a month hundreds of letters arrive4 from

scientists, students,environmentalists, the tourist industry, and members of the

state legislature, Interested parties demarided to see the University's President.

Among theaharges was the common assertion that in these times we needed, more'

science, not less. The fact that an attentive public yas concerned about

university.priorities was documented, and the political natu'ic of the allocation

process was again demonstrated: the Institite'of !Urine Biology remains' in,
s,

operation.

Much of the public's involveRent to date has'had the character of protest,

frequently leading to public hearings aed, at least odCasionallyt,to litigation.

If we live in a period of technologicakrevolution, we also live in a litigious

age: and if our pluralistic society is to be governed by law, we should expect

this litigious age to bt a long one. The costs involved in existing advocacy

procedures bring me back to the monitoring process discussed above. .4Effective

scientific montoring could expeAite review and facilitate decision making, if

the monitoring process gained public confidence. Thus, those who Would argpc that

such increased monitoring wbuld constitute costly overregulation should compdre

o "

the potential of such a system against the costs or current regulaiory policies.

Consider bat a single example. The data accumulated by continuous monito;ing

activity could provide information that could fdcilitate the preparation of e

environmental impact statements and expedite their review. .

I paxe irgued that if such monitoring
systems arc to be effective, they must

gain the confidence of the,public.
Brooks' discussion of such systems includes

important suggestion.

"Any"monitoring or data collection system
should be subject to a

%continuing process oS review, assessrent, and possible revision

0

by outside advisory gcoups
including Scientists, laymen and

policy-makers. The review should be much broader in its

disciplinary representation than the customary peer review,panel

or research advisory committee to an agency.
8

I agree. 'We need to monitor the
moAtoring systems and in this task, I am

convinced,that members of the attentive laXlic can participate in a meaningful

mnd constructive fashion.
further, when such participation is recognized and its

importance'acknowledged, positive consequences for
public confidence ih the process

m, lt well follow.

4
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There is more that needs tp be said. Discussion of public involvement ih

the setting of prioritie'S related to science should consider our various attempts

to improve the public's understanding of science, ftvoroblems of providing effective

science education, and the publid-interest-science movement. Consideration of

such patters would require a very lengthy extension of Lhasa remarks.

1. Spe W. E. Meyerhof (editor) Report on the workshop on Accel.a.tator-Based'Atomic

and molecular Stience. University of Connecticut, Storrs, 1981.

2. h. M. Weinberg, "Criteria for Scientific Choice," Minerva, Winter 1963, and

"Criteria for Scientific Choice XI. The Two Cultures," Minerva, Autumn 1964.

3. "Ging for the Gaps. An Interview with Artaur Schawlow,F The Stanford Magazine,

r.;111 1982.

A. Hy eurrent thinking abgut this set of Issue& has been influenced by the recent
03.

writings of Professor Harvey Brogks.. See for example:

H. Brooks, "Science Indicators and scienee Priorities," Science, Technology,

and Kaman Values, Winter 1982.7

5. /bid. p. 21.

6. The model provided by the Agricultural Extension Service might be extended

to cover scientific monitoring, and such a service could be univeraity based.

However, develOping such a system would be extremely costly and would face

serious problems of coordination.

7. K. Prewitt, "The Public and Acience Polley," Science, Techno1ogy,and Human

Values, Spring 1982. For a somewhat different position see D. Yankelovich,

k
"Changing Public Attitudes to Science and the Quality of Life: ,Edited Excerpts

from a Se:I/nor," Science, Technology,and Huhhn Values, Spring 1982.

9. Brooks, !le. cit., pp. 11-22.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Dr. Hill.
Each of you gentlemen has presented papers which are 'very pro-

vocative and stimulating, andVe appreciate them very much.
I am hopeful that one of the results of this hearing can besort of

a distillation of some of these key ideas which can be made a basis
for More widespread discussion.

I think all of you have indicated and are aware of the need for
broader public understanding and participation in making some of
the judgments involved in this priority-settirfg process. There is no
magic solution to any of ,it.

Dr. Hill, you, had a section of youy statement that made a rather
interesting comparison between science at a stage when it is devel-
oping and at a stage when it is more mature, and it led me to
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thinking at the time, looking at the prograM of the National Sci-
ence Foundation, that, we have a situation where there has obvious-
ly bden a sharp change in pblicies of support for science in which
the more mature sciences are getting a substantial increase and
the less matureand I am thinking specifically here of things like
the'social sciences and so forthare being relatively neglected.

I would like to have you comment on that in the light of your
statement, how you SDe that as a proper exercise in priorities, or

, would you have criticism of it?
Dr. HILL. Well, I have some biases. I am a social psychologist. I

believe that the pressure for public, accountability of science and
the political nature of the allocation process has led to certain em-
phases on payoffs. I believe that is appropriate for the total soCiety,
but at the same time I think you have to stabilize the support for
basic research Across the range of disciplines. I do not believe that
is a contradictory position. I understand the shift in support for the
mature sciences and the assessment of the probability of those sci-
'ences contributing to broader social problems. I am very much in-
fluenced by such things as the 5-year report from the National Sci-
ence Foundation and the annual reports that they provide, and I
believe that is a tremendous service to us in making decisions
about priorities.

Mr. BROWN. Weil, I was going to raise that. You mentioned the
5-year Dutlook. The reason those were included as a specific compo-
nent pf the act setting up the Presidential Science Adviser was -as
an aid in this priority-setting process, and I gather, from jyour com-
ments that you feel that this is a useful tool in allowing udgments
to be made across scientific boundaries with regard to relative state
of maturity and state of opportunities for--further development in
these sciences;,am I correct?

Dr. HILL. Yes, sir.
Mr..Bnowx. You have discussed at some length the general role

of nionitoring functionsf and I am still mit clear in -my own mind
how to best incorporate this particular aspect of science into thet
overall structure of support for science, and I have wrestled with it
'for a number of years. It ,seems that s pport of this kind of science
is going to be criticized from vario s quarters, but for example
within the scientific community o,ñ the grounds that you have
enunciated here that it is really no that egciting a science.

Dr. 1111,L. True.'
Mr. BROWN. It is a science which may not attract the mo st bril-

liant minds in a particular field, and yet it is essential for Social
purposes. Is there any other grounds that we can use to justify the
suppott of it ()filer than the importance of its role in well, say, im-

'proving the quality of life for society? Can we tie it in with the
matter of pubfic education in science or withhe element that-you
are quite familiar' with, the improvement of public participation in
science, and bring about a stronger base of justification for it in

o that way?
--DrHtLt.1-believeqou can. Lthink lkscientific community has

to recognize that until we have better public understandEg orict-
ence, stronger science education, that the public is not going to
make sharp distinctions between the science as a basic inquiry into

.* nature:and the byproducts of science which are occasionally very
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costly to pepulations. Science is seen as a lump of activities, and it
is in the best interest of the scientific community, no matter how
pure and pristine a particular scientist is, to be concerned about
the public's perception of the costs of science as well as their bene-
fits, and the costs of radioactive waste leakage, toxic waste prob-
lems, the possibility of climatic change as certain fossil fuels are
consumed in greater degrees, gnd so onthese are things that the
pulflic, the informed public ddes know about and is concerned with,
and if the scientific community does not respond to those kinds of
problems, the scientific community itself will in the long run I be-
lieve lose the kind of support that we are so dependent on. It is a
matter of self-interested responsibility on the part of science.

Mr. BitowN. Do you have.any questions?
Mr. WALGREN. I apologize for being ab,sht, and perhaps this sub-

ject has been covered', but is there a way that you could make an
estimate of what the optimum level of investment in science, either
field by field or overall, might be? We always think we are under-- funding, and these days there is the rush to cut Government bud-t
gets just tro cut Government budgets, regardless of what theY- are.
Are there §cientific models that.could tell us whether our societY is
overinvesting or underinvesting for ari expected yield?

Dr. ROWENBERG. There is a model to determine how resources
ought tu be allocated to alternative uses. Economic activities ought

,to be of relative sizes such' that the return on investment in all ac-
tivities is normal. The problem is that in the case of activities, like
scientific research, there are many variables that are difficult to
measure explicitly. If there is a group of researchers in the field of
biochemistry who are discovering something new ahout Molecular
cells, it is difficult to know what value to put on an increment of
pure knowledge of that kind. It is difficult to know how long that
increment of knowledge is going to survive before it becomes intel-
lectually obsolescent, before another team of biochemists discovers
something which makes the prior knowledge untrue. It is difficult
to measure the magnitudes of the variables that are relevant to the
generation of the rate-of-return number. Therefore, it. is difficult to
know whether wrong sizes or right sizes are being generated. In
principle we know what it should be. It should yield a rate of
return on investment which is equal to the return on investment
in other lines. Empirically measurement is what is difficult.

[The material follows:]
it IS fur that reason that I have suggested that, in the case of applied research,

the suile of investment ui duerse fiekb, and projects should be determined by the
muket. rather than by go.ernmental ulTicehulders who plan the allocation of re-
seam!) funds. The market tends tu casue socially optimal scales of ihvesti4nt to
occur And it is for the same reason that I suggest that, in the quo of basic re-'

muernment agencies engaged in funding research should avoid the rank-or-
dering of fields and plujects but should, instead, attempt to seek out scientists of
kntellectudl mhioernent and promise IA. ho would bp funded for the work they do,

Dr. WEINBERG. The question you 'raised of course is almost the
central question in science policy and one of the main issues dis-
cussed in this book that was published 15 years ago under the aus-
pices of this committee, "Basic Research and National Goals." The
view that many of us took in putting together those considerations
at that time I think may be relevant today. As I said in my testi-

.
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mony, we argued that the concept of 'science as a whole, whichis
perhaps implicit a little bit in the way you phrased the question,
how much money'should we be spending on science, was really an
improper way of setting the issue; that much sciencein fact, most
of the money the Federal Government sp'ends for science, is not
spent for the most basic kind of activities that have no relevance to
anything, but instea'd are spent by the mission-orienteck agencies as'
a means of acComplishing their mission.

Now, we do not particularly askI do not knowwe do not ask
NASA,.how much money should you, Mr. Administrator of NASA.
spend on transport in achieving the mission of NASA? We do not
ask them how much do yod spend on'accounting to achieve the-
mission of NASA? And we argued in basic research and -national
goals that, in the same spirit, applied science ought to be viewed as
an overhead expense to be tied to the mission that the science was
supposed-to accomplish.

Now, overhead expenses are always the most difficult ones for a
company to decide on. How does a corporation decide on how much
money it ought to spend on advertising? Well, it tries to use the
signals from the marketplace to decide whether it is spending too
much or too little, but the signals are not very precise, and there-
fore it finally comes to somebody else's judgment. The opinion we
had here was that it was best to allow those judgments to devolve
on the people who were, responsible for accomplishing the mission.

There remains the question of what do you do about the general
residuum of scien-ce. which I have called intrinsic basic research. I
try to argue that that should be regarded as an overhead expense
against the entire scientific and technical enterprise, which includ-
ed not the manufacture of materials,.but rather the total applied
scientific and development activity. At the time basic %search and
national goals was written, thig was a rather small fraction of the
applied scientific and technical enterprise.

As was pointed out by Dr. Rottenberg, there are difficulties in so
viewing basic research; at least in the case of the small-scale basic
research, it is probably correct that if you let the scientists, gov-
erned as they are by the interaction between scientists and be-
tween competing scientific doctrines decide, they will by and large
come out with a good allocation. However, they will not come out
with a decision as to how much the entire scientific. activity ought
to command. Indeed Harry,Johnson, this famous economist that we
scientists had so much trouble with 15 years ago, argued that that
was sort of self-defeating, because if you allow even the best scien-
tists to say how much we are going to do here and we-say we are
going to support them, then you have built in a very strong attrac-
tor, and people will start moving into those fields, and so that field
will start getting larger and larger, people will find jobs, find ways
of making a living as well as a way of life in that kind of science,
so that that by itself is not sufficient. I guess that is the main ob-
jection that I would have to too complete a dependence on the in-
tellectual marketplace for establishing the levels of scientific activi-
ty.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BROWN. Well, let us continue this discussion'for a minute. I

think you gentlemen all suffer from the sin of overrationality more

1
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v,,,than anything else. The problem of setting priorities in science

could be left. to scientists in selecting the best scientists, but take
the national health field..We are devoting a great deal of money to
resedmh, in the causes of disease. We are getting into basic biology
to try and understand cancer and so forth. Most of the diseases
that we have solved have not been solved that way. They have
been solved by attacking some other aspect of say the carrief or
something of that sort without.kriowing too much about the basic

. methan ism. .

Suppose the attack on the basic mechanism is fundamentally
wrong and we should be deNoting ourselves to some other area.
What mechanism in science would bring about that kind of a direc-.
tion, o'r 0 look at it even more broadly but still in the health field,
suppose the real problem is we live in an unhealthy society, and
that all of the factors of this society are stress-producing, and That
we really need to devote more effort to healthy lifestyles and a
healthy social environment rather than we do to the basic causes
of disease. Where in the medical profession are you going to get

. that sense of priorities reflected?
I do not quite see that, and it leads to die idea that there needs'

to b lo, els of priority-setting in which the fundamental decisions
basically move up I guess through a political ladder, and we hope
that we get more reasonable politicians iN e long run. You could
use this sort of an analysis for energy, as yo well know. Perhaps
the whole focus of energy research, which bas'cally now and over
the Jong run has been enhancing energy supply, conceivably could
be wrong. Perhaps we ought to design a societY which uses the
least amount di energy and sblve our problems that way. But there
is very little in the system that allows us to look at the problems
frum that sort of a standpoint. The vested interests are always con-
trary to taking that approach which rises ,above the current situa-
tion.
1, Dr. ROTTENBEnti. I think it is true that professionals will be spe-
L,kilized in their perception of problems because there are disciplin-
ary constraints which their studies have imposed on them. Biolo-
gists and chemists will look at disease problems in ways that are
outgrowths of their training. But the icientific community is not
composed just. of those. It includes also social psychologists and
epidemiologists. .

Mr. BROWN. But they are not getting any,funding these days?
Dr. Um.. We .aie getting some funding for epidernielogical re-

,.
sea rch. %

Dr. RarrENTBERG. Whether they are funded by Federal Govern-
ment agencies or not, they are engaged in research. That is to say,
the universities ft.nd them by requiring them to appear before
classrooms on the order of 6 hoUrs a week. The rest of the time is
thirs 0 do scholarly work?So even without Federal funiling, some
areengaged in research. If, in fact, the stress is the progenitor of
disease, it will be discovered, because the sense of the scientific
community IA ill cause those researchers to search out fruitful re-
sults. I.

Dr, WEINBEnt,. I guess I would simply point out that we must be
doing something that is very right if we-look at the health of the
American society. Our life expectancy has increased a couple of

,
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years in the past decade or so. ane of the 'things thbt I would per-
haps take issue with my distinguished golleague from the Universi-
ty of Oregon is hi his stress on a treater concern with the environ;
ment, the implication I suppose being that well, if you clean up aft
these things in the environment, then we are going to live longer

*rand live better, but we are already living longer and we are living
better. Some people speak about a cancel' epidemic. There is no
cancer epidemic. We are living longer. We have so much improved
the survival against death from cardiovascular disease that many
of us are becotning,prey to cancer, though the fact is that the age-
adjusted toCal cancer mortality 41a hardly changed.

It is true that lung cancer has gone up because of cigarettes, ev-
erybody believes, but stomach and colon cancer have gone way
down. There is a recent report from the Framingham study (Jour-
nal of American Medical Association) l in which the question/is
asked "Could smoking,be good for us as far as cancer of the stom-
ach and colon are concerned?" If, for example, as some Of my col-
leagues believe, people who_have a-predisposition for cancer, if they
smoke too muqh, will be taken by lung and therefore will not be
eligible for being taken by stomach and colon. It is not a trivial
idea, and there may be something to it.

I. would like to get into this colloquy 1.4ith Dr. Wyngaarden, be-
cause this is not the official view of the NIH. With respect to how
these priorities get set, they ultimately of' course are political deci-
sions. One of the biggegt decisions that was made in the health
field as you remember, Chairman Brown, was the decision to solve
cancer, Roger H. Williams et al.. we established this national
plan and we are up to a billion dollars a year to try to solve cancer.
The fact of the matter is that we are living longer; which means
that somehmy we are doing something right.

. When all is saidond done, apparently richer is healthier and
richer is safer. The richer we become the longer we live.

We kind of forget that we are all mortal, no matter how medical
science advanCes, the probability for dying for everybody in the
room is unity.

mr. BROWN. Let me ask one additional question. What is the
effect of a period of high inflation and high interest rates on the
fundingon the economics of funding basic resear,ch, which has no
short-term economic benefit?

Dr. HILL In certain areas it drastically reduces the usable te-
sources available. I think you see this very well illustrated in cer-
tain problems of instrumentation, where because the bagic research
budget has, not kept up with the increase in cost d*ue to inflation,
our ability to keep at the state of the art--

Mr. BROWN. You, are mentioning the practical aspects of it. I

want Dr. Rottenberg to tell me the theoretical aspects.
Dr.,Rormakao. I think it may be ei false premise that basic re-

search produces fruitful results only. in the long runI think that
may be a false premise, because it assumes that the value to soci-
ety of basic research is the fallout of practical applications that
occurs in the long run. If it is perceived that the product of basic

' Caneer Int.111enve of Cholostrul, Journal of the Atutlicati Medical Ahtoctation
21,71.3 21Z-25J, Jan Pt. I'M

1 I */
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research is not the fallout of practical uses, but rather the incre-
ments to pure knovledge which is generated by the research they
may be as short rtin in being realized as the results;g9m applied
research. If you think of basic rbsearch as adding incr ents to the
stock of pure knowledge, it may be that we must wait for them for
no longer an interval than the period in which we must wait for
the results of applied research.

Mr. BROWN. Can you quantify, that economically, the benefits of
additions to pure knowledge?

Dr. RorrErinEntl. No, wtiat I said in my statement was I cannot,
and that is the big problem. I do not know what the comparative
values to society are of increments of astronomic pure. knowledge
and increments of knowledge about the physical qualities of-
metals, and so on. If it has no applied use but is simply an incre-
ment of pure knowledge, it is difficult to measure its value or it
may be impossible to measure its value, and that is precisely why I
have difficulties in suggesting what the appropriate scale for suci-
ety is of basic research and, within that the magnitude, of Govern-
ment support for basic research.

Now, let us go back for a momentsuppose you perceive that
fruitful results of basic research occur only when applied uses fail
out in thr end, and suppose it takes a long time for that 'to happen
then the higher the intarest rates, the less-valuable in the present
are, those fallen-out results distant in the future. High interest
rates imply in theory that it is less ,worthwhile for society to wait
for the f.-uits of its investment and, therefore, they imply less sup-
port for basic research than do low interest rates.v

We must be careful, howeN;er, in the "reading" of nominal inter-
est. rates that we observe in the marketplace. Nominal interest
rates fluctuae from day to day and interest rates differ, one from
another, depending upon The uses to which loan funds are to be
put, the creditworthiness of borrowers, the nature of collateral, and
other variables.

Nominal interest rates are not relevant to decisions about the
support of basic research. Nominal interest rates should be decom-
posed into the component that compensates for expected increases
in prices over time, the component that compensates for risk, and
the component that compensates, for the "painfulness" of waiting.

, -It is only that last componant that is relevant to the basic research
support decision. That componentthe payment for waitintis, of

ts course, much more stable over timc than are the nominal interest
rates observed in markets.

If the part of interest rates that pays for waiting does not rise
from one period to another, the proper inference to be drawn is
that sUpport for basic research should not be dimi,nished, even if
marketplace interest rates do rise.

That is Consistent with what you expected, I take it.
Mi IlnowN. Yes, quite consistent. '
Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate your testimony,

and we will look forward to hearing from you again.
I am going to go back and read Polanyie.
Dr.VEINBERO. So stint! we.

y
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Mr. BROWN. Last, we have two distinguished representatives of
State government to help us out in this question. I would like to
invite both Dr. Lindsey and Dr. Casteen to come forward.

Dr. Lindsey is science adviser to the Governor of North Carolina
and Dr. Casteen is science adviser to the Governor of the Common-
wealth of Virginia.

Would you proceed, Dr. Lindsey?
[The biographical sketch of Dr. Lindsey follows:1

Dn. QUENTIN W. LINDSEY

Background m analysis of the structural organization of societies, includinx the
design of institutions and the formation of policies and programs eSsential to devel-
opment and change Experience includes (I) principal investigator for a number of
research projects while with the Research Triangle Institute, (2) iiissisting the Gov-
ernment of Egypt in planning the use of Egyptian scientific resources in the devel-
opment of Egypt (3i study of the Research Applied to National'Needs programs of
the National Science Foundation. (I) numerous short assiOments in Asia and
Africa for the Fort! Foundation. U.S. AID and the United Nations, (5) advisor to the
Government of Ni;pal (six years), (6( advisor to the Government of Burma (one year):
and *7i graduate teaching and research (eight years) relating to'the economic, social.
political and philosophic foundations of national policy. -

Positions Held.August 15,1977 to date. Science and Public Policy Advisor to the
Governor of North Carolina. North Carolina State Government, 116 West Jones
Street, Raleigh, North Carolina. 27611 Telephone: (919) 733-000.

1969-77, research Triangle Institute. Research Triangle Park. North Carolina
19t)?-1,9. visting professor. Carolina -Population Center and Department Of Eco-

nomics. University or North Carolina.
economic advisor and Project 1:eader. His Majesty's Government of

Nepal (Ford Foundation).
1961-62. economic advisor (Ford Foundation), Union of Bu

associat? professor. Department of Economics; Noi.th Carolina State Uni-
versity. Raleigh. North ('arolina.

1951,51, project reader, Southeast Research Committee (An association of Econom-
ics Departments of southeastern universities).

Education B S.. Economics, Uniersity of Nebraska, 1918 M S.. Economics. Uni-
versity of Nebrqska. 1950. Ph.D., Economics, Harvard University. 1960

List of publications available upon request.

-STATEMENTS OF DR. QUENTIN W. LINDSEY, SCIENCE,ADVISER
T() TI1E GOVERNOR, STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Dr. LINDSEY. Mr. Chairman and subcommittee members, I thank
you for the privilege of appearing before you. My written testimo-
ny, which I provided in advance, is too long to present verbally.

Mr. BROWN. It will be in 'full in the record.
Dr, LINDSEY. Therefore. I will summarize that testimony now and

add a few comments and respond to questions if you have any.
In view of the questions you have been raising v./Rh others giving

testimony, I should inject here that in making decisions` with re-
spect to where our resources ought to go relating to scientific re-
search. my preoccuRation has been with the balance between basic
research and those processes by which we insure that society uti-
lizes and Icenefits from research.

The thesis of my testimony is that the center of gravity for tech-
nological innovation in the United States must shift from the Fed-
eral level to the State level. This thesis, and associated reasoning,
Is taken from an address by Governor Hunt at the annual meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, last
January.
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Technological innovation, in this context, refers to the use of
basic scientific research for creative, peaceful purposes, within the
United States and throughout the world. It does not include use of
science to further military purposes or space exploration.

Such a shift in leadership from the Federal to the State level re-
quires a working partnership of State and lecal governments, in-
dustrial workers and management, research and educz tional insti-
tutions, and people. This partnership is feasible ai the State level,
provided principles of integrity, justice and mutual concern for the
well-being of all people guide the working relationships.

It is not so feasible at the Federal level, given our antitrust legis-
lation and the processes by which influence is brought to bear upon
government, large, sophisticated organizations find it is to their ad-
vantage to lobby a large central government; it is more difficult to
influence 50 States and hundreds of local governments. Conversely,
numerous small and less sophisticated firms and organizations, and
individual citizens, have difficulty in, influencing a large central
government, but for common interests they have easy access td
State and local governments.

By technological innovation, I mean those technical and organi-
zational changes that result in new and better products, in modifi-
cation of human relationships', and in the retraining of people for
different rules in society as robots and other sophisticated methods
become possible through scientific exploration.

Japan and other nations are surpassing us in perfecting these in-
novative processes. Given the size and nature of our society, I do
nut believe that it is possible for the working partnership of which
I speak to be administered or otherwise achieved when the priniary
thrust is centered in Federal age.pcies.

For military and space purposes, DOD and NASA initiate inno-
vative development and new weapon systems and space shuttles
aucrare also the customers that acquire and utilize these new prod-
ucts. Federal leadership in this case is essential. But for the larger
and more complex aspects of private sector consumption and inter-
national markets, the working partnership must be decentralized
to the State level.

The scope of activity of which I speak must range from improye-
ments in elementary and secondary education, particularly`in sci-
ence and mathematics, through the structure and functions of re-
search and higher education, and encompassing the institutional
relationships and operating procedures comprising the innovation
process itself.

By the innovative process, I refer to venture capital institutions,
incubator conditions whereby innovativcv concepts stemming from
basx research are brought to fruition, and other activities essential
to effective utilization of research results.

I. contend that the requirements of technologicarinnovation for
peaceful purposes are of sufficient magnitude and complexity to
justify creating a special task force at the Federal level to explore
the process direfully and to recommend essential policies and pro-
cedures. including structural changes that may be necessary at
'both Federal and State levels.

Governor Hunt has suggested that something analogous to the
Murrill Act, which created the land grant college system, might be
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the result. The implication is not that a new set of institutions
needs to be created. On the contrary, it is that a redefinition and
clarification of' Federal-State relationships is essential.

In reviewing the material that your staff provided as baCkground
to this hearing, I was disappionted to find that neither Dr.
Keyworth nor Dr. Press nor Dr. Stever saw fit to consider the po-
tential role of States in the pursuits that I haVe emphasized.

I have very high regard for these gentlemen and attribute this
omission to, first, the fact that none has had experience in operat-
ing at the State level and second, that physical scientists who are
preoccupied with basic research are not accustomed to dealing with
the organizational structure of society nor with the processes by
which the results of basic research are utilized. My testimony is in-
tended to be a step toward filing the gap that Presidential science
advisors tend to overlook.

Finally, I feel conipelled to close with a perSonal observation as
to the importance of the approach that I urge Congress to consider.
The responsibility for this observation is mine alone, although I
suspect the issue to which it relates troubles us all.

The point is this; Utilization of the power of science in the
United States and in the U.S.S.R. is now dominated by military
purposes. Nearly $24 ,billion of the $42 billion Federal outlay for re-
search and development flows through DOD. In the words of a phi-
losopher friend of mine at the,University of.North Carolina, this is
madness; particularly uses directed toWard the perfection 6f nucle-
ar weaponry.

Madness is used here in a way analogous to use ifi the movie
"Bridge on the River Kwai." There, xou may recall, a career army
colonel and his troops, as- prisoners of war, constructed a railway
bridge in the jungle of South Asia. The bridge was for use by their
captors and they were driven to bUild it by their scientific a'rkl en-
gineering skills, together with their organization and discipline,
forgetting that it would enhance the destructive capabilities of
their captors.

Upon completion, the bridge was blown up by a special contin-
gent of troops who came to destroy the'bridge and perhaps rescue
the colonel and his soldiers. But In destroying the bridge they also
killed the colonel and many others, and were aghast to learn that
it was the colonel and their own troops that built the bridge, not
the enemy. A member oT the resctte coritingent, upon realizing the
full import of the terrible scene of destruction, termed it all sheer
madness.

But who was mad? The .colonel? The rescue team? br were we all
mad, friend and foe alike, to have created a situation that could
give rise to such carnage?

In this scene on the River Kwai, the destructive capd.city of
human beings was at once caused by, and limited to, the power of
science as demonstrated by the engineering feat of building the
bridge and the power of' the explosives that destroyed it. Hereto-
fore, in the history of civilization, the destructive capability of hu-
manity has always been limited by the limits of our own scientific
knowledge.

Now, however, the limits of this knowledge, particularly as mani-
fested in the perfection of' nuclear weaponry, have pressed our de-
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structive capability beyond the limits of civilization. We can now
destroy ourselves and the civilization we have created. The limits
to scientific knowledge will no longer protect us.

Underlying my emphasis upon the use of the power.of science for
creative purposes, for perfecting the process of technological inno-
vationlor the benefit of this and other societies, is the conviction
that we will not move away from military dominance until we can
visualize clearly a better alternative, that is, until the potential of
military influence shrinks in proportion to the potential of other
measures.

Implicit in this view is the proposition that there are substitutes
for military force in dealiQg with human affairs. To put it very
simply, in my view, the slogan, "the best defense is a good offense
has relevance here.

The Department of Defense outlays for R&D are by definition de-
fensive. A strong military offense in world affairs is reprehensible.
But deliberate use of the power of scientific knowledge for the cre-
atise purposes I hase suggested in both domestic and international
pursuits is an offense that is both morally and politically accept-
able.

Thank you.
- [The prepared statement of Dr. Lindsey followsj

1 1
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TESTIMONY OF DR. OUFNTIN W. LINDSEY
SCIENCE ADVISOR TO THE GOVERNOR OF NORTH CAROLINA

to the

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH SUBCOMMITTEE AND THE
OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE d TECHNOLOGY

s SEPTEMBER 30, 1982

Introduction

Mr'. Chairman, I am Nentin'W. Lindsey, Science and Public Policy Advisor'

'to Governor %James B. Hunt, Jr. of North Carolina. I am pleased to be able to

appear before you today.

The issues which you have chosen to address during these hearings arc of

great concern to us in North Carolina. Governor Hunt, ,as Chairman of the

National Governors' Association Task Force on Science and Technology, and

Chairman of the Education Commission of the States, also has a keen interest

in science and engineering R&D priorities Scross the country. I am fortunate

in having worked witil other governors and their science advisors as we strive

collectively to establish an agenda for cooperative ventures into science and

technology in the 1980s nnd beyond. Of course, we have taken several steps

in an_ effort to move our own state into the forefront of technological de-

velopment.

I commend members of these subcommittees for the important steps you arc

taking to explore the actions necessary to create a national consensus for

setting priorities in science and technology research and development.

Underlying Principles1

The ability to transform advances in scientifid knowlfdge into new or

improved produCts and services underlies virtually everp improvement in

economic productivity and socinl well-being. Fo .. years during and following

World War II, the.U.S. led all nations in utilizing scientific knowledge in

developing new products or improving those in existence. Now, we are being

surpassed by other nations and a serious crisis is emerging: Basie research

accomplishments no longer percolate through the system with sufficient

rapidity and effectiveness. Whereas U.S. Government expenditures for R&D are

impressive, the extent to which the results of research arc util'zed by state

and local governments, by federal agencies and by private industry for the

benefit of society is disappointing. Japnn, for example, drawing upon basic

research results generated in the U.S., is exceeding our ability to transform

fundamental knowledge into useful products with worldwide market potential.

Concerning human health, to cite anotler illustration, more scientists 4n tbe

1This section is derived from "Academia, Industry and Government: The

Organizational Frontier of Science Today," an address by Governor James B. '

Hunt, Jr., at the Annual Meeting of The American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, Wnshington, D.C., January 4, 1982. A copy is attached.

17-460 0 - 83 - a
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L.S. have recelsed Nobel awards than in any other country in the world, many
of whom are in health-related disciplines. Yee our citizens are no longer
judFed to be the "healthiest" by standard measures of health, and the cost of
headth services ts becoming seriously inflated.

Fconomic productivity is determined by .several factors, one of which
cunsists of the results of basic research. The fact that our productivity has

leveled off and even declined somewhat cannot be attribuced to a void in

fundamental knowledge. It is more properly ascribed to our failure to make
effective use of what we do know.

The present .ituation presents challenge to ,our ability to innovate
eumparable to that which we faced in World Wici II. The overriding question

nes, as then, is hos to organize our remarkable scientific, engineering and
technical capability.. Now it should be for peace; then it was for war.

The,situatton both then and snow deMonstrates the central importance 0.
sciense and tethnology to this or any society. It follows, therefore, that
those who devise the orp.nizational means to resolve this emerging crisis--who
Icc,.,fully redefine at role of government in relation to research-mill

edusation, to industry nd t. the general publit--will also reap the rewards
ol econemic and political support inherent in the fundamental desires of
Americans,throughout this ceuntry._ The importance of technological innovation
arises !rem the fact that ne medern society can function as such today without
cakink el-leetive uoe of scientific knowledge. Our military strength depends

upon it. Fut of greater significance to the ezerging crisis today is the

dependence of economic productivity upon our ability to innovate, both tech-
nically and organizationally. The problem ts that we still have essentially
tht same oronizationdl strutture fer seience and technology that was designed
in World Mar II and the Korean Mar. Yet we need a structure more in accord
with conditions of today.

Federal espenditures new dominate all research and development in the

1.S.--$42 billion out of a total of more than $10 billion. Wtthin the federal
eutla.s, dete!Ise-related expenditures are by far the most dominant category--

$24 billion out of $4 biUjon. Thus, in several respects, it may be said
that science and technology hate ridden the coattails of defense and space
since World War II.

Tbe unique a,pect of military and space research is that provision is
made tor technolegital lnnotatien by actually producing and using wenpons
systems, rockets, tanks, ships and guns. DOD and NASA organize to use the
result, ot research in fultilling tederal objectives. Whereas, for funda-

mental re,karch little defiberate provisien is made for effective nOnmilitirv

ut111.?ati,n et rc,earch re,ultp--that is, tor these orpnizational arrange-
ment_s_ilagous to_the_proce.ses h% which the Japanese !Tay developed such a
strong_internatienal market pl.,sition. This void in our ability to utilize
eltove1vdni_tar_peactt,r1.,porp.oses the results of our basic research is the

critical fault ot our p-e'srmt system.--,.----

dt COMIn(Vd that there are alternatives ta the draament race and Chat
tbvy lie in lorms of technological innovation directed toward the needs and
concerns of 1Z;..11 pople in evert nation. We have demonstrated, through our
Morld Mar II and .ubsequent expertences that it is possible to harness science

)



for unprecedented warfare. hut it is also.within dur power to design a world

societY capable of striking an ecological balance between population and

environment consistent with such guiding prinoiples as justice, integrity and

compassion.

State Government Responsibilities

.
Before I turn to the responsibilities of the federal government, let me

. focus on the state and local level for a moment. The premSse upon" which ye

base our efforts in North Carolina is that, even l(ith a strong federal leqer-

ship role, the states must develop a distinct and significant'role in over-

coming the deficiencies of the present structure by strongly and deliberately

fostering technological innovation for the benefit of society.
' *.

An effective
organizatLnal arrangement at the state level is esschtial.

It must include three critically important components
under the leadership of

the Governor: (1) scats and local government leaders; (2) labor and manage-

ment leaeership from industry and agriculture; and (3) lc ership of research

institutions, particularly universities.
Legislative invblvemeht and support

is also necessary, as well as understanding and coopera ion from the general

public. Contacts with appropriate federal agencie9 should be developed

consistent with the orfentation of the state vogram.

No formal,,pattern is proposed here today,' iach state must analyze lis

uation and yake action accordingly. The function of the organization i's to

ensure that policies of critical-iMportance to We-State, and-that-require-the-

use of scientific and technological resources in their formation and imple-

mentation, are indeed 'decided and carried out with- appropriate scientffic

ininit. This will entail both significant fina support to R&D within the

state and provision of appropriate guidance o such activities. The benign

relationships of the pasc, coupled with weak.or non-existent financial sup-

port, cannot continue.

The role;',suggested should not be construed as an infringement upon the

prerogatives of the universities, nor as a means of insisting that all sai-

entific research should be goal or policy oriented. Fundamental exploration

of science can and muse continue, and with much Itronger finantial support

from states. But, in addition, it is the responsibility of state governMent

to ensure that the results of scientific exploration arc used for the benefit

of society. Moreover, it is contended that the necessary financial support

from state governments will not be possible without demonstrating that sig-

nificant State benefits will accrue as a consequence.

Among the steps set forth by the National Goverliorg? Association (MA),

mo illustrate what states can do. The first is .to extend and enhance the

training of sdientists, engineers and
technical personnel in fields in which

such improveme,!ts are needed. .The seiond is to ensure that workers '.have

stake in innovation processes and arc
rfieectly involved in decision making.

Taking the long view, improvements in training must begin At the ele-

mentary and secondary education levels. Sevexal states have introduced

measures intended to improve thb profitiency of students in reacling, writing

andiarithmetic in the early years of schooling. Some states are establishing

special programs to improve science and mathematics instruction in secondary

c-*
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schools.I The AmericaN Associathe ior the, Advancement of Science (AAAS) is
involved in a multimiilion dollar program wfth similar objectives: to improve

science .and mathematics instruction In secondary schools throughout the

nation. We believe state governments can assist in such endeavors.

Enough experience has been gained in recent years, for any statCNo begin

educational reforms in bock' elementary and secondary schools. liCA should

continue to serve as a means of exchanging information regarding these ex-
periences. In many states, howevier, strong, innovative qttion is needed,

along with viborous legislativc support.

' Turning to higher education, NCAY Las set forth secoral policy options
from Yhich any state can select in overcoming critical shortages of engineers,
scientists skilled in biotechnology, technicians and so on. Each state will

need to examine its particular ,needs an1 deficiCncies, however, and delibet=
ately plan corrective action. Significant technological innovation is de-

pendent upon overcoming these deficiencies. Legislative and industrial

support will be necessary. Leadership by the Governor in targetang action and

gaining support is indispensable.
,

Enabling workers to have a stake In Innovation will require imaginative
action by any state. The historic adversary relationships between management

and laUor will tend to inhibit attainmat of this objective. David Kearns,

President and chief Operating Officer of Xefox Corporation, put the issue in

sharTperspectliw at the_NGA_racetingin_19812__''Innovation willnot-take holt'
until management understands that employees have a peat deal to contribute.
The most' important resource that we have is our people." '

Involving workers in innovation results in *more th al? higher productivity

and receipt of ma.terialisxic benefits. For workers to participate n de-

cision-making and to know that they are vitally essential often means more

than materialistic rewards.

The firSi step in any state, it could seem, is for sple'etei'labor and

managepent leaders to meet together to determine mutually advantageous steps
to be taken. A sustained.effort will be needed. State governmpt can foster,

this dialogue through the organizetional arrangement noted above. It can also

select appropriate policy options to assist workers in adjusting to the

2Jouisian,i, New YoTk and perhaps other states are giving serious con-
sideration to establishing much stronger programs. North Carolina has est:11,;,

lished the N.C. school of :,ctcnce and Nathematics and ..1)( taking further steps

to improve the proliciencv of students in these subjects throughout all
elementary and secondary schools in the 5tate. Sec The North Carolina School

of.Science and Aathematics; A strategy fom Improving Education in Science and

Mahematics, (Raleigh: Office of the Governor, 1980). and Improving. the

qlalitv of ',cience and Mathematics Instruction in.Nerth Carolina's Schools

(Ialeigh: h.t. Byard of Science and Technology, 19al). Also of interest is

.(1) the report to President Carter; Sclense and Fngincering. in the_1980s and

Beyond ikashingten; National Science Foundation and U.S. Dept._ of Education,
1980); nd (I) the Carnegie Foundation report. Giving Youth a Better Chance:
(ptions_lor Educaton, 1,ork & Servic'e (Washington: lossey-Bass, 1979).

a.
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emol,cmeat efiects t. technolveiral inno%at,on and to assist botl management

aud labor to survive cyclical fluctuations in the economy.

Ling Ran with technical innovation is of critical importance in

scimulating innocation. So is _the provision of venture capital and the

promytion of resource use efficiency, including efficient use from an environ-
.mental naaagement standpoint.

Among the liolicy options for the Rf.b linkage are tax credits to encourage
4

loading b% industry, and matching grantr wi.erebc Florae contributions to

universitifs arc matched by 'public funds for specific purposes. The training
of scientists and engineers should occur in close association with the re-
search. Research assistantships and post-doctoral programs are illustrative
methods by which,this is done.

Provision of venture capital requireebold, experienced business leader-
ship, links to research institutions and venture capital markets, ahsurance of
effectioe managerial trajing ler sow entrepreneurs, ..nd rethods of evaluating
the technical and economic feasibility of propesed ventures. All these and
more comprise Ihe "package" of activity essential to successful techiplogical

ik innovation. Most states hay, some semblance of all these components. What is

la,king ir a strong, effecti've focus and nssurapce of a level of effert to

sinceed with risky but highl> significant technological breakthroughs.
_ - -

, Resource use efficiency is essential in the short-t:un to ensure con-
petitiveprodactIon costs. But short-run conditions must be related to the
potehtial quantity and quality of resources available in the, future. Techno-
logical innokation can grcatly affect the nature of resource use, the volume.

* and characteristics of waste accumulated, and the beauty and ecological
viability of the environment in general.

The effect s. of meeting educational needs and stimulating innovation

manifest themselves in increased priducticIty. Economically, this is measured
by increased output per worker, by lower-costs per uhit of production, by
larger gross national product, by 'a reduced rate of inflation and so on.

Other indicators include a scientifically stable environment of high quality,
and a citizenry convinced that economic, social and political justice

prevails.

Wherear investing in people and stimulating innocation establish con-
.

ditions essential to. increased productivity, incentives to do so must exist as
well. For entrepreneurs, chit* means that a stable and predictable economic
environmcnt must prevail, including interest rates and tax policies conducive
to investment, and regulatory measures designed to induce conformance with
essehtla rules realer than opposition. For workers, incentives mean parti-
cipatien and security, and a desire to excel with quality performance because
there iN a direct relationship between performance and tangible ana intangible
benefits.

lconomic conditions derigned to provide strong productl:yity incentives
depeod htavily upon national policies. Nevertheless, states also exercise
considerable positive or negative influence through tax policies, environ-
mental regulations, labor laws and other measures. Critical revie4 of con-
dition% within the control of states is therefore an essential part of the

program.

1 1?
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Loc.al Government Responribilities

In making local governments an explicit part of the state partnership, it

becomes pOssible for them to relate effectively to local industrial firms and

financial institutions. It also provides improved linkage with research

institutions within the state, and a better understanding by local governments

of the utility of scientific research in relation to their own concerns and

operating requirements. Local governments must be directly involved in maoy

of the decisions relating to water and sewer facilities, housing and trans-

portation-needs, etc., pertaining to industrial location and growth.

An important proviso at the local level is that local governments must

establish organizational means by which partnership relations can be pursued.

Large cities may establish units analogous to that suggested for the state

level. But small metropolitan units and counties may find that county leader-

ship, with metropolitan units participauing, is more effective. In still

others a regional council of governments max be preferred as the unit most

directly concerned with utilization of scientific knowledge.

The Federal Level

. Now let me turn to federal responsibilities, I propose. Mr. Chairmano

that the Congress and the Fre. dent jantly create a special panel or Task

Foree_to_establish a nationa agenda for scientific and technological In-

novation. Representatives froJ all levels of government, induStry (management

and labor), the scientific co unity (scientists and administrators), and the

general publie should be scat d on this panel. The maximum number should be

25, and illustrative representation is as follows:

--Science Advisor to the President

--Representatives from NSF and OMB

--Representatives from research components of federal departments and

agencies

--Governors from the National Governors' Association

--Representatives from local government associations

--Representatives from AAAS. NAS and NES

--Representatives from industiy

--Representatives from the general,public

The purpose of thts representative group would be to serve, for a finite

period of 12 to l8 months, as the deliberative body responsible for defining

federal goals and objectives relating to science and technology policy,

particular1y with respect to state 'leadership in utilizing the results of

research.in the interest of society through technological innovation. Basic

or non-goal oriented research, such as funded by NSF and, other departments and

agencies, will continue, with much of the actual work being in state level

institutions. The intent of the deliberative body would be to ensure that
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pruesse., posit, an: pc:vat( . emential to realizing the benefits

pi sAenct art aehteco.d. iht Yfvtlp would define goalt and objective! germane

r.s. ec iet%. but tht anal.,ge is with the deliberate decision by Japan to-

take "extraordinary measures for the promotion of the electronics iodustry."

It is suggested that this group also set forth a proposed organizational

arrangement whereby implementation of its recemmendations may be cairied out.

'"on.: an arrangement could he an oplicit organizational entitv*, perhaps one

deigned along the lines of the National Technology Foundation (NTF) proposed

by Congressman George brown. NTI. a, set forth in H.R. 3749. 1981. would

consolidate most federal technology-related functions. and it would give

deliberate direction to non-military technological change. The assumption,

however, is that the center of action with respect to technological innovation

should be at the federal level, and the operating procedures are set forth

a«ordingly. It is co7 contention that states should exercise such leadership.

with the federal government supporting and otherwise enhancing public and

private action within states through research, tax, environmental and other

policies and programs. If the state view prevails, the operating stele of

NTF. as proposed, will need modification.

An alternative to NIT as hucb could be redefinition of the roles of the

Science Advisor to the President. of OSTP. and of NSF. and also of lings with

other federal agencies, plos deliberate inclusion of It:presentation from state

and local goverments.

No attempt fa Frado'hcre to define in detail the structure and functions

required in the future. The point being made is that a serious void per-

taining t. t.ehnological innovation exists at federal. state and local levels

of goverrment, and that changes arc required to fill it. Reliance on the

existing structure oi science and technology will not be sufficient if tte

United States is to reassert itg leadership.

I will conelude my remarks with a re-emphasis on the need for a compre-

hensive leadership role for the federal government. I have purposely avoided

mentioning specific budget figures today, although I share your concerns about

the impact of cuts in science programs. I have stayed away from details such

ac recommending specific priorities for the federal government. although I

have strong biases in support of many vital projects. Rather. I wish to

emphasize the need to move away from the state of complacency into which we.

ah a country, have apparently settled. I want to emphasize the need to

urgently recognize the implications of the :Isapecitive scientific and techno-

logical envItooment of the world today. Ultimately. we must act as a nation

calling upon the totality of its resourcesin local. state and federal

government. and outside of government as well--to reestablish ourselves As a

ctrong leader in transforming- the results of basic research into goods,

cervices and other functions of direct benetit to society.

tentend, again. Mr. Chairman. that the federal government must set in

-wtion the proces-es for redesigning our structure of ,rience policy and

,rganiratien now ah it did beginning nearly 40 years ago. Only the challenges

of thic decade do not include landing on the moon, nor do they 'include the

creation of a superior war machine. Rather, these challenges involve merging

tst ti 4%, 4%4 ,:P4::a10114A our nattec--tnt talents and

ta..t rasw-Tse that cur efic,rt' t4AV be united toward es-

.th : tultut.I purpose.,'

-----------
1 Fot .4ditional background information concerning the role of states in

meiing more tfiective case of the results ot basic scientific reserach, see

iederaf folics: Present and Future, background paper prepared

t,q the F(.1ce lnnecation, Natiooal Governor's

A.,ociation. 444 North tapitol f4.reet. l..ashington, h.C., Z0001, February.

t
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IVIr. BROWN. Thank you very much, Dr. Lindsey. Your statement
is a very valuable contribution to the subcomMittee.

Dr. Casteen?

STATEMENt OF DR. JOHN CASTEEN, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION,
COMM NWEAI F VIRGINIA, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Dr. CASTEEN. Mr. Chairman, in beginning I should perhaps cor-
rect the record by indicating that I am the Secretary of Education
in Virginia and that my obligations in the State actually ;ouch all
of education from day care centers through postdoctoral programs
and not simply the sciences.

The prepared statement that I have delivered to the com mittee'
has to do largely with how the system of education and especially
the high schools,support manpower capable of producing the kinds
of expertise and knowledge in science and research thht other wit-
nesses have discussed this morning. Congressman Brown asked ear-
lier today whether the American and science manpower pool is, in
fact, as large, as it should be and compared our manpower pbol to
that in Japan. '

would like to' begin by making some basic observations about
educational strategy in support of the sciences and then move
through some suggestions that. developed originally under Gover-
nor Ilunt'sleadership in the National Governors Association.

The apanese educational strategy since World War II ha's been
described as an imestment in human capital, ab 'investment that
proceeded from the assumption that one could best revitalize an in-
dustrial society by building the human expertise necessary to at-
tract investment dollars rather than assuming that the demand for
the labor itself must exiskbefore one can juStifythe educational in-
vestment. While the anidogy is not bltogether perfect, most of the
dtscussion this morning of the relationship between the educational
system and our capacity in the sciences has had to do with the
demabd fot the outcome of education, with the level of' education
we t;iin justify, not ith the assumption that the general level of
education and advanced education in the s'Ciences together predict
our ability to consume the resources that people develop in an edu-
cational system.

The various member Governors of the National Governors' Asso-
ciation have been concerned about the relationship between school
programs and scientific, techhological and general industrial devel-
opment. They have pursued the assumption that problems in our
schools can be i'dentified and solved, and that solutions will require
certain kinds of State and Federal coll4oration on one end as well
as certin kinds of State and local' collaborations on the other end,

In looking at the progress of students through courses that sup-
port the sciences and technology, certain key choices that stedents
make in our schools matter a great deal. The choices matter in
part because of the structure of otn; curriculum. We fragment the
disciplines and teaqh biology ;in 1 year, chemistry in another, alge-
bra I year, geometry in another, whereas most industrial nations
build currieula in spiralized sequences.

In other countries mathematics is developed continuously in con-
trolled sequences so that students pursue mathematics in conjunc-

-
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tion with the sciences. In our school system two key. mathematics
choices seem to drive students' later choices. One ts the choice

. whether the student takes algebra I in either grade 8 or grade 9.
That is a choice to which most students say no at each of those
points 6f choide and it is a -choice that in the aggregate no more
tlian a third of our students make in the affirmative, which is to
sa'y that most students reject the mathematics course that tinder-
girds following courses in science and math. A negative choice in

. grade 8 or grade 9, predicts that most 'students will noi, in fact,
complete a rigoKous course in mathematics or sciences later. The
choice of calculus in grade 12 or the freshman level of college has
the same impact. The yes choice is made by only about 8 percent of
our students, which is to say in the other direction that 92 percent
of our s,tudents who face that choices elect not to prei)are for subse-
quent options in science, engineering or mathematics.

We have analogous problems with regard to the languages of,sci-
entific discourse. With substantial federal encouragement during
the 1960's, wr,e have developed fairly good competence in elemen-
tary scigatific German for most stupients in relevant of disciplines.
We.have developed negligible expertise in Russian and in Japanese
and in other langutlbes in which *ientific discourse takes place
and the evidence is that even in light of strategic concerns about
those languages N've are making little headway in developing a sci.:
entific community that is able to carry on discourse in languages
that have been increasingly important.

The twc-thirds who vote no on mathenmtics and the sciences in
the eighth and ninth grade and the 92 percent voting no at grade
12 and freshman college level are effectively saying that they do
not wish to Pursue certain kinds of disciplines in coftes. Poor en-
rollments kill courses. That was true of Russian, which vie *tied to
develop in the schools in the latter part of the 1960's.

I have tried to address the obligation of the States in this regard
and that of the Federal Government in the prepared document.
The Statedkligations fall into three broad areas.

One is accreditation. States control most accreditation regula-
tions-either directly or through the regional .associations. Our ac-
creditation standards more often address physkal realities, how
many, how big, in what places, than academic standards. We rarely
dictate what schools should, do as part of the accreditation process.
Instead we address how schools should be in the physical or materi
al sense.

State government must set requirements. Those Tequireme'nts
ought to grow out of a calculated vision of the future that State
governments wish to foster, especially the kind of future that was
described this morning as being in thL national interest in the sci-
ences and technology.

As a footnote, because of what I see as faulty sttindards, enroll-
tatats are poor both with regard to college preparatory programs
dnd v,ith regard to vocational programs. Putting those programs to-
other we account for fewer than half the students who graduate
from the schools each year. The remainder appear in the general
track and the kindest description is that we do not know what
those students are taking.

12L.
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States pay most of the bills for the kind of education that suf)-
ports the scientific development that your committee is explor;ng..
That obligation to pay is a matter of enlightened self-interest for
the States. Our experience is that local control over schools works
almost exactly to the extent that local resnurces are,committed to
supporting schools. State government has an obligation to reinforce
the ties that link schools and the community and these ties include
certain kinds of accountability. Our relatively modest record in en-
rolling students in recent years in mathematics and scienee, a
record that has deteriorated by 50 percent since 1970, indicates to a
large extenc the weakness of the links that States have forged be-
tween.schools and the communtiy.

The Federal role is a role that has to be determined, as I think
the other witnesses suggested, by a combination of the national in-
terest on one side and the location of resources on the other side

Certain kinds of investment are implicitly appropriate to the
Federal Government. Certain kinds of resources happen to beldng
to the Federal Government and not to other seciors of the govern-
ment or society.

Oar Governors have concentrated this year on studept financial
aid, whose giadltal decline and, perhaps more importantly, unrelia-

ht) because of the delayed issuance of regulations by the Depart-
ment of Education in Washington and because of the special
impact on our least affluent people of uncertainty as to what the
level of' support will be, have become major problems.

Guyer. ors are concerned also about basic research and about cer-
tain icinds of applieu research. Here 1 have one suggest)on to offer
for the committee's consideration. The chief justifications for Fed-
eral involvement in thet,e areas are high cost, cost that may exceed
the ability to pay of the private sector or the State government,
and the speculative or specialized nature of the return that such
investments will produce.

The argument made this morning by Dr. Martin on behalf of in-
vestment in Department of Defense scientific research, I think, ex-
emplifies that kind of reasoning. The suggestion I would like to
make is that while also addressing, as you must, the issue of Feder-
al support fur basic scientific research and for certain kinds of ap-
plied research, the committee also look to the possibility ,or return-
ing to the former Federal tradition, especially in the 1960's, of *ap-
plying research dollars to the question of school effectiveness. The
fact Is that huw schools do what they do impacts directly on our
ability to meet needs in the scientific areas.

1 would like to suggest that Federal programs have included both
advantageous ot good programs and poor programs an(I that one
characteristic of the poor programs is that the research behind
them has i arely had to answer the right questions. The question, I
think, ought to be what do we accomplish in our schools, how do
we measure that .1complishment and having measured it how do

e appl the human capital that we have developed by that invest-
mont.

Mr. ChaIrman, thank you. .
IThe prepared statembnt of Dr. Casteen follows:)
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STATEMENT OF JOHN T. CASTEEN;,III
'Secretary of Education, Commonwealthobf Virginia

Subcommittee on Inveitigations and Oversight
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology

Committee on Science and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives

September 30, 1982

% I have come today in behalf of.the National Governors'
Association and the Commonwealth of, Virginia to sha're with you
some recommendations concerning the partnership of.the states and
the federal government in support of science and technology.
Most of these recommendations were developed initially in a
symposium held on August(Y2, 1982, at Afton, Oklahoma, as part of
the annual meeting of the National Governors' Association.
Governor Hunt of North Carolina served as chairman of that
symposium, and arranged my own participation and that of Chairman
Lewis Branscomb of the National Science Board and former Presi-
dential Science Advisor Edward David. My remarks today have to
do primarily with how we can foster both excellence and produc-
tivity in mathematics and science education in secondary schools.

With regard to the interests and roles,of the states and
their governors in imp?Oving mathematics and science education, /
want to make three assertions: first, that the policy issue
begins and may be said to end in the questions who takes what
Aourses and who teaches them; second, that our educational values
changed during the past fifteen years to the detriment of science
and technology; third, that solutions to,the problem of.low
enrollments in mathematics, the sciences, and other academic
disciplines in our tiigh schools will come, and:that these sel,u-
tiens will originate in political forums.

Other speakers at the N.G.A. meeting described a decline
over the course of fifteen years in the proportion of our high
school students who complete serious programs of courses in
mathematics and science prior to graduation, and a concurrent
rise during the same period in the proportion of our college
students who require remedial or high school courses in order to
learn what they did not learn in high school. The materials
prepared for that meeting by the staff of the Education Commis-
cien for the States include reports on the extent to which
rnrollmont has slipped in the basic These reports
concentrate on mathematics and science, but one should note that
the decline in enrollment in foreign languages is'steeper and in
many ways pore troubling. In the sub3ects seen as "hard", many

I 0
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students have hosen in an era of all-but-free choice in our
schools to avoid tough courses and pursue easy courses.

Ample evidonce suggests that the decline in,enrollment in
tne tough courses has been steepest in the most recent years.
Stanford Dean of Admissions Fred Hargadon's now-famous letter to
the nation's secondary school counselors and principals, In which
Hargadon cautioned that declining enrollment in the basic,courses
in high school predicts a virtual catastrophe in highe educa-
tion, came only in 1978. The best known responses to the de7
cline, such az the College Board's Educational EQuality. Project,
the Southern Regional Education Board's quality initiative for
schools in the southeast, and`the Council for Basic Education's
intensified program in support of school reform are all deelop-
ments of the last eighteen months or two years.

One needs also to observe that the eight percent or so of
our high school students who taheegalculus, which is to say, in
effect, those who actually complete four full years of our most
serious,high school mathematics courses, appear to be better
prepared than ever. I was formerly Dean of Admissions in the
University of Virginaa. In my work there, I found that these top
-,tud,nt,-- could succeed in virtually any collegiate program. The

,ny was tnat so few students actually completed the most
rigerous courses offered in our high schools. Our best students
cor-pare faverably in international competitions in mathematics
.nd otn-r disciplines with those from other countries. Indeed,
one spea,,et at the N.C.A. meeting reported that U.S. high school
math tenm-, have regularly won the International Math Olympiad,
which might be caned world series of school mathematics
c-e7,petition. Ironically, however, our Math Olympiad teams
frequently draw their membe:s frcm only five high schools, all of
them well known ae anomalies in our educational system.

A rtironable analysis of curriculum deVelopment in our high
during the last decade or so might go something like

thi: Students have taken fewer courses. Students have. taken
fewer hard ces. Student,s h,ve suffered. Their test ecores,
their rea.ords of succes:: in college, their records of success in

the hac ac4dimic disciplines, aod their diffieulty in finding
prced,,,cti-e robs aftex high school .11 underscore truism;; that we
in education -hculd have discovered yeIrs ace: peopleton't test

1 Qn what they don't know, and most people don't know what
thy haveh't ,t%lted.

Stat1:-tIca1 analysls atailable from the Education Commission
,f the Stat,r will Indicate that no more than a third of our high

a u1 1, ragorous program of courses to
I' It. ,t, r p -onlary while alrrost two-thirdr go on

k:- L. hr one acki!.. that only about one-third, or
whr to collca ever graduce, and

tht" -tugnt, r,aulr,a reredtat (high school) courses in
ratP flr below the ,%!i,raae, tho cost
neod to do the job tight the first time'
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eiarosild, when students are in high school. To delay is to
4rcinish our studentspzospects of achieving their goals in
life, and of course also to dim.l.nish the national capacity to
oorpete in a world market %,bere industrial expansion comes more
readily in the brain-based industries, the new technologies,.than
elsewhere-

Other information prepared for the N.G.A. meeting suggests
the extent to which teachets govern solutions to the problems of
enrollments in mathematics, the sciences, and other subjects.
Like it or not, we have chosen in recent years not to pay ade-
quate salaries to our teachers, not to provide well conceived
ad7anced training for veteran teachers, and not to address
squarely the conditions in which teachers work. For many teach-
ers, recent years have not been happy times. Our schools have
not worked as well as they can. Too often, they have been poorly
disciplined, poorly planned, poorly adr.inistered, and poorly
supported. Ultimately, we get what we pay for. If we do not
like the product, we ought to look at least as deliberately'to
the,price we' pay as to the reforms wqtcwant to undertake.

When I say that the changes in schooling over the course of
the last fifteen years derive largely from changed perspectives,
I mean that we have lived through a peribd of uncertainty as to
the purposes of schooling. The last fifteen years have seen
constant turmoil over how'and what we teach. The fads of profes-
sional eduultionists have perhaps too often replaced academic
substance and rigr in the classroom. Recent research in the
field of education tells much of the story. We have paid little
attention td sublect content since the beginning of the decade of
the 'sevent'..es, and essentially no attention to how advocates of
the most common innovations (mini-courses in place of substantive
courses of a mo:e traditional,design, social promotion, trendy
alternatives to substantive courses) have documented their
successes and failures. All too 6ften, the research supporting
academic progrars in high schools has resembled popular psychol-
ogy more than academic discourse.

:
Consensus has been rare in recent years. ,The attack on

testing has been until very, recent months a fact of life in our
srliools. Despite catefully researched and well-reasoned
rLbponses to testing's critics, including the analysis published
in recent months by the National Academy of Science, many
Arericans ccntinue to deny that schooling ought to face a bottom
line, that we ought to prove the validity of what we do. We have
preferred to punish the bringer of bad news, the test or tests
thit say that schooling used to do and can do a better job for
r-f" t' "f ,ur students, rather than to confront the news itself.

In th:s ura of turmoil about methods, we have also seen
.n our university faculties. Our scientists and

rathe-aticians disaarce among themselves with remarkable
to thc !-,a,:es of their own discirlines. On many
rt4re mathematicians carry on all-but-open war with
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the computer mathematicians. Collegiality often becomes merely a

myth. Indeed, during the last decade many universLties 'developed
two matheMatics depdrtments, one for the pure or theoretical
mathematicians, and another for the computer mathematicians, who
are seen as having accepted peace without honor in the war with

the engineers. In the sciences, the chemists and the physicists
who ought logically to be allies of the engineers and the computer
scientists are often arranged in opposition to these technolo-

gists. And on It goes. Too often, we set academic policy to
protect turf as much as to foster the growth of ideas, and few
universities are well organized in 1982 to deliver the kind of

academic substance that our society as a whole needs.

Finally, we have oome in recent years to separate out
mathematics and sciences from the liberal arts. We have pretended
that the liberal arts are the humanities and the social sciences,

and that in some way they do not embrace the entire range of

bookish learning that the liberal arts include. The founders of
American public education--Jefferson, Franklin, men and women in

localities throughout the country--saw mathematics and science as

elements 6f the bookish background for citizenship,.not as
.:;,,parable topics to be mastered only by the gifted and talented.

in the universities, the dispute in the community at large has

boen about turf, about who owns mathematics and science, not

:bout more substantive matters. Confused by our confusion, more
than a few students have excused themselves from major components

of education.

in tills context, one note of clarification is essential.

Today's fad in eddcation is "back-to-the-basics." I am not

talking today about basies because we cannot afford mere basics.

_AT!*e, reports of the National Assessment of Educational Progress%

.
-*persuade me, as they do most of my colleagues who work with me

toward school reform, that our schools have dealt successfully

with the basics through about grade seven oi grade eight, when

' students begin to choose courses for themselves, often without

adeguate guidance, rather than to follow fixed:Curricula%

Instead of see%ing basics, we need to See to it that our

,I.condary schools support complexity, that we encourage students

to take courses that can propel them beyond surface knowledge or

understandlng. In the end, schooling that will protect America's

fut.ire must guarantee that citizens are highly c,:.mpetent, knowl-

edgeable', and critical. Basics do not support achievements of

this order. Good state governmeni-,,and support for optimal
educational achievement for all citizens must go hand-in-hand.

I have predicted that solutions to these problems will

.,r11'roe in pllitical forurs for three reasons. First,, school-

purposes that we rarely acknowledge nowadays.

! of Anerican pk.blic education sought to prepare

fcr J articipation in the democracy, to see that

cf. coverrrort would thrive and survive: That purpose

-ntqr-d. Second, education has been essentially still in the
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t:ater for abou* 4 6.q.4de. The causes are several: scant leader-
ship from higher education sing..e the onset of its Vietnam-era
ancri.e; economic deprilvation, combined with the effects of

entolimer,ts: the realization throughout industry and
govern- tnat education has in many respects failed to deliver
the products (properly educated citizens, adaptable research
products, and the like) for which we pay when we fund education.
PJ-litical leaders and members of governing boards, often politi-
cal ren and women themselves, have in this climate both oppor-
tunity and gaod motives to lead education toward change.

The potential for state action to remedy many of these
problems clearly,exists. Virtually all states set standard's for
accreditation of elemdptary and secondary schools. Yet state

, rules more ofien count "things" (books lon the shelf,
windows Or square. Inches in windowg",mop washers) than detail what
schools must do. We rarely specify what level of mastery our
teachers are to achieve in their subject areas or what.level of
success in the classroom. Indeed, little about our system of
accreditation has to do with the classroom except in a pshysical
sense: we make sure it is there. Instead, we resort to simple
quantitative measures of the least important indicators of
edUcationa1 quality. State leader can and should press now for
s/rpler, more pragmatic rules. The rules need teeth. They-must
guarantee that we ,pay for excellence when we fund our,public
schools, state or local, elementary, secondary, or post-

' secondary, and that we reward excellence, not inertia.

State leaders and especially governors have a vested interest
in reforming the curriculum. 1;he status quo more often distracts
F.tudents from productive academic choices than attracts students
'o them. Curricula are ric4 in abbreviations of traditional
cicrnic subects, in ill-conceived alternatives to Advanced
Placerent or other.rigorous courses, and in empty choices that
track students away from courses that lead to opportunities at
the next level of education.

or-

The importance of the basic choices cannot be overem-
phasized. In most states, most_students choose in the eighth
arade not to take algebra I. Because of the sequence of courses
necessary to qualify studehts to take calculus in the senior year
of high school, the choice in the eighth grade not tb take
algebra I arounts to a choice not to take calculus in high
r,chool. Thls choice 'implies that.the student will not enter our
:rot selective and most prestigious colleges and universities,
cmd esreclally not our most rigorous schools of engineering and
applie'd science. Students who do not take algebra I in the
el4hth grade face the same choice in the ninth grade, and once

ro,lt 'choose not to take the course. This second choice
ex:ludes students from most technol,ogical fields of

-4t1.,r hi,Th schoA4, bocause virtually all reauire a sequence
c rath..matico are sciotce courses built on algebra. Students
can go bac and rlake up ris:ed courses, but few do.

1 9 f-f
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Effqrt:, at curriculum reform arc underway, sometimes by
state action, ar; in California and other states, sometimes by
regional'action, as in the South through the Southern Education
Regional Board, sometimes nationally, through programs such as
the College Board's Educational EQuality Project, the school
reform programs at the Council for Basic Education, and the
National Science Board's commission. Each will in its way

succeed. Each debarves careful consideration from governors and
state legislators who, want their schools to graduate citizens who
will command the skills that our emerging economy, an economy
that drives psrofits on human intellect more than oh the work we
do with our hands and backs, requires.

For many of the states, these issues amount to basic dilem-
mas involving the links between our schools and our, communities.
Several states have already created t,..sk forces to address
education generally or education as it relates to science and
technology. You know about Governor Hunt's accomplishments in
this area in North Carolina. My own Governor Robb has uhdertaken
an analogous initiative ih Virginia, with special emphasis on our
need to reeducate labor forces in parts of the state where we are
losing traditional industries and where we must attract invest-
ment dollars from the new technologies if our economy is to
thrive. Arizona's 3oint program of educational and industrial
development is often cited as a model to be imitated elsewhere.
There are other examples. These initiatives matter because they
encourage state leaders to set directions in collaboration with
business, labor, and education, and because they acquaint the
public with the urgent need to support schools sufficiently, to
demand proper perPormance of school personnel, and to develop
meaning.ful academic standards.

Governors are, of course, uniquely able to forge links
between schools and industry and business. Competition for new
business investments is daily business in odr state capitols.
All of us acknowledge the importance of attracting new kinds of
employerslew kinds of capital, new kinds of tax resources. In

tias compe ,tion, some slates win and some states lose. In

recent years, those most likely to win have been those whose
governors have taken the most aggressive stance in demanding a

realistic return on the educational investment. Schools and

industry can share expertise. Chemists, engineers, and other
technological professionals can teach with minimal special

training. Teachers can conact certain kinds of research for
local industries, or in other ways contribute their expertise.
North Carolina proved these points two decades ago with the
Research Triangle. Arizona is proving them now in a different

way. Schools and industry can share space. Governor Robb has
urged our schools and colleges to work with industry in creating
industrial/educational campuses in which the campus will be the
wor% place and the work place the campus. Massachusetts is
developing funding for an ambitelous program of this kind.

00'
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What is the tel..raI interest? As a state official, I might
praer to suggest tnat federal dollars ought to pay for every-
thing, but I know, as you must, that advice of that king serves
neitner the interest of the nation nor IA interests of the
states. Mcst kinds of educattonal policy ought to be made by 6e
states, or indeed by units of govdrnment within the states--by
local school boards, by teachers within local schools. Dis-
tributed governance, combined with the assumption.of financial
responsibility at the lowest level of government that can'finance
specific educational activities, has served us well in most Parts
of the country-

Yet certain policy issues must belong to the nation. Our 0

curfent inability to compete effectively in certain industries in
the international market suggests that the national interest
demands federal involvement. And that consideration persuades
many thoughtful Americans that Congress must look at our schools'
and colleges' ability to support industiial redevelopment by
producing highly competent men and women as well as research
expertise of the appropriate kinds.

In'the same sense, certain financial commitments are either
beyond the reach of the states or within the immediate purview of
the Congress. Student financial aid seems to me to be a good
example of the former kind of commitment, and support for basic
research, of the latter.

-
The federal government's willingness since the adoption of

the G.I. Bill to assert that financial need alone cannost stand
between students and the opportunity to lqarn is a high point in
our educational history. For sundry reasons, many perhaps sound,
recent appropriations show that the witdrawal from student
financial aid promised by the Administration is upon,us. While
the loss is not yet as dramatic as some educators have claimed,
it is causes problems whose solutions may lie beyond the reach of

the states. The damage done,by the federal gdvernment's gradual
withdrawal from certain kinds of financial aid ana (what may
prove even maltle disastrous) by the inability bf the U.S. Depart-
ment of Educat1on,to issue its regulations governing financIal
aid in a timely fashion is to my mind apparent this fall. Early
reports from the public colleges of my own state indicate that
enrollment is strong overall but soft in the colleges that enroll
rost of our poorer students. At Ire'ast one of our traditionally
black universities repor,ts esriecially serious problems for
students yhose families cannot afford to pqy the cost. That this
condition results not from Congressional action but froM the
bureaucracy's inability'to do business on time may well be an
eeucational issue on which the Congress should act.

My concern about this loss is not merely social, although it

*:(cial issues. With many of you, educational leaders in
the states beliPve that financial barriers to educational oppor-
tunit diminish the effectiveness of our system of government and
the quality c,e'ot:r national life. But an equally urgent.concern.
P; that pany states cannot afford to pick up the cost of finan-
,-ial aid lprogravns that suffer or die here in Washington, and
other states need time to develop new programs. The actual cost
of meeting the full nted probably exceeds the capacity of the
states to pay, just as it ekceeds the capacity of many students
to payt '
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And these conditions.have unplications fq educational
policy.. The cost oi picking up former federal aid programs
diminishes the states ability to deal with the academic needs
that I detailed above. The progressive cost of delaying academic,
reforms in our schools while we address the short-term emergency
in financial aid inevitably accrues as much to the nation as to
the states. To the extent that school rdform imYst wait until the
states build resources to pay costs that have historically
belonged to bhe federal government, federal action must be said
to diminish our chances of developing necessary expertise and
technologies.

Support for basic research also seems to me to be a federal
obligation. The cost of building the academic base necessary if
we are to revitalize American technology is beyond the resources
of the States, and the investmmnt is so speculative that indus-

, try, plagued by recession and the high cost of money, defers'
commitments that in happier times it might make. Perhaps even
more to the point, the benefits of such research in the basic
sciences belong to the nation, not to any one state or region.

Finally, let me appeal to you to let our notion of Basic
research include research into what works in schools. In this
area, the Congress may have special reasons to assume at least
some of the cost. In suggesting that recent educational researa
has more often supported fads than substancee I mean to include
the research that lay behind many of the federal adventures in
our schools in recent years. I do not mean"to say that the
federal accomplishment is trivial. It is not. The Na%ional
Science Foundation, Head Start, and the acti:vities supl)orted py
the National Endowment for the Arts and the National Fndowment
for the Humanities, to name only a few federal undertakings,
deserve credit for much that is good our schools.

But riot all federal -experiments in education can claim the
empirical bases Of these program or show results like theirs:
Not all federal impact on schools has been constructive: Opinions
differ on the value to students of such federal initiatives as
mainstreaming or what is soMetimes called (grandeloquently,
perhaps) bilingual education. My own is that this value is yet
to be shown. Too often, the zeal of the bdreaucracy in proposing
legislation and in promulgating regulations and dispributing
money has not been sustained by demonstrations that the
particular methcd ur program promoted by the federal agencies has
ever worked anywhere. We need to get beyond letting happy talk
replace logical and factual analysis of what works.

In school and college mathematics and the sciences we need
t4e kind of leadership that federal agencies (like the National
Science Foundation) provided so effectively in the years fon/m-
ing Sputnik when we made our first effort to revitalize education
and thus sustain technology. That earlier effort worked as well
as it did in part because it supported solid research into school
effectiveness, into course content. More recent efforts that
have failed and tha.t may actually have damaged schooling did so
in large part because their proponents justified them by answer-
ing the wrong questions. If federally supported research can
show the nation again what works in schools and help set national
directionefor schooling for the remaihing years of the century,
the Congress have laid the necessary foundations for the .
scientific and technological renaissance that.your inquiry seeks
to qostei.
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Mr. BROWN. Thank you Very much, Dr. Casteen. I think both of
you gentleman has given us a very important component of this
overall policy of setting strategies'or priorities in science that we
haven't really tended. to give sufficient attention to, and we very
much appreCiate that.

Dr. Lindsey, your State has been pointed to frequently as a
leader in this matter of focusing on science and technology and I
seem to recall that you have selected certain key areas within the
overall field 'to emphasize such as biotechnology, for example.
Could you give us a little description of what *the process is within
the State by which you try to focus on certain particular areas in
sciehce to maximize your effect there?

Dr. LINDSEY. Well, central to our ofganization is what we call our
North Carolina Board of Science and Technology. This is a 15-
member board that Governor Hunt chairs. By virtue of being his
Science-Adviser, I am the executive director of that board. The re-
maining members are mostly scientists from research institutions
plus representation from local governments and components of pri-
vate industry.

This group has laid out a rather extensive program that we'are
trying to pursue. Within that is a comPonent concerned with explo-
ration on the frontiers of scienqe. We have examined the potential
of scientific exploration and concluded that two fields have tremen-
dous signficance in the years ahead, one of Which is microelectron-
ics and the other is molecular biology. Research in education has
been pursued in North Carolina in microelectronics for some time,
but almost 4 years ago, as we began to assdss this field, we decided
that we had to put more effort into it and emetge as among the
leading states, or to move along in a second- or third-rate position.

We decided that, given the close proximity of some of our institu-
tions to each other in the Research Triangle area, we could develop
a means by which those institutions could share the extremely ex-
pensive scientific equipment that is required in microelectronics re-
search and education and lower the cost per instituion, or per
person trained, by virtue of such savings IND can compete favorably
with other major institutions in the country.

So, we created the Microelectronics Center, located it in the re-
search triangle park, and arranged for six institutions to partici-
pate in the use of equipment tr research and education purposes.
We are developing a microwave system interconnecting these insti-
tutions and the center so that they will have tWo-Way communica-
tions by televiskn ot other means.

We put the chancellor of the participating academic institutions
on the board of that institution and make it a corp6rate not-for-
profit entity and added a few other citizens of the State to the
memnership. The president of the Triangle Institute is chairman of
the board.

We have yet to finish a building and get everthing in phice, but
that is how we did it. The state legislature saw fit to put $24.4 mil-
lion into the center.

We followed a somewhat simple process in the field sig-biotechnol-
ogy, although we are not as far along. We simply could not afford
to fund both the microelectronics and the biotfchnology centers at

13
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the same level at the same time. But we hope to provide much
stronger support to the biotechnology center soon.

,.But it is in pulling together the researgh arid education programs
of the participating institutions which is important.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you. I would like to recognize Mr. Gore for
any questions he might have.

Mr. GORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief.
Let me extend my apologies to the witnesses. The schedule this

week has been unexpedtedly hurried because of the new deadline of
tomorrow to close the pre-election session.

. Dr. Lindsey, I would like to welcome you back to the Investiga-
tions and Oversight Subcommittee. We appreciate your conclusions
in the past and admire the work that you do in North Carolina,
and I hope you will take our best wishes to Gov. Jim Hunt, who I
think is just an outstanding public official, and the fact that your
State is so far in front in this important area is real credit to the
leadership that you have had and that you personally in part are
p roviding.

I appreciate your appearance as well, Dr. Casteen, and I have
talked with Governor Robb and he hasn't been in office as long as
Jim Hunt, but when he got in office, he was off the mark right
away and recognized the importance of this effort. I wish you the
best and I am impressed with how much headway you have made.

Do you tend to look with favor on technologies that your State
university research labs are actually strong on or is it the reverse,
where you will encourage State research entities to reflect their ef-
forts to enhance their capabilities to include coming technology
like biotechology?

I will ask you both that question.
Dr. LINDSEY. I guess I would put it this way. As we assessed the

fields of microelectronics and biotechnology, we concluded that we
were not keeping pace with change, that other institutions in the
country were moving on ahead. If we wanted to continue to have
outstanding institutions in this field, we had to do something more.
And rather than simply sink a lot of money in each institution in
increased equipment, additional faculty or whatever it might re-
quire, we sought ways to, as I described with microelectronics, pool
the effort wherever we could.

I might add one other interesting point in the realm of science
that led to our creation of these two centers. Both of those fields
require extensive interdisciplinary work. They are not fields that
an individual specialized scientist in one discipline can go off and
do his or her thing for years and come up with all the answers or
even part of them. The centers help foster strong interdisciplinary
research, not just within one institution, but among several.

Mr. GORE. Thank you.
Dr. Casteen?
Dr. CAsTEEeThTeeded a moment to organize my thoughts be-

cuase we are, in fact, in the middle of that issue in Virginia. I
think I can, break it down into several different issues that illus-
trate the problems States face.

Our institutions are heavily committed to types of research that
were developed at great expense, and adaptation of existing facili-

1 3-2
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ties or development of new fac.ilities places a severe financial strain
on any one institution.

We do not have as centralized a system of governanv in educa-
tion as North Carolina, nor do we have a history of 'Institutional
collaboration.

As a consequence, we receive questions from various parts of the
State for research support and find ourselves having to broker that
support in ways that puts some strain on the State Treasury. In
the Tidewater area of Virginia, there is a demand for laser technol-
ogies that must be driven off labortory work in universities. Our
centers for that kind of work are at Charlottesville and Blacksburg,
several liOurs away from the Tidewater area.

Faculties do rwt wish to relocate their facilities. There is second
the problem that in the technical areas industrial demand is often
for relatively low-grade scientific activity and facilities concerned
-with research in the pure sense often dislike having to divert
energy from that activity in order to commit it to another activity.

To l, ake a very simple indication of the kind of thing that a State
conf nts, emerging new technologies demand a great deal of in-
serv ce training for graduate engineers who need to be constantly
immersed in ongoing research.

It becomes difficult to persuade fa'culties that they ought also to
provide what is from their perspective sometimes a relatively low-
grade and perhaps even scientifically destructive, kind of instruc-
tion on-site in a factory because industry needs that kind of contact
with the academic woOd in order to continue industry's own devel-
oPment.

A great deal of recent technological advance has occurred outside
the academy. The development around BostOn, for example, in the
labs of the high technology companies often took place without
formal links to higher education. From time to time, both sides
assert a certain amount of proprietfiry interest that prevents us
from developing the collaboration that the marketplace clearly re-
quires if the marketplace is to flourish.

Mr. GORE, Well, thank you. That is very interesting.
Is there a danger that State universities will shift R&D emphasis

toward applied rather than basic research that responded to State
science prioritiA? I know you have wrestled with that. I know your
university people have, and r am interested in your views.

Dr. CASTEEN. Let me make an observation about the type of sci-
entific research that State universities cultivate. One can overdo
the distinction, but we support basis and applied research in some-
what different ways. We have a tradition of dpplied research. The
best place to see it is in the land grant universities. Much of our
research activity has, in fact, been directed toward the commercial
marketplace.

Other mniversities, especially private ones, are more committed
to theoretical or basic research. They require some kind of special
incentive to take part at all in the applied end of research. We find
ourselves engaging in a kind of tug of war as we try to develop new
attractions for industrial development becatise we cannot, in fact,
commit the resources of all of our universities at the same level in
all parts of the State to employers who might request collaboration
within the academy.
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Dr. LINDSEY. I don't foresee that to be a danger. First, I think in
some respects the dichotomy between basic and applied research is
overdrawn.

Second, if you create a situation in which you have outstanding
scientists, engineers, other types of people involved in this entire
process, a highly stimulating environment results and vigorous
minds will pursue these lines of interests, whatever they may be,
that grow out of that Atimulation, much of which would normally
be classified as basic research.

Third, we find in the-affiliates' arrangements with industry, for
example, that faculties and inevitably pushed toward more funaa-
mental lines of investigation. Several industrial firms, when sup-
porting.such research collectively, desire it be sufficiently removed
from direct application. Each firm can then feel that the insights
that may grow out of such basic research, can be. taken, back to its
own laboratory for applied research and development purposes.

Finally, I believe that the diStinct role of the Federal Govern-
ment is to continue to provide strong support for the more funda-
mental lines of research. Defining those lines and how much to
expend on each is, of course, an extremely difficult process.

Mr. CORE. Well, thank you very much. I appreciate your testimo-
ny here today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BROWN. All right. I have no further questions, gentlemen,

and I think you have had a long morning here, so we will conclude
the hearing at this point and if we have any further questions re-
quiring your help, we will sumbit them to you in writing.

Thank you very much.,
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]



SETTING PRIORITIES FOR SCIENCE

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 8, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY, AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTI-

GATIONS AND OVERSIGHT
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 10:45 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Albert Gore, Jr. (chair-
man of the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight) presid-
ing.

Mr. GORE. The subcommittees will come to order.
I would like to apologize to, our witnesses and guests for the

delay. I am told you were forewarned that there was other business
this morning, in the Democratic Caucus. Let me just explain that
there was an important and significant change in 'the manner in
Nhich constitutional amendments are dealt with by the Congress.
When an issue of that character arises, it is extremely significant.

Congressman Walgren is still taking part in that consideration,
and we may have a vote coming up very shortly, in which event I
will seek to keep this proceeding going through the shuttle routine.

Sirice World War II the United States has maintained leadership
in many fields of science and technology, including biomedical tech-
nology and computer technology. We take great pride in the accom-
plishments which increase our well-being and improve our lives.

The Federal Government has played a key role in the advance of
knowledge through long-term real growth in funding for basic and
applied research in all scientifit areas.

In the past decade, after adjusting for inflation, basic research
funding increased by 2 percent, applied research by 3 percent, and
development research by 3 percent. Throughout the 1960's, the U.S.
ratio.of civilian R&D to gross national product steadily increased,
and after a temporary decline in the early 1970'S, surpassed its
1960's levels, reaching an estimated 1.66 in 1981.

Today,,econoMic conditions have caused many to question the
role of the U.S. Governmentin the promotiop,of science and tech-
nology. The Reagan administration las stated that federal R&D
level, except defense, are contingent on general economic condi-
tions and fiscal constraints. Indeed, ,last year Federal funding for
basic research dropped 2 percent, accounting for inflation.

Last year, the Director of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy, Dr. Keyworth, told the full committee that in light of the
current economic situation, real growth in sClence cannot continue

t.)
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and that cutbacks in science are not likely to harm the health of
American science. .

Furthermore, OSTP has informed the Congre.ss that R&D will be
subject to more rigorous criteria of excellence and pertinence. In
that connection, we regret that Dr. Keyworth could not be present
at this hearing to elaborate on his views.. We hope to hear from
him on another occasion soon.

Other nations have incorporated science advancement as a major
component of their industrial policies. Industrialized countries such
as Japan and France are subsidizing research and development for
new products and services desired in expanding world markets.
Such increased ,jnternational support for science requires even
greater U.S. scientific resourcefulness and strategies for maintain-
ing U.S. competitiveness.

Within this country as well, increasing competitiveness among
the States to attract high technology industries has,resulted in pew
State sCietiCe and technology programs for upgrading scientific
manpower and encouraging commercial usefulness of university re-
search. Thus, the States will play an increasing role in tbe direc-
tion of science policy.

While we must strive for increased innovetion and corporate Pro-
ductivity, the Federal Goverment must r:ontinue to play a vital role
in developing noncommercial advances in science which serve the
greater public interest by protecting our health, enyironment, and
our national defense.'

Debate is fast emerging regarding the role of public interest as a
component in the direction of scientific and technological research.
The National Science Foundatilm's recent "Five-Year Outlook" em-
phasizes the stress which science is currently suffering due to the
lack of public support for science. We must establish linkages be-
teen science and' the public in dialogues regarding the role of sci-
ence in the United States. ,

We will focus on a number of issues related to these concerns in
today's hearing: ,

No. 1, how can the public interest be reflected in Federal R&D
decisionmaking, in the choices and in the development and applica-
tion of technology?

No. 2, how do we best determine the optimal .funding level for
basic research?

No. 3, whet are the proper respective roles of government a'nd
private industry in funding applied research and development?

No. 4, should the United Stares target tertain R&D for interna-
tional economic competition?

No..5, what lessons can the Government learn from our leading
corporate research efforts, and what public policies ghould result?

VVe would like to thank our distinguished witnesses who are ap-
peering here today.

I would like to recognize my colleague, the gentleman from Ohio,
Mr. Shamansky.

Mr SIMMANSKY. Thank YOU, Mr. Chairman;
I appreciate the opportunity to welcome Dr. Ronald Paul, presi-

dent of the Battelle Memorial Institute, and:George Johnson, a yice
president of Battelle. I think your remarks were especially appro-
priate because Battelle has" raised at least to me and then through
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me a .bill called the Automobile Research Competition Act, the
whole question of how you free up or inspire the .private sector to
invest its funds and then reward it if in fact it meets this-criteria.

We have an.analogy with the way we develop military aircraft.
We even have an analogy in history in Britain in the 1900's when
they would have competition for the advances that enhanced the
industrial revolution in England.

So, it seems to me that instead of having the Federal Govern-
ment do everything directly, we might well use the idea which
originated, as far as I am concerned; at Battelle, of a competition,
establish their criteria and then encourage the private sector to
meet that. In case they make the criteria, they would then get re-
imbursed.

We certainly have got to find a better method of inspiring the
private sector to risk its capital, but at least with the chance of get-
ting repaid.

I welcome the distinguished Dr. Paul as a witness.
Mr. GORE. The gentleman from New Mexico, Mr. Skeen.
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, regret the delay this morning, but it is understandable. It

is what makes this thing work or not work, depending on how you
look at it.

I want to commend you for the heerings. I think this particular
topic is extremely important. I see in the Wall Street Journal of
yesterday that we are not buying frogs anymore fOr dissection; bio-
logical labs anymore, because of our inability to keep up with the
pace of the money, that we have expended on science in the United
States.

I think that is extremely regrettable. I think that is what made
.this country as great as it is today.

I want to welcome the two gentlemen who are here today, Dr.
Paul and Dr. Patel. We appreciate you being here particularly
from that sector of the science community representing the .private
sector.

We appreciate you being here. I want to wekome you and am
looking forward to your testimony.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Thank you.
Without objection, I would like to include the statement of Con-

gressman ,Doug Walgren, the chairman of the Subcommittee on
Science, Research and Technology, in the record at this point.

[ e opening statement of Mr. Walgren follows:]

OPENDD REMARKS OE HON. DOUG WM.GREN, CHAIRMAN. SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE.,
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

I juin Chairmim Gore in weIt.vming our distinguished witnesse; to this second day
of hearings on "Setting Pdorities for Science".

The opening day, held September 30, gave us the benefit of hearing from two
groups of witnesses with important experience in this matter. officials of Federal
agencies and academic experts.

Today %e will hear three distinguished representatives of American industry. It
has lung been recognued that many uf the dramat it. ad%ances made by industry in
this century are science based, and that a significant part of the science on which
those advances has been based has been done by industry itself.

Bet.ause the must important reason for the F'ederal Government's support of sci
entifiL mearLh uur expeLtatiun that it will contribute tu technological adance,
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we um in, doubt learn much about priority setting from the outstanding practit;on-
ers.

For congressional committees, who each year must review the budgets of the Fed-
eral science agencies, priority setting questions do not involve the choice of individu-
al research projects or the support of individual scientists. Rather, the priorities
that must be established involve choices between funding levels for disciplines and
subdisciplines, between individual large and costly "big science" facilities, and ulti-
mately the difficult question of "how much is enough" to meet the several national
objectives which together constitute the rational for federal support of science

I look forward to hearing the views uf today's witnesses and to our discussion with
them of the applicability of those views to our priority setting process in the Con-
gress. ,

Mr. GORE. Let me also note for the record the regret of the two
subcommittees that our third witness this morning, the chairman
of the board of the National Association of ManufacturerS, Mr. Ber-
nard J. O'Keefe, for reasons not quite clear to the subcommittees
decided at the last momenf last night, late, that he didn't want to
testify and pulled out at the ldst minute. We don't exactly know
why. It is somewhat puzzling. We had hoped that the NAM would
have some contributions to make to this proceeding.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Bernard O'Keefe was submitted
at this time for inclusion in the recordj
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TESTIMONY OF_
BERNARD J.-O'KEEFE

CHAIRMAN
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURER8

"SETTING PRIORrTIES FOR SCIENCE"

Introduction

am Bernard J. O'Keefe, Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer, EG&G, Inc. and Chairman of the Board of the Nat.onal

Assoc.iation. of Manufacturers.

We commend the Committee for holding these hearings and'

thank the Chairman and, his staff for affording NAM the

opportunity to express its concern over R & D priorities.

The NAM is a voluntary membership organization representing

approximately 12,000 compantes which employ a majority of the

country's industrial labor force and which produces over 85 per

cent of the nation's manufactured goods. TheAssociation is also

affiliated with.zn additional 158,000 businesses through the

National Industrial Council and NAM's Association's Department.

Research and Development expenditures by industry will

increase in 1983 despite the conditions of a p6or economy. By

Battelle Memorial Institute's estimate, U.S. industry wit). spend

$41.4 billion' on R CD in 1983, abouts7.6 per cent more than this

Jne of the reasons for'the Increase is a change in the

attitudes of corporate executives to R & D goals over the last

two years.

Through most of the decade of the 705, a major portion of

R & D expenditure was characterized as defensive. With the

passage of stringent environmental laws and very wide

Interpretation of the concepts of product liability on the part

of the courts, most companies had to pay a great deal of

attention to increased environmental constraints on the

performance of their products in the marketplace and the

possibtlity of being held liable for the performance.of their

products tn situattons which.'went far beyond the product

specifications originally.contemplated. This was particularly

true in automobiles, chemicals and pharmaCeuticals. Since

cooperative research was inhibited by anti-trust laws, each

')
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.

company had to solve its problems in i'Solation, resulting in a

very inefficient use of manpower and money.

In the past two years, attitudes have been changing. Much

of the research needed to comply with environmental laws has been

carried out, and industry has modified its specifications to_

redLce the risk of liability. Further, the Administration and

the Congress are making a sincere effort to redu-e needless

government regulation, and the courts are beginning to realize

that overly-literal inttrpretations of liablity laws are not in

the best long-range interest of the consumer who mnst pay the

price of overly-conservative product design.

During the present recession American industry has come to

realize the extent to which we are in a world economy, that we

must fijht to stay ahead, and that many of our basic industries

must be restructured. The trick of economic ad3ustment in times

lixe these is tO nourish new Industries while Sustaining the old

ones. The new industries are in electronics, bio-technology,

communications and other hijh-tech areas. We are stepping up

R & D in thbse industrles to maintain our competitive

international edge. These sciences are developing markets of

their own in new and exciting fields such as home computets,

word-processiny and bio-technology which is delivering improved

medicines such as interferon. But they are also important to

restructuring and improvement of productivity in our basic,

capital intensive industries. In 1983, fifty-two per cent of the

$100 billion industrial capital spending will be for computers,

communication systems and electrical Instruments. This market is

3u5t be.jinning.

eayback periods vary widely with the company and the product

line. In minicomputers and semiconductors, product life cycles

can be as short as three years, so early payback is essential.

/n pharmaceuticals and chemicals, five to ten-year paybacks are

adequate. With today's high interest rates and our recent

history of inflation, It is difficult to see how any unregulated

industry can afford paybagks longer than ten years. On a
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discounted cash fl,A4 basis ehe value of a dollar invested today

becomes vanishingly small after ten years.

One of the most important points for Congress to consider is

the wasteful, expensive, non-competitive as&cts of anti-trust

law on R 4 I. New ventures, new products are risky, the riskiest

dollars a company can spend. They are risky not only because the

pro3ect may not turn out to be feasible, but also because the

effort can be superseded by domestic or international

competitors. OLI: internatiOnal competitors, particularly Japan,

are exempting ,ng-range cooperative R & D from their monopoly

laws. They invested $100 million in cooperative R & D for random

access memories and now have the bulk of the market. They are

currently investing $300 million in resear.11 on fifth generation

computers. After the R 4 D is finished the information is widely

disseminated./ There is plenty of room for competition in

engineering, manufasturing, finance and marketing.

We may have as many as a dozen companies working on the same

problems, but the work is wasteful of talent, time, and money

because each must duplicate the work of the others. Nor does it

have the critical mass of brainpower available when scientists

are allOwed to work in collaboration. It will be devastating to

our 0-conomy and to our national security and prestige if we have

to go to Japan for the latest computers in 1990, because the

individual U.S. companies could not afford to do the 11,4 D in

this country. Relief from these structures yin be paramount to

our scienti ic success in the years to come.

There h s been a trend among U.S. companies engaged in

research and development to move away'from the long-range, basic

rPsearch. This "blue-sky" research is always uncertain of

yielding marketable results, and can be very expensive over the

long run. The NAM believes that becausp government is doing much

of this work, there is even less chance that the results of such

research can benefit the.economy. We believe'that changqs in the ,

patent policies of government to allow exclusive licensing of
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government owned patents--which have been estimated to number

some 28,000--could help bring the results of government-funded

research closer to the.marketplace.

To summarize, we believe that among the major priorities for

research and development in the private sector in.the U..,

encouragement of cooperative research through changes in
0

anti-trust, and the opening up of government owned patents

through exclusive licensing would contribute substantially to

maintaining U.S. preaTinence in science and technblogy.

Mr. GORE. At any rate, let me call our first witness. Our first wit-
ness is Dr. Ronald Paul, president of Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio.

Dr. Paul, we are delighted to have you here. Our colleague, Mr.
Shamansky, has sung the praises of Battelle for lo these 2 years,
and we have had the benefit of a lot of the work that you all have
done. We appreciate your assistance on this occasion.

Without objection, your entire prepared statement will be includ-
ed in the record in full. We invite you to present it. If there are
any portions you care to summarize, feel free to do so.

Welcome.
[The biographical sketch of Dr. Paul follows:]
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DR. RONALD S. PAUL

A Biographical Sketch

Dr. Ronald S. PaUl is President and Chief Operating Officer of Battelle
Memorial Institute -- an organization of 7,300 scientists, engineers, and
supporting spetialists engaged in worldwide research, educational, and

technology development activities. A pioneer in contract research, Battell

is the world's fargest nonprofit independent research institute.

In his present posjtion, Dr. Paul has responsibility for the'Institute's five
major operating components in the United States and Europe and related

corporate functions.

Sitice Joining Battelle in 1965, Dr. Paul has held a succession of key

management positioni: Director of the Battelle Seattle Research Center

(1968), Director of the Pacific Northwest Division (1971), Corporate Vice

President Operations (1973), Senior Vice President (1976), Executive Vice

President and Chief Operating Officer (1978), and his present position (1981).

Before joining Battelle, Dr. Paul performed and managed research in nuclear
physics, reactor physics and instrumentation, nondestructive testing,
radiological physics, and atmospheric sciences for 13 years at the General

Electric Company's Hanford Atomic Products Operation in Richland.

Dr. Paul is a member of the American Physical Society and the American Nuclear
Society and of the scholastic honoraries Pi Mu Epsilon, Sigma Pi Sigma, and

Sigma Xi. He has authored.a number of technical papers and was a Lecturer in

modern physics at the Richland Graduate Center for several years. In 1962, he

served as a technical consultant to Japan for the International Atomic Energy

Agency.

Active in civic affairs, Dr. Paul is a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Center of Science and Industry in Columbus, the Board of Directors of the
Columbus'Cancer Clinic, the Board of Trustees of ChildreOs Hospital Research
Foundation in Columbus, the Executive Board of the Central 06io Council of the

Roy Scouti of America, and the Planning, Review, and Evaluation Organization

in the Coalition for Cost Effective Health Services, In addition, he is a

member of the Board of Trustees of Denison University, GranvillL, Ohio, and
the National Advisory Board of The AmericaA University in Washington, D.C.

Dr. Paul earned his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees -- all in physics -- at the

University of Oregon.

STATEMENTOF DR. RONALD PAUL, PRESIDENT, liAITELLE
MEMORIAL INSTITUTE, COLUMBUS, 01110

Dr. PAUL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am really

pleased to be able to appear here today and comment on the set-
ting of priorities in science. I am doing this out of personal experi-
ence and the experience of Battelle.

Battelle Memorial Institute is a private, independent, nonprofit
but tax-paying corporation. I think we are quite unique in that
latter regard. Our basic purpose is the advancement and utilization
of science for lit benefit of mankind through technological devel.
opment and education.

We operate four large, multi-purpose laboratories located in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, Richland, Wash., Geneva, Switzerland, and Frank-
furt, West Germany, and a number of specialized facilities else-
where.
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Our division ip the State of Washington is also a prime contrac-
tor to the government for management and operation of the Pacific
Northwest Laboratory of the Department of Energy.

The several Battelle laboratories perform research, development,
and related technical .activities on a diverse array of subjects
through con-tracts with Government agencies, commercial organiza-
tions and trade associations. These Pre worldwide.

We also have a project management division headquartered in
Columbus, vvhich established and manages the Office of ,Nuclear
Waste Isolation for the Department of, Energy. This Office is the
key element in the national waste terminal storage program,
which is concerned with the ultimate geologic disposition of the
residue from operation of commercial nuclear power plants.

Our corporate headquarters and two subsidiaries.are located in
Columbus. The latter are devoted to bringing technology into com-
mercialization through the development, patenting, and licensing
of inventions, and through establishing and assisting new techno-
logical business enterprises,

Battelle's annual volume of work funded by others will exceed
$125 million this year. This work is primarily of a mission-oriented
and problem-solving nature. However, embedded within it there
also is basic scientific research and a dependence upon basic scien-
tific research done by others. TherefOre, national science priorities
impa'ct what we do, and what we and similar organizations do in-
fluences and should influence national science priorities.

I will bring to your attention some of the features of the process
of bringing science into utilization which can be infl enced by
congressional action or inaction.

Assume for a few moments a generalized process , hich begins
with the discovery of scientific knowledge and ends with quality of
life. We all know in reality that the process is a highly complex,
dynamic interactive effort which has many alternative routes,
branches, and dead ends. The beginning of this model centers upon
the discovery and advancement of scientific knowledge. Three Of
the crucial areas of Federal policy at this pole that merit your con-
cern are these:

First, Federal support for education and education-related re-
search in science and engineering needs to be equktably distributed
nationwide, primarily, but not exclusively, through academic insti-
tuti6ns.

One reason is that no citizen with aptitude should be denied the
entry opportunity for becoming a productive scientist or engineer
through the circumstances of birth or location.

Another reason is that the level of scientific knowledge of the
general population needs to be increased because of the rapidly in .
creasing technological dimensions of our society. The constructive
utilization of science seems to lie blocked much more frequently by
ignorance than by knowledge.

t!cond, those relatively few scientists and technologists who
hay e unusual competence, creativity and even genius must be un-
dergirded by the Federal Government. They make the discoveries
and lead the advancements which open entirely nevi fields of op-
portunity. They are the spearheads for our global leadership in sQl-
ence. They must be identified and nurtured.
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Third, the Federal Government must continue to make long-term
commitments to a few areas of science that require very expensive
equipment and facilitiesfor exhmple, in studying the universes of
very small dimensions of atomic, nuclear, and subnuclear matter,/
or in exploring and studying the universe of very large dimensions
of the space sciences. . .

Only Advanced industrialized nations as ours can afford such re-
search. Thus, we have a responsibility to choose wisely these long-
term projects, to stay with them consistently and long enough to
assure them sufficient opportunity to be productive, and to coura-
geously shut them down when they have outlived their scientific
usefulness.

For convenience, I will simply term the middle area in our dis-
.

cussion model "applied research and development." The major par-
ticipants include industrial laboratories, private institutions such
as Battelle, government in-house and contractor-operated laborato-
ries, and applied engineering schools. Many Federal policies affect
them. I will highlight only three of-the several impacts I consider
of high importance. .

First, the government scientistS and engineers in agencies which
contract for R&D services needto be competent, to be professional-,
ly motivate ,and to have continuity in their assignment compara-
ble to the d ration of the contracts they help manage.

The impo ance of the sponsor function is something we at Bat-
, telle know well from more than 50 years' experience as a leading

pioneer and proponent of contract research. No matter how able
the performer of the R&D is, the entire project or program suffers
when the sponsor or client is technically weak, has ill-defined or
shifting goals, or frequently changes personnel.

I and many of rpy contemporary colleagues are deeply concerned
about the increasing prevalence of' these situations during the past
10 years.

The examples of rine technical sponsorship that do exist inparts
of the government need to be broadly emulated. Great results can
be achieved when the re.is a partnership between government and
contractor based on mutual professional respect, confidence, integ-
rity and trust. Great waste of resources can occur when any of
these characteristics'is lacking.

. Decisions on R&D budget appropriations need to factor in the
ability of the cognizant agency. to professionally manage the funds.
Where deficiencies occur, corrective actions should 'be taken and
supported. .

Long-term measures should be devised and implemented to
assure that we have a cadre of scientists and engineers within the
Government who are highly professional and dedicated, but per-
haps fewer in number than now. i'

Second, the policies governing competitive procurement of R&D
by Government agencies need periodic evaluation and improve-
ment. In our eNperience, competitive procurement works well in

1 our system when the end goals, or the deliverables, as we say, are
xlearly describable, and when the sponsoring agency has technical
competence.

Problems can arise if the contract is more for research than for
development; that is, more to seek discovery and understanding

1.1-Uil - 03 - in
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rather than to solve a particular problem. Or problems arise if the
technical competence of the sponsor is weak. Then the risk exists'
of having nontechnical factors, such as price and ancillary goals,
unduly influence the procurement decision to the detriment of sci-
entific and technological process.

Another concern is the possibility and, in fact, the likelihood that
in highly competitive procurements the number of potential bid-
ders is not reduced rapidly enough. Consequently, the economic
and human resources consumed in the biddhig process by the
losers may easily exceed ihe resources applied to the project by the
winner of the contract award.

To minimize this nonproductive consumption of scarce resources,
we need streamlined procedures for competitive procurement of
R&D which are more cost effective for both the Government and
the potential bidders.'

The agency people tell us that their burdensome procurement
procedures are required by Congress. Those procedures need to be
balanced by appropriate levels of opportunity for sole source nego-
tiation of R&D contracts.

Th ird, it is important that Government R&D procurement poli-
cies recognize the necessity and importance of internal research

sand development, commonly referred to as IR&D. All applied R&D
laboratoriesindustridl, nonprofit, academic, or Government
need some financial capacity to do work at their own discretion on
subjects that are not yet directly supported by funding from their
missionoriented Sponsors. This IR&D is an important seedbed for
germinating new ideas which can lead to new technologies or new
applications for existing technologies.

Often IR&D also is aorincipal means for applied research orga-
nizations to have a few basic research scientists on their staff who
become an important linkage between the originators and the
users of fundamental scientific discoveries and knowledge.

Although the level of interndl research and development within
Battelle is less than what we would like, being only several percent
of our total .activities, it has a strong influence in shaping our sci-
ence priorities. Government policies should liberalize rather than
restrict the allowability of IR&D as an indirect expense of Govern-
ment R&D contracts. ,

The output of the flow of scientific knowledge includes commer-
cial technological processes and products, and a variety of methods
and devices used by operational Government units.

The interaction of national science policy with these end uses in
both the private and Government sectors is very complex and
beyond the scope of this brief statement. Therefore, I will limit my
remarks to several observations made through the window of Bat-
telle's contract research business upon this scene.

During the seventies, much of our contract research was defen-
sive in nature; that is, it derived from regulatory legislation in the
environmental, health, and safety fields, for example. Most such
projects had social merit when considered individually.

flOwever, the totality of their magnitudb and pace diverted
public and private resources that might otherwise have been ap-
plied to the maintenance and improvement of our indnstrial pro-
ductivity and our international competitive position.



During the last severpl yearsand I am pleased to report this
our mix of contract research has become more balanced. An in-
creasing share is now aimed at neW product and pzocess develop-
ment and at productivity improvements. These trends and suPport-
ive Government policies can become major contributors to econom-
ic recovery.

Finally, patent policies as they apply to Government R&D .rieed
to provide incentives for the private sector to make those invest-
ments needed for commercialization. For example, concern over
granting exclusive rights to one licensee is 4cmetimes a barrier. We

deal with that in Battelle in our own comAtercialization efforts by
requiring the licensee to diligently pursue commercialization in
order to obtain and retain,exclusivity.

Because in many of our endeavors we act as a bridge between
Government and industry, I thought you might be interested in
how we set our own R&D investment priorities. Briefly, we perform
an analysis based on five perspectives:

One, an examination of current and potential future technologies
for growth or significant impact. I say as an aside that this in-
cludes examining the sciences concerned for those sensitive areas
where breakthroughs or new knowledge will create considerable
leverage in openifig up new fields of technology.

Two, a review of the needs arid interests of our clients in the
marketplace.

Three, an assessment of gaps or voids in the R& D efforts of Gov-
ernment and industry.

Four, an estimate of the timeframe for the application of these
technologies and the dUration of financial support.

Five, an evaluation of our own skills and interests to build on
our strengths or build up our staffs.

This is not a rigid and formalized.evaluation, but it does involv e

a structured assessment conducted by teams involving scientists.
and technologists in our United States and European divisions, cou-
pled with our marketing representatives.

This corporate process is an addition to the planning and priority
setting by our divisions. Their bottoms-up efforts are supplemented
by our corporate top-down assessments. Where we believe that ad-
ditional attention needs to be given to a research area or subject,
we support the effort with 'corporate funds at one o,r more of the
divisions.

In the final selection process, financial payback does not domi-
nate the decisions. It is important because we must be financially
viable. But of greater relevance to us is the benefit or significance
of the potential results.

In conclusion, my remarks have been made from the vantage
point of a laige, independent applied research organization. We
have a stake in the welfare of basic science on one hand and in the
welfare of the users of science and technology on the other hand. I
have noted several ways in which national science priorities impact
the total process of bringing scientific knowledge into utilization.

I will be pleased to answer any questions yoU may have.
[The prepared statement. of Dr. Paul followsd
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44.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittees, I appreciate this opportunity
to discuss the settihg of priorities in science.

Battelle Memorial Institute is a private, independent, nonprofit, but
tax-paying corporation with over 7000 staff members worldwide. Our basic

purpose is the advancement and utilization of science for the benefit of
mankind through technological development and education.

We operate four large, multipurpose laboratories located in Columbus, Ohio;
Richland, Washington; Geneva, Switzerland; ang Frankfurt, West Germany; and
several specialized facilities elsewhere. Our division in the State of
Washington also is a prime contractor to the government for management and
operation of the Department of Energy's Pacific Northwest Laboratory. The

various Battelle laboratories perform research, development, and related
technical activities on a diverse array of subjects through contract's with
government agenciet, industrial firms, and trade associatisms.

We also have a Project Management Division headquartered in Columbus which
established and manages the Office of Nuclear Waste isolation for DOE. The

Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation is a key element in the National Waste
Terminal Storage Program for the ultimate disposition of the radioactive
material resulting from the operation of commercial nuclear power plants.

Our corporate headquarters and two subsidiaries are located in Columbus. The

latter are devoted to.bringing technology into commercialization through the
development, patenting, and licensing of inventions; and through establishing

ñd assilting new technological business enterprises.
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Baltelle's annual volume of work funded by others will exceed $425 million

this year. This work is primarily of a mission-oriented and problem-solving

nature. However, embedded within it there also is basic scientific research

and a dependence upon basic scientific research done by others. Therefore,

national science priorities impact what we do, and what we and similiar
organizations do influences and shouldinfluence national science p, 'orities.

I. The Process of Science Utilization

I wish to bring to your attention some of the features of the process of
bringing science into utilization which can be influenced by congressional

action or inaction. Assume for a_few moments a generalized process which

begins with the discovery of scientific knowledge and ends with
understanding,.products, or processes which improve or preserve the

quality of life. We all know in reality that the process is a highly
complex, dynamic interactive effort which has many alternative routes,
branches, and dead ends.

A. The Discovery Phase

The beginning of this model centers upon the discovery and advancement

of scientific knowledge. Three of the crucial areas of federal policy
at this pole that merit your concern are these:

First, federal support for education and educ ation-related research
in science and engineering needs to be equitably distributed
nationwide, primarily, but not exclusively, through academic

institutions. One reason is that no citizen with aptitude should
be denied the entry opportunity for becoming a productive scientist
or engineer through the circumstances of birth of-location.
Another reason is that*the level of scientific knowledge of the
general population needs to be increased because of the rapidly
increasing technological dimensions of our society. The

constructive utilization of science seems to be blocked much more
frequently by ignorance than by knowled4e.

Second, those relatively few scientists and technologists who have,
unusual competence, creativity, and even genius must be undergirded

by the federal.government. They make the discoveries and.lead the
advancements which open entirely new fields of opportunity. They

are the spearheads for our global leadership in science. They must

be identified and nurtured.

.Third, the federal government must continue to make long-term
commitments to a few areas of science that require very expensive
equipment and facilities -- for example, in studying the universes
of very small dimensions of atomic, nuclear, and subnuclear matter;
or in exploring and studying the universe of very large dimensions

of the space sciences. Only advanced industrialized nations such
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. 4
as ours can afford such research. Tinis, we We a responsibility

to choose wisely these long-term projects, to stay with them
.consistently and long enough to assure them sufficient bpportunity

- to be prdductive, and to courageously shut them down when they have

outlived their scientific usefulnesi.

B. The Development Phase

For convenience, I will simply term the middle area in our discussion

model "applied research and deyelopment." The major participants'

include industrial laboratofies, private institutions such as
Battelle, government in-house and contractor-operated laboratories,

and applied engineering schoolt. Many federal policies Affect them.

I will highlight only three of, the several impacts I consider of high

timportance.

First, the government scientists and ergineers in agencies which
contract for RAD servicesmeed to be competent, to be
professionally motivated, and to have continuity in their
assignment comparable to the duration of the contracts they help

manage. The importance of the sponsor function is something we, at
Battelle, know well from more than 50 years of experience as a

leading pioneer and proponent.of contract research. No matter howe

able the performer of the R&D is, the entire project or program
suffers when the sponsor or client is technically weak, has
ill-defined or shifting goals,.or frequently changes personnel. I

and many of my contemporary colleagues Ire deeply.concerned about
the increasing prevalence of these situations during the past ten

/ears. *

The examples of fine technical sponsorship that do exist in.parts
of the government need to be broadly emulated. Great results can
be achieved.when there is a partnership between government and
contractor based on mutual professional respect, confidence,
integrity, and trust. Great waste df resources can occur when any

of these characteristics is lacking:

Decisiont on RAD budget appropriations need to factor in the
ability of the cognizant agency to professionally.manage the

funds. Where deficiencies occur, corrective actions should be

taken and supported. long-term measures'should be devised and

implemented to assure that we have a cadre of tcientists and
engipeens within the government'who are highly professjonal and

,dedicated, but perhaps fewer in number than now.

SecOnd, the policies governing Competitin procurement otRAD by
government Igencies need periodic evaluation and improyement.
Competitive procurement lofts well in our system when the end

goals, o? the deliverables as we SAY, are clearly describable,,and

1'0
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when the sponsoring agency has technical competence. Problems can
arise if the contract is more for research than for development;
that is, more to seek discovery and understanding rather than to
solve a particular problem. Or problems arise if the technical
competence of the sponsor is weak. Then the risk exists of having
nontechnical factors such as price and ancillary goals unduly,
influence the procurement decision to the detriment of scientific .
and technol ogical progress.

Another concern it the possibility, and, in fact, the likelihood,
that in highly competitive procurements the ranter of potential
bidders is not reduced rapidly enough. Consequently, the economic
and human resources consumed in the bidding process by the losers
may easily exceed the resources applied to the project by the
winner of the contract award. To minimize this nonproductive
consumption of scarce resources, we need streaml ined procedures for
competitive procurement of R&D which are more cost-effective for
both the government and the potential bidders. The agency people
tell us that their burdensom procurement procedures are required hy
Congress. Those procedures need to be balanced by appropriate

:levels of opportunity for sole source negotiation of R&D contracts.

Third, it is important that government R&D procurement policies
.recognize the necessity and importance of internal resefrch and
development (IR&D). All applied R&D laboratories -- industrial, .

nonprofit, academic , or government -- nted some financial capacity
to do work at their own discretion on subjects that are not yet
directly supported by funding from their mission-oriented
sponsors. This IR&D is an important seedbed for germinating new
ideas which can lead to new technologies or new applications for
existing technologies. Often IR&D also is a principal means for
applied research organizations to have.a few basic research
scientists on their staff who become an important linkage between
the originators and the users of fundagiental scientific discoveries
and knowledge. Although the level of IR&D within Battelle is less
than what we would like - being only several percent of our total
activities - it has a strong influence in shaping our science
priorities. Government pol icies should liberalize rather than
restrict the allowability of IR&D as an indirect expense of
government R&D Contracts.

C. The Application Phase
.,

The output end of the flow of scientific knowledge includes comnercial
technological processes and products, and methods and devices used by
operational government units. The interaction of national science
policy with these end uses in both the private and government sectors
is very complex and beyond the scope of this brief statement.
Therefore, I will limit ny remarks to several observations made
through the window of ,Battelle's contract research business upon this
scene.

, 15_ '
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ill During the seventies, much of our contract research was defensive
in nature; that is, it derived from regulatory legislation in the
environmental, health, and safety fields, for example. Most such.

projects had social merit when considered individually. However,

the totality of their magnitude and pace diverted public and
private resources that might otherwise have been applied to the
mainOnance and improvement of our industrial productivity and
international comfttitive position. During the last several years,

our mix of contract research has become more balanced. An

increasing share is now aimed at new product and process
development and at productivity jmprovements. These trends and
supportive government policies can become major contributors to
economic recovery.

41 Finally, patent policies as they apply to government R&D need to
provide incentives for the private sector to make those investments
needed for commercialization. For example, concern over granting
exclusive rights to one licensee is sometimes a barrier. We deal

with that in Battelle by requiring the licensee to diligently
pursue commercialization in order to obtain and retain exclusivity.

II. R&D Investment Priorities

Because in many of our endeavors we act as a bridge between government and

industry, I thought you might be interested in how we set our own R&D

investment priorities. Briefly, we perform an abalysis based on five

perspectives:

An eiamination of current and potential future technologies

for growth or significant impact.

A review of the needs and interests of our clients in the
marketplace.

An assessment of gaps or voids in the R&D efforts of
government and industry.

Po estimate of the time frame for the applica tion of these

technologies and the duration of financial support.

An evaluation of our own skillssand interests to build on our

strengths or build up our staffs.

This is not a rigid and formalized evaluation, but it does involve a
structured assessment conducted by teams involving scientists and
technologists in our United States and European divisions coupled with our
marketing representatives. ,

's
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,
This corporate process is an addition to the planning and priority seding
by our divisions. Their bottoms-up efforts are supplemented by our
corporate top-down assessments. Where we believe tfiat additional
attention needs to be given, to a research area 'or subject we support the
effort with corporate funds at one or more' of the divisions.

in the final selection process, financial payback does not dominate the

deci,sions. It is important because we must be financially viable. But of

greater relevance to us is the benefit or significance of the potential

resul ts .

- ,
In conclusion, my remarks have been made from the vantage point of a large
independent applied research organization. We have a stake in the welfare of
basic science on one 'hand, and in the welfare of the users of scienee and
technology, on the other hand. I have noted several ways in which national
science priorities impact the total process of bringing scientific knowledge
into utilization. .

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have. .

.?

)
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Mr. SHAMANSKY. Thank you, Dr. Paul.
I believe before questions we will have Dr. Patel testify.
Thank you very niuch.
Mr. S13AMANSKY. Dr. Patel?
(the biographical sketch of Dr. Patel followsl

DR. C. KUMAR N. PATEL

C. Kumar N. Patel is Executive Director, Research, Physics Division at Bell Labo.
ratories in Murray 11111, New Jersey.

In 1961 Dr. Patel invented the carbon dioxide laser, today the most widely used
laser industry, mediune. and scientific research. In 1969, Dr Patel pioneered in the
development of the so-called "spin-flip Raman laser," and he later used this type of
tunable, laser to detect air pollutants at extremely small concentrations His work
has led to many othei laser systems, including some which are now being explored
for possible use in nuclear fusion power generation.

Dr. Patel has received numerous .honors and awards. These include the Optical
Society of Anierica's Adolph Lumb Medal, the Franklin Institute's Stuart Ballantine
Medal, the /1 merman Cbenucal Souety's Coblentz Prize, the Association of Indians
in America s Honor Award, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers'
Lamme Medal, the National Academy, of Engineering's Zworykin Award, Texas In-
struments Foundation's Founder's Prize, and the Optic& Society of America's
Townes Medal.

Dr. Patel is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering He is a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, the Amencan Physical Society, the Optical Society of America, the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the Association -for Advancement of
Arts and Sciences. Ile IS a foreign fellow of the Indian National Science Academy,
and he is an honorary member bf the Gynecologic Laser Surgery Society He is a
member of the Board of Trustees of the Aerospace Corporation.

In 1961 Dr Patel joined Bell Laboratories, where he began his research on gas
lasers. This v.ork broadened to include nonhnear optics, molecular spectroscopy, and
pollution dete,tion lie became head of the Infrared Physics and Electronics Depart-
ment in 1967. Director of the Eleciromcs Research Laboratory in 1970, and Director
of the Physical Research Laboratory in 1976. In 1981 he assumed his present posi-
tion, in whah he continues to pursue a v igorous program of personal research.

Dr. Patel received the B.E. degree in Telecommunications from the College of En-
gineering in Poona. India. Ile received the M.S. and Ph.D degrees in Electric& En-
gmeering (Tom Stanford University in 1959 and 1961, respectively.

STATEMENT OF I)R. C. KUMAR N. PATEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF RESEARCII-PIIYSICS, BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES,
MURRAY HILL
Dr. PATEL. Thank you very much, Congressman Shamansky,

members of the committees.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the process

cf setting priorities for scientific research at Bell Laboritories and
the extent to which that process may be applicable at the Federal
level:

I should remind you that Bell Laboratories is an R&D organiza-
tion, part of AT&T, and the part that I am going to comment
about, namely the scientific research, is a small fraction of the
total R&D effort. It is approximately 8 percent.

At a time when our Nation is seeking to exercise fiscal restraint
to facilitate economic recovery, and at a time when our Nation
needs to apply its worldwide leadership in science and technology
to assure future economic growth, the committees' attention to set-
ting priorities for science is especially important and very welcome.

I hope that my comments on Bell Laboratories' approach to the
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subject, of priorities in science is helpful to you. In my written
statement I have included examples of Bell Labs' unparalleled
record of accomplishments in basic scientific research which has re-
sulted from our approach to scientific priority'setting.

I will not detail these to you right now, unless you have specific
questions on them. I will, however, point out that over the years
we have developed an effective process for setting research prior-
ities. which has played a major role in our success.

The principal features, which facilitate this process include three
very important factors, which I would like to call the three F's.

The first of the F's is funding, sustained funding, to be more pre-
cise. The secondF is focus, or the organization as a whole. The
third F is freedom for the individual scientist.

Sustained funding, which is the first F, is important because sci-
entific research is a long-term and inherently risky endeavOr. We
at Bell Laboratories are sustained by our owners, AT&T and West-
ern .Electric, and by our partners, the Bell operating companies
and the Long Lines.

The Bell System has long realized that steady funding protected
from upswings and downturns of the economy is essential to the
success of long-terin research programs. That sustained funding is
important can be easily concluded From considering the time that
elapses between the inception of the research effort and the discov-
eries and inventions that flow out from them and subsequent im-
plen.entation at a laboratory level.

The overall focus of our work is provided by our mission, given to
us by our owners, that mission is to support the business of AT&T
and Western Electric, the business being the information business.

Our owners choose certain technologies based on such criteria As
the economic potential, marketability, demand for service's, manu-
facturing considerations and so on, butand this is the very impor-
tant partthey delegate to Bell Laboratories responsibility for de-
termining research priorities.

Withia Bell Labs, managemenCallocateg scientific resources in
response to opportunities identified by our scientists. Managements
also considers the degree of scientific challenge, the expected time
between inception and payoff, relevance to technologies of interest
to the company, and cost effectiveness.

The principle is that the individual scientist and the managers
make those decisions that they are best qualified to make. Thus, at
Bell Labs there is an all-important separation between the sources
of funding and those who provide focus for the research, a rather
unique situation almost anywhere in the whole world.

This separation works because of three important factors: One,
outstanding managers who understand research and who under-
stand the course of science, seen from the past, present and toward
the future, an effective mechanism for evaluating research, an on-
going process, and the immersion of our research effort in a viable
research and development structure of Bell Laboratories which is
driven by real world needs.

In research, I would like to remind you that research results, as
well as the process oP arriving at them, are both important. For
that reason, an effective mechanism for evaluating research in 'an
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ongoing fashion is extremely important in setting priorities.
Freedom for individual scientists, the third F, is important be-

cause in the final analysis it is the individuals who make discover-
ies and inventions. This freedom at Bell Laboratories is provided
within an arena of awareness of our overall mission, which I men-
tioned just a few moments ago.

The individual scientists set and evaluate specific priorities for
the research. This is so because we at Bell Laboratories strongly
believe that the futurd cannot be predicted from the present.

If specific priorities were left to managers with development re-
sponsibilities for exploiting technology, it is likely that research, al-
though contributing incrementally to existing technologies, would
nut lead to discovery of radically new principles, new processes or
new devices.

It is that aspectnamely, accumulation of new knowledge, dis-
covery of radically new principles and processesthat Bell .Labora-
tories' research effort is all about.

The same freedom for scientists, that allows them to evaluate
and set priorities, simultaneously provides an important focus
through the free flow of information and people between our re-
search and development areas, and through the contact of our re-
searchers with the operating parts of our companies.

These are not only formal linkages. These are day-to-day link-
ages between people working in different parts of our enterprise:
research, development, manufacturing and service.

In my prepared statement I have offered a couple of examples of
how focus Mid fr;.,edom have contributed to breakthrough discover-
ies and inentions. These.examples are, first, the UNIX computer
operating system, and the second one, the carbon dioxide laser.
These demonstrate that the combination of funding, freedom and
focus is a synergistic combination and that each one of them bene-
fits from the others.

Finally, the all-important question: Can what has worked at Bell
Labs be projected at the Federal level? Members of this committee
should -recognize that a research effort succeeds best when excel-
lence is a primary criterion for priority setting.

It is because, as I mentioned earlier, the new knowledge, new dis-
coveries, new processes ar e. created are made possible by individ-
uals themselves. Priorities are best set by scientists who are held
accountable for their decisions. A very important part of science is
in fact this accountability.

The lt,!gislative process of consultation, compromise and consen-
sus may work for development of technology, as the Japanese have
demonstrated, but when the goal is new scientific knowledge,
which is what I am addressing right now, we must rely Upon the
expertise of the scientists themselves.

So, the Federal policies then should be limited to setting objec-
tives within broad fields, such as computer science, such as genetic
engineering, solidstate physics, and so on.

But these reser% ations aside, I believe that the principles under-
lying Bell Labs' priority setting process are applicable at the Feder-
al level. To summarize, these principles are:

I ^:: t)
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First, that the best scientific research, being a long-term endeav-
or, requires sustained funding;

Second, that the*overall goals of the research effort must be un-
derstood and accepted by both researchers, managers and those
who provide the funding; .

Third, that the individuals inv ved in priority setting make
those decisions that they are best qualgied to make;

Fourth, that no matter how large ail organization or haw coordi-
nated and well-managed the research e'ffort, new knowledge is cre-
ated by individual scientists; and ,

Finally, most important of all, discoveries and inventions cannot
be legislated.

Thank you, gentlemen. I will be happy to answer your questions.
(The preparPd statement of Dr. Patel follows:)
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STATEMENT OF

C. KUMAR N. PATEL 0

My name is Kumar Patel. I am Executivi Director of

Research, Physics Division at Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.,

Murray Nill, New Jersey:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the

process of, setting priorities for scientific'research at Bell

Laboratories, and the extent to which that process may be

applicable ai the Federal level.

Bell Laboratories' unparalleled record of accomplishment

in basic scientific research is, I believe, already well known

to the Committee. It includes the invention of the transistor

and numerous contributions to solid-state electronics, the

conception of the At:5er and many related discoveries, '

* fundamental work on polymer plastics including the

stabilization of polyethylene, the invention of permanent

magnet alloys, the first electrical digital computer and

fundamental contributions to diOtal transmission4and

switching, pioneering work in iqformation theory, statistical

quality control, microwave and radar technology, communications

satellite technology, and many other achievements. Seven Bell

Laboratories scientists have received Nobel Prizes.

An ffective prqcess for setting research priorities has

played a major role in ouZ success. This process assures that

our scientific rezearch effort servos our broad mission: to

prov'ide the research and 'development the Bell System needs to

offer high-quality telecommunications and information services
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at reasonable and competitive cost. The priority-setting-

process itself results from the complex interplay among three

important factors: which I would like to call the "three F's":

sustained funding, focus and freedom.

Scientific research is a long-term, inherently risky.

endeavor that requires long-term consistent, non-fluctuating

financial support. We at'Bell Laboratories are sustained by

our owners. AT6T and Western Electric, and by our partners, the

Bell Operating Companies. Their investment in research,

development and engineering is substantial: this year it will

total S2.02 billion, of which Sl56 million is allocated for

research. The record shows that this investment consistently

has yielded a handsome return. In fact, the Bell System has'

long realized that steady funding, protected' from "upswings"

and 'downturns" in the economy, is essential to the success of

long-term research programs where risk is great, but potential

payoff may be far greater.

The second F. the overall focus for our work, is

provided by the mission given to Bell Laboratories by our

ownert.,AT6T and Western Electric: Thoy diect Be4l Labs

technology effort to support what they percive Ao be their

business: the broadly defined "information business." From a

wide-variety of availaole technologies they choose to implement

certain technologies by applying such criteria as economic

potential. markotisbility, demand for services, manufacturing

consideiations, long-torm potential, and so on. However, the

respoosIbility fO'r determining research priorities is. 'delegated

V
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to Bell Laboratories. This process of priority-setting at the

highest level defines. in broad terms, the areas of science and

engineering likely to be of commercial value, and guides our

research effort toward broad overall goals.

Within Bell Lahoeatories,.research management allocates

scientific,resources in response to.opportunities identified by

;cientists requesting resources and the overall priorities of

the organizaecin. Management provides what it considers an

appropriate proportion of the available space, equipment,

--------\,.....personnel. and other resources. Management also considers the

proposed research, the expected time between its inception and

its eventual payoff, relevance to the specific technologies of

interest to the company, and cost-effectiveness. These broad

priorities are reviowed by those managers in the research area

with overall responsibility for the various aspects of-the

research effort. Finally, the scientists performing the

research decide how best to use the resources.

The principle behind this scheme of ,shared priority-

setting is that individual scientists and managers at various

levels of the Anstitution make those decisions they are best

qualified to make. The process recognizes .that science and

technology are closely intertwined: that research drives

technology toward new products and services: Znd that in

research the process of arriving at results is often just as

valuable as the results themselves. The process of arriving at

results is especially importane when results are unanticipated

or the studies produce negative results. Even when studies are

..)
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unsuccetsful, the documentation of the process alloWs us to

evaluate what is not possible and why. Unexpected results also

have tremendous impact on broad scientific and technological

fronts far beyond the initial goals..

One Of the unique features responsible for the success of

basic rese rch at Bell Laboratories is the sep.iiration between

the sour s of funding and those who provide,focus for

research. This separmion exists almost nowhere Ise in the

world, whether funding 'is provided by government or industry,

except in a few foundations which grant funds to individual

scientists who then determine the focus of their own work.
*

There are three reasons the separation woeks at Bell

Laboratories: outstanding research managers, an effective

mechanism for el,galuating research, and the immersion of our

research effort in wider research and development stAicture

driven by real-world needs.

Those who manage the research effort at Bell Laboratories

not only have been oUtstanding scientists themselves, but'often

continue their research even in their management positions.

Thus they are simultaneously both managers and "hands-on"

scientists, and as such they are well equipped to make

decisions regarding both long- and short-term priority setting.

Further, rather than the usual method of evaluating research

proje-ts upon completion, managers at Bell Laboratories

evaluate projects continuously from their inception. This

allows them toofine-ture," or alter the direction of a

project, on the basis of interim findings. Finally, the
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Immersion of our research nterprise within a larger research

and development structure keeps managers keenly aware of Bell

Laboratories Overall technical mission. Managers recognize

that within that overall mission the research enterprise plays

an important role in maintalning contact with outside

researchers--both in academia end in industry--and in keeping

in touch with the Bell System's technology needs. Thus our

research ffort is ,focused to create new knowledge, to keep

Bell Laboratories In close contact with advanced science, to

explore applications of new science to telecommunications and

information technology, and to build links with our customers,

our colleagues. and the scientific community.

The oore of our research effort is a group of about 800

scientists whose broad goal is the creation of fundamental

knowledge to support the future tethinology needs 'of the

information age, including the discovery of new principles, the

invention of processes and materials, and the exploration of

connections that may not he obvious between the new principles,
,

procosses and materials. Managers at Bell Laboratortes realize

that it in these individuals who discover now knowledge, that-

,
the tent science results from bringing together the best minds,

and that the best people prefer to have minds even better and

more creative than' tfosir own around them. Therefore we have

created and continue to nurture a special climate in which

excellence and freedom of thought, the third F. are the

deninant values.

Intellectual freedom combined with Scientific challenge .

i
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helps Bell Laboratories attract the most intelligent and

creative scientists and engineers. Another major factor in

attracting talented researchers to Bell Laboratories is the

opportunity to interact, on a daily basis, not only with other

jesearchers but also with development and system engineers and

with end-users.

While overall focus' is provided by management, it is the

individual scientists themselves who st and evaluate spec.ific

priorities for research. Those closest to the scientific work

have the most intimate knowledge about that work: what is

possible, what is not possible, and why. Therefore, our

scientists are free from arbitrary ljmitations on what they can

or cannot do. In addition, they are largely free from day-to-
. .

-. day problem-solving tasks and from short-term pressure to

produce results. On the o'her hind, they are highly motivated

to pursue nhe fundamental work that may involve sustained

effort over long periods of time.
y

Specific research priorities aro set at the local level

eicaus, we at Bell Laboratories strongly believe that the

future cannot be predicted from an extr;polation of the

present. :f specific priorities were left to managers with

responsibility for developing and exploiting the resulting
\ )

technologies, it is likely that research, although improving

existing technologies, would not lead to the discovery of

radically new principles, processes, or devices. Defining

specific problems for mature researchoes is likely not only to

be counterproductive, but also to damage the creative

A

111 .
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nvirodment necessary for new discoveries. Creative minds need

the freedom to roan within a wide intellectual space. This

space is ah arena of awareness of the overall mission of Bell
Laboratories and the Bell System a'pervasive awareness that

has guided our management style and philosophy in research.

An important focus for our reserarch work is provided by a

free flow of information arid people between our research area

and Jur develppment and engineering areas. Si9nificant numbers

of our rasearc-ii scientists rno.ve into oui development

organizations, providing a tangible connection between research

and development. in addition, the direction of research is ,

influenced by the problems and opportunities our researchers

see through their contact and involvement with the operating

entities of our business. Our scientiJts benefit from

successf...1 exploitation of their work in proViding solutions to

the real-world problems of the Bell Operating Companies and

Long Lines, our embedded- businesses.

Let me cite a couple of i Ilustrat ye* examples to show how

the combination of focus and freedom has contributed to

breakthrough discoveries and Inventions. The best known

example is th. 4^0.^tion of the transistor in 1947 -- the invention

that created today's solid state electronics industry, with

worldwide sales est,mated tt SIO billion annually. Since you

have already heard the transistor story many times, I will
resist thd temptation to tell it again. Instead I will take as
ny first example the development of the UNIXecomputer operating

system.
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As the price and performance of large-scale integrated

circuits have improved spectacularly over the past 20 years,

computers and their associated software have grown more and

more complex. In the early 1970s two Bell Laboratories

scientists helped reverse this trend by developing a powerful

computer operating system (the set of 'housekeeping" programs

that organize and schedule a computer's activities) that

emphasizes simplicity and user convenience. Recognizing that

many of the human-engineering advances in large-scale-operating

systems could be provided more efficiently on smaller

"minicomputers," the scientists developed the first version of

the UNIX system on a little-used minicomputer at Bell

Laboratories. The system is compoS'ed of small, readily

........ understandable pieces that can,be put together almost like
,

"tinker toys." It has the additional advantage of

"portability"--the ability to be used on different types of

computers. The system was first used for word-processing in
,

our Patent Department, and later achieved a very broad range

of capabilities, including software development, support of

test and development systems, and administration of largo

databases such as those Used for telephone company operations

and record-keeping. Because of its ease of use, the UN/X

system is now being used at more than 2,000 sites and is

supported by over 100 commercial suppliers. It is being used

on a variety of machines, from IBM, DEC, UNIVAC, Amdahl, and

Interdata to western Electric's 30-20 and to the Bellmac-32A

single-chip microprocessor. The important point about this

development is that while management stated the objectives and

1
.- t..;
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provided xperience, resources, and encouragement, it did not

set detailedipriorities. The UNIX system was the result of a

free flow of ideas and information throughout Bell

Laboratories.

Another'example of the value of allowing those closest to

the actual work to set specific priorities within a broad focus

comes from my own personal experience. Following the invention

of the laser at Bell Laboratories in the early 1960's, it was

difficult to predict exactly which types of lasers ultimately

would become useful commercially. To some, however, it seemed

that solid-state lasers were the best piospect for high-power

industrial applications such as cutting and drilling. There

appeared to be sound theoretical grounds for this viea, and

crival-tased solid-state lasers already had been demonstrated

at higher power levels than the competing gas lasers. So it

was,very tempting for management to drop all work on gas

lasers, and put those resources into derelopnent of known high-

power .lasers. Fortunately, such a decision was not made, and I

Wa5 frei for several years to pursue my work on gas lasers.

This woa eventually led to the carbon dioxide laser. Today,

the ;as laser which I invented is the only type useful in high-

power applications. It is currently used in industry for

:utting, welding and drilling, and in medicine it is used in a

wide variety of surgical procedures as a replacement for

conventional scalpels. Its current sales, not including

defense applications, are about S100 million annually.

witn these examples, I have tried to show that the
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combination of sustained funding, focus and freedom is a

synergistic combination; that each benefits from the others.

We at Bell Laboratbries have been fortunate to have all three

operating in the same place at the same time.

Over the years AT&T's investment in Bell Labs research has

paid off handsomely. In addition to the discoveries mentioned

earlier, Bell Labs produces an rererage of more than one patent

every working day, and now holds a total of. almost 20,000

patents, including many of the most fundamental patents in the

physical and computer sciences. Through our long-standing and

continuing policy of patent licensing and open publication of

scientific results, the same knowledge base that has produced

so many patents also has brought considerable and wide-ranging

benefits to our nation as a whole.

Thus the priority-setting process I have described has worked

well for Bell Laboratories, although we hz;ve no proof that it is

ideal. But just as we believe thit research is an ongoing process,

so the priority-setting is an' ongoing process. 'We constantly seek

to improve the sl,stem, keeping in mind clr overall goals while

modifying the system to improve the efficiency and cost-effectivene':s

of the research enterprise.

I shall now address the issue of applying what has worked

at Ball Laboratories to Federal science priorities. /t is

Important for the members of this Committee to rc....,gnize that

scientific research succeeds best when excellence--the merits of the

science and the scientists themselves--is the primary criterien for

priority-setting. This requires taat scientific priorities be

set by scientists whk. are held accountable for their decisions. The
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setting of scientific priorities by those who either 'do not

sufficiently understand the process of research or are not

accountable to the scientific community is rarely successful and

is often counter-pr.oductive. For example, attempts by governmehts

to legislate a timetable for scientific and technological progress

havealmost always failed. Scientific discoveries cannot be

legislated. Management of scientific research requires a deep

knowledge of science. It must proceed by ob3ective, not by directive.

A distinction should he drawn between scientific and

technologtzal progress. In development of technology based on

town science, it may be appropriate to set goals through a

legislative process of consultation, compromise, and consensus.

The Jap:i,ese have demonstrated this through their various

multi-year piens. But when the goal is pasic scientific

researchthe discovery of new knowledge--budget-makers must

rely op the expertise of scientists ,to set priorities

effectively. Federal policies should be4limited 6 setting

ob)ectives within brolg fields of scientific endeavor, such as

solid-state physics or genetic engineering. Beyond the

pr.)viston of such broad focu-s, the scientists and scientific

managers should take over. In addition, the Consensus aspect

,of Federal decision-making, with its multiplicity of

constituencies, is likely to lead to a wide dispersion of

scientists And scfentific facilities. This works againr the

principle that outstanding scientists attract other outstanding

scientists, creating a synergy that producas the best'science.

Setting ;side se resenvattons, I believe that many of

the fundamental principles underlying the priority setting
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process for research at Bell Laboratories are applicable to the

Federal support of science. Among these principles are:

---that the best scientific researgh regUires sustained

funding.

- --that overall goals of research enterprise have to be well

understood and be accepted by researchers as well as

managers,

- --that the individuals involved in priority-setting make those

decisions they are best qualified to make.

---and that no matter how large an organization or a research

effort, new knowledge is created by individual scientists.

Above all, we need to recognize that new knowledge and new

technology cannot be created by legislation.or fiat, and that

no amount of planning or priority-setting can replace human

curiosity. ingenuityö and creativity.
0

me. SIIAMANSKY. Thank you, very much, Dr. Patel.
Would Dr. Paul be kind enough to return to the witness table so

we can ask you as a panel, if I may exercise the Chair's preroga-
tive.

It seems to me that I underlined in Dr. Paul's testimony on page
5you were commenting, Dr. Paulthat because of the increase in
regulatory activity, a lot of the research was done toward that kind
of a thing.

Now you are saying, "An increasing share is now aimed at new
product and process development and at productivity improve-
ments. These trends and supportive government policieS can
become major contributors to economic recovery."

Apropos that I can't forget an article that appeareaI think it
was the lead article in the Sunday Times Magazine of a few weeks
agoabout robots, I think, showing that General Motors is now
having a contract with a Japanese company which developed the
robots that GM developed in the first place and didn't pay atten-
tion to and now is coming back to work with them.

My question is. do you tiave any, views, having worked with as
many companies as you do, because you work With them on a con-
tract basis. if you have an opinion. holA did our American compa-
nies get into this attitude in the first place of not utilizing the
things developed. say. at Bell bi- that GM itself developed in the
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the business uf making cars and then walked away from it?

Dr. PAUL I won't presume to speak for Bell Laboratories Our
colleague can speak to that.

I think we are seeing a shift in industry, brought about' by great
Loncern fur the Lost of production and productivity. We are also
doing some things for the Government. For example, we are work-
ing fur the Air Force in devloping highly automated manufactur-
ing facilities fur reworking turbine blades for jet engines, where
there Is a great opportunity now fbr us to have a synergism be-
tween what we dre doing for the Government, the development and
know-how there, and the transfer into the industrial sector.

Your question of how we got into that situation has involved in it
perhaps a complaLncy, perhaps a lack of sufficient competitive
spirit at one point in our -*industrial attitude, perhaps the belief
that we could perhaps bull uur way through things without utiliz-
ing the more sophisticated technology, and other countries jumped
ahead of us

think we have to catch up now. There arc a number of things
happening that have exhibited an intent to catch up and again
exceed others.

Mr, S11AMAN:40i Do you have the feeling that there is a, changed
attittult ni the part of the people who come to you fdr work to be.
done by you"

Dr PAU,. Yes We quite clearly see that in industrial sponsor-
ship 01 %kurk, a very marked increased of concern for the productiv-
ity or their whole manufacturing operation, I would say.

Mr SHAMANS!: \ Dr, Patel, if I may ask you, your whole system,
as a result of tlw consent decree that has been worked out between
the Federal Govrnment and the Department of Justice and your
parent company, ,iugurs some kind of a change, it seems to me, for
Bell Laboratories

Historically you could go along and do the abstract work as re-
quired because part of the whole Bell System, your pha. was
there and they just provided for it and spread the cost around.

Isn't there a concern now that Bell Laboratories is going to have
to be more short-range, more product-oriented as distinguished
from a longer range ,mcl abstract scientific sort of thing, a.pure sci-
ence approach.'

Dr PATEI, I believe that is a valid concern. However, we must
look at the reason why long-iange basic research at Bell Laborato-
i les has been suppot ted. It was not supported out of kindness of the
heart on the part of our ow ners. It was supported because AT&T
has been convinced that support of such research would result in

eventual payback which will benefit the company.
The past -,IttA%s Chat the investment AT&T has made in research

at Bell Laboratories has in fact paid off handsomely. In the new
enviionment where AT&T is free to compete in a broader arena,
both the mariagenient at AT&T and Bell Laboratories firmly be-

e that ii AT&T is to compete effectively in the new arena, the
tval leg-up we have on our competitors is in fact our basic re-

search We must ue hat as effbctively as we can
The changes that I anticipate will not be in terms of there being

a greatet attention toward short-range research projects, but
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toward making sure that the research that is being carried out,
and the results of research at Bell Laboratories, are exploited as
rapidly and as judiciously as possible; in order to make the process
of innovation complete in a shorter period of time.

As you well know, the process of innovation starts at the stage of
discovery of new knowledge, goes into inventions, subsequent im-
plementation, manufacturing leading to improved products at
lower prices, and better performance.

What I suspect will happen and what I think will happen is that
that process of taking things from research into development, into
manufacturing, sales and so on, be speeded up.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. That will be speeded up, but you don't feel that
the lead time; the luxury, shall we say, that You have had hereto-
fore of doing the abstract, the basic research, you think you will
still have that luxury? .

Dr. PATEL. Yes. For the present we have only the words of the
management at AT&T to assure us that basic research will contin-
ue to flourish at Bell Labs. However, it 'is also clear that the suc-
cess AT&T has had in the area of communications, being able to
stay ahead, being able to innovate as fast as we have been able to,
relies upon the fact that we have our own in-house re,search ability
to find new principles and new processes leading to new deyices,

new systems, and new services.
I am quite confident that the new consent decree will not affect

the amount of research we do. What it will do is inject a new
awareness that the job of Bell Laboratories, especially the research
area, does not end by publishing a paper, but goes beyond. We have
to make sure that appropriate parts of company are aware of what
has happened and appropriate parts of the company pick up those
results to make new devices, systems, and services possible.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. If you would permit me to observe that that
may well make change, what is going to happenI am not hoping
that it does, but I think there is a danger that the awareness would
not come on the part of those who are supposed to pick it up after
you are done but may be on the part of your own scientists, to
make them more immediately product-oriented.

That is a danger inherent. I am not asking you for a final
answer. It just seems to me that that is implicit in the situation.

Dr. PATEI.. If you don't mind, let me make a comment on that.
The key point is that there has been a separation and there is a
separation between the sources of funding and those who provide
the focus for our basic research. This is the key feature that will
assure us that we do not get sucked in, so to say, into doing those
things which bring us immediate rewards, because it is the respon-
sibility of the managers of science to make sure that AT&T will be
a viable institution because of its technological ability to compete
effectively, not only today, not only tomorrow, but also 10 and 20
years from now

Mr SHAMANSKst Thank you. Dr. Patel.
The chMrman is back now I will relinquish the Chair to Con-

gressman Gore.
Mr. Goat,: The gentleman from New Mexico?
Mr. SKEEN Thank you, Mr. Chairman
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I would like to ask D
0

r i'aul, there is a very interesting state-
ment in the transcript that you spoke of that gave me pause for
thought, on the top of page 3, that you have a responsibility and
then further on down that one of the responsibilities of the scien-
tist is to courageously shut down undertakings when they have out-
lived.their scientific usefulness.

As an observer of what goes un in a lot of laboratories, science is
one thing and politics is another, if we can get them together.
Man?times it seems to me that scientific efforts take on a politics
of their own.

We spent an awful lot of time and we spent an awful lot of
money throughout the years in pursuing scientific pursuit that we
should have had the courage to shut down at one point or another
but because they have a' political constituency they seem to live on
and on.
. Coupled with this statement, over on the other page, is the level
l'f general knowledge the general public has because anything that
happens to the scientific world is reported through the media and
it goes through a political process as well.

Is this a large problem, the ability toI would think it woued be
less uf a problem in a private laboratory than it is in one of the
nationayabs. Could you comment on that kind of comparison and
how kirge the problem is?

Dr Pm 1, I think in any laboratory courage is required on the
part of management to shut down any project that is not going
%yell because generally it is associated with good people. These
people have a lot of thew career invested in the enterprise and a
lot of emotion involved. Sometimes the judgments are very difficult
to make.

It is nut quite clear that success isn't going to come next week,
because in doing research and some of the earlier .development

work. by definition that is the exploraticn of the unknown.
The.people concemed usually are optimistic. They say, just one

nmre experiment and it is going to work. But you reach a point
whre tlwre has to be an intervention by parties who are not that
closely involved with It in making some judgment.

Really. I think courage is the.right word, taking the action to say
t,e11. that is enough. we have to put our 'resources somewhere else.

What was the thrugt of the second part of your question, may I
ask. again?

Mr, SKEEN. llow large a problem it is as far as the resources
available tu you from the Federal Government; for instance, its in-
volvement-,-and by the way, I am a little disappointed. I se'e the
National Sciena. Foundation nuw is not making the distinction it
was at one time between basic and applied research because it was
sort of hard to draw the line.

I guess maybe they are like we are. We don't like to make politi-
(al deLisions, either The Science Foundation has had the same
pi , )blem Just how large a problem is this?

Di !Wt. Part of your question I think concerned the under-
.4a-ru1ing of the geneial publie about science and technology, wheth-
er that is a diffkulty I really believe. it is because there are a lot of
apprehensions about seience that are just eompletely unfounded on
fact

1 I
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We see ,that very severely in our responsibility for the Govern-
ment for the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation; that is, where are
we going to tiut this waste, wherever, underground.'I think with
very, very few exceptions the scientific and technical community
believes those problems are.either solved or are very solvable.

There are great social problems. economic problems, and politicar
problems in coming to a resolution on that problem. I think for us
as an institution, this is a case where we are learhing arid ae- are
contributing in a very new way to how do you work these various'
forces together, the technical and the economic and the social and
the political; and get an understanding that is based on some kind
of verifiable facts rather than just myths and apprehensions,

So, it is a real problem, and I think part of it rests on the general
scientific education of our population as compared to maybe the

Japanese and some of the European countries.
'Mr. SKEEN. Is the news media in the United States an effective

method of disseminating knowledge? Do they have the time, do
they-take the time. In your opinion?

Dr. PAUL I think some do a very good job; others certainly don't.
I think others latch on to advocacy positions rather than the sci-
ence.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
'rhank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GORE. Thank you.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania, the ranking member of the

Investigations Subcommittee, Mr. Walker.,
Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Patel, you stated that research management allocates re-

sources in response to opportunities identified by the scientists so
tflat your priorities are targeted from the bottom up, so to speak,
rather than from specific directions from your upper management.

Dr PATEL. That is correct.
Mr. WALKER. In light of that. I wonder what your feeling is about

the habit of Congress to mandate particular kinds of research,
sometimes based upon exactly what Dr. Paul wps talking about of
m3;th and advocacy.

How does that affect research?
Dr. PATEL. The first thing we have to recognize is that the oppor-

tunities that scientists identify at Bell Laboratories and the ones
which are evaluated, happen to be in a broad range of fields which
are of.interest to us

That is where we.do have focus. Focus comes from the fact that
we generally must assure ourselves that the technology of 10 or 20
years from now will have the right kind of scientific base and sci-

entific underpinning. Areas such as semiconductor physics, solid-
state physics. computer physics, chemistry,. and so on, are the kinds
of areas in which we are broadly involved.

If the.Federal hinding mechanisms in fact direct moneys toward
re,,earch in a broad range of areas rather than saying go discover
me a new pruwiple of levitation, for example, I think that kind of
priority setting Is likely to work. But what is needed, simultaneOps-

ly. is a mechanism for online. ongoing evaluation of what is going
on
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One point I made was that in research, the process of arriving at
results is just as important as the final results, and sometimes even
more so, because xery often when you start eresearch project, you
don't know what you are going to find. You have rough ideas of
where you want to go, but you don't know what specificallyyou are
going to find You don't even know if you are going to find some-
thing.

Tri that case, it is wry important that the process of research be
xery well documented so that we know, when everything is said
and dune, what not to du next time around. This is a very impor-
tant part uf es.aluating the buttumsup priority identification proc-
e,ss that goes on, something that is usually difficult unless there is
a mechanism whereby you have identified a given area, of focus
which you want to influence.

Mr WALKA.:R Do you generally find, that where congressional
mandates derke research, that what ,4e are mandating would be
what the laboratories choose to do anYway?

Dr PATEL That is a difficult question to answer. However, I
think une must distinguish between research and development. I
suspect in the research area the way the National Science Founda-
tion, for example, has supported basic research is quite reasonable
because there the funding is given to a specific area to further sci-
ence, to 4ather new knowledge in that area, rather than doing a
specific thing

The moment you put down bounds as to what you want back
from the research with any kind of' specificity, it is no longer re-
search, it is des elupnwnt. You are asking questions not as to if it is
possible Yuu haxe already predetermined yes, it is possible, go find
me that.

Mr WALKER Do you see that as a problem in the way in which
Congress mandates funding at the present time, that we do 'gener-
ally tend to say this is what we want, now go find a way to get
t lwre"

Dr PATEL I' believe it is a problem because it puts rather differ-
ent kinds of' pressures on indixiduals. Very often in research we
find that unexpeded results turn out to be more important than
what you initially set out to find, anyway.

There is no mechanism generally to take advantage of these un-
expeLted results at the Federal level because there is no strong cou-
pling be tween the research and its further utilization to complete
the chain of innovation,

If the second part existed, then of courise unexpected results will
wry quickly get utilized and we will have the kind of synergy that
W. hale seen at Bell Laboratories, where research, development,
,00l manofa( luring aie closely linked together to provide feedback,
ss hich is a cry important part of any industrial enterprise.

Mr WALKER. The other side of it from our perspective, and of'
course this is une of the difficult political issues, is how do we re-
r.eis e some assurance that when we are putting money into re-
st:arch \shut e we don't hasp some specificity, that in fact we are
get t ing somet lung for our money"

flow are we pros ided with the assurance that we are not giving
money to somebody who is performing a lot of research but is basi-
cally incompetent, is nese!. going to get anywhere and never going
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to get us results that are not opfly useful but are not going to get us
the ancillary results, either:1"

Dr. PATEL. Therein hes the importance of an ongoing evaluation
process. Having scientifically trained managers, managers who
have been outstanding scientists on their own at one time and now
are managing, is in fact an important part of evaluating our re-
search.

Mr. WALKER, That gets back to Dr. Paul's point that we have to
have somebody with the.courage to stop that kind of research from
being funded where we find that that is what is happening,

Dr. PATEL. That is absolutely correcL I think in our environment
on the whole we tura over a project every 5 years to make sure
that even when the individual is producing,-we do-not wish that
individual to fall into a rat, becatise'the moment you fall into a rut'
your eyes could be closed toward new things that ought to be hap-
pening in that given field of enterprise.

Somebody else might pick up the project, but there should be
continual change, to make sure that there is a constant infusion of
new ideas and new people into that particular branch of science.

Mr WALKER Dr Paul, dO you have any comments on the whole
business of congressional mandates?

Dr. PAM. Several. I will take one of your last ones first, regard-
ing how do you make the judgment to shut down something.

I would like to come back to my comments about the importance
of the Government having scientific competence itself. It isn't the
numbers of scientists and engineers in the Government, it is their
quality that is important. If the Government is going to disperse
funds for research and development; it should ,do it out of a real
base of authoritative knowledge and not have agencies that could
be snowed by incompetent.perfbrmers, your point.

Mr WALKER I guess one of my concerns, though, is that the
agencies may have those people but there is some tendency on the
part of Congress not to listen to the agencies sometimes. You don't
necessarily have a degree of scientific expertise that sits, for in-
stance. on these panels, known as the Science and Technology Com-
mittee, where we make those judgments. We have.very few scien-
tists on it

I have told mans people in speeches that I have got some high
school science teachers and some college science professors who are
either rolling over in their graves or pulling their hair out think-
ing I am having anything at all to do with the science policy of the
Nat ion

You know, you do have people who are making judgments who
are not necessarily skilled in those areas, and yet we are mandat-

ing things to some of those highly qualified professionals that we
have in the agencies

That is where my concern comes, and that is what I am looking
for there, is to what kr ml of havoc that wreaks in the science com-
munity as a whole

Dr PAt'i I agrr.e if t fiery is a problem we ought to find a way to
I ix that problem, collectively find a way,

The second part of -your question about Congress mandating, I
speak out of rm own experience and observation that when the
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nation has held ont..,grand goals that require scientific and techni-
cal achievement, somehow we respond to them.

My own experience has been primanly in atomic energy one way
or another. In the early fifties we had a national policy of nuclear
deterrence. Those of us who were working within the system in
how to India: weapons materiel had a very clear and compelling
mission tu make inure, more safely at lower cost. A lot of good sci-
ence was stimnlated back then.

In the midfifties there was a peacetime atomic energy program. I
think the scientific community just responded in a grand manner.
AM kinds of things, came out. The applications in medicine, and in
agiiculture, and industrial testing and gauging, which still exist
and are largely unseen All the attention now is diverted to the nu-
clear powerplants, which were a part of it, too.

In the sixties there was the spacCprogram. Many good things
came out or that. As Dr Patel said, you can't foresee in advance
where those things are going to lead. TheS capture the imagination
and people relate their own ideas to those grand goals.

In the early seventies I think we had an opportunity, but it kind
of fizzled. ,ind that was the whole ehergy business, to really make
this Lount,-; more independent in energy. Some good things started
tu hap[an In our institution we tried to do things, and it just kind
of went a little flat

It is very important I think that in every period of our society
tlwre be a few of those gland goals that call on the scientists :and
the ngineers to respond I think there is a role for Congniis in
that, to conceive and support those kinds of things.

Mr WALKER I hay e just been reading recently some people who
are suggesting., some people from the scientific community and
-,(1na' bum the futurist community, who are suggesting that the
high hontier, the high road is exactly the kind of goal that we
ought to outlaw for the nation because that moves to that kind of
thinking. Woukl you tend to agree?

Dr. 1:Ata.. I certainly would.
Mr WALKER Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. (1oRK. Thank you.
Let me say I also agree we ought tu be setting some imaginative

to 1.vork toward I think we missed the boat in abandoning
some of those goals,

Dr Paul, have this unique corporation that doesn't have
any stockhoklers.

Dr PAUL. Correct
Mr GoRf.: flow does the absence of stockholders make your pri-

ority ,etting much easier, or does it?
l'At i. We say that gives us both tlw right and the obligation

to be indeperilent and objective in um contribution.to science and
tek.hnulogy We should nut be behokkn tu sonw party for other
t han scientific and technical reasons.

In our own internal process of selecting what we work on, we
der you again to tlw idea of intet nal research and development.

To -amplify it, we can think of it in our organization as three
levels 1 thmk it comeith,s quite closely with what Dr. Patel de-
scribed

A
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At the smaller working level, in our case the research and devel-
opment department, that may be IOU to 200 people. The manager
of that department has limited discretionary funds at his or her
disposal. They use those funds generally in a time span of a few
months to I or 2 years, looking out. It is a fairly safe kind of thing
to explore.

At the next level of management, which is the labbratory, and
that may be 500 to 3,000 people, there is discretionary money that
is controlled by a process that includes the inputs from, lielow but

also that higher management judgment. In this system they are
looking at several years to maybe 4 or 5 years out.

At the institute level, our total corporation, we have about I per-
cent of our total .attivities' that we stimulate with discretionary
money We are trying to look at three to ten years out

You can't really apply strict cost benefit analysis to that for the
reasons that have been discussed. If this is research and explora-
tion. vou don't know where it is going to go, the payoffs may be
completely unforeseeable. you are operating at a considerable
extent on faith in particular people and faith in the soundness of
particular ideas. You place your investments in them and then you
try to stay with them long enough to see whether your faith is jus-
t ined.

I think it is a pistake for any institution to try to take a basic
research investment today and tre it to some economic payoff 5 or
10 years down the stream. Those things diffuse, disperse. and pay-
back comes in many different ways.

Mr. GORE. Dr. Patel, on the same question, your parent corpora-
tion of course has more stockhoklers than any other, if I am not
mNtaken. You seem to be attributing your remarkable success in
part to the fact that there is a clear separation between your ac-
counting department and your scientific research choices.

Is that correct?
Dr PATEL. That is correct at a microlevel. It is not correct tit-the

macrolevel because in a definite sense we have a mission. The. re-
search at Bell Laboratories (1oes have a mission. and that is to sap-
port the technology that has been chosen by our parent institution
as being the right one for products, services, or whatever may be

tlw case This mission provides the broacl focus for the Bell Labs
research

Within this area of' broad focus, the mission of say for example
solid-state physics. chemistry. computer sciences, the choices of
which directions to take. what projects to support. where'we thak
there are going to be payoff's; those, kinds of decisions .are left to
technical managenwnt at Bell Laboratories.

Asl)r 'Paul.mentioned. we can justify the correctness of' our de-
cisions only many years after something has already happened by

saying something has worked. I think our record in a sensy speaks
tor itself The long-term imestment Iras paid off, and it has paid off
hamisonwly .

As long as we 'continue to have excellent peolile and good manag-
ers. I think we will be able to assure our stockholders and our
parent organizatiop that the money that they-ut into us will be
well spent and the knowledge that is gatherea from that money

k
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will create mid -,uppott the new technology that will be here ten
years from now.

Mr. GORE. As both uf you ma) know, your appearance here today
is the last part of a much longer hearing that started earlier. We
had originally N4anted you to come then, and I think our sched-
ule I forget how it deelopedbut I want to ask you to comment
on the larger questions)that has,e been addressed by people who
hae different antage points on this process, the larger question of'
how the country selects its research and development priorities.

There is an eident erosion in the public support for the scientif-
ic research entet prise, which I think is unfortunate This adminis-
tration has said, as I noted in my opening statement, that we can't
,itly longer afford as a country to increase our commitment to re-
search and deelopment, that there has to be a decline. They go
further to sa:r that that is OK because it won't hurt the scientific
enterprise even if we do reduce our support for it.

I disagree ith those two statements very strongly. Do you, Dr.
Paul?

Dr Pm i.. I certainly disagree with the idea that the fraction of
our national resources, GNP, budget, howeer you want to charac-
terize it. can clecrease without harming our welfare. I think the sci-
entific tesearch and technological development is the wellspring
from whkh our future comes.

Mr Goki.. Well, what about the notion that it ought to fluctuate
according to the ut rent economic trends 4ind how much we think
we can afford in a giN en budget year? Do you think that is a short-
sighted approach? Do OU think that is a kading question?

Dr. PAL i. I hearyxactl the same question inside Battelle. When
we are haNing hard times, should N% e tighten up on our long term
research

I think t'N vr,!,bod;, has to share in the sacrifice, but it should not
be cut to the point that we reall cannot recmer in a reasonable
tone The surger) is reall,v a few people, it, is individuals, and if
Not, cut then, off and the,v go off and do something else, then they
are out of touch, they are not abreast with their counterparts in
Russia or Germany or Japan, and we will fall behind.

Mr SHAMANS/0 I would like tu point out to the chairman and to
tlw panel that w hen we talk about the limits, that times are tough
for the Fedetal Goernment, that is very much a matter of choice.

,tn to haNe billions for subsidizing things like excess produc-
tion of milk ptoducts. We hae billions for tobacco subsidies. I don't
want to tread on any toes, Mr. Chairman--

Mr. Goitk. You just did.
Mr SHAMANSI0. I realize that. But N% e have to be careful when

we talk about w hat we hae and N% hat we don't have available. One
of the basic decisions is and eNer person's interest is special to

so I am not going to knock special interest per se, but we
shookIn't confuse here the idea that tliis Goernment, this country
doe.tn't have available fumls.

.111 %. t are talking about is tlw allocation of the funds and the
onpot tame we put on thetn because we have billions that we are

throwing to certain classes of people to maintain them in
piogiams that gut estaUlished 50 years ago in the depression and
are simply just rolling along, no changes at all.
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Mr GORE, Dr Patel, did you want to comment?
Dr. PATEL. Yes. I thmk what we as a nation face here in the next

10 years or so is a real challenge from our industrial overseas part-
ners and competitors. Japan and Europe. If you want to stay ahead
in technology, we have got to stay also ahead in R&D that supports
It

In my opinion, there are techniques by which one can speed up
the process of use of R&D and make it pay off faster than what we
as a Nation do. We have not fallen behind in science and research
and development. The place where we are falling behind is in the
coupling of R&D to industrial innovation.

That is where the real stress has to be put, to make sure that we
don't sever that link between research, development and industrial
mnovation. What I see happening is that for reasons which are all
too obvious to lots uf people, much of our industrial innovation is
incremental in nature. There is a real difference between incre-

elinektal improvement in a product and innovation leading to radi-
'call7 new products.

It is the latter orw that we are falling behind in because as a
nation we are not taking advantage of the R&D that we have. It
requires encouragement of investment in new technologies.

Mr. Goitii. The example of the video tape recorder I think is an
appropriate one to illustrate your point. That business is being
dominated by the Japanese. In fact, both here in the United States
and Europe we are witnessing a huge surplus and dramatic price
reduction on the first generation machines.

The technology was really invented here in the United States.
Yet, we did not take it to the market first. I think you are right in
pointing to that link. That is something that Bell Labs has been so
good at.

Do you agree with those who say that one of the main reasons
hy you have had such success is that you do have sort of a cre-

ative tension between product-oriented or process-oriented research
<md basic research, in other words, you have a broad mission but
that serves the purpose of giving you a goal to aim toward, yet you
also hae the freedom to humor those scientists who want to take a
tact that looks like it has nu relevance to the broad mission at all
in its early stages?

Dr PA rm.. I think that the phrase creative tension is a good one.
It is a creative tnsion that is brought aboat by a day-to-day inter-
act nm, 21 day-to-day interaction which leads to respect for the two
parts uf oui enterprise those who create knowledge and those who
apply knowledge Often, these are the same people. It is precisely
that da%-to-day interaction in terms of free flow of ideas, free flow
of infin indt loll, and very importantly, free flow of people back and
lot th between research and development, which facilitates the con-
version of ideas into technology

Mr (lORE And the better setting of priorities.
Dr PA And leads to better setting of priorities.
Mr (lulu-. Maybe we can figure out a way to get that kind of cre-

ative tension working fin us in other aspects of the nation's re-
search enterprises

Lt me thank both of you for spending the morning with us and
contributing as 1.1, dl ciS o u have done to these heanngs I say

1 :
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..igain that you ale the last two witnesses in a more lengthy pro-
ceeding ilihich started before the October break We appreciate
your appearance here and again thank you.

With that, the subcommittees wilL stand Adjourned:
[Whereupon, at 12:03 p.m. the subcommittees adjourned.]

1
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APPENDIX I

n(E CONCFPT OF SCIENTIFIC CHOICE: A BRIEF
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Bruce L. R. Smith*

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California

Problems of choice among different allocations of

scientific effort hive hecome a subject of concern to

all societies. The developing nations face a series of

urgent decisions about what kinds of research effort

and educational institutitn, to support in order to stim-

ulate a rapid rate of social and economic development.

the indu,tritlized nations, particularly as they reach

the stage of "big science,"1 have found that difficult

choices arise with respect to allocation of resources

among different branthes of scientific activity and also

in determining the extent of society's support for science

relative to other destrable,social activities. lhe

scientific cormunity can no longet be regarded as an

autonomous enclave comfortably insulated from the larger

so, ill context. Governments have a vital stake in the

pcogrtss of sctence and technology and, like other

activities thit insolve substantial public expenditures,

Any view expressed in this paper are those of the

author They should not be,interpreted as reflecting the
view:: of Ilie RAND Corporation or the official opinion or
policy of any of its governmental or prAvate research
sptut,ols. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corporation
as a toot te.y to members of its staff.

Cli«` illd it boology must operate within some general

frame,rk of public accountability.2

the pressing need ti make discerning use of scientific

and te,mologi,a1 resources has given rise to a series of

:1,ot. to let o cia o Con( ept of "scientific choice." The

put,,,se t111-, p to put ,ent a brief review of that
r Ito; e t '.A.;y;e,t some posstble 1 ines for future

r, irth.

1 I

Ivin M Weinberg's two articles on "Criteria for

ientific choice" pr,vide a convenient starting point for

the dt,,,usst m. 3 Although not the first to write on the
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suh)ec t , Weinterg has tcrsented one of the most comprehen-
sive approaches to questions of scien fit choice and his
articles have done much to give the debate the widespread
interest it niw enloys. In his first artic le, Weinberg
begins by noting that the current era of rapid expansion
in sc lence budgets is coming to an end. Support for
science has reached the point where it is politically
visible and where there wi 11 be pressures to rationalize
and jastify the pattern of expenditures. Whereas in a

period of rapid growth choice could be more easily avoided,
choice has become essential in a period of critical srutiny
of science budgets and growing pressures on available man-
power resources. "As a practical mat ter," he conc ludes ,
'we cannot really evade the problem of scientific choice.
I t thos, engaged in science do not make choices, they wi 1 1 be

ade onsh w cv the Congressional Appropriat ions Committexs
and t.y t eau of the BudgAt , or corresponding bodies

ot her g 'Vertu' ent ."
Thus the problem becomes one of formulating some

...Ica le of va hies which might help estab 1 ish priorities
among SCien t it lc I le Id, so that important choices are
not lef t solely to po I itica 1 bargaining and maneuver.
The most di t tic u 1 t and important choices, he recognizes,
wi I l ot ten liwo incocrensurab 1.6 -- choices among
dist inc t t i, Ids ot ic t ivi ty "whose only common charac-

teri,,t 1.< is that th..v all &Nye support trot:, the
4.:yer anent . Acc a-A , he proposes three set:: 01

teria t 0 5 i st choi,A. on these di I t icult quest ions.

lb' crit, ia are ",,c lent f ac mer it," "technologica 1
%al mer ." "Te, hnological merit" is

I 1 1 `.t 114fit tot., cid, rr, rig :manly to a ba Ian«.

1. tw. re',e irch coSts and pr ospec tivo returns which
soc let y ccqi id hope to red ii ze f rom investment in various
t I 10, The "sc Lent I f ic meri t" concept Ic more di f f icu I t ,

h e t 111, 11+,1, 15 wi 01 a s "riprness" ara
Int r n I 5 o ;It 1; I p: 'O.' An int erest ing ijature of

lent it it ,ner t" cow ept , howevei , is the
rt 51C rest, important ly on the extent to

t , 1/' xl 1 its IIf Sf. 1, nt f

, 11 i ccxi it t: {nu pt i se . "t>o< ia

mer: t" is a ht 1,1 and elust.,e Locu.upt. h ccc 11115 C11(11

pcit Id 11 a 1 -1111 01,1d. rations as nat Iona pi ige ,

h. :It 0, We I t I: tory power. U. inherg po( eeds
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to e'ca-nne the we t e f ields aising these
three sets of criteria. A fund.unental assumption is
that a field Mould rate highly on more than one set
of r i teria to deserv e. large-scale publ ic support. In

his ew, -olecular oy iates hi.t in all three
f` y physi k s S pciheps somewhat ocer-

rate,d, and space ie`,Cereh has little merit by any
stinciard.

it his second article, "Crite ria for Scientific
e IL -The Two Cul t,ires," Weinberg sets himself

the broader quest ion what criteria can society use
in dec i ding how ocoic h t an alio( ate to science as a
whole, rather than to co -peting activities such as
education, social security, foreign aid and the like?
flre f irst step, Weinberg argues, is to reject the notion
ot "science as a whole" as a misleading idea. For

budgetary purposes, there should be a clear separation
between bas i .nce and that science which is supported
as a means to further other endl desired by society. In

this way, much of what is now r.garded s support for
science could be more sensibly,considered as competing
for resources with other activities that' might further
desired social objectives. For example, suppose we
wished to control the population of India and had certain
resources atour disposal for that end. A number of

possibilities are open. supporting research of various
kinds, buying and distributing contraceptive devices,
arranging for some monetary incentive to induce Indian
women to use birth control, and so on. The various means

would be evaluated in terns of their likely contribution
to the goal of population control; if research were
decided on, it should be reckoned as an overhead cost
incurred in the proceS's of achieving population control:-
Thus "the sq.eriitific work tha't goes toward solving this
problem ought to compete .for money with alternative,

-non- sclera i tic means of controlling the growth of
population in India rather than with the study of, say,
the genetic code."6 Weinberg wou1:1 caution against
"overselling" the potential contribution of scientific
research to the solution of practical problems: He

would also like to see government agencies continue to
support a good deal of mission-oriented basic research
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t or no oth. Y rya .in than tO enhance 0 productivity
,f the applied resear(h). But the separation for

tary purpose of basic: resea:ch from applied research
an: a n-i,nted basic rc:search would have one over-

t-I t !vintag it WOO Id (mist Ica I ly reduce the size

t ii, n, birdgi-t (and hem. e, presumab ly , reduce the

t 1 1+111 t v" of public support f
sr

if ...eve:, chi, still leaves the knotty question of
r in be used to justify large-scale public

at "pr.: " tent i C research which Cannot be

t ai . pia trial end. First W, Inberg examines the

alteirit.Le ..iltural-aesthetic justif ication, which
! hi t the an logy between support for

r tint ,r art ist ic activity. He f inds this

iii wi p )t,nt la I I y fru i t ful approach. Pure

ar t alike in many ways and in the value
I. .ind a plausible case might be made

tI gi it . rp,,ar t for sc fen, since art receives
a .i. ...,at -ruppart wiri<h is unavailable to

B.' II, r. t . this approach in favor of the
pr . 1 1 a I t o r nat i vi of j CPA 1 ty ing basic science

r it charge on the societv's entire technical
-- in a., ies,rynt which s, ems appropriate

1." I ral ind indirect sort of wa,1", such
is ted everitiIlly to contribute to

1, as a whole "' Until and unless
. r s the sophistication to appreciate science
ii it3 syn ri:ht. Weinberg rcrains skeptical/ that the

;ustit icition can provide a basis Tfor support
". le- which w dt be in both sc ience1 s and society' s

I" .. Thus in Weinher4's approach applied
as an o',.erhead charge,.on the tasks

, f .rtt . r t.),11: science is
I in rri rho rd charge on the miLon-related

11,1 rIn, `3,C Ioncv can be viewed as a

r" i ! or soAil capita cost on che entire

S notable tor its understanding
.1 r rt I r.( ,n that non-sc Lent f ic

1 i . <mrit lezit imate Iv ent or into important
',I society's supp,irt for '.cience. Ile was in
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rt ,1 - ti.
c.irrr.nit'v to c ensider se ientif 1_ _r

proinc, of ,cientistS
Lar r, for rept. na.:1 irv put forth 3
'1 et tne Republic of Sc r Ow inter-

infoti.r, th r hers of the hi rh od re,elt
mra ritional choice, than oald Inv consciou.

et: ect dirt or guide sci. tr m the outside. 8

c, etitio fairs, in Polanyi's view, are best left CO
therm. : c and to the informal workings

of the s" tent corr i.nity. For "any attempt at guidin.t
sc lent if lc rcse Arch toward a purpo other than it ; own
Is an att,--.pt to del lect it from the advancement ot

,nce" -- and an att rpt that. is bound to be se If-
t lens "ean adv only by essential ly

unpr. dictabl _ st ps.... You can kill or mut ilate the
711, ince of ;,elence, you cannot shape it."9 Polanyi kites

th fai luxe of .,,,u British efforts to guide or co-
or nat. uni..er,sity si.nce during the past several decades
as 1 >tar evidene, confirming hi > thesis. Although

.... Pal an: Inherit positions differ ratner sharply
in import Ant ri sp<, th, two are in generally

-( Aching tl, pr eier with a ;ries of specifying some
r t > or standard of judgment that would

pr cr,r-pre H.r , frarework for considering quisi. ions
0. sc 1:1,_ ,i,oticc. The y- tend to assure, .in other word,' ,
th th-r.. big problcm of scientific choice, the
0.1 lenge ia , n: to degu.se the right principles or

ocedures to serve as a general guide to choice.
John Maddox s "Choice and the ,Sc ic Cammun

the gener ,ippra ot Polanyi , but he takes
A with P,SI .01,,,ever v points, 10 He does

not think of scienc.. as inevitably consisting ot a decen-
tralized and ii:agriented net.ork of sub-disciplines with

ttion possible only between scientists
in. ne,..w,ta le H. ,u0g, that "it is
to ti,irik if planning what ray be described a-. a balanced
-.tr "' Pns.:o.tr 54, 7,-nt of science," and issues a

A 1 p ,< lissions and "Intel lectua
." I TIt 1 it 1)1.1,t. 0.1tA
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ind reach decisions on question, of scientific allocation.
II

Maddoi reviews some of the, historical evidence on the use

sf gimmittees to encourage support of neglected scientific ,

field. in Britaift, Ind emerp'as wIth a much more favorable

view than polanvi's of tne u,efulness of such a device.

ase of "a great many more ad h , committees may be an

i-portant way to rend, "a balanced juchmient on questions

the 179.pr:ince that should be attached, in a country

1e Britain, to high-energy nuclear physics, space
012

re ;earch, or o,:ean -graphs,.

Al ing r Atter dif ferent line ; , C. F. Carter in , is

"Th. Di,tri ,att in of Effirt" pr tposes an

ec criterion to guide scientific choice.° Writing

:r i tne bac'.c r 'und ot An econ,-Ist, Carter :ests that a

way t ) AporAach the proolem is to pose the question:

kind if distribution of scientifis effort will most

et le ct 1 Jel tmrease the flow of t.ealth9 In turn, this

hr Al quest . n _In hr ,Kt n dA,un into r6re manageable

sub-lutsti al; which can be analy,!ed with some precision

and wuich ref lect a country's peculiar ptoblems. In

case, the rn. r need is to e \nand ecports (or to

find ,uh,titates for import0. "The examination of what

1.4o ,niw ah Aut tne pattern of e,ports or twent y years

ahe id," tnen , can provide "a start.ng point for sclentific

p)licy Bv seing these questions about the long-term

pr rzrct, of Brit ish eitporti (and about substitution for

imp irt,) it woill, I think, be possible to reach some

c nc Iasi ins, fir.t. about applied research and d, .rment,

then abiat t.''e pure reearch which feeds into it, and

finally ab.,ut the forms of training needed to support this

re se tr,_ h." Carter's approach clearly presents some sharp

c,ntrast with the views ldvancod by Weinberg, PolanYi.

and \laddo.i. Despite di ,erences in trientation, the

other au)r.; accer,t the well-being and advance of

itielf ai a basic "given" which must bulk large

t ) ,cient.'..c choice . Although he tec )g-

ttlze. th it i narn s a -atter of pilicv may wi:h "to

ir.dert Ike pur, rese Arch beyond what can be given a brJad

e ,t1 justiSicat. n by it. ulti-ate application,"I)

Ctrter gener All rvvet , erf s Nnd ewluates

icint i ef : ,rts ter-, ot their c mtrilmtl"a to a

nati,n'; ec3n.-11c, uelfare. Agiin, houevet , there is with

Ctrter concern for diseoveriag a genera' formula to

.0 )-e irderl 1 way r ) evalulte ccientifiL choices.
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Ill

These studies have all added useful insights into the
difficult conceptual problems in'questions of scientific

,Lse, sa-le of the i-portant issues have been clarified,
aM there is-a vastly more sophisticated basis for
discussion. In a sense, however, these studies may have
attempted to do too.much. In structuring the problem of
scientific choice as though it could be "solved" by
discovering rhe right approach; they have oversimplified
the alternatives and failed to separate out aspects of the
problem that are lOgically distinct.

Weinberg, for example, in his first article has not
attempted to specify what sort of "trade-offs" might be
involved among his respective criteria. Further, his
concrut of .ocial merit is so general as to be non-
operational. In fairness, it must be admitted that it is
difficult to part with this.elusive social merit concept,
unsatisfact ry though it may be. Something like broad

s)cial merit perhaps must figure in various issues of

scientific choice. But it seems appropriate to ask that
the constituent parts of "social merit" (i.e., national
prestige, power, ecc.) be spelled out and analyzed in
greater detail," and an effort made to assess what
weight should be given to such factors in what kinds of

dec is ions.
Weinberg's second article, though an ingenious effort

ta make a politically persuasive case for the support of

science, might lead to a situation where we were doing the
right thin;s for the wrong reasons. It is all right to
nile part of society's support for science under )a more

pr v:tio 11 label so long as the mission-oiiented agencies
tae i tu ) id view of what research 15 relevant to their
concerns. But wbt would happen if they became disillu-
sioned with the role of scientist as wizard and adopted a
e,t riot-Ivy detiniti.n Of relevance? Or if budgetary

t 0,e cut,, in the vulnerable parts
c_i.zice ileitis night suffer the same

fate as their sponsoring agencies.17 In

strz t Ike arr mint q political realities, Weinberg

'nay -fw t or in the air;,ction of catering to
curr.-nt irritinialitiL,, in AfiL.al indsi-:opu ar attitudes

He W.. al'', hace :att. A-ea a note of
,ing.alacuisne ,s mui the debate which c -aid boomerang

c-/
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18
over the longer run. In the end, there may be no sub-

stitute for the sophiticated public understanding of

science watch Weinberg regards as unlikely to be achieved

in th. niar future.

Carter's economic approach mieht be helpful in

clartlying choices about whit s,rt oi applied technol)ey

and industrial R&D a nation should to.ter, but it is

clearly less applicable in other areas. Priorities of

effort among basic research fields, for example. or

decisionii on specific projects or individuals to support

with basic rewarch funds, are problems which do not lend

themselves ea.illy to traditional cost benetit analyses.

Polanyi, on the other hand, may be correot'llin

insisting on the autonomy of science as a communttv of

pr,ieisionali in certain siheres, and in assertiiig the

co,ILunity's right to make certain kinds of decisions

without ,Kitside interterence. -Tudgments on the Scientific

merit at Indi/Ithills, the value of research proposals

within 41ven basic reseirth iields, and operational

questlins c.noirning h)w research proieets are to be

carried alt are e-imples oi matter, that are probably best

left to the scientist; the-seives. Polanvi's guild

spidicallit approach, however, breaks down when one leavs

the realm of pure science and enters that of applied tech-

11,1 ,gy The kind of debate by whicn research priorities

are argied out within pure science is clearly inadequate

a, a meins for reaching decisions on what lines of tech-

nologteil development to pursue. Inevitably, comnercial

considerations are %v -)lved here. At any rate, it is

unrealistic to etpect that society will not insist on some

vilce io areas wheie epensive developmenta'l activities

are financed wholly or in part by public Tunds. PoLonvi's

appraach in general fails to appviciate that society's

chief contact with science is through technology, and that

;,, tot 'slig,r=lasuppo-t for science is conditioned to a

1:nt. int de'ree bv tle red or i-agined tectinological

t"1,14'It to f,llow frim scientific research.

'Ltd hi:'s analysis, althoueh he takes certain interest-

if* ,r, ,0H, et to the ,s-e

0 , riti, Aith,,lign he believes that it is

Ic t ) plan balanced stritegy for science's

i-ene, he continues to insist thit "decisions on

ent:fly policy" should be "determined by the long-term
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interests of science itseLf."11 Whatever plonning is

needed should be done by the scientists themselves through

intellectdil confrontations like those b% which scientists

e nit the -erit, t,zeir prop,.a1s within t'le academic

This i, the only way, Maddox '.uggests, to make wise

de:1,ifns on the allocatrm of scientific effort eit4yr in

tccnnology :%r ;sure science.
20

Mad4 ),. manifests an uncritical

faitn in the scientific community's ability to make

li.,-rning choaces on science policy and, in contrast to

We.noerg, see-s to have no'real conception of the political

context within which mal)r decisions involving science must

be -foe. To take obvious examples, society will hardly

c)n,ider it the scientific community's exclusive province

to decide how Lirge the'research and development budget

will be, the extent of society's support for applied

tec'inology A3 against pure science, the allocation of

effort between space exploration, desalination projects, or

research on the techn.1 at urban trinsport. These arc

in imoortant part value it il decisions, although

/ iny,lye in understanding of the te(hnical possibilirie

and is such accuiptibla inevitably must play a

pr,minent role.

Moreover, studies in'the sociology of, science have

e-,t1hliihed [hit the "scientific community" does not

strictl: acc,rding to a inlet of: rerfect

etfti-n in the clas.ical econ,,1c wnse. There are

"difeise," if scien,.e. olizirchies and internal power

cli,tcr; hised on aif., and ,t.ta, distinc.tions, and per,onal

and institatimnal vested interest; that syste-aticallY bias
21

t!le deLlifin Arg,:rents for 1,?aving ,:ecisions on

ien.e woring,, of the "scientific

mufwv" haze. turthorre, suffered frn An

inability to attich in op,rit.ufal definition to that

r:micept. 22

Wkt "Me Griph ,It7 it cgenti:10

A ,t ,..',<tVri.ic," the debate s.eems to enter a new

,in ,rt int step oi stres Aing

r ii i. eve, Ind 1110 1 t iii T1J1 Contets

Wh,re ch,1_,: in s,ientiti.: et: ,rt muit be made. Hence it

is chimerical t i fimr.e that there 'is a single big proolem:

1'. 9
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of scientific choice. niere is inevitably a multiplicity

of problems of choice and piurality of criteria to guide

choice. "Unless some particular administrative context is

specified, questions about 'scientific choice become

essentially indeterminate, for it is the exigencies of the

specific context which impose particular criteria of choice."24

Or again: "...it is the very demand for a single overall

'order of merit' that lands discussions of science policy in

confusion."
25

It follows that the quest for a comprehensive

"solution" should be abandoned, and our attention should

instelb be focused on a range oe component problems

contained within the amorphous general heading of

"scientific choice." It is on the more manageable issues

that analytical studies might be expected to make an

rtant contribution. In short, what.is required is

"4 clearer Ind crisper vision of the questior:S actually

ac 1;:ue in the formulation and administration of a

scion e p,Ilcv."26 T)ulmin attenpts to provide some

guideline; bi di,.tingul,hing four categories of research,

and 1,:ggests sme con.ideratiorri relevant to choice

within etch citegory.

Toul-In's approach clear; thy air of some troubling

pr,ble-,s (by declaring them t) he nol-ar,nle.ns) and tharts

t pith that c0u1d be promisin.; in future research.

-nhapni17, ,ough he clarifies a number of difficult

p,lat,, r'llnin adds ,J7v confasi)ns of his own. In

soelling iut t pradti.ial i7plications of his reasoning

in- the field )t public administration, he enunciate, a

neril principle of rrganizition which be believes

"holds in the administration if scientific affairs as

finnlv as it dok.i in the rest of the public serviee:.27

11,,, is the principle that the structure of department3

ind idvisary corsnittees "should b o ordered that, ac-

every point, decisions have to be taken between

c,--ensara'Ae alternatives."28 in most'areas of public

1,14 ,tritl II, Toul%in asserts, this genera principle

is ,gnlaed. and "orgini...atimial strictures have

been developed which faithfalli reflect and discriminate,

ditferent governrental functions to be performed."29

A. a sti.e.nent 0! hi it fact this assertion is.

rnlo 1,1x. IC 1, a great sir,plifieation to suggest
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th4t govern-ent funet t v i al ly been ossitned t
organizati wits on the baas t sor,-, the ,r/
honozeneitv. Dei,irt-zent orginizat ion reflect, .-ore the
ipTa t various "ecological" fact rs. such as cri,es

..1 pot)ul it fl trend., econ I_ ,rces, Ind the
po lc il alignment 3 which gr /40.. .1 rest 1:

gavernnent organizati )n is apt t have a rather disorderly
aprearance and a d.'iI t tv that bv.ir lit tc resen-
blance to notions of a:,stract l t the is ,in:lent of
lune c

:lore ir,portant rflects a serious
rliiconeept .11 toe nature ot th p licy pr The

dec L s tan-riaker . exce;,t pernaps at the lowest levels of
pr>grxtred activity. inhabit.. a multl-obieztive universe.
Th. 1,1p.rt nit througtout the administrative

involve an intricate balancing of confl icting objec
tt:es;. Rare :3 the circumstance when choice can be made
on the bast. a angle c 1. ir objective handed down from
at> ,ve. The ,e 1-11. s ot pol icy foriat ion and adminis-
trative ac tion 1.7-plies e,ntinua I refinement of stated
objectiVeS ,p1s: f,,rn111,1:1011 ,)1 new objectives. Thus it is
its leading to suggest that "in a well-structured adminis-

t 11, Oh. t .113..1., 13" V", iie,n111.1 i contzat
an. r it a,, r-')or he: 3'

The choice we ' involve buying a transport rather than
t'aer f i)thter-b ,-tor -- or considering whether it is

d s i rabic to buy at -- depending on other Object Ives
being 30,Ight thr >oeti the instrumental objective Of a
fighter-boT-ber.

Toulmin's preni le hiro into sorre curious blind
Ite observes , in tone ot genuine surpriae, that

in the :3tates the "Nati ,nal Ayr-In:lad, es attd
Ad-siniitrati .fl ht . been given S.tti the auth,rity and the
^eans to alter su5st int:ally the national di vi i of

eff 3rt as between (saY) indistrial developTent, defense
z.nt I. 1.0 11- 111.,C0 t t heing a purely
itr ive agen t is t th It L-(tent a political

, 11.,ncv t politi.!al de, 1.: ; The inter-inglin!
,f p and .ad-iint ,tr it n hi C ) WIdeiV

in tR Lun tr n't literature that
s it n i.ot 1 ; r Tniii dY on

auggest s^ d between 'technical" nd
2,-e He implies t`i it t'e latter should

b.: lett tO ,.; iutnart ties , tnat scientific
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advisory cormi t tees sh PIN insider c ireful ly formulated
"technical" questions. Clearly, this is an unrealistically
rigid distinction when one considers science's pervasive
irr,4V at all levels of -s)dern g )..ernrent.

One is reminded A now di ,2rethted not nis that used .

t/ c r.ind som attention in tratming about defense policy
fs.ies, "Political" deckions were thowht tl involve

sach luest ions as the )veral 1 livel of the defen e budget
and a broad statement of strattigic objectives, Then

"technical" judgments would determine haw to pursue the
brod goals most efficient ly and purchaw the most "defense"
,r the dollar This line of thourght as:a:tied that general-

ities like "defense" and "deterrence" were cleat-cur goals
that coul'd be maximized at given budget levels, and
ignored the ,_onstant interplay between expert and politica 1
judment th it often refines ,,tated ob jectives and generates

)3new poll,: goals. Toulmin's view, in similar fashion,
constru, an uti fici ally hi6 barri er between the rea Uzi

ttsoit 0 te, expert ise. The view

wou1.1 ... in th irtant ch , ices in sc ience policy to
hjgi. b int ,tt, vii u( pref erence. the pol icymaker's
rale- if -tnsr -ent . Ind would unnecessarily

t'le role of te,, nsu ea 1 expert Ise rn clarc tfng
th vi t ii AnhivtlC,ii st,adies and techn Leal

pert I ,e mo,t 1-yortant pr,ble.ss would be di a ;.

credi fed leg= ft, sate int 111' p .re rt a I.

of !...iltle i : 'p ilittcaL" sn, inhabited slolely by

the p .11 t to Thas in a settge Toulmfn s ana Lysis leads

us bac', to t e at ot the deboite. Weinberg

had rec sgnioed that the rea I I Lcult cholees to sc Itsnee

p.0 i ins). Ovo ensqrables -- how to alloe lac
I tene.e where there ire no c Icor 31..111(11rd.

ot n and pid,rnent hetween di f ferent I iclds ot
activi tv. %...int,erg (right ly) saw the probltm as one of
tr./. ng t e t e h is.es. for deci.,i more explicit , and

0 o l',iVI ii lpIt Int Choi rep on icieme policy solely to
,t the poll t teal process.

In fairness t owever. it sh'uld he poloted
0 it t'. It he ... re og igainst certain fe itures ot BrIt ish
,re m,ii it ! a o 14 pce whtch hove tended to insulate

res..eal, a act 'W.:. ,"1 et lii t 1ie political direction.
';.`e",..1 a lit t le um. ,rst.irt itile wi th s
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f7Mulation. He goes on to applaud U.S. organization

f r scientific advice at the White House level -- the

)President's Science Adviso4y Commitcee,(PSAC) and the

'Office of Science and Technology (DST) advisory apparatus.

For "tneir advice smrves. not to suoolant the ultimate

political decisiOns, but co make them better-informed."34

Still, Toulmin's analysis onlS, begins to probe the major

dimensions of the larger task he.outlines: the need for

"a clearer and crisper vision of the questions actually

at issue in the formulation and administration of a

scienme policy

v

What would BC some salient elements of this "clearer

and crisper vision?" First, it seems important to make.a

distinction between a national policy for science ana

issues of science in policy. Thu former involves the

development of policies for the management and support of

the national scientific enterprise, the strengthening of

the country's basic science potential, and the selection

and evaluation of substantive scientific programs. The

latter refers to political or administrative issues which

are influenced strongly by technical considerations, and

hence 'the question arises of the appropriate insLtutions,

procedures, and policies for relating scientific advice

to the policy process, This distinction is now fairly

well-established in the Literature, and it is a useful

'one provided it is'nec' carried too far.35 For, as Harvey

Brooks points out, an exciting scientific proposal rn';'),

become an important foreign policy tool and,'eonversely,

a political problem may lead directly to expanded govern-

ment support for certain areas of scientific research.36,

It is probably also.crue chat science has become a major.

concern of society, and has' received massive public

support, 'only because scientific activities occasionally

may have dramatic implications for national policy,

especially in such areas as defense, health, transport,

communications, and economic growth. Indeed, developments

in science and technology provide one of the basic "eco-

logical" factors which give rise.to government activity.37

Thus ultimately the distinction collapses.

17-968 0 - 83 - 13 1 0 )

r'
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Yet taking the distinction between sCience in poli'cy

and policies for the support of science as an analytic

point of departure, it may be possible to help clarify

some of the important questions actually at issue in the

formulation of a science policy. Consider first the role

of scientists and technologists in broad policy fon..ition.

There,have been relatively few detailed studies of the role

played by scientists in important policy decisions,38 and

it seems fair to say that there is no generally accepted

"theory" on how scientists should figure in the policy

process. Some studies have argued that ehe scientist's

influence in the policy process stems from his special

status -- his "apolitical" character -- which enables him

to introduce new perspectives unfettered by an allegiance

to thestraditional rules of the political game.39 Other

studies stress that scientists cannot play a responsible

or effective role in the-Ipolicy" process unless they

recognize that they are in the battle and not above it,

and acquire a thorough understanding of the mores of the

political syst qm.4° Some observers seem willing to go

farther and io regard the relationship between scientist

and policymaker as simply a §pecial case of the familiar

problem of expert and golitician.41

, In general, the arguments in favor of scientists par-

ticipating.responsibly in the policy process within 'the

mores of Ame4ica's pluralist politics appear the more

persuasive. But this sort of observation only,begins to

suggest the wide range of questions that remains to be

studied. If scientists participate responsibly in policy

formation, does this imply a damaging interruption of the
*

scientific career? What will this do to science?. How

will government organization be afgecLzd by the extensive

participation of qcientists in po0tormation at all
,Y

levels? If it is true that advising may become a full-

time chore, will we have to consider some way to change
ay

institutional policies and personal attitudes so that many

scientists can expect to serve a "hitch" as advisors

without losing their academic (industrial) positions'or

fatally damaging their careers? What should.be the apprO-

priate "mix" between persons with scientific training

within the formal goyernment structure and the telaporary
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scientific advisor brought in from the ourSide? Is it

useful to thil0444wt defining a more formal code,of

behavior to govern the selection 'and use of scientific

adv.isors instead of the present rather ill-defined system

of informal understandings? Or would such an effort

unwisely limit the policymaker's and the advisor's freedom

of action? Are there criterp that can measure the

"success" of current scientific advisory practices in any

public policy area?

This ).ist, I think, provides a rough approximation of

some of the larger questions at issue in the scientist's'

role as adVisor. How might some ofthese questions be

tackled in an operational sense? One area that comes.to

mind at once as a likely candidate for further research is

the work 'of the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC)

and its network of committees. Research could build on

previous studies of PSAC operations,42 and might teach us

a great deal about what is involved in high-level science

advising; As a confidential arm of the President, there

will clearly be some limits to what aspects of PSAC opera-

tions can become subject to research and open discussion.

But it should be possible to learn'more about the past

membership of PSAC, what branches of science, geograpbic

regions,43 and institutions they have come from, how they

have viewed their PSAC experience, what effect it may,have

had on their careers, what sorts of problems they'have

addressed, and their relationship.to the traditional .

departments and operating agencies.

A relatechtopic that might be fruitfully explored is

the role that the Office of Science and Tedhnology (OST)

has played, since its inception in 1.262,
44.

in providing

advice to Congress. There has been a cdncern.in Congress

with the need for ade'quate scientific advisory facilities.45

It would be interesting to know more about how that need

has been served through the psT mechanism (and other

scientific resources.of the executive branch). Also, the

National Academy of Sciences' role in providing advice to

certain congressionaltcommittees.may warrant,study.
46

due

regard should be paid in such inquiry to thelikelihood of

(ins c chan es in congressional oversight of executive

action ongress hod substa'ntial advisory facilitie's of

sits own. There can be little doubt that congressional

toe

ar

v
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intervention in the executive decision-making stream would

be more persistent, detailed, andspervasive,if Congfess

could cap extensive expertise of its own.47 This could

have important implications for the American governing,,

system, and is an aspect of the prOblem frequently over- -

looked by advocates of greatly strengchened,congressional

staffing and advisory facilities.

In general, on thezpheory chat conceptual discussion

and empirical inquiry should go hand in hand, it would

seem useful co have many more case studies of how

scientists have actually figured in important policy

choices. We might then have a bettAr understanding of

whal qualities and kinds of background contribute to a

"successful" advisory role, the strengths and weaknesses

of different institutional arrangements, how co avoid

unusual conflict-of-interest situations, and other

problems of using scarce intellectual resources effectively

and responsibly in poliey formation. There is some good

sense in attempting co define che conditions chat make for

constructive use of scientific advice in policy formation, `

but an overconcern with logical neatness or administrative .

tidiness would miss the essenciaj point. The principal,

objective of a system of advisory services is not a clear

sctucturing of roles but rather a guarantee that signiIi-

cant problems and policy alternatives are constantly

thrown up for the policjelaker's consideration. An effec-

:tive system probably should include advice itom a number

of different points, some interested and some disinteresttd,

the advice sometimes paroahial and some'times broad in scope,

some sources concerned with the long-run and some with the

issues of the moment. Thus the need, to rationalize, not

revolutionize, our present peuralist system of scientific

advisory urvices should perhaps provide the relevant

framework to guide further inquiy in this area.

VI

Let us now shift che focus to policies for.the-sUp-

pore of science. We carried the debate above to the point

where the quest for "ale" right approach to questions of

scientific choice began to be called into question. The
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search ft,r general principles applicable to alt questions

of socieWs support for science seemed too ambitious an

undertaking. The problem was too amorphous; too beset

with conceptual difficulties, too many-faceted for any

strn4ghtforuard solution. A more promising airection for

future research seemed to be implied im Toulmin's cell

for proximate criteria to assist choice id specific well-

defined areas. Toulmin began to lay the basis for this

sort of analysis by defining dezgain categories of regearch

support and suggesting considerations that might be relevant

to choiCe within each category.

The most significane effort to date chat has'sought to

carry the: arialysis of scientific°choice beyond the-enurici-

ation of general principles isFthe recent report of a

National Academy of Sciences panel, Basic Research and

National Goals.
48 The report, done ac the request of the

House Committee on Science and Astronautics, may represent

something of a milestone in the provision of scientific

advicd to the Congress. The Academy was asked to address

itself to two broad questions:

I. What level of Federal support is needed to
maintain for the United States a position
of lWership through basic r6search in the
advancement of science and technology and
their economic, cultural, and military
applications?

2. What Judgment can be reached on the balance
of support now being given by the Federal
Government to48rious fields of scientific
endeavor, and on adjustments that should be
considered, either within eXisting levels
of overall support or under conditions of
incleased or decread overall,support?

' The task was delegated to a"special Panel on Basic

Research and Natpnal Goals under the chairmanship of

George B. Ristiakowsky. The panel included eight members

of the Academy's Committee on Science and Public Policy,

plus seven other representatives drawn from government

and industrial laboratories and the academic community.49

The panel chose not to presedt a unified report based on

a consensus of the memers' views, but instead presented

a.collection of independent but.supporting papers written

by the individual panelists. The result was a much more

useful review of the many difficult aspects of the subject

than one could expect from a unified committee document: P

Cl
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Most of the papers avoided any attempt o answer the .

COmmittee's questions directly in the terms thei were

posed; the panelists generally confin'ed their attention to

aspects,of the suSject which eaph felt to have some partic-

' ular relevancetfor the larger questions. A common theme

.sounded by most of the panelists,:however, was that the

system we have evolved to support science, whatever our

understanding of ics inner mechanisms, has given the

United States a pre-eminence in the scientific world.

Drastic.changes in the present system, therefore, should

be viewed with susgicion. The quest should be for marginal

adjustments in'present policies to Assure a continued United

States leadership in basic science.

The,papers iv Blinks, Rorsfall, Pfaffmann, and

Revelle examine the needs of particular fields of science --

ki.ology, medicine, the behavioral sciences, and the earth

sciences.5° Levels of support, manpower requirements, and

futUre needs are discussed in some detail. Three other

papers, by Kantrowitz, Teller, and Willard, are concerned

primarily with the relation between education and research.

Kantrowitz focuses on problems of strengthening the applied

physical sciences, hnd proposes a plan whereby qualified

government and industrial laboratories would share in the
.

'educational function by supervising thesis work by graduate

students on the premises. 51
Teller is similarly concerned

with the inadequate emphasis given' to applied science-in

graduate'school curricull. Re believes that the United

States has slipded badly in the applied science fields, and

endorses the suggestion for closer cooperation beEween

government laboratories and unil:Xsities to strengthen

graduate education in the applied sciences. If'necessary,

legislation should be enacted to permit govermment-.financed

laboratories to spend a small fraction of their budgecs for

educational purposes whdre appropriate cooperative

arrangements can be worked out with a university. Willard

. discusses the need for improved science educat,ion at the

secondary level, and sees graduate education in the basic

A sciences as requiring a,further infusion of'federal 'research

funds to support many worthy projects not now receiving

support.

Bode's paper is a wide-ranging scholarly review of the
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changing relationship between science and technology from

the early period of mutual isolation to the present growing

interdependence.52 He'ends by stressing, with Kantrowitz

and.Tellgr, the need to stiengthen the tie between basic

and applied scleftce. The paper is intended principally as

background analysis,'and as such contains.few explicit

policy recOmmendatiops. But the main thiust of Bode's

analysis i clear: the United States needs to maintain a

position of leadership both in science and in technology.

The nation can no more have a flourishing science without

technology than it can have a flourishing technology with-

out science. Successful ap'plications of basic disCoveries

are-mare difficdlt and demanding than is commonly appre-

ciated (and are growing steadily more difficult).

Consequently, there can be no slacking off in the efforts

devoted toward achieving leadership in the technological

field.

The remainin.g papers deal with a cluster of important

tactical questions arising in connection with the support

of science. The papers generally accept the premise that

support for "science as a whole" is not a very useful

concept as a focus for budgetary decisions. Much of

society's s4port for basic science should remain with the

mission-oriented agencies which Provide support for those

areas of science having a potential bearing on the agency's

piactical mission. Weinberg seems mist insistent on the

need to separate mission-oriented basic research from the

basic science budget proper. He elaborates on the ideas

developed earlier in his Minerva article, and seems to

draw the distinction between the two categories of basic

science support in'sharper terms than hehad previously.

Other panelists follow his general line of reasoning, but see

some drawbacks in this approach. Brooks and Verhoogen, in

particular, point out that difficulties may arise if

science budgets Lecome overly sensitive to the normal

fluctuations in agency budgets or to fluctuating opinions'

within an Agency as to the relevance of Articular basic

research to the agency's mission. This leads a number of

ti4 panelists to a consideration of the National Science

Foundation's crucial role as "balance wheel" in providing

support to areas inadequately funded by the mission

agencies. The National Science Foundation role during

the next de6ade is seen, especially in the papers of

Weinberg and Kaysen (as well as Brooks and Kistiakowsky),

1 .?
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as perhaps the major concern of U.S. science policy.

There is a strong suggestion that the National S6ience

Foundation role during the next decade should become much

greater than it has been in the past. The neesi for an

expanded NSF budget will become particniarly acute as the

science budgets of mission agencies like the Atomic.Energy

Commission, the Department of Defense, and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration tend to level off and

the fields which they have supponted (espec&ly the

physical sciences) are caught in a squeeze.

The need for distinguishing between support for "big

science" and for "little science" in basic research is

another matter that concerns many of the panelists. There

is some'hpprehension, spelled out most forcefully in the

papers by Brooks, Kaysen, and Kistiakowsky, that a substan-

tial part of what is considered support fOr basic science'

goes to "big science," i.e., research that is very

expensive because of high equipment costs. This may give

-a distorted impression of the amount of support actually

going to "little science," i:e., support for the individual

investigator not involving large capital costs or what

roughly can be considered the costs of academic basic

science proper (but only roughly since some a6ademic

basic research is "big science" ant some "little science"

is done at other than academic institutions). The problem

is that a great deal of money may be spent on "big science"

which swells the budget for basic science and makes it

appeqr that basic science is being handsomely supported,

but in reality "little scieqce" may be relatively

neglected. As Brooks puts it, "The situation would be a

little like building a new department store that was so

expensive to keep onn that it was necessary to fire all

the salesmen...much of the planning for newsresearch

fhcilities chat took place in fiscal years 1g62 and 1963

was based on an implicit assumption of continuing expan-

sion of research budgets. Now, in fiscal years 1964 and

1965, when' these facilities .-Cre just coming into operation,

the expenses of meroly making them available -- without

any science -- are confronting fixed or even declining

budgets for basic research. The political embarrassment

that would attend not using a facility already built makcs

it inevitable that the facilities ate made available

2 1.
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,anyway, usually at the expense of, the individual scientist

who does not have large fixed costs. A recent calculation

indicates that if the budget for oceanography continues to

stay level, the cost of operating ships already planned

but not yet completed will eventually consume almost the

entire research budget."53 In Brooks' view, and he is .

seconded by Kaysen and Kistiakowsky, special efforts are

needed to assure adequate support for scientists engaged

in :little science."

These panelists generally agree that different

standards'of judgment should apply to decisions on "big

science" and "little science." Decisions on allocation

of effort within "big science" must be more centralized

and reflect more extensive participation of high-level

government officials, because these decisions represent

the largest expenditures and are basic investment

decisions of the federal government. (It Is clearly

impossible, for example, to give every high-energy

physicist his own accelerator.) With respect to "little

science," howeve, there should be greater scope for the

workings of the scientific market place and a More decen-

tralized style of decision-making. In principle, every

truly competent "little scientist" should be guaranteed

support. Kistiakowsky estimates that the total costs for

this category of support would be about $600 million a

year at present, and should be expected to about double

over the next five years. Definitions of 'kompetence"

(and thus egtimates of the numbers of scientists who merit

support as individuals) vary somewhat. Brooks seems most

insistent on a strict definition of high quality, suggest-

ing that perhaps only 5 per cent of all the scientists

presently engaged in basic research merit support as

individuals because of the intinsic promise of their work

In view of rising costs for both "big" and "little"

science, and in view of increased graduate student

enrollments in the sciences, all of the panelists who

explicitly discuss the question urge that basic science

budgets will have to be gradually expanded over the next

decade. Increased support appears necessary just to keep

intact the present system of encouraging basic science.

2 II ..
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Something in the order of a 15 per cent annual.increase is

sugge;ted. 'A 10 to 15 per c'ent figure can also serve, in

the opinion of several panelists, as a convenient rule-of-

thumb indicator of an appropriate basic science "overhead

charge" on the entire technological enterprise.

Another interesting perspective that emerges in

several papers is the importance of "institutional choice"

in questions of sUpport for basic science. 'This focus

'appears to add something useful to the discvssion. For, as

Kiitiakowsky Insists, many important questions of scientific

choice ultimately boil down to questions of institutional ,1

choice. Kistiakowsky and several Itler academic panelists

argue that general, non-mission-oriented, basic research in

the universities, above all, needs strengthening even at

the expense of such basic research done in other institutions.

Their argument is, first, that expanding education'al needs

give the universities first claim on federal support and,

second, that the universities provide the climate most

conducive to distinguished achievement in basia research.

Kaysen sharpens the argument by adding the notion that

swoport to the institutions most directly concerned with

generating new knowledge and producing new scientists can

provide something of a "reserve".of scientific capability

which can he drawn on for various national needs when the

occasion demands.54 None of the panelists would like to see

mission-omented basic resea;ch taken away from government

and industrial laboratories, and most believe that government

and industrial institutions should do some general, non-

mission-oriented basic research. The point at issue is

where one draws the line between mission-oriented and non-

mission-oriented basic research. Kistiakowsky and Brooks

woald perhhps draw the line somewhat more sharply than is

done at ptesent; their underlying.fear seems to be that

support to general basic research at non-academic

institutions may present a squeeze on academic basic

research in a period when b'asic science budgets are 'no

longer expanding rapidly. Beyond this, however, greater

attention Lo.institutional choice considerations might

have the healthy effect of partially correcting the

present geographic imbalances in the distribution of

scientific talent. It seems generally agreed'that the

project s'ystem of granting federal support to science
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may have tended to slow down the process of dispersion of,

scientific resources, which might not have been slowed down

under different systems of support. Brooks recommends a

gradual transition to a situation in which about 25 per cent,

of the costs of "Little science" goes to supporting indivi-

dual'scientists, 25 per cent is institutional support, and

about 50 per cent is project support.

Kaysen appears to go farthest-in the direction of

stressing the means of reaching decisions on science

policy. If we can devise the appropriate administrative

machinery, which will provide both deliberative and in some

sense representative Choices, then many of the substantive

issuel of science policy will be resolved as a matter of

course. In this connection, Kaysen proposes an ingenious

"tax" on "little science" to finance a part of the costs of

7 "big science." "This aost-sharing arrangement," he

suggests, "would bppear as another useful administrative

Control device, directed toward making those representatives

of any (scientific) field not themselves too directly

concerned with using large facilities sensitive to their

costs in terms of their own interests."55 He sees some

arguments against the "tax" device but, in the net,

believes it would have the important advantage of

furthering "the corporate sense of responsibility that

continuing'advisly comnittees tend to develop, even'

though their membership ehanges."56 Another part of his

proposallincludes machiNery for reaching deliberative

choices on allocation'. between scientific fields. In

general, Kaysen seed the search for appropriate adminis-

trative mechanisms as a more promising approach to the

allocation of scientific resources than the inventing of

new allocation formulae.

Most provocatively out of step with his colleagues

is Harry G. Johnson, Chicago economist. Objecting,that

mugh of the contemporary argument for government support

of basic scienti/fic wesearch puts it in the class of

economically functionless activity, Johnson urges that

"the argument that individuals with a talent for such

research should be supported by sociqty...differs little

from arguments formerly advanced in support of the rights

of the owners Of landed property to a leisured existerice:...

Again, insistence on'the obligation of society to support
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the pursuit of scientifkc knowledge for its dp Bake

differs little from the historically earlier insistence

on she obligation of society to support the pursuit of

religious truth, an obligation recompensed by a similarly

unspecified-and

future."
57

For

he insists . thS't

yields a social

problematical payoff in the distant

a case to,be made for government support,

it must be shown that fiasic research

return over its costs that exceeds the

return on alternative investments of society's resources.

His principal points of contention with his colleagues

seem to bettwo: first, he wonders whether the assumption

of a fixed resource (limited supply of scientific brain-

power) is valid ox whether the availabilicy'of scientiflc

talant can be made responsive to market demonds;" and,

second, he asks whether non-government sources of support

can me.t a larger part of science's needs. ,Johnson agrees

with Kaysen, however, that the market may nOt provide

enough or che right balance of 'support." Thus some

government support will be necessary. But, he insists,

the question remains whether the present commitment

is too much or too little, and op this questi.on we need

much further thought and analysis before we can be confi-

dent of having any accurate.policy

The Academy report, I believe, has taken a Large step

toward filling in 'the outlines of Toulmin's call for

"a clearer and crisper vision" of the questions at issue

in a sc ence policy. pith further careful analysi; of

well-defined problem areas, science policymakers should'

have a much better idea if how to proceed in their complex

cask. It may be worthwhile, however, to call attention to

che possible dangers of an.overconcern with analytical'

rigor. For reasons already suggested,.it appeareself-

defeating to "suboptimize" co the point of considering

only. very narrow and manageable questions. The larger

questions cannot be left strictly to "value" or "political"

Judgment or the whole debate becomes pointless. Seen in

this light one suspects that the Academy panel may have

dismissed too readily the concept of "scid:ce as a whole"

as a meaningful focl point of discussion. Questions

"balance" among fields of science, though elusive, are

still a legitimate concern of policymakers and deserve
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some serious, even if inconclusive, reflection. Some

thought to "science as a whole" will be difficult to avoid

if, as is generally considered desirable, the National

Science Foundation should occupy a more prominent role as

"balance wheel" in supporting science daring the next

decade.
60

VII

The Academy report, as-the panelists recognize, still

leaves a wide terrain-for further inquiry. A felareas

that seem particularly in need of further reflection and

analysis deserve brief mention. It Would seem iMportant,

as a follow-up to the Academy report, to have further

efforts undertaken to specify the needs of Particular science

fields, and especially eo.identify neglected fields that

may merit increased support. We need further analysis on

the implications of regional imbalances in the distribu-

tion of scientific talent,61 detailed studies of the actual

costs and trends in support, for blasic science (especially,

as between capital costs, operating expenses, and what

could be called actual research support) ,
62

consideration

of the feasibility of greater use of cooperative inter-

national ventures to finance expensive lines of inquiry,

and further exPloration of the needs of "little science"

as against "big science" and of the complex interplay

between the two (including a detailed examination of how

Kaysen's "tax" device might work). We also need to know a

great deal more about future trends in the supply of and

demand for scientific manpower of various kinds, the

effect on scientific manpower utilization of massive

technological programs, the usefulness and wisdom of

international migration of scientific talent (the "brain

drain" among industrial nations, the "neocolonialism" of

attracting science students from the developing nations

to the centers of advanced scientific research) ,63 and

the extent to whichl(if at all) international trade

notions of "comparative advantage" may have relevance for

a nation's scientific and technological activities.

Implicit in tas "menu" of research items is the

assumption that we need more and better statistical data

6n scientific and technical manpower arid the whole spec-

trum of R&D activities. Research and analysis will be

'2
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greatly hampered unless we develop a better data base to

work with. As Brooks notes, "A recent report of the

Organizntion of Economic Cooperation pd Development has

remarked that most countries have better statiitios on

poultry prizduction than they do on the activities of

iheir scientists and engieeers."6 The difficulties

involved in improving such statistIcs will be formidable,

but with sharper categories and.better conceptualizations

of what kinds of data are theoretically significant,

important Frogress can be anticipated in the near future.

Also implicit in this list is the assumption that we

need a bettez understanding of the complex interrelation-

ship between government,and science. Some feeling persists

in the sCientific community that science has become tainted

and corrupted by the,federal government's role as' benevolent

patron. This feeling probably can be in part umitten off as

a nostalgic yearning for the austere purity of a bygone

era.° Yet there are grounds for concern. The massive

influx of federal research funds into the universities

clearly has posed some difficult adjustment p oblems, and

raised subtle questions about supporting scie ce in ways ,

that are consistent with the integrity of the scientific

ente'rprise.66 Some fear that the university "clImate" is
I

no Longer conducive to creative work in pure science,

with the distractions, administrative des3il.,2nd

possibly subtle incentives to neglect gooTtlated

with the quest for reSearch funds. 67 A general concern

is frequently voiced that Congress and the public are

Ving Led to think of science in terms'of spectacular

results like a moon landing or cancer cure. Consequently,

'there is an understandable anxiety that major imbalances

in our scientific effort may result and that the massive

ventures may drain off a disproportionately Large share

of the nation's scientific and technological talent. 68

What is clearas that we are not very clear about these

questions; we need co know a great deal more about the

government's,impact on the universities, industry, and

other institutions engaged in research activities. ,

In this connection it might be useful to take a

close Look at the "indirect costs" tangle." Are there

subtle incentives secreted in the details of administrative

contracts which motivaLe professors to neglect teaching?
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What basis is there to university complaints chat inade-

quate indirect cost allowances distort the character and

administration of American universities? Another research

focus might be an examination of the role of the

university-affiliated research institution, assessing the

arguments that this sort of arrangement provides a conven-

ient institutional "buffer" between_the university and the

government. An alternative approach might be to take a

particular sitbject matter area -- say, oceanography -- and

see what has happened as it passed from a period of relative

undernourishment to one of greatly increased public interest

and support. What have been the costs to.pay, if any, in

the sense of distractions, pressure for spectacular results,

'and so forth?

In the context of institutional choice, it might be

worthwhile to attempt to gain a Clearer idea of what portion

of the national tIffort has gone (should go) to the

reproduction of scientific knowledge as against its

exploitation for current and future needs. This distinction,

I think, may amount to something More than a familiar

restatement of the impoilLnce of basic research. Considera-

tion of a whole nexus of issues would be involved here --

the purposes of different institutional structures,

professional incentive systems, career patterns, leaching

practices, and science's contacts with the larger pubbic.

The aim would be to gain a clearer understanding of how

policies for the support and for the use of science interact)

.reinforce each other, .or conflict -7 and) in the latter case,

where the critical points of decision aft.. Perhaps we may be

led to think less in terms of a rigid distinction between

I the basic science career and the applied science career.

Other notions that have some intuitive appeal could be

explored, such as the possibility of greater inter-institutional

mobility for scientists, reorientation of graduate curricula

to include more attention to applied science, and a more

respectable role for thg science writers who attempt to convey

to the broader public an appreciation of the excitement

of intellectual achievement. These sorts of problems

may be particularly important for the developing countries

who face understandable pressures for early results but

who must nevertheless develop indigenous on-going

scientific enterprises.
70
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Some final remarks seem in order concerning the

notion of "planning" as It applies to science polic'Y.

There are at least two salient aspects that mbst be

identified; first, "planning" in the gross sense that

the national resource; devoted to science should not oe

determined Solely by the workings of the,private market;

and,,se.cond, "planni.ng''n in the more specific sense of

influencing the .4t.a=s* diseribution of scientific

effort. The first is relatively non-controversial: It

seems generalry'lgreed that the rewards from many

scientific and technological 'ilCtivities are too distant

and uncertain to generate private support at anything

like a socially optimuT level. Hence, some government

support, evecially to besic science, appears inescapable.

There remain some troubling questions of.how mueh is

enough And to what extent gpvernment support really leads

to increased science rather than just bidding up the

salaries and perquisites of thoie engaged in science. But

on the whole thev seems to be a fairly common basis for

discussion.

The second aspect, however, is much more'difficul.t.

It is harder to define what "planning" Might mean at this

level, and opinions vary all the way from Polanyi's uncom-

promising guild syndicalism to those who would seek to

manage science as part oE a planned economy. No pretense

is made that the many practical and conceptual difficulties

involved here can be easily resolved. But a few tentative

observations may be ventured. With respect to ehe 'actual

distribution of scieRtific effor't it seems highly desirable

to avoid an overcentralization in the style of decision-

maktng. Science and technology are activities characterized

by large uncertainties, and numerous decisions at various

levels witIiin a variety of public and private organizations

do and should influence the distribution of scientific

effort. Thus it is doubtless illusory to think in terms of

a central,Department of Science entrusted with some broad

mission of coordinating all support for science. The

present loose-jointed system of support, reflecting the

participation of numerous government agencies ald their

con.lressional allies and critics, offers metter as.surance

that science in general will be strengthened than Fould any

single focal point of decision. Yet one is left with the

ippression that imlwhances in'tho'diJtribution of effort

11
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and misallocations,of resources have resulted from the

present system. Similarly,' the arguments for the self-

equilibrating nature of scientific. geouth do not seem

entirely convincing. Some,meae of "planning" may be

necessary to rationalize the present pattern of science

support (if only to plan for the more efficient working of

the scientific "marketplace"). .

Fortunately, in recent years the notion of planning

has been discussed on a higher level of sophistication than

used to be the case. Debates about planning have left the

realm of grand alternati;les and ha;c revolved more around

questions of particular,techniques,.institutional arrangements,

subtle adjustMents in incentive systms.71 The con-

cept of the plan may allou for numerous areas where -

private consumez -- or "unplanned" -- behavior prevails.

The assumptidn here is a similar one: planning for the

allocation of effort within,science should represent n

interispy of public and private initiatives in an

essentially pluralist framework with scope for both

government influence and.market mechanisms. This would

imply a greater effort by,the federal government to

articulate consistent gd'aes in science policy,. to Ckrrect

Risallocations of effort resulting from defects of the

scientific "marke't," and to understand how government

actions influence the distribution of scientific effort ,

and to exercise that influence in a more systematic dnd

predictable fashion. It seems clear at least that more

long-range thinking, analysis of trends, and critical

evaluation of current practices are Called for if we are

to develop wise strategics for the encouragement ot

science.

17-968 0 83 - 14 21!
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The gconomy of Science: The Proper
-Role of Government in the Growth of

Science
Simon Rottenberg

Ton progress of the American economy and the improvement of the

conditions of life of the American people in the present century have

depended in part on the achievenfent of scientists and scientifically trained

technologists and on the jntroduction of thern results of their work into

andustrial and commercial practice.' Governmental policy in the United

States in the second half of this period has had a very large influence on

the scale, the composition, and the quality of the country's scientific and

technological achievement.
Scientific research produces knowledgeof nature, life and society. Each

generation inherits a stock of scientific knowledge which it increases and

improves and which it then trananits to succeeding generations. Each
generation which engages successfully in scientific research adds to the

intellectual capital of society.
Research is conventionally divided into basic research, which seeks

more fundamental gglowledge of a phenomenon but not its practical

applicauon. Jnd applred research, which is directed toward making usable

discoveries towards thc practical application of already acquhed knowl-

edge. Technology, which is sometimes called development. is the use of

scientific knowledge in order to produce useful materials, devices, systems

or methods. technology includes the design and improvement of proto-

types and processes.2
Somc of the commodities and services produced by technology contrib.

4.a ute in their turn to the production of scientific knowledge. There is a

reciprocal relationship between science and technology.

Scientific and technological research employs resources which have

alternatiVe uses each of which has value for society. Those resources are

scarce and their use in research imposes upon, society what the economists

call an'opportunity cost" by pre.empting their use from other purposes.

Resources that are put to any particular use in scientific research also

impose opportunity costs because they are not then available for the
conduct of other scientific investigations.

Research requires the employment of resources when the research is

undertaken, but, af the research is successful, there is a lag between the

time when the research was begun and carried pn and the time when

successful discovery occurs. Some research projects arc close to, and

others are distant from, the threshold of discovery. Furthermore, some

increments of knowledge acquired by applied and technological research

will yield commodities and make possible services which will perhaps be

used by society for a long time after the research is successfully completed.

Thus the costs of researchin the form of the forestalled alternative uses

of the research kesourcesare incurred early but the stream of benefits

that the research yield to society is enjoyed later. The pretent is preferred

to the future; we observe that, in many situations, human beings arepaid

so that they will consent to postpone consumption from which they derive

utility and that they pay to bring consumption forwards in time. They

must be paid mute if the postponement is for a loni time than if it is for

a short time. The more distant from the present is the period in the future
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m which the benefits of an activity are to be enjoyed by society, the less
is its value in the present. Future streams of service must be discounted
at some rate to determine their present value. The proper rate at which
future benefits should be discounted is-one that expresses the disutility of
postponement, and a proxy for it can be found in the interest rates that
are currently paid, adjusted for inflation. APplied scientific research which
is undertaken in the present and which will yield its benefits to society
only in the very far distant future probably wastes socidy's resources and
should ndt he done. There "ari: better uses to .which society can put the
resources that would be employed in- that research. Activities which
require that cor be incurred early and which yield their productslater
,are called investMents. Expenditures on scientific and technological
research, since* they have those properties, arc, therefore, called
investments.

Research is a risk. Some research projects are successful and others are
failures. The distribution of the outcomes cif research is a continuum;
there are various degrees of success and various degrees of failure. Society
is.composed of individuals some of whom prefer to take risks, others who
arc averse to risk, and still others who are neutral in this regard. Whether
a risky acttvity will be undertaken depends' upon an estimate of the
probability of a particular outcome, and upon the intensity of aversioristo
,risk in the society.

As in any other venture that seeks to produce something. the?e are, in
research, alternative processes of production which can bc employed to
secure that outcome. Production of a scientific Outcome requires thc
combination of factors of production and the choice of a productive
technology among the alternatives which are available. The proportions
in which factors of production are combines arc not fixed, Factors are
substitutable, one for anothrr, even if they are note perlect substitutes.
Leas of one can be compensated for by the employment of mare of
another,

hese arc the conventional considerations taken into account by econ-
omists when, applying a criterion of efficiency, they elaborate the princi-
ples of rational production and thc choicc of investment. These are the
principles on the basis of which attempts are made to answer the questions:
what to produce?. how much. to produce?, how to produce?, and, for
investments, when to produce?

Some Elementary Economic Considerations

The discipline of economics has constructed a set of formal conditions
which, if !unified, will cause socially optinial outcomes of production and
investment to occur The conditions of optimality are derived front the,
applications of methods of logical analysts to a model which postulateS
that actors in the economy seek, subject to constraints, to maximise the'
realisation o' their ends. To illustrate those conditions in simple form.
they Include prescriptions, like those which follow. The quantity of output
to be produced in each activity should be such that the last unit of a
product will have a value which is equal to the value of the resources
employed to secure that increment of output. Resources of different kinds
should be conibined in production so that the contribution to output of
the last units of each resource (in a quantitative, and not a temporal
senses will be proportional to their pnces, and the last dollar's worth of
each factor of production will make the same contribution to output.
Fulfilling that condition permits output to be acquired at the lowest cost
in resources It also maximises output from the expenditure of given
resources For activities that employ resources currently but yield their
products only later, the discounted value of the stream of net products
over time should be at least equal to the value of the resources that arc
cur.ently employed and the rate of return should be equal in all such
acavates
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Economic theory asserts that competitive markets, iu which there is
freedom to enter and-depart and in which choice among alternatives is
made by households and firms, will permit the conditions of optimality to
be fulfilled and socially efficient outcomes to occur, except hi two special
cases.4 The mirket is an efficient instrument for deciding the uses to
which the resources of society should be put. The individuals who compose.
society differ greatly from one another, in The values they put upca
commoditiél, services, risk, uncertainty, and postponement, and in the
estimation of the future. They also differ because the variatiles which
affect the valuation of things by individuals is very large: The market
aggregates an immense quantity of information with the result that a set
of social evaluations is constructed. The market puts value upon the social
opportunity costs of resources, and produces the social valuation of
benefits, social discount rates, a social expression of intensity of aversion
to risk and social estimates of future occurrences., All of these are
components of ,the processes by which decisions are made about the uses
to which, resources should be put in order to maximise the welfare of

A 4 . society. The aggregated values appear and are expressed in the market as
prices of resources and products and as interest rates.

Decisions on the' alldeation of resources can be made, notisuly by the
aggregation of the decisions of individuals, households, aqd firms through
the market, but also by collective, political processes in whkh holders of

public office, elective and appointive acting Its surrogates of society, Make

decisions. In that case, either the preferences of officials are imposed

upon society or they seek to estimate the sets of preference of the society
and to make the allocative decisions that society would have made, if
aggregated individual preferenCes guided,the decisions. To do the latter
requires the assimilation and correct treatment of elltirmous quantities of
information; the bureaucratic replication of these preferences cannot be
donc in most cases. At the least, it will be done less efficiently than if
markets were permitted to function. Resources will not be put to their
most highly valued uses and the welfare of society will not be maximised,

given the scarcity of resources. 4'
In two cases, however, the.market will fail, inefficiency will occur and

resources will be put to the wrong uses, if markets are allowed to operate
freely. These are the cases where the product of an activity is a "public
good" and.where there are "externalities", as when the private costs' or
benefits of an activity are different from its costs or benefits to society as
a whole, The two cases are somewhat similar. Public goods are thoke for
which it is not possible or it is administratively very difficult to exclude

somc persons from the benefits they offer. The classic example is the
lighthouse. If a lighthouse is constructed to mark a shoal, all passing ships
will receive the signal. Fees cannot be conveniently charged for the receipt

of the signal, so that none can be excluded from receiving it.
No private shipowner, in deciding whether to construct a lighthouse,
There have been 5 small number of +Iodic; of the effects of resca;ch and development on economic

growth and on the ptoductivity of resources employed in production See Takckn. Nested E...Egullatti
of the Own and Indirect Effects of Industnal RID on Ecornienn Growth". in Tedeckyj. N E. (ed ) .

The State of Science and Research Some New lndwasors. (Boulder, Colored*: Westview Press, 1477). pp.

123-146 See alto Denison. Edward R The Sown., of Economre Growth in the Vatted States and the

Al:mauves Retort Ur (New York Comnuttee for Economic Development. 1952). pp. 229-235.

The classificotion of scientific and tutus:donna' effort tnto these categones n not done ;vithout

dilikulty and tequner the mime of lodgment because the categorical definitions overlap. The publuhed

data on Went government eipenditutes tot research vary among somas depending upon whether the

classification of expenditures iatotattfortri of blok research. Wiled "Kai& sndikneloPinnii is done
by the institutions performing the research or by the governmental spoon supporting the research

These 4101,11110M EC Maim from N11110110 SCICMC FOUndat100, &AM of Dam on Research and

Development. (April 1962). p 9. quoted in Kendrick. John W.. The Formaaort and St0a.1 of Total
Capitol (New York and London, Columbia University hest. 1976). p. I.

The conditions of optimality and the exposition of the lognal processes by which they ad produced

can be found in more complete and sophisticated form in any
convenuonal intennediate tett book in

uttermediate MICTOCCODOMK theory See. foe eumple. Minefield. Edwin. MICIPK04011thes. Theory and

Apphearsoru. 3rd edn. (New Tort and tondoo. W W. NOfiert. 1919). lfirshledeb lack. few Theory
and Applications. 2nd edn. (Englewood Qiffs. N J.: Preance4la1..19113).

' Mansfield. E.. op. en p 451.

If
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will take account of the behefits it will yield to other shipowners whose
ships are kept from being beached because the signal marks the shoal. A
shipowner building a lighthouse will bear the whole cost of its construction
but he will acquire only part oyhe gain. The market would cause too few
lighthouses to be built.

Public goods also have the property that their consumption by some
persons does not deprive others of consuming them. If one ship observes
the lighthouse's signal, nciless of the signalling capacity of the lighthouse
will be available to other ships.

"Externalities" occur when costs fall upon, or benefits are enjoyed by,
some who are not parties to the activity. 'Me classic example is the steel
mill billowing from its chimneys smbke and partieulates, that fall on
neighbouring residences which are downwind from the mill. Sellers and
buyets Of steel take no account of those coats in making decisions that
determine how much steel will be produced andhow it will be produced.
The market will cause too much steel to be made, from the point of view
of the whole society, because producers of steel will imore those costs of
making steel that fall upon other persons.

In those cases, since the market fails'and the'processes of the mhrket
will cause either too little or too much of a product to be produced and
too few or too many resources to be devoted to its production, the
representatives of the society, acting through political institutions should
intervene in order to bring &boat a socially apprOpriate allocation of
resources.

The inte6ention of government, in these situations, can take such
forms asthe production of the relevant product by governmental agencies
themselves, or by governmental subsidies or taxes which will liter the
incentives and deterrents confronting private firms and thus cause them to
alter their productive decisions.

There is yet another case in which products thai have value for society
will not be produced in sufficient quantity unlessgovernment acts. Those
are products for which one governmental agency, or a very small number
of governmental agencies, is the only buyer. Military submarines and
.armoured personnel carriers might be built by private companiesand held
in inventory awaiting the appearance of buyers, as private companies now
produce and hold inventories of pencils and shoes. To be successful, the
companies would have to Jorecast correctly future military procuremcnt
and the rates at which different branches of the military establishment
will grow. The risk is too large; submarines and personnel carriers will
not be built unless governments build them or contract to have them built.

All of this has implications for the allocation of resources to, and within,
scientific and technological research.
The Allocation of Resowres to Scientific Research

Research employs scarce resources. Its scale should be that which fulfils
thc condition of optimality that cost and output should be of equal value
at .the margin. Similarly, the scale of research in each field should fulfil
that condition. This means that the scale of research activity and of any
pin of research activity can be too large, when the costs of resources
exceed the value of their output at the margin, and it can be too small.
when the value of output exceeds resource coats at the margin.

Research can be undertaken in different ways. The resources which are
employed in research should be combined in the way that will cause the
niargina/ contribution of resources to output to be proportional to their
prices. This mek.s that research activity can be undertaken in the wrong
places and institutions, that it can be done by the wrong persons, and that
its form of organisation can be wrong.

Research that is done currently yields its fruits only tater. An "invest-
ment project" in research should be undertaken only if the discounted
value of the stream of benefits it will produce exceeds the cost of resources
put into the research and only if there are not other ventures available
that will yield even higher rates of return on investment, or only if the

2') I
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rate of return on the research "investment project" is at least equal to the

rate of interest. This means that wrbng fields of:re:search atcl wrong
projects can be undertath:

These are extraordinarily difficult conditions to fulfil in an explicit and
rigorous manner. If they are not fulfilled, society wastes its resources bj,
putting them to inappropriate uses. The market permits these conditions
to be fulfilled, however, even though explicit calculation,does noPoccur.

Science policy is a set of public policies which attempts t6 influence the
rate of growth of the stock of Anowledge, the 'fields within which the
growth occurs, and the rate of the trinsformation of knowledge into the
production of useful commodities and services.

Those who design science policy should recognise the limitations on the
power of public officials correctly to calculate the socially optimal use of
ressources in research. The administramrs of governmental science policy
should be specialised in the support of ventures m research in which
markets can be expected to fail. Where the market can operate efficiently
to decide which researCh activities should be uniertaken, What theirscale

should be, how they are to be, carried out and in which institutions they
should be done, the markeribould be permitted to do so without the
intervention of government which would distort the outcome.

Market failure can be expected most clearly in the case orbasic research
and this is the field in which it is clearly right for government support to
be engaged. Basic research produces inerements of scientific knowledge
with no intended practical purposes.' Those who engage in this kind of
research activity cannot exclude others from sharing the fruits of their
labour. They cannot themselves acquire the whole value of their products.
Indeed, it would not be socially useful to exclude others from sharing
these products, even if it were possible to do so, for it is characteristic of
basic scientific knowledge that its possession by any one does not prevent
its possession by others. It is desirable to subsidise basic research. In the
absence of subsidy, the output of basic scientific knowledge would' be too
small in the sense that additional quantities of it could be produced at
incremental costs in resources thit are less than the value of the increments
of knowledge they would generate. Some resources used in other indus-
tries would have more productive uses in this one.

It is important to understand, in this regard, that scientific knowledge
is, in itself, a useful product. It is a public consumption good. It is
appropriate to use some of the community's resources to enlarge the stock
of knowledge for its own sake. If, in addition, new knowledge generates
new or better commodities and services or makes resources more pro-
ductive in their transformation into products, so much the better. Basic
research that yields pure knowledge is valuable for society.

Too inucti should got be made of the defence for 2n active and extensive

public science policy in terms of service as a public good. Patentable
discoveries should be excluded. For centuries, persons engaged in scientific
research have made unpatentable or unpatented discoveries and released
them to the community at large, Such persons are rewarded by their
awareness of contributing to the growth of knowledge, by professional
repute and the respect of their peers. Indeed, rewards of that sort cannot

be procured unless discoveries are revealed.
One must be careful, in the application of the defence for science policy

in terms uf service as a public good, that public goods are projferly
perceived. Clean air is a public good. Exclusion from its consuniption is
not possible; if one consumes a unit of it, it is available in such abundance,
that others are not deprived of the quantities of it which they desire to
have. Nevertheless, research to produce knowledge that will cause the air
to be cleaner is not necessarily, as a consequence, also a public rod.
Suppose government sets a Maximum standard for carbon monoxide
emissions frOm motor-car exhausts. Manufacturers of motor-cais will seek
out low-cost and efficient instruments forineeting the standard to install

5
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in their ppJucts. A scientist seeking knowledge that will permit the
design o such an instrument will be able to acquire the whale of the gain
produ chby the knowledge he discovers; he will sell the knowledge to
motor-car manufactureis or to their suppliers. The market will not fail.
The socially appropriate quantity of resources will be devoted to the
search for the relevant increment of knowledge. That clean air is a public
good does not cause research seeking knowledge of methods for making
the air clean also to become a public good.

Historically, an extensive governmental activity directed toward the
increase in scientific and technological knowledge has not been a necessary
condition for scientific and technological progress. The growth of scientific
knowledge occurred for many centuries before governments began delib-
erately to support research and development. Scientific and technological
revolutions and p radical transformation of intellectual tradition have
occurred without 'direct governmental subvention and certainly without
public direction of scientific choice,

An active science policy which proceeds on the postulate of sdence as
a public good in the case of basic research must also be employed with
care because there are grey areas in wtvh the practical consequences of
basic research discoveries might be foreseen. It is not clear, in such cases,
whether the research is clearly and fundamentally basic and hence warrants
governmental support, rather than permitting processes of the market to
decide whether it should be undertaken and how much of resources
should he devoted to it. Examples can be drawn from the National Science
Foundation's recently published report on the outlook for science and
technology.'

It is reported there tfiat "basic knowledge in such fields as chemistry,
enzymology, and plant physiology is needed to understand the mechanisms
by which plants and bacteria collect,,store and convert or release the
energy of the sun" and, if it were known ihe use of photosynthesis to
generate convenient energy resources would be advanced! If this is true,
companies producing commodities that use sources of energy and their
suppliers should then perhaps find It profitable to engage.in the production
of knowledge of this type which can be transformed into energy-producing
capacity and from which they can acquire the monetary benefit of the
research. If investment in the acquisition of the new basic knowledge were
estimated by firms such as those to yield a.return, in the form of gains
from new energy-generating capacity, that would be smaller than the
return yielded by other kinds of Investment, they would not undertake
the research It would be wasteful for them to do so because, in those
circumstances, the resources devoted to that research would be more
productive if employed in other aaivittes. They would be wasted if they
werc used in research. lf private firms would not undertake the research
in such cases, it would also be wasteful for government to support research
of that kind. If governmental agencies financed that.research, they would
be wasting society's resources.

It is said that "better understanding of the chemistry of the nervous
system can help with behavioral problems that lead to obesity, drug and
alcohol abuse, and such disorders as schizophrenia, senility. Id mental
retardation".' Pharmaceutical manufacturing firms should find such basic
research financially interesting.

Basic research on catalysis, It is said, will be of vital Importance to the
chemical and petrochemical Industries." Firms in such industries should
find it financially rewarding to undertake such basic research. "Waste
products from industrial physical. chemical, and biological processing
consist of complex compounds and mixtures of substances. A better
understanding of them is likely to lead to new concepts for recovery of
their resource value." Firms thin produce waste in large quantity might
gain by engaging in research on those substances.

"Baste research . . on the prodation of potentially 'new' materials
[has) potential applications. (that] include amorphous . . . substitutes for
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low-loss tramformer cores, amorphous semiconductors for use in elec-
tronic device applications, photosensitivity polymers . . . for dry lithog-
raphy."") If these materials are economically useful, private firms and
their suppliers might do such research; it would be to their financial
advantage.

"Advances in plant tissues culture and recombinant DNA research
provide the basis for a foreseeable new technology in which plaMs can be
modified and desirable new traits introduced."" Firms producing plants,
seeds and forest products should find such research of financial interest.

If the consequences of research ate known and the financial gains from
the research can be obtained by its discoverer, the knowledge that is
discovered is not a puhlic good, the laiowledge is not pure, and subvention
by the State is not clearly called for. If it is observed that commercial
firms are not engaged in such research, it is pOssibly because the cost of
discovery exceeds the gains to be yielded by it, or the risk and uncertainty
of the research is too large, given the degree of intensity of aversion to
risk that prevails in the society. If private firms, considering the demand
for the substance which research might discgver, decide that it will be too
small to repay them for the expenditures required for the research', they
will not undertake it. If, in the circumstances, governmental subvention
none the' less, causes the reseaich to be undertaken, it is a proper
inference that government is wasting resources. Toiknow whether such
research should be done, one must see whether the market'causes it to be
done. If the decisions made by the market do not do so, it should be
concluded that the resources have higher productivity in other uses. and '
should not be used for the research in question.

When it is appropriate to do so, firms in the private sector will engage
in scientific research even if there is a risk that the research might fail to
produce the knowledge that is sought. The process is analogous to the
search for petroleum. Seismographic surveys and the examination of
samples of surface rock and of core drawn from the sub-surface provide
information about the geological sub-structure of areas of land-mass and
disclose where petroleum might be, located. It cannot be known with
certainty, however, whether petroleum is present in any particular place
until wells are drilled. In the course of American history, eight dry wells
hive been drilled for each well that has been successful in the exploratory
search for petroleum. Wells will not be drilled at all, however, in places
where the seismographic and geophysical work do not predict with a fairly
high probability that petroleum might be located below the surface of the
land. If drilling were done in such unpromising places the ratio of failures
to successes wpuld be much larger than eight to one. When the market
deterinines the quantities and kindssif applied Scientific research that wilt
be undertaken by private firms, a socially appropriate quantity of risk
tends to be taken. If the risk associated with a particular venture in
applied scientific reseatch is too large, the research will not be done; it
should not be done, if the risk is large enough and society's resources are
put to their proper uses.

Babe Research and Public Subsidy

Since the market fails in the case of research that is truly basic which' '
produces public goods in the form of pure knowledge with no known or
intended practical applications, it is the proper specialised province ,Of
government to invest in such research, if an optimal quantity of it is to be
produced.

Public policy then confronts the problem cif defining the scale of that
investment. It is the same problem confronteckby policy in settling on the
number of lighthouses, levees, and monuments that should be built, the
amount of land to be set aside as wilderness,cand the quantity of river
dredging that should be done. They are all public goods. The market fails
in those cases as well and governmental subsidies are neCessary, if the
correct Quantity of resources is to be employed for the achievement of
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In principle, the appropriate quantity of basic research is .that which

will cause the rate of return on investment in that activity to be the same

as the rate of return on investment in other lines, adjusted for risk; it
should be not less than the rate of interest. The rate of return on
investment in private economic activities in the market indicates the return
to be sought from public investment. The application of the rule would
require the estimation of the cost of basic research, of the gains from the
increments of knowledge it produces, of risk and of discount rates. It is
an extremely difficult if not impossible rule to apply explicitly and for this

reason the task of applying it should be sedulously avoided by govern-
mental officials. To the extent that they can, they should permit the

market to allocate resources to research and among research fields, except

where a strong case can be made that market failure will occur. -

The nature of.the difficulty in.measuring (he economic benefits of pasic

research can be seen in a paper prepared for a Working Group of the
Council on SCientific Policy of the United Kingdom under the chairman-

ship of the late ProfesSor Harry Johnson." That paper suggests that the
value of future discoveries of basic research might be measured by

examining the value of the contributions td science-based industrial
practice which basic research has made in the past. Such a measure would
not, however, go far enough, for discoveries that never have applied uses

also have value siace they might add to society's knowledge of nature.
Lout Robbins once said, "We do not say that the production of potatoes

is economic activity and the production of philosopfey is not. We say
rather that, in so far as either kind of activity involves the relinquishment
of othcr desired alternatives, it has its economic aspect."" The cost of
philosophy can be calculated; the benefits of philosophy are incalculable.

Ofi what grounds can one' decide how much philosophy should be paid

for? The same applies to basic research which does nothing less nor more

than add to our understanding of nature.
If the contribution of any field of basic research to the more profound

undersianding of nature were a constant or if their magnitudes were
known, the ultimate contribution to industry would be a sensible base for

the estimation of the whole benefit from basic research. This seems to be

those purposes. The solution of the problem of arranging the approriate
scale is less difficult in some of these cases than in others. The gves to
society in persons saved from death or injury and property saved from

destruction and damage from the construction of lighthouses and levees

and-gains from the cheapened costs of transportation from the dredging
of rivers can be relatively easily estimated. It is, however, much more
difficult to estimate the more amorphous gains from the building of
monuments, the setting aside of conservation areas, and the production

of increments to the stock of pureAnowledge about nature. How is one

.to measure the values to Society of somewhat deeper understanding, for

their own sakes, of the emission of energy by quasars, immune processes
at cellular and molecular levels, the synthesis of polymers from non-
petroleum resources, the electronic structure of an ordered solid, and the

processes of chemical migration in the earth's crust in comparison with

the values of known commodities and services to the production of which

resources employed in research might have been put?
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an heroic assumption; some fields of basic research probably have closer

and more immediately realised relevance in technology than do others. lf,

however, the various fields were aggregated andlhose from which large

and quick bits of unintended, applidd uses fall out from the pure
knowledge produced by work in' them are summed to those from which
applied uses are small and slow in coming, or never occur at all, an

average estimated social value of the industrial. contribution of pure
knowledge could be construed. In order to know the appropriate scale of

the, use oi society's resources for basic research, one would still need to
add on some increment of value for the addition to the social stock of

pure knowledge. That "commodity" is not traded in markets so we cannot

obsetve a set of prices that would define its value for us. The resources

that are employed in its production are market.traded.and do have prices

that denote their value but it would not be correct to infer the value of

pure knowledge from the value of the tesources empldyed in.its produc-
tion, in the same way as the value.of the services of government is,

indeed, currently measured by those who construct pational income

accounts. The value of the output of basic research is sought precisely in

order to determine the quantity of resources that would be optimally used

to produce pure knowledge. If such a procedure were applied, the case
would be made in circles. The value of the resources used in basic research

would then be said to represent the value of its output. On the basis of

this tautology, any scale of basic research would become defensible.

Sin& it does not seem possible to measure the value of pure knowledge

of nature that has no intended applied use, economic principles of
calculating the optimimLm offer very little practical guidance ii determin-

ing the quantity of society's resources which should be devoted to basic

research.
Even if the value of pure knowledge and other relevant variables cguld

be estimated, so that the appropriate scale of basic research could be
determined, other problems would still persist in estimating the portion of

basic research that should be subsidised by the federal government. It is

not true that, in the absence of subvention, no ,basic research is done at

all. It is only that, because pure knowledge is a public good, the maiket

would cause underinvestment in basic research. To know how much
subvention were required, one must know not only the appropriate social

scale of basic research, but also the quantity of it that would be done

without the deliberate intervention of government. In addition, there are

forms of subvention which occur, other than the subventions by the

government which aim explicitly to support basic research. Scores of

thousands of spientists who are employed by universities undertake

scientific and scholarly work, in addition to giving instruction to their
pupils. That scientific and scholarly work is often basic research. The

universities of these scientist.scholar are supported in part by the tuition

fees of students, by philanthropic gifts and income generated by the
investment ot those gifts and, in the case of public universities, by the
appropriation of funds by legislatures that cover the costs of the univers
ities Above the revenues which they receive from tuition fees of students
and from other sources. Thus, some subvention of basic research occurs
in the absence of an international and explicit programme of supportfor
that activity. The determination of the appropriate scale of direct govern.
mental support for basic research 'would need to take into account the
quantity of basic scientific research that would go on even without that
direct support. If that were not done, a government's programme of
support might be too large, so that an excess of resources would be
employed in basic research. Alterriatively, federal subsidies might simply
constitute transfer payments, allocating no more resource to basic research
than would be devoted in such activities, even if there were no federal
governmental programme of support..Governmental subsidies for basic
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research would then merely permit the receiving institutions to withdraw
some funds from basic research to use them for other purposes, or the
subsidies might take the form of incremental income for basic research
investigators who would perform the iame tasks that they would have
undertaken, even if there had been no direct governmental subsidy.

United States Science Policy ,

Actual United States governmental support for scientific and techno-
logical research is not confined to basic research. Goisernment has
extended its influenceteyond its proper limits.

Research and development expeditures in the United States in 1975
werc larger than the combined expeditures for that purpose in the United
Kingdom, France, West Germany and Japan." Those countries, together
with the Soviet Union, are said to do about 90 per cent. of the research
and development ddne in the entire world. American research expenditure
is relatively larger than expenditure or research in other countries when
adjusted for population, employment, and gross national product.

lh 1980, 2-3 per cent. of resources employed in all econoMic activities
in the United States, as .measured in the gross national prbduct, were
devoted to research:" In that year, $60.4 billion were spent on research
and development. The work was done in governmental research institu-
tions, at private industrial firms, universities and colleges, centre admini-
ctered by consortia of universities, and at other institutions not intended
to make a profit.

Industrial firms did the largest amount of research and development
sand most of the work done in industrial firms was financed by their own
funds. Of the total expenditures in the United States for research and
development of $60.4 billion in 1980, $42.3 billion were spent by private
industrial establishMents and $28.3 billion of the latter sum were supplied
by industrial firms for themselves.

Of the total of $60.4 billion, S38.6 billion were spent for develoliment,
$13s5 billion for applied research and $8.2 billion for basic research."

The influence of the federal government on the scale and composition
of the country's research and development enterprise is very large. An'
active public science policy in which large government expendittue for
research occurs is a phenomenon of the period after 'the Second World
War. In 1940, federal expenditure for this purpose was very small''and it
was mainly for research relating to national defence and agriculture. By s
1980, the federal government'financed about one half otall research and
development carried on in the country through supporting governmental
laboratories or by making grants for research to other institutions or
contracting to have it done at other institutions.'7

About one half of federal governmental expenditures for research and
development is for national defence. Major expenditures for other pur-
poses were in the fields of space, health, energy developments and
conversion, environment and transportation and communication. Govern-
mental expenditures for research and development are distributed as
follows:, 63 per cent. to development, 24 per cent. to applied research,
and 13 per cent. to basic research. Federal government funds financed
about 70 per cent. ,of all basic research that is done in the United States
and abput 50 per cent. of all applied research that is done." (The authority
to engage in, to contract for, or to make grants for scientific and
technological researCh is widely diffused among numerous departments
and agencies of the federal government. The Department of Defense
makes by far the largest expenditures for this purpose. Large expenditures
arc also made by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the
Department of Energy, the Department of Health and Human Services,
the National Science Foundation, the Environmental Protection Agency,
and the Departments of Agriculture, Transportation, Interior and
Commerce.
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The government is deeply engaged in the suppiiirt of applied and
technological reseaich. Its support enlarges the scale ofthose enterprises

and greatly affects the kinds of applied and technological research work

that is done, and the institutions in which it is done.

-Where government produces a public good, such as national defence,
from which none can be excluded s a beneficiary, and government is the
sole purchaser o[ a particularAind of commodity or service, it is appro-
priate-that government itself produces or purchases a relevint applied or
technological researchservIce. If the government is the sole purchaser of
military submarines, it is propeh.that it contract for the purchase of
research that will Improve the quality of sonic detecting, devices installed
in submarines. The national defence establishment is the sole purchaser
of such research; very little of it would be produced, in the absence of a
defence contract or unless it is done in a governmental research
establishment.

The argument for governmental supporf for applied and technological
research on the grounds that the government is the sole purchaser must,
however, be employeil with care. There are limits to its proper use.
Suppose, foiekample, that a large number of municipalities sumily water
to theirAouseholders. Agents and devices for the purification of water are
purchsed by the municipal water authorities from private firms that sell
water system supplies. The discoverypf newInowledge through research
that will permit the manufacture of new and_better agents and devices for
purifying water will petmit the discoverer to acquire the profit from his
discovery in the sale of the knowledge to the supplying firms. The market
would not fall in this case. It would arrange the use of the optimal quantity
of resources in such vtntures in research. Where there are many firms
supplying many agencies of government, the risks of research are not
extraordinarily large. If some cities do not install new water purifying
systems, others might. That governments are, ultimately, tlie sole pur-
chaser of water purifying agents does not imply that government should
support the production of applied knowledge about water purification.

Most of the applied and technologicaljesearch which the nommilitary
governmental agencies subsidise or produce directly does not have the
property that government is a sole purchaser. The decisions to have such
research done were centrally determined by the public agencies. Thc
market has not been permitted tO act as the instrumeht for deciding
whcthcr such applied and technological research work should be done
and, if so, how much of it, and which institutions should do it. Where
there ate externalities, with divergences between private and social
benefits from.applied scientific and technological research governmental
subsidy is appropriate; but much of the subsidised work clearly did not
have that feature.

Flaws in United States Science Policy

The National Science Foundation offers, in its first annual report on
science and technology, published in 1978, its argument for active inter-
vention by government in scientific and technological research. '"The
market mechanism by itself", it says, "is likely to lead to an underinvest-
ment in research and development from society's point of view."19 The
foundation explains that those who engage in some kinds of research work
are unable to appropriate the benefits of their work, and that the private
sector is sometimes unvAling to assume the high risk and is unable to
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assemble the large quantity of capital required in some socially beneficial
ventures.

The foundation is certainly correct in its observation about the unap-
propriability of the results of some scientific discoveries. It is incorrect
when It implies that the intensity of aversion to risk of the makers of
science policy is socially preferable to market mdications of the commun-
ity's aversion to risk. It is also incorrect that the private sector cannot
assemble capital of magnitudes necessary for large scientific undertakings.
There are many exampleslarge telecommunications systems and 'off-
shore oil drilling, for instanceof private aggregation of very large
quantities of capital. ,

A large fraction of governmental projects in science and technology do
not meet the standard of uniwropriability that gives warrant to govern-
ment participation in research in-the fields in question. If we find that
governmental science policy subsidies research in non.public goods where
there are no externalities, we may conclude that the public sector should
not be there, that governmentally supported science is conducted on too
large a scale and that it should be reduced to avoid waste of resources.

Such cases are not hard to find.
For example, the Department of Energy announced, in 1980, a National

Passive and Hybrid Solar Energy Program of aggressive research, devel-
opment and market penetration.1' ,The programme includes
development of cost competitive marketable passive solar heating designs,
systems and products for residential and commercial structures, passive
cooling technologies and davInditing systems.

The exercise of monopoly power by the od-producing countries, which
has driven up prices of fossil fuels, is familiar to builders, architects,
engineers, tool and material makers; it is well known to those who sell
heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water, and lighting services; to those
engaged in hothouse agriculture; and to consumers of shelter. Producers
have an incentive to find inexpensive, attractive, and efficient substitutes
for fossil fuels; their earnings will rise if they do. Consumers have an
incentive to substitute other fuels; they will reduce their costs if they do.

In this case, no externalities exist. The costs of the search for and
discovery of alternatives to fossil fuels would fall wholly upon those who
invest in sear.ch and discovery; the financial gains from the discovery
of alternatives can be wholly obtained by those who incur the cost.of
discovery. Persons and firms which are not prepared to pay the cost of
discovery, can be excluded. Clearly, the market should be permitted to
decide whether of not to devote resources that have other values to society
to the discovery and design of passive solar systems. It'can also decide
how much of its resources to devote to that purpose. Government has no
useful role to perform in this case.

If governmental decisions subsidise research which would not have been
undertaken through the market, or if the research is greater than It wouldilbe if the forces of the market had their effect, the c mmunity is ill served
by governmental policies for scientific and tech ological research. The
Department of Energy under these conditions, is putting society's
resources to wasteful uses.

The passive solar energy case illustrates what is a widespread occurrence
in governmental expenditures for science and technology. The public
authorities operate in areas in which the social judgment of the market
would give better results. Scientists, and technologists are diverted into
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Tess Pro-ductive work than they might otherwise do:Obvernmentalcaper'-
. ditura of this kind should be eliminated and tests of jhe failure of markets

should,be applied more rigorously. These public funds could then be
turned to better purposes.

The first Five Year Outlook: Probknu, Opjtortunides and Constraints
in.kience and Technology, published in 1980, is full of similar exarnples."
Agencies with funds to spend in support of research list their preferences
and their aspirations in that report. The Department of Commerce, for
example, wants a new-generation of very large cargo-carrying tankers to
achieve goids of safety, dependability and productivity." The reduction in

soil spills presumably would make more likely the construction of additional
petroleumiefining plants and storage capacity on the Atlantic Coast. This
departmentYalstrAvants phase-diagrams and the properties of multicom-
ponent alloys to be investigated so that replacements can be found for the
scarce metals used for alloying. It wants to find composite material of
higher strength; lighter weight and greater durability than conventional
materials. It wants waste of materials to be diminished by developing or
improving processes for the recovery of resources. It wants to know more
about ways to produce and preserve seatood, and it wantsnew technology
for the production.of fish through aquaculture.

The Department of Health and Human Strvices wants to find a blocking
agent to treat the victims of overdoses of drugs?' The Department of
Energy wants research on advanced catalysts for liquefying and gasifiing
coal."-The Department of Transportation wants research on applications
of micro-electronics to the automobile, on pipeline corrosion control, on
automated systems to impiove the circulation of the populations in the
centres of cities, and on the development of materials to replace asphaltic
concrete and portland cement in the construction and repair of highways?3

These are clearly cases of bureaucratic distension. It would be good to
have all these things if Itrey came at zero cost. They do not. They consume
resources which have other uses, so they imply opportunity costs. They
should be sought only if the investment in the search for them yields a
satisfactory return, adjusted for risk. We cannot know whether or not to
seek them except by applying the test of the market. If the market
recommends such investments, they ought to have been sought out. If the
market does not do so, they are socially.inappropriate.

The various desiderata enumerated in The Five Year Outlook are not
public goods. There isno problem of the incapacity of investors to acquire
the whole gain they would produce. There is no problem of exclusion and
there would be "free riders". There are no externalities.

In these cases, social and private costs and gairg would not diverge. in
the market. Incentives for socially appropriate research exist in the
market. In cases such as these, government intervenes mischievously.

Having penetrated the fields of applied scientific and technological
research by makini decisions for the support of research that should
properly have been left to the processes of the market, the federal
govirnment undertook also, in the period of the Canerldministration, to
initiate a "commericialization" programme that would increase the rate at
which discoveries made through research are employed in industrial and
commercial practice?' The grounds for overriding the market by govern.
ment subvention arc indeed tenuous. The government said it has a
"national perspective" which is absent from the perspective of private
industry and it said it has a "unique role in serving social needs"." Thereis in these defences for government commercialisation

programmes a lack
of understanding of the capacity of the market to compose social
preferences by aggregating individual preferences.

Making correct explicit decisions about the quantity of resources to be
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devoted to scientific and tehmlogical research and about the fields,
projects, nd institutions among which those resources should be distri-
buted is so difficult that the public officials should asoid the task as much
as possible and let the decisions be made in the market. Public goods
should be narrowly defined; there should be a certain reluctance to find
externalities or, where they stem to exist, but are of trivial magnitudes,
they should be ignored.

'Instead the federal government has pursued an active role in the support
of scientific and technological research; responsibilities which are difficult
to carry-out have been assaliously sought out; market failures seem'to
have been found' with great frequency by the simple affirmation of the
officials.

Once the government has chosen appropriately thelcinds of scientific
and technological research which it should support by searching out public
goods and markets in which the existence of externalities cause private
undennvesuncnt in research to occur, the government then confronts the

problem of allocating resources among research fields, among institutions
at which the research work will be done; and among persons who will

co duct the research.
rocesses by which governmental decisions have been made in the

United ates on the uses to which resources for scientific and techno-
logical res h would be put have been complex and convoluted. Such
processes of ocisiommaking have been followed both in the research
areas in which vernment intervention is appropriate and in those in
which it is inappro nate.

Allocative outco les ensue. Some examples folloW. Some S31.0 billions
of resources we allocated by the federal government in 1980 to research
and development rather than to other purposes. Of SII.8 billions of that
sum which were allocated to research, as distinguished from development,
62 per cent, was allocated to applied research and 38 per cent, to basic
research. Of basic research resources, 24 per cent. was allocated to work
done intramurally in federal governmental laboratories by scient As mid

technologists who were employees of the government and 76 per cent.
was for work done in other institutions under contract or with govern-
mental grants Of resources allocated to basic research, 45 per cent. was
allocated to work in the life sciences, 30 per cent for work in the physical
sciences, and lesser proportions to work in the environmental sciences,

engineering, the social sciences, mathematics and computer sciences,
psychology, and other sciences?' Within Ahe physical sciences, 52 per
cent. was allocated for basic research in physics, 4 per cent, in astronomy,

and 22 per cent. in chemistry. Within ths environmental sciences, 37 per

cent. was allocated for basic research in atmospherics, 35 per cent. in
geology. and 25 per cent in oceanography."'Of the resources for research
and development that were ;vailable to the National Institute of Health
in 1980, 30 per cent, were allocated to research on cancer, 15 per cent, to

the heart, lung and blood. 10 per cent, to arthritis, metabolism, and

disgestive diseases, 7 per cent. to neurological and communicative dis-
ordeiAnd strokes, 6 per cent. to allergy and infectious diseases, 6 per
cent. to child health and human development, 3 per cent, for research in
connection with the eye, and the remainder to a variety of other purposes.
Of the resources allocated by the National Institute of Health for work on
the cyc, 40 per cent, was allocated to retina and choroidal diseases, 19.
per cent to sensory motor disorders and rehabilitation, 13 per cent, to
corneal diseases, and about 10 per cent, to work on glaucoma and

cataracts. Of resources allocated by the federal government to research,
both basic and applied. in 1980 for research to be done outside the

governmental agencies themselves, 45 per cent. was allocated for work to
be done at universities and colleges, 28 per cent. to be done by industrial
firms, and the remainder at other institutions.m Resources for rev:arch
and development in 1980 were heavily allocated for research to be done
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in the states of California, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Olito,
Florida, and Pennsylvania, lesser quantities of.resources were allocated
for work done in the other states. Research and development to be done
in California was 158 times areater than that to be done in Kentucky:32

From one time to another, changes occur in the federal government's
allocation of resources for scientific and techriological research among
various purposes. From 1969 to 1974 federal government expenditures for
research and development for all purposes rose at an annual rate of 2.2
per cent.; from 1974 to 1977 the annual rate of growth of thoce expert&
tures was 11.2 per cent. Expenditures for space research and development
declined at an annual rate of 7.8 per cent, in the former period and rose
at an annual rate of 7.4 per cent, in the latter period. Expenditures for
jesearch in education rose at an annual rate of 2.3 per cent. in the earlier
period and declined at an annual rate of 11.5 per cent. in the later one.
Expenditures for research on health rose at a 132 per cent, rate from
1969 to 1974 and at 7.5 per cent, rate in the period 1974-77. Research on
food, fibre and other agricultural products first rose at a rate of 5.3 per
cent. and then at a rate of 16.3 per cent. Research and development
related to energy rose in the period 1964-74 at a rate of 8.8 per cent.
annually and at a rate of 51-2 per cent. from 1974 to 1977.33

In 1970, S12 mdlion of resotirces were employed in research and
development in connection with the space shuttle; in 1980, the correspond.
ing number was 51.886 million.' Between 1969 and 1980, expenditures
for cancer research rose twice as rapidly as expenditures for all biomedical
research." Research and development expenditures on coal were 36 times
greater in 1980 than they were in 1969, although expenditures for all
energy research and development rose in that period only by a factor of
eight.3'

Decisions on the allocution of resources for research finally emerge
after a complicated set of influences plays upon the processes of decision.
Decision.making is not centralised within the government.

Sonic agencies of government, such as the National Science Foundation
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, are almost
wholly and explicitly Oevoted to supporting research, ether agencies, such
as the Department of Agricultdre and Transportation, are mainly dedi.
cated to other purposes but they have funds to spend for research.

Political Element in Governmental Allocation

Congressional committees and individual members of the congress
affect the pattern of expenditures. as does the White House, which is
sometintes actlye and sometimes passive in expressing its preferences.
Scientific advisers to presidents and scientific advisory boards come and
go, rotate their memberships, and exercise more or less influence. Gov.
ernmental agencies which oversee government spending affect the out.
come, as do associations of university teachers and of practitioners in the
various thsetplines, and infitiennal laymen who have concentrated their
interests upon 4arrow objectives or who seek to have work that is
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subsidised by the government done in the cities and regions in which they

reside."
This welter ohnfluences affects both the aggregatesixe of the public-

sector "science effort" and the relative sixes of the constituent. parts. At
various times, emphasis has been given to oceanographic research, to
space exploration. to "wars" on cancer or poverty, to environmental
improvement, to fossil fuel substitution, and to the boring of the earth's

crust and mantle. Political influences loom large in these judgements.
Hierachies of status and financial allocations have been determined by
idiosyncratic presidential interests, by hopes of marginally increasing the
probability or re-election, and by attempts to ithprove the relative position
of colleagues in a particular discipline. Congressmen and other political
figures stake-out claims for the location of publicly financed scientific
activity in their own constituencies. Scientists and academic administrators

use a variety of political strategies in their competition with other

claimants.
Governmental support for research 'in marine science andltechnology

was turned, in the Johnson administration, ,to work on the development

of ground fish meal and on coastal weather prediction because "(President)

Johnson's self-image as a humanitarian madea fish-%ncentrate proposal

to feed a hungry world seemattractive (and] Johnson's Texas background

allowed him to appreciate thc destructiveness of hurricane and tornadoes

and the need for improved prediction along the coasts?" Support fin

biomedical research on heart ailments was accelerated becatise President

Johnson had suffered from cardio-vascular illneis." Presidential counsellor
Theodore Sorenson instructed a member of the staff of the office of the

science advisor to 'President Kennedy to develop proposals for expanded

research in oceanography: he "felt thaf oceanography would be particu-

larly appreciated by Kennedy because of his love for yachting and his

experience aboard PT boats?"
Government expenditures for research on the treatment of cancer were

expanded in the 'Nixon administration as a result of "the personal
intercession of Elmer Bobst, a close hand of the President" and of Mary

Lasker." a philanthropist with a concentrated interest in the Kogress of

. cancer therapy. President Eisenhower recommetvied to the Congress the

appropriation of funds for the construction of the Stanford hnearElectron
Accelerator, reflecting "the fact that some pbysicists had um trust of the

White House and. further, they used this confidence to support theirown

programmes, even at the expense of other scientists (and most directly,

other physicists)." To bring about this outcome, there was "assiduous

lobbying by elements of the scientific elite".41 President Eisenhower

withdrew from his intention to veto expanded congressional appropriations

for biomedical research hecluse "Mary Lasker ... was good friends with

Jules Stein who in turn had a good friend who often played golf with
Eisenhower, and auspiciously was scheduled to play with the president in

Newport. As a favour toStein, this friend agreed to help convince the

president of the dire consequences for national health should the budget

bc vetoed?"
A coalition of universities of the mid-western states organised a delega-

twin of congressmen to confer with President Johnson in order to Promote

the cause of the construction of a high-energy accelerator at Madison,

Wisconsin. At that meeting, the late Hubert Humphrey, then a member

of the Senate, exclaimed, "Why, my God, the Midwest has been getting

sliortchazged."" Scientists energetically lobbied the Congress seeking to

advance this cause."
A more uniform geogrohic distribution of federal research expendi-

tures is frequently advpnced in the Congress as are claims for Hie location

of particular .research activities in the constituency districts of given

members of the Congress: 4n.amendment to the Authorisation Act of

1965 of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration said, "It is

the sense of Congress that it is in the national interest that consideration

2 ')
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be given to geographic distribution-of federal research hinds whenever
possible." The, author of the amendment was the then Senator Walter
Mondale who said, during the discussion, "The position of those placing
(NASA) contracts asserts that their policy is to put the money where the
competence is. I think there are some fallacies in that pOsition."' In the
1960s, the National Science Foundation altered its policies on the award
of fellowships in order to achieve a more proportionate geographical
distribution. In an attempt to reduce the concentration of federal support
of scientific research in relatively distinguished institutions and in response
to President Johnson's interest in "geographical balance", the Foundation
administered a programme of more intensive support for "second-tier"
universities which was intended, it was said, to "get more institutionS into
the top 20".'

When principles of choice such as these come to have a weighty
influence upon the allocation of resources to scientific and technological
resexch and among research fields, projects and institutions, it seems
clear that society's resources will be put to wasteful uses. Parochial
interests and low standards come to dominate allocative choice and the
process of scientific assessment and the exercise of scientific judgeinent no
longer plays its proper role. Inappropriate tests are applied, writing
outcomes are generated, thc scientific community comes to be governed
by the wrong standards, and the growth of scientificlinowiedge hampered.

An Ahernalive Allocalive Method for Research

It has been suggested that, except in the cases of basic research and of
applied research in which where there are definite and large extericalities,
government should not intervene. With those exceptions, commercial and
industrial markets should be permitted to determine judgement on
whether a particular piece of research should be undertaken, how much
research should be done, in which fields, projects and institiltions it should
be done and the methods by which it is done.

For basic research. for which some governmental intervention is appro-
priate, explicit calculation of the proper scale is extremely difficult because
governMental agencies, like any other institution or individuals, lack the
capacity to measure the value of the output of pure knowledge; they do
not know in advance what II be discovered by those who are engaged
in research; they do not know how long it will be before a research
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discovery occurs, how long thc discovery will survive before it becomes
intellectually obsolete and the rate at which it is appropriate to discount
the ser, ices the discovery performs in giving society deeper understanding
of aspects of nature Although apvernmental programme of support for
basic research that will move some resources that would otherwise have
been employed in other activates into basic research is probably called
for, care should be shown that such a programme is not too large.

Just as government lacks the capacity to measure the value of increments
of pure knowledge in the aggregate, it also lacks the capacity to measure
the relative values of different increments of pure knowledge that are
produced by basic research work in different fields. It cannot explicitly
rank the increments of knowledge of the constituent components of basic
research nor can a assign them weights that indicate their relative value
to society. Government should avoid, if it can, tasks of measurement that
it cannot carry out. There is, however, a method which it can employ that
rrnght solve the problem of allocating governmental funds for support of
basic research, while avoiding explicit estimation of the values of the
output of research activities. That method Implies choosing among smen-
lists rather than choosing among scientific fields and projects.

There is a kind of intellectual market within which scientists work The
late Professor Michael Polanyt described it when he wrote:
The community of scientists works according to economic pricinples similar to
those by which the production of material goods is regulated... Mhe activities
of scientists are in fact coordinated. .. This consists of the adjustment of the
efforts (if each of the hitherto achieved results of the others. We may call this a
coordination by mutual idjustment of independent initiatives . (which] leads to
a joint result which is unprenieditated by any of those who bring it about. Their
coordination is guided by "an invimble hind" towards the joint discovery of a
hidden system of things . Any attempt to organise the group. .. . under a
single authority would ehnunite then independent initiatives and thus reduce their
joint ettediveness , ft would. in effect. paralyse their cooperation.... (Tjhe
pursuit of science by independent self-coordinated initiatives assures the most
efficient organisation of scientific progress. . Mhe scientist responding directly
to the intellectual situation created by the published results of other scientists is
motivated by current professional standards. .. Mhe decisions of a scientist
choosing a problem and pursuing it to the exdunon of other possible avenues of
inquiry may be said to have an economic character For his decisions are designed
to produce the highest ixissible result by the use of a limited stock of intellectual
and material resources,"

In an intellectual market such as this, the scientific community exercises
smennfic standards in the determination of scientific merit. The authonty
of scientific opinion enforces scaentific standards. All independent scien-
tists participate in the administration of the authority of scientific opinion.

Scientific standards are. Polanyt asserts, uniform throughout science.
This "makes possible the comparison between the value of discoveries in
fields as different as astronomy and medicine. This possibihty is of great
value to the rational distribution of efforts and matenal resources through-
out the various branches of science . . . [and it isj the principle which
underlies the rational distribution of grants for pursuit of research. . . .

So long as each allocation follows the guidance of scientific opinion, by
giving preference to the most promising scientists and subjects, the
distribution of grants will automatically yield the maxtmum advantage for
the advancement of science as a whole.'

"Intellectual markets" are hkc commercial markets in another sense
that Polanyi does not touch upon. If commercial markets are efficient
instruments for deciding the uses to w hich resources should be put to
serve soctety's purposes, it is because there is competitive bidding for
resources arming those who seek to employ them and there is freedom to
enter and depart from industries and occupations. Competitive biddirg
and the freedom to enter and depart arc also properties of intellectuol
markets, Young persons freely choose whether they will train in chemistry
or physics, if physics, they freely choose whether they will specialise in
spectroscopy or cosmic rays; tf one or the other, they freely choose once
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they reach a certain level of seniority which research projects they will

venture upon and which they wilt abandon. In connnercial markets,
efficient firms bid away resources from inefficient fir= so.hat resources
are put to more highly valued :uses. In intellectual markets, creative
scientists of outstanding accomplishments will be bid for by institutions '
which are interesting intellectual communities with large complements of
scientific workers where they will be able to participate in stimulating
dialogue and on higher levels, be nourished by others with original minds
and be provided with opportunities for serious work in their chosen fields.

Those with less talent and more mediocre minds find themselves in less

professionally attractive places. As in commercial markets, intellectual
resources are put by the intellectual market to their most highly valued

uses.

resources tor basic scientific research which would permit governmental
officials to avoid the explicit calculation of costs and gains. They would
allocate not among fields but, rather, among scientists. They would inquire
about the qualities of intelligence and of the professional achievement or
promise of scientists in the queue, but would not ask about the relative
values of the vanous and different discoveries of pure knowledge they
seek to achieve. They would not seek to re-fashion the structure of pure
scientific work but would permit its structure to emerge spontaneously
from the unconstrained choices of individuals among scientific careers and
scientific projects.

In choosing among applicants for research grants, the scientific assess-
ment of professional merit would be consulted. This might be done
directly by governmental agencies or they might do so indirectly by
making block grants to thc relatively small number of distinguished
universities' and by having those universities re-allocated those grants
among scientist-applicants. The universities might be.perminted to make
grants for the support of scientific research to individuals located at other
institutions, as well as at their own, and they would be permitted to
consolidate some of the funds provided to them with those of other
institutions so that consortia could be formed for the construction of
expensive capital facilities such as those required for research in certain
branches of astronomy and physics.

By applying the method of searching out scientists who have merit, as
measured by file consensual judgement of the scientific community, and
by permitting them to work on problem3 that rouse their cunosity and are
responsive to their sense of what the scientific community considers to be
important, the government will make a more valuable contribution to the
advancement of science and the progress of knowledge than at would if it
attempts the explicit estimation of the relative values of scientific discov-
eries or if, as now, allocations arc decided in response to parochial and
political influences. -

Allocatwn.iimong.Ftelds and the Scale of Basic Science

The criteria of choice for governmental support of scientific and tech-
nological research which are suggested in this paper are an smile respects
the same, and in other respects differem, from those suggested by Dr.
Alvin Weinberg in his fundamental paper on the critetia for scientific
choice " The resources of society that arc devoted to research must be
allocated. Weinberg writes, among "often incommensurable fields of
science--between, for example, high-energy physics and oceanography or
between molecular biology and science of metals". He proposes some
criteria that are internal to the scientific field awl which deal with the
question: how well is ,the science done?, and other cnteria that are
external to the field and answer the question; why pursue this particular
science? The internal critena may be analysed into questions about the
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idiness of the field for scientific advancement and abOut the competence
the scientists who work 16 the fierd. The external criteria 'may be

analysed into technological merit, which depends upon the pracRal uses
of the knowledge the scientific research will produce, scientific merit,
which depends upon the contribution that work in one scientific field
makes, to the.progress of knowledge in other scientific fields and SCRial
merit, which depends upon how well research will serve the objectives
which government and society seek to achieve.

I argue here that if research has intended practical uses, it should not
be supported by governmental agencies, except where there are market
externalities or where a single governmental agencyor a small numlier
of governmental agenciesis the sole purchaser of the result of the
research. Research that is intended to be applied practically in the
production of commodities and services should be required to pass the
test of the market in deciding whether it should be undertaken. Weinberg's
criterion of technological merit should not, therefore, be applied by
governnwnt but should be left to the market.

Nor, with the same exceptions, should the criterion of social merit be
employed in the allocation of governmental funds for research. There are
a large number of governments and private persons in the market for
effective contraceptive agents, longer-lasting foods which resist spoilage,
crops which are disease-resistant and higher-yielding and which require
fesver fertilisers and less water for their production, and therapeutic and
immunological agents that will diminish the incidence and duration of
dlness That governments are concerned with controlling the rate of
population growth, increasing food supplies, and reducine the rates nf
Morbidity and mortality does not lead ineluctably to the conclusion that
governments shotdd subsidise research serving those objectives. If some
of society's resources should be devoted to such research, private invest-
ment in the research will yield a rate of return that will be high enough to
assure that the research will be done. There is no efficient way to know
how many of those esources should be put to those purposes except by
applying the test of e market

Governmental sup rt is indicated, however, for research in pure
sclence seeking mere nts of pure knowledge about nature which are not
intended. nor explici y foreseen, to have practical use. Weinberg's inter-
nal criwria and the c nerion of scientific merit in his set of external criteria
are proper and correct for the productive allocation of resources for
research of that kind The scientific competence of the applicand should
be examined as should be the scientific promise of the work they propose
to do "'he allocation of resources among fields need not be explicitly
confronted. In their research, desire to make discoveries which the
scientific community will consider to be important and creative, to increase
the understanding of nature and to contribute to the progress of knowl-
edge The problem of allocating resources for research among fields need
not be solved directly. one need only observe the rule making allocations
among scientists by applying the test of scientific competence.

If government is to support basic research, what should be the scale of
that support') What part of the resources of society should the government
bid away (rom other activities that are useful and productive in order that
the resources be given over to basic scientific research? The determination
ot the optimal scale of basic search is extraordinarily difficult. There are
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no market measure.; of the value of society to increments of pure
knowledge and, thus, no standard for comparing that value with the
values of things that resources used for research might have produced, if
they were put to alternative uses.

Dr. Aireinberg has suggested that the scale of governmental support for
basic science should be equal to the sum nt'Of some fraction of the
expenditures of society for applied research, because basic research

_produces discoveries which, in the end, cause applied research to be more

fruitful, and some fraction of the value of "society's entire technical
enterprise", because basic science contributes to "the technological system
as a whole".n "Society's entire technical enterprise" is assumed to mean
the whole output of commodities and services of the economy'in some
periodsay in a yearor what the economists call the "national product".

Dr. Weinberg does not say whnt the appropriate fractions should be,
except to suggest that,they would be politically determined. This offers no

° guidance to the politician- on the question of size of the fractions which
would be optimal for so ety. To determine the scale of basic science by .
some measure of its pr.....ical value is. however, fundamentally defective.
To the exteitt that basic science has practical valuefor example, by
inipi.,4mit commodities and services, cheapening thecost of their produc-
tion. and imp....,uw the material standard of life of the peoplethe
appropriate scale of basic. science will be best determined by the market.
That part of basic science should 114vp no governmental support. It is the
part of hasic science that has no practical ear: and serves only to enlarge
and improve the knowledge and understanding of nature that warrants
governmenial subsidy.

The criteria for determining its optimal scale must be sought elsewhere.
One possible procedure would be to approximate'the appropnate scale by
a process of experience and trial-anderror. It would be reasoneAc to
-Start, perhaps, with the current scale of governn.ental support for basic
research and to allocate funds by applying some standard of scientific
competence .and promise of scientific achievenient. It should ,then be
feasible to sec how much of what has been spent has resulted in
significantly important contributions to the progress of scientific know-

vledge. If less than the whole of it has had this effect, it would be
1 successful and those who should be unsuccessful in their quest for support.

If the current scale of expenditures for basic science support leaves some
in the queue who.have failed to obtain grants and who are none the less
thought to shqw genuine promise of future scientific achievements the
appropriation should be enlarged.

there is risk in sudi a priteedure The wale of basic science would
dem: id upon the standards applied in selecting ainong applicants and in
evalu ding ific unportanee ot eontributions to basic scientific knoOledge.
The p medure depends on die integrity with whieli consensual judgement

' Is for ned in the emoniunity 01 science and in the capacity of that
conundnity to distinguish between important and inconsequential contri-
butions to the growth of sett:none knowledge
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